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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.1.1 The RPS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.1.1-1 
shall be OPERABLE.

(7.3. 1,A- () 
( 2, Z.A > 

<(7"2.2,A->

(< 77-./-A-I> APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1.1-1.  

(AppI 2.2AZIot..~4i .AA0 > s~ #'Aur,CIAL 6AX4 1_0, 8.  

---- - --------------- ---------------- T ------ - --------------
s e~parate Condition entry is allowed for each channel..

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(<DC- A. 3> A.  
(3..A AeL4 / > 

3.I.A Ar-4 2 > 
3. I.A AdT' 2.c'/ 

(2.2.A Ar-_ > 

<'DC A Z) B.  
ý-1. IA A.,-/Y 2 
( 33.-A A,4 z.1) 

Q.2.2A A)4 > 

(VoLA,3) C.  
(ý. /.A Ad4 2.4i> 
<2,I.A Ad4> 
K 2.2.A Ad4 >

One or more required 
channels inoperable.

One or more Functions 
with one or more 
required channels 
inoperable in both 
trip systems.

One or more Functions 
with RPS trip 
capability not 
maintained.

A.I 

OR 

A.2 

B.I 

OR 

B.2

Place channel in 
trip.  

Place associated trip 
system in trip.

Place channel in one 
trip system in trip.

Place one 
in trip.

trip system

Restore RPS trip 
capability.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

(cTS)

12 hours 

12 hours

6 hours 

6 hours

1 hour

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentati on 
3.3.1.1 

ý(, 7'S

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

R. /,A, A,'4 2 ) 
(3,/A, Ad3> 
(3. I.A Ad3>L• 
<3ý1.A A/,o~-L&> 

< 2.2.A A.-d- > 

(-T.3,/.A Ae4 lt E.  
f 2.2.A A,-+> 

<73.1-. A Ar.4 14.> F.  

< 2.2.A AL+) 

7-2. /.A\ G.  
Ac, l / 

(2 2.A Ar-..> 

<(3.IAAI#•S• > H.  
<2.2.A A,-4 >

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A, 
B, or C not met.

As required by 
Required Action D.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1.1-1.

As required by 
Required Action D.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1.1-1.

As required by 
Required Action D.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1.1-1.

As required by 
Required Action D.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.1.1-1.

D.1 Enter the Condition 
referenced in 
Table 3.3.1.1-3 for 
the channel.

* 4

E.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 
to <

F.] Be in MODE 2.

G.1 Be in MODE 3.

i I

H.1 Initiate action to 
fully.insert all 
insertable control 
rods in core cells 
cQntaining one or 
more fuel assemblies.

+

Immediately

4 hours

4hours

12 hours

Immediately

'3 

)ýLi. 1 , V.JVe -S r~s~e-, 
ct3.! Fu~dioij 1 irh'iie CNovTE..\ 
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-- U-

1. Refer to Table 3.3.1.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RPS 
Function.  

2. When.a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required 
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function 
maintains RPS trip capability.

(<7"40. A -/I"> 

(74, A-/> 
-FA./, A- / 

<'T'4J..A- I > 
-T4.1.A-1 

F,0,64-0,-U /f(e

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.1.1.2 ------------ NOTE-------------
Not required to be performed until 12 
hours after THERMAL POWER k 25% RTP.

Verify the absolute difference between 
the average power range monitor (APRM) 
channels and the calculated power is 
• 2% RTP Rplus any gain adjustment 
required by LCO 3.2.4, "Average Power 
Range Monitor (APRM) Stpoint4'f while 
operating at ý 25% RTP.

1*

SR' 3.3.1.1.3

(T4./A- / SR 3.3.1.1.4

( 74.1 A-, iroe+mt4dL (n)!

Adjust the channel to conform to a 
calibrated flow signal.

-NOTE -------------------
Not required to be performed when 
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 until 

hours after entering MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

7 days

7 days

7 days

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

Ccis )
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"<C- red

RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

<74.-.A-1> SR 3.3.1.1.5 Perform : /ANNEL CTN

<T"74.A-I> SR 3.3.1.1.6 Verify the source range monitor (SRM) and 

,17-41.A-1 intermediate range monitor (IRM) channels 
\rw-+ (b)) \ overlap.

7 days

Prior to 
withdrawing 
SRMs rom e 
)fusiti n

Rev 1, 04/07/953.3-4

I +CstO4 e"e-A RPL CLcf*AiafiC- SMO? CoL)faC:fo(,')-
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INSERT SR 3.3.1.1.8

INSERT SR 3.3.1.1.10

(74/..A-1) SR 3.3.1.1.10 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

INSERT SR 3.3.1.1.13

SR 3.3.1.1.13 
<T'4 i A-1 "

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Insert Page 3.3-4

%1

31 days

92 days

S l TI r•fl B



RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

<eTS >

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

SoVEi + RQREN (o.2-ni n> 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.1 Verify Turbine Stop Valve--Closure and &;21• myfflhs 
Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip 

Oil Pressure-Low Functions are not (q2. 9 ayL 
bypassed when THERMAL POWER is .6 

24 %RTP.

.A1 

< V6 C A4.3

months on 
a AGGERED 
TEST BASIS

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<'e s

---- ------------ NOTES-------------
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.  

2. For Function 5 on" equals 4 channels 
for the purpose of determining the 
the STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency.  

Verify the RPS RESPONSE TIME is within 
limits.

E-SR ý3.31.1.

BWR/4 STS 3.3-6
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RPS Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

Table 3.3.1.1-1 (Page 1 of 3) 
Reactor protection System irlstnentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
MDES OR REQUJIRED ItEFERENCED 

OTHER CKANNELS FROMA 

SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLWA3LE 

FUBCTION CORDIT IOS S1STEM ACT I Oi D.1 REaUIREKENTS VALUE

Intermediate Range 2 

m o nitors F - ' 
a. Neutron Fliu - Hligh

tm aG* FO % S( ....
0(a)

b. Inop 2 13ti G

5 (a)

2. Average Power Range 
Monitors 

a. Neutron FLtux--High, 
Setdown 

b. Flow Biased a 
- High

H

<T-r3. I.A -1 > 
<F 7- , A -I ý 

<•("2.2.A - I> 
efoc 1-8>

3.3.1.1.& 
3.3.1.1.6 
3.3.1.1.7 

3.3.1.1.  

3 . 3 . 1 

3.3.1.1.@ 3.3.1.1.• 

3.3.1.1• 

3-3.2.2.19

divisions of 
fu Ll scale .]

2 G SR 3.3.1.1.1 & 0S RTPJ 
-- 1 st 3.3.1.1.7 4 9

SR 3.3.1.1.7 R 

SR 3.3.1.1 ÷ 

F SR 3.311 1. -- 0.58•,, 
SR 331.1.2 -*62-- RT-L an d 

SR 3 31 1 RTP 3 1 

SR.3:3-1,, 

SR 3..3.1.1.

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

< C"'s >

SR 
SR 

SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 
SR 

'St 
SR.  

~Sk

£1.

(a) With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing oae or more fuel assemblies.  

(b) [0.58 V * 5 I RTP when reset for single loop operation per LCO 3.4.1o "Recirculation Loops 

Operating." _

BWR/4 STS 3.3-7
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RPS. Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 2 of 3) 
Reactor Protection Systm Instrumentation

APPLICABLE COrITIOIS 
MODES a REWIRUED REFERENCED 

OTHER • CHANNELS FROM 

SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION CONITIONS SYSTEM ACTION 0.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

2. Average Power Range 
moitors (cont inued) 

c. Fixed Neutron 
Flux -High

d. owe 

4lnop

cat

3. Reactor Vesset Stem 1,2 121 G 
Dome Pre ssure -- ki h a dd a n.1..., , ,. 0l ) 

is. , ~~~. ~: Reco esl ee - .2

4. Reactor Vesset Water 1,2 
Lew', L 

5. main Stem isolattion
Vatve - Closure

6. Drywetl Pressure-High

(continued)

C Wi+h r~eac-fo Prfssvre Z. 13

Rev 1, 04/07/95

.(/TS>

<T3,dA-0• 
<7-4 . A-/ > 
S T2.2.A- I )

I ....

(€ont imied)
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RPS .Instrumentation 
3.3.1.1

< T(.,.A -I 
e7"-4. I.A -I 

<7'2.2.A-1) 
f-Vbt_ M. 3 > < 1>0C A4.3 3

Table 3.3.1.1-1 (page 3 of 3) 
Reactor Protection System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
MODES OR REQJUIED REFERENCED 

OTHER - CHANNELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER TRIP REhUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWrABLE 

FIUCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION D.1 REQUIRENEWTS VALUE

7. Scrm Discharge Voluim 
Water Level -Nigh

8. Turbine Stop 
Valve - Closure 

9. Turbine Control Valve 
fast Closure, Trip Oil 
Pressure - Low

Reactor Made switch
Shutdown-Position 

Maneuat Scram

BWR/4 STS 3.3-9 Rev 1, 04/07/95



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

1. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

2. The Completion Time of ISTS 3.3.1.1 Required Action F. 1 (ITS 3.3.1.1 Required 
Action F. 1) has been extended by 2 hours and the requirements to perform ISTS 
SR 3.3.1.1.4 (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.4), ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.11 (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.15), ISTS 
SR 3.3.1.1.13 (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.17) after entering MODE 2 has been extended by 12 
hours, consistent with the current licensing basis.  

3. ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.5 was intended as a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of Manual 
Scram and IRM Functions (in MODE 5) as indicated in ISTS Table 3.3.1.1-1. Since 
the Manual Scram Function at Dresden 2 and 3 is different from the standard design 

assumed in the ISTS, this SR has been revised. Each RPS trip system at Dresden 2 and 

3 includes three channels, 2 automatic and one manual, while the standard design 
assumes only two channels (which also include the Manual Functions). At Dresden 2 
and 3, the automatic and manual trip channels are independent from each other while in 
the standard design the trip channels are one in the same. This SR has been revised to 
functionally test each RPS automatic scram contractor. This functional test was added 
to allow Surveillance test interval extensions of the automatic RPS Functions per 
NEDC-30851-P-A since the Dresden 2 and 3 design is different from the generic 
design. Since the contactors are required for the OPERABILITY of each automatic 
Function it has been associated with each automatic scram Function in Table 3.3.1.1 -1.  
The Manual Scram Function (ITS Table 3.3.1.1 Function 12) will be tested consistent 
with the current requirements in proposed ITS 3.3.1.1.8 every 31 days. Subsequent 
SRs have been renumbered as required. In addition, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST associated with the IRMs in MODE 5 (ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.5) has been renumbered 
as SR 3.3.1.1.4 since this test is also a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed at 
the same Frequency.  

4. The Frequency for ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.8 (proposed ITS SR 3.3.1.1.9) has been changed 

from 1000 MWD/T to 2000 effective full power hours consistent with the current 
Dresden 2 and 3 Licensing Basis.  

5. The Drywell Pressure-High (ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 6) Function is required to 
be calibrated every 92 days in accordance with the current setpoint methodology.  
Therefore, an SR has been added (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.13) to ensure the licensing basis is 

retained. Subsequent SRs have been renumbered, as required. ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.13 
(the 18 month CHANNEL CALIBRATION) has been removed from the Drywell 
Pressure-High Function since it is redundant to the 92 day CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

6. ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.14 has been deleted since the APRM Flow Biased Neutron 
Flux-High circuit does not include the simulated heat flux time constant. However, a 

new SR has been added to the APRM Flow Biased Neutron Flux-High Function to 

perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the flow converters (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.17). In 

addition, a Note to ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.11 (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.15) is added to clarify the 

applicability of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION SRs to the flow converters.  
Subsequent SRs have been renumbered, as required.  

7. The bracketed requirement has been deleted since it does not apply to the current 
Dresden 2 and 3 licensing basis. Subsequent Functions have been renumbered, as 
applicable.  

8. The ITS SR 3.3.1.1.1, CHANNEL CHECK, cannot be performed, since no indicators 

are provided, for the channels associated with the following Functions. Therefore, the 

CHANNEL CHECK requirement has been deleted from the associated Function 
Surveillance Requirements in ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1.  

Function 3, Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High 
Function 6, Drywell Pressure - High 
Function 7, Scram Discharge Volume Water Level - High 

This is consistent with the current licensing basis.  

9. The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided.  

10. ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 10, Turbine Condenser Vacuum-Low, and associated 

footnote (c) have been added consistent with the current licensing basis for RPS 

Instrumentation. Subsequent Functions have been renumbered, as required. In 

addition, the Turbine Condenser Vacuum - Low (ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 10) 

Function is required to be calibrated every 31 days in accordance with the current 

setpoint methodology. Therefore, an SR has been added (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.10) to ensure 

the licensing basis is retained. Subsequent SRs have been renumbered, as required.  

11. The Frequency for ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.6 has been changed from "Prior to withdrawing 

SRMs from the fully inserted position" to "Prior to fully withdrawing SRMs." The 

current licensing basis for Dresden 2 and 3 only requires the SRM/IRM overlap to be 

verified during a reactor startup. It does not require the overlap verification prior to 

withdrawing the SRMs from the fully inserted position. The current practice of

Dresden 2 and 3 2



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

11. (continued) 

Dresden 2 and 3 is to maintain the SRMs between 100 cps and 105 cps. During the 
reactor startup, the operating staff will start to withdraw the SRMs prior to the IRMs 
coming on range. This reduces the burnup of the SRMs. The SRM/IRM overlap is 
verified before the SRMs are fully withdrawn. In addition, a review of operating data 
has shown that it may not always be possible to obtain proper overlap prior to reaching 
the SRM rod block setpoint with the SRMs fully inserted. Therefore, ITS 
SR 3.3.1.1.6 has been modified to reflect the current practice, and is consistent with 
current licensing basis.  

12. A requirement to perform an RPS RESPONSE TIME test on the Drywell 
Pressure-High Function channels has been added since the Function is credited in the 
safety analyses.  

13. ITS Required Action F.2 for Function 5, Main Steam Isolation Valve - Closure, and 
Function 10, Turbine Condenser Vacuum - Low, has been added to require reducing 
reactor pressure to < 600 psig. The Applicability of ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 5 
has also been revised to include MODE 2 and footnote (c), i.e., MODE 2 with reactor 
pressure > 600 psig. These changes are consistent with the current licensing basis for 
RPS Instrumentation.  

14. Typographical error corrected.  

15. An Actions Note is added to allow time to adjust the gain for the APRMs. This Note is 
included in CTS Table 4. .A-1 as Note (d), and is based on both the time frame 
necessary to accomplish multiple channel gain adjustments and the impact on safety.  
Only two hours are provided if the GAF is non-conservative; but 12 hours are provided 
if the GAF is out of limits low since this makes the trip setpoint conservative.  

16. TSTF-264 deletes the Surveillances for SRM/IRM overlap during startup and the 
APRM/IRM overlap during shutdown. The TSTF states that these SRs are unnecessary 
since they duplicate the requirements of the Channel Check. However, the Channel 
Check definition does not specifically require overlap checks. There are other 
instruments that have overlapping ranges (e.g., reactor water level instruments), and no 
"overlap" checks are implied by the Channel Check requirements for these instruments.  
Also, as stated in the TSTF Bases portion of the change, the SRM/IRM overlap check 
is only applicable during a startup and the APRM/IRM overlap check is only required 
during a shutdown. It would appear that if the Channel Check definition requires 
overlap checks, it would require the checks both during a startup and during a

Dresden 2 and 3 3



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

16. (continued) 

shutdown for all instruments. In addition, the TSTF also provides Bases to the Channel 
Check Surveillances that add requirements not in the actual Channel Check 
Surveillance. For example, the Channel Check is required to be performed every 
12 hours in the actual Specification, but the TSTF Bases portion of the change requires 

the SRM/IRM overlap portion to be performed prior to withdrawing the SRMs.  
Therefore, this TSTF is not being adopted and the individual overlap SRs are being 
maintained.  

17. ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.16 (ITS SR 3.3.1.1.14) requires verification that the Turbine Stop 

Valve - Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure - Low 

Functions are not bypassed when THERMAL POWER is > 45 % RTP. The 
Frequency of this SR has been revised to once per 92 days to reflect current plant 
practice and setpoint methodology.  

18. The Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High (ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1 Function 3) 

Function is required to have a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed every 31 

days and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION performed every 92 days in accordance with 

current setpoint methodology. Therefore, ITS SR 3.3.1.1.8, and SR 3.3.1.1.13 have 
been added to ensure the licensing basis is retained. As a result, ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.9 
(92 day CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST) and ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.13 (18 month 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION) have been removed from the Reactor Vessel Steam 
Dome Pressure - High Function since they are redundant to the added Surveillance 
Requirements.

Dresden 2 and 3 4



SRM Instrumentation 
3.3.1.2

(CTS>

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.1.2 Source-Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation

(3.2.6> LCO 3.3.1.2 The SRM instrumentation in Table 3.3.1.2-1 shall be 

3.11. B> OPERABLE.  

<App/3.2.-) APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1.2-1.  

(App /3-IDF>

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(3.2.6 Ac4 I ý . A. One or more required 
SRMs inoperable in 
MODE 2 with 
intermediate range 
monitors (IRMs) on 
Range 2 or below.

S'three) required SRMs 
inoperable in MODE 2 
with IRMs on Range 2 
or below.

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
or B not met.

A.1 Restore required SRMs 
to OPERABLE status.

B. I Suspend control rod 
withdrawal.

C.1 Be in MODE 3.

4 hours

Immediately

12 hours

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<3.2.6A,4f. I > C.
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SRM Instrumentation 
3.3.1.2

•32. C.A.4 2->

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. One or more required D.1 Fully insert all 1 hour 
SRMs inoperable in insertable control 
MODE 3 or 4. rods.  

AND 

D.2 Place reactor mode 1 hour 
switch in the 
shutdown position.  

E. One or more required E.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
SRMs inoperable in ALTERATIONS except 
MODE5. for control rod 

insertion.  

AND 

E.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
fully insert all 
insertable control 
rods in core cells 
containing one or 
more fuel assemblies.

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/4 STS 3.3-11



SRJ1 Instrumentation 
3.3.1.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Refer to Table 3.3.1.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each applicable MODE 
or other specified condition4.V 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.1.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.1.2.2 ------------------NOTES--------------
> 1. Only required to be met during CORE ALTERATIONS.  

2. One SRM may be used to satisfy more 
than one of the following.  

Verify an OPERABLE SRM detector is 12 hours 

located in: 

a. The fueled region; 

b. The core quadrant where CORE 
ALTERATIONS are being performed, when 
the associated SRM is included in the 
fueled region; and 

c. A core quadrant adjacent to where 
CORE ALTERATIONS are being performed, 
when the associated SRM is included 
in the fueled region.  

SR 3.3.1.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

(4.26.2. /) 
( A4. ID. e, 4,i 

f(3 e. B. 2.> 

< 44 E1. /r

(� 2.6. Z. A>
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SRM Instrumentation 
3.3.1.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

< 4.2o.(S

BWR/4 STS
Rev 1, 04/07/95

( CTS >

< q.2 .6.  

<-D•C M.

FREQUENCY

SSR 

3.3.1.2.4 ------------------ NOTE ------.3> Not required to be met with less than or 
equal to four fuel assemblies.adjacent to the SRM and no other fuel assemblies in 
the associated core quadrant.  
--------- ----------- ------------------- --
Verify count rate is: 12 hours during •~CORE 
a. _>lý cp.tas 0n ALTERATIONS 

f •.78 cps; with a signall tto noise AN 
ratio _> 120:13. 24 hours 

S SR 3.3.1.2.5 -Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST gand 7 days 

ý ý Ldetermination of signal to noise ratioh.  

3,b > SR 3.3.1.2.6 ------------------ NOTE -
Not required to be performed until 
12 hours after IRMs on Range 2 or below.  
------- ----------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST land 31 days 
determination of.signal to noise ratio.  

SR 3.3.1.2.7 --------- NOTES - .  

4> 1. Neutron detectors are excluded.  

2. Not required to be performed until 12 hours after IRMs on Range 2 or below.  
-- - -----------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 
M monthss

3.3-13



Wl Insert SR 3.3.1.2.5 

------------------------------------- NOTE -----------------------------------

The determination of signal to noise ratio is not required to be met with less 
than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to the SRM and no other fuel 

assemblies in the associated core quadrant.  
.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------------------

Insert Page 3.3-13



SRPJ Instrumentation 
"•. cTh> 3.3.1.2

<(3. z. 6.& ) 

<3.11).B>, 
(32.6;• 

< A.pi M.4.1.> 
<fl,/ .AE>

Table 3.3.1.2-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Source Range monitor Instrumntation

APPLICABLE 
MMES OR OTHER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE 

FUNiCTION SPECIFIED UOM ITIO0iS CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS

Ow1. Source Range Monitor

3,4 2

2 Cb)Cc)

SR 3.3.1.2.1 
sR 3.3.1.2.4 
sR 3.3.1.2.6 
SR 3.3.1.2.7 

SR 3.3.1.2.3 
SR 3.3.1.2.4 
SR 3.3.1.2.6 
SR 3.3.1.2.7 

SR 3.3.1.2.1 
SR 3.3.1.2.2 
SR 3.3.1.2.4 
SR 3.3.1.2.5 
SR 3.3.1.2.7

(a) With IRMs on Range 2 or" below.  

b) Only one SRM channel is required to be OPERAELE during spiral offtoad or reload when the fueled region 
includes only that SIN detector.  

(c) Special movable detectors my be used in place of SRKs if comected to normal SRK circuits.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

1. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

2. Editorial change made to be consistent with other similar requirements in the ITS or for 
clarity.  

3. Changes have been made to be consistent with the current Dresden 2 and 3 licensing 
basis.  

4. A new Note has been added to ISTS SR 3.3.1.2.5 to state that the determination of the 
signal to noise ratio is not required to be met with less than or equal to four fuel 
assemblies adjacent to the SRM and no other fuel in the associated core quadrant.  
When starting to load fuel from the defueled condition, SR 3.3.1.2.5 must be current 
prior to the start of fuel load. However, with no fuel in the core, a signal to noise ratio 
cannot be determined. Therefore, this Note has been added similar to the Note in the 
count rate Surveillance (ISTS SR 3.3.1.2.4), which is for the same reason as this 
proposed Note.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



Control Rod Block Instrumentation 
3.3.2.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation

<3.2-C> 
ST3,2.2-/ > 

(.3..LL> 
<3.3.M)

LCO 3.3.2.1 The control rod block instrumentation for each Function in 
Table 3.3.2.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.

<AppL3.2.E) APPI 
-T-,2 E-/> 

< Appi 3.3.L> 
<Appl 3_.3 .M > ACT] 

<3.2.A-4•i•) A.  
< 3 .2 -E:Ad- 2 > 
T3.Z.,E-/ Ac456) 

< 3.3.M AdL .• > 

<3.2.tAr-+I> B.  
<3.2. -Ac42 ) 
(T3. z. C- Ad45•) 

<3.3.1 AlA-f 2) 
(3.3.M Ar-I3)

<3.3.L A>4 ý

LICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.2.1-1.  

nNo

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

One rod block monitor 
(RBM) channel 
inoperable.

4

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.  

OR 

Two RBM channels 
inoperable.

A.1 Restore RBM channel 
to OPERABLE status.

B.I Place one 
in trip.

RBM channel

24 hours

1 hour

C. Rod worth minimizer C.1 Suspend control rod Immediately 
(RWM) inoperable movement except by 
during reactor scram.  
startup.  

OR 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<47 TS
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation 
<eT£ > 3.3.2.1

ACTIONS

<'Doc M.14 > 
< (.3,L Al- > 

< 3.3,L. '

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.2.1.1 Verify Ž 12 rods 
withdrawn.  

OR 

C.2.1.2 Verify by 
administrative 
methods that startup 
with RWM inoperable 
has not been 
performed in the last 
calendar year.  

AND

C.2.2 Verify movement 
control rods is 
compliance with /-bdnked position

of 
in

Immediately 

Immediately

During control 
rod movement

D. RWM inoperable during D.1 Verify movement of During control 
reactor shutdown. con ol rods is in rod movement 

c ne withOaK& 
by a second licensed 
operator or other 
qualified member of 
the technical staff.  

_______________Ccn.pi ;o.n

II
(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/4 STS 3.3-16



Control Rod Block Instrumentation 
3.3.2.1 

< CT-S

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

E. One or more Reactor E.I Suspend control rod Immediately 
Mode Switch-Shutdown withdrawal.  
Position channels 
inoperable. AND 

E.2 Initiate action to Immediately fully insert all 
insertable control 
rods in core cells 
containing one or 
more fuel assemblies.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

----------------------------------- NOTES ..............................  
1. Refer to Table 3.3.2.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Control Rod 

Block Function.  

2. When an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions 
and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the 
associated Function maintains control rod block capability.  

------------------------------------------ -------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE

(43. M>) SR 3.3.2.1.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

FREQUENCY

*921 days

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

i

<7)6c M. I >
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation 
3.3.2.1 

(C7-L>

SURVEILLANCE

4J.3,L 2) SR 3.3.2.1.2 ------------- NOTE -------
Not required to be performed until 1 hour 
after any control rod is withdrawn at 
< 2I10% RTP in MODE 2.  

---------------- -- -- -- --- -----------

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

(4.3.L3) SR 3.3.2.1.3 ------------------ NOTE-------------
Not required to be performed until 1 hour 
after THERMAL POWER is 5 V101% RTP in 

ilnsetr± SR3.3.2.1.L MODE 1.  

pcoyl O-e. 3.3-19 

Per~form CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

pLY~piLf- 30%i-

Dbcc M-5s) Verify the RWM is not bypassed when 
THERMAL POWER is : C1OP RTP.

192* days

t92N days

months

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/953.3-18BWR/4 STS



Control Rod Block Instrumentation 
3.3.2.1

BWR/4 STS 3.3-19 Rev 1, 04/07/95



Control Rod Block. Instrumentation 
3.3.2.1

TabLe 3.3.2.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Control Rod BStok Instrumentation(T3.2.C-1> 

<(Doc M. ) 

(DOC M. Z> 
(3.3.L> 
tAppI 3,3,L> 
(3.3.A4> 
(Appi 3.3.M> 
('Dxo M. (0 >

IREUIRED SURVE LLANCE ALLOWABLE 
CHWSINELS REQUIREMEWTS VALUE

SR 3.3.2.1.1 NA 

SR 3.3.2.1.1 Cr 0 
SR 3.3.2.1 divisions of 

fu all scal e, 

Id 3.3.2.1.1/ ! MCIO se9&1d5¶

2. Rod Worth Minimizer

3. Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown 
Posit ion

SR 3.3.2.1.2 HA 
SR 3.3.2.1.3 
SR 3.3.2.15 
SR 3.3.2.1.8 

SR 3.3.2.4 At

()TEX POWER t 2p (agK [6 % ZR andi ACR 1.7Q Rrp aAct 1 perapkerod corn4'*oI r.  r(b) THERMAL POI~R > 164% 1w 15[43% and. MCPR < 1.70.  
"641' %7 nd 4P "' '1"4 % ? "C THERMAL- R. [ and 9< 9= TPandMCP < 1.70.  

d) THE POWR RTP andM7N R1.40.  

(e) THE JAL P 6-E 1 1 -a•, d RTP and CPRl <1.70.  

With THERMAL POWER s t doi R tP.  

8! Reactor rode switch in the shutdowdn position.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<C TS)

APPLI CABLE 
MODES OR 

OTHER 
SPECIFID 

CONITIONS
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

1. The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided.  

2. Editorial change made to be consistent with Required Action C.2.2.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. ISTS SR 3.3.2.1.4 and ISTS Table 3.3.2.1-1, Note (a) have been modified and ISTS 
Table 3.3.2.1-1, Functions 1.b, 1.c, and 1.f, including Notes (b), (c), (d), and (e) have 
been deleted to be consistent with the Dresden 2 and 3 RBM design. The RBM design 
in the ISTS is based on a "Post-ARTS" RBM design. Dresden 2 and 3 has not installed 
the "ARTS" RBM modification. In addition, the requirements have been renumbered, 
where applicable, to reflect the deletions.  

5. ISTS SR 3.3.2.1.7 has been renumbered as SR 3.3.2.1.4 and the bracketed Frequency 
has been changed from 18 months to 92 days consistent with the current licensing basis.  
The Surveillances have been reordered and renumbered as required.  

6. A new Surveillance (ITS SR 3.3.2.1.9) has been added to ITS 3.3.2.1 consistent with 
current and proposed requirements in the LaSalle Unit 1 and 2 Technical Specifications.  
This change was added for consistency in the ComEd Boiling Water Reactor Technical 
Specifications.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



Feedwater andMain Turbine High Water Level Trip.Instrumentation 

mTS 
3.3.2.2 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.2.2 Feedwaterfand Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 

,2.J> LCO 3.3.2.2 channel edwaternd main turbine high water 
3.2.3-I) level trip instrumentation shall be OPERABLE.

< ATp..J-7 ) 

<AppI 3,2.J) APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER > (2j RTP.

ACTIONS

-eparate Condition entry-is-allowed-forNOTEach-cannel Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.

A.- OnelAdeewaterand main 

<_.2,S > turbine high water 
(Jbc A q > eve] trip channelA 
< T3.2.-TAT,4 qD a) inoperable.  

B.--ET4 8 wo o" m ieedwater 
(32.AA>,L-' ~ and main tarbine high 
<'Doc A,,water level trip 

2,• -T •.• (c)anne s in Oerak e).  
nr L

(V"L A 4 >> 
< -T S. 2. TAc4 9 L'>

C. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.

rnNmTTTAM DInTDrn ArTTA r1 m llrui T TTMr

A. I Place channel in 
trip.

7 days

.1. 1.

B. I O etree edwaterl and 
main turbine high 
water level trip 
capability.

4 4

C. FReduce THERMAL POWER 
to

I.

/2.1 -- ------------------- -- E- - - - - -

O Uty ,'tpp, 1 , A . 4t , dw,64/,, / T& I,,e s) ;4 e m.s "/,, \

Rev 1, 04/07/95

(3, 
e 7..

]

]

11

()b L.2>

2 hours

4 hours

/

BWR/4 STS
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Feedwater~and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 
3.3.2.2 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

-------------------------------- ----- NOTE --------------
When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions 
may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided 16edwater and main turbine high ---
water level trip capability is maintained. l.q ____j f L.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

( f!SR 3.3.2.2.1 
< -/-,.- 2. T7. i > _M

SR 3.3.2.2.2

<4.2. .0 SR 3.3.2.2 
(T4-.2./ T 

-7 
'4.2. 12 > SR 3.3.,2.24.  

2; 

<'Doc MT> = S)R -3-3-2:2..3

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

Perform CHANNEL 
Allowable Value

CALIBRATION.- The 
shall be [g

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 
including Dalvea actuation.

[92) days

-7

Rev 1, 04/07/95

"- (eTs >

<LA/ z..T. / > <4,.2.J' I >

3.3-22
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.2.2 - FEEDWATER SYSTEM AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH 

WATER LEVEL TRIP INSTRUMENTATION 

1 . The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. The Dresden 2 and 3 Feedwater System and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip 
Instrumentation includes four channels. ISTS 3.3.2.2 ACTIONS A and B are written 
for a three channel design. For a three channel design, when two of the three channels 
are inoperable, a loss of function has occurred. However, the Dresden 2 and 3 design 
is such that with two channels inoperable, a loss of function may not have occurred.  
Therefore, ISTS 3.3.2.2 Condition A has been modified to be applicable to one or more 
inoperable channels, and ISTS 3.3.2.2 Condition B has been modified to be applicable 
to when a loss of function has occurred (i.e., trip capability not maintained). This 
change is consistent with the intent of the ISTS, which requires the 2 hour Completion 
Time of ACTION B to be applicable when a loss of function has occurred.  

4. ISTS 3.3.2.2 Required Action C. 1 (ITS Required Action C.2) requires a reduction in 
Thermal Power to _< 25 % RTP if the Feedwater System and Main Turbine High Water 
Level Trip Instrumentation is not restored to Operable status. The instrumentation 
indirectly supports maintaining MCPR above limits during a feedwater controller 
failure, maximum demand event. This is accomplished by tripping the main turbine, 
with the main turbine trip resulting in a subsequent reactor scram. When the 
instrumentation is inoperable solely due to an inoperable feedwater pump breaker, the 
unit can continue to operate with the feedwater pump removed from service (Dresden 2 
and 3 have three 50 % capacity feedwater pumps). Therefore, an additional Required 
Action is proposed, ITS 3.3.2.2, Required Action C. 1, to allow removal of the 
associated feedwater pump(s) from service in lieu of reducing Thermal Power. This 
Required Action will only be used if the instrumentation is inoperable solely due to an 
inoperable feedwater pump breaker, as stated in the Note to ITS 3.3.2.2 Required 
Action C. 1. Since this Required Action accomplishes the functional purpose of the 
Feedwater System and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation, enables 
continued operation in a previously approved condition, and still supports maintaining 
MCPR above limits (since the reactor scram is the result of a turbine trip signal, which 
is not impacted by this change), this change does not have a significant effect on safe 
operation. In addition, ISTS 3.3.2.2 Required Action C. 1 has been renumbered due to 
this addition.  

5. Not used.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.2.2 - FEEDWATER SYSTEM AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH 

WATER LEVEL TRIP INSTRUMENTATION 

6. Editorial change made to be consistent with other similar requirements in the ITS or for 
clarity.  

7. Proposed ITS SR 3.3.2.2.3 has been added to include calibration of the trip units every 
92 days consistent with the specific plant instrumentation design at Dresden 2 and 3.  
Subsequent Surveillance Requirements have been renumbered as required to reflect this 
change.

Dresden 2 and 3 2



PAM Instrumentati on 
3.3.3.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.3.1 Post-Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

<3.2.F> 
(T7-3.2 . > 

(AppI 3.2.A-) 
< T 3.z.F>

LCO 3.3.3.1 The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.3.1-1 
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS

1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

<(3.2 r Ac_- > A.  
< 72-2 ,c Ar-4 AD a> 

<*73 2.c tAL4 2a> 

(3.2 PAc-A> B.  
SDcLc L. 3 a 

< 7-3.2.i Ar--f, // 6

One or more Functions 
with one required 
channel inoperable.

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.

< 3.2 oA +> C. --------- NOT-----
<T.32. FAt 4,^ b) No applicle to 

[ ydrogen onitor] 
annels.s 

(T3.2. F A4 2-, 0>
One or more Functions 
with two required 
channels inoperable.

A.1 Restore 
channel 
status.

required 
to OPERABLE

30 days

1� +

B.1 Initiate action in 
accordance with 
Specification 5.69

C.1 Restore 
channel 
status.

one required 
to OPERABLE

7 days

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<C T5>

2.

(continued)

E --------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PAM Instrumentati on 
3.3.3.1 < CTS>

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

< "3,2.FAc.4 +2 b> 

< 3,2. F k4 >(Q!>ý 

(3•.2.F Ac-f (d/> 

•T.3, 2.F Ac4621> 

/T 3. 7.IF 
-\ Ar_-•I 4• / jb

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition C 

(E not met.

As required by 
Required Action(f.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.3.1-1.

As required by 
Required Action(e.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.3.1-1.

4. - 4.

Enter the Condition 
referenced in 
Table 3.3.3.1-1 for 
the channel.

Be in MODE 3.

4.

i - I

Initiate action 
accordance with 
Specification 5.

in 

6

Immediately

12 hours

Immediately

7m

Li?

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/4 STS 3.3-24



L ---------------------------- NOTE
These SRs apply to each Function in Table 3.

PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.3.1 

,3.1-• ep. wIeve- ' 5 

3.3.1-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.3.1.1(T41.2.r-I) 

T-4-.2. P- ) 

< T14.2. 9-1t 

-Fy. .9-/ 

<'T . . -

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

Per.•,rm CoAmNEI-- CALI 
r~krAC3IL O5 q1, 6% 9, a aAA

31 days

F0o.- Futaoje, Z, &;, 4- reeu;iedI~ 

3C 3.3.1. 3I Pe,-r Ir& C,44JADJEL CAQLr[rLA7TO.I 4c. Y 

V ?3. Pe,, +w,,, CMVIJ eAl l j CLTTOA, /Z m,.,z < 
FaocdiLuas 3 cA/ '

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/4 STS 3.3-25



P] INSERT SR NOTE 

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 

of required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions 
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the other 
channel in the associated Function is OPERABLE.

performance 
and Required 
required

Insert Page 3.3-25



PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.3.1

Table 3.3.3.1-1 (Page 1 of 1) 
Post Accident Monitoring lnstrumentation

CONDITIONS 
REFERENCED 

FROM REGWIRED

(a) Not required for isoLation valves uhose associated penetration flow path is isoLated by at least one 
closed and deactivated automatic valve, closed ranuaL valve, btind flange, or check valve with flow 
through the valve secured.  

(b) OnLy one position indication charnel is rewuired for penetration flow paths with only one instalLed 
control roao indication charnel.  

.Cc) ..itorinq eat Ere dief l9,4 e dischar-/ location) 

,/Reviewier hiot Tabte 3. .3.1-1 shall. eded/or each PLO/ as eeSsa to List: 

Reult Guide 1.97 Ty AIns ts, 
*flegguaty Guide 1.9;/ atgr o..Typea ~nstruments s~pecife i hep.t-segltory

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<Cr5>

<(VoL M. I> < -/4.2,F- I >
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

1 . The proper Specification number has been provided.  

2. ISTS 3.3.3.1 ACTION D and the Note in ISTS 3.3.3.1 Condition C have been deleted.  
These requirements specify a 72 hour Completion Time to restore one hydrogen 
monitor to OPERABLE status when two hydrogen monitors are inoperable. This 
change will allow a 7 day Completion Time to restore one hydrogen monitor when both 
are inoperable, as shown in ITS 3.3.3.1 ACTION C. There is no difference, with 
respect to their importance during an accident, between the H2 and O2 monitors and 
other PAM instrumentation. In addition, the requirements have been renumbered, 
where applicable, to reflect this deletion.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. A Note has been added to the Surveillance Requirements (Note 2 for ITS 3.3.3.1) to 
allow a channel to be inoperable for up to 6 hours solely for performance of required 
Surveillances provided the other channel(s) in the associated Function are OPERABLE.  
The 6 hour testing allowance has been granted by the NRC in Technical Specification 
amendments for Georgia Power Company's Hatch Unit 1 (amendment 185) and Unit 2 
(amendment 125) and Washington Public Power Supply System's WNP-2 (amendment 
149, the ITS amendment). The NRC has also granted this allowance in other topical 
reports for the RPS, ECCS, and isolation instrumentation. In addition, the current 
Note to the Surveillance Requirements for ITS 3.3.3.1 has been numbered "1" to reflect 
this addition.  

5. An additional Channel Calibration surveillance has been added consistent with the 
current licensing basis for the 112 analyzer and 02 analyzer. The remaining Surveillance 
has been modified and renumbered due to this addition.  

6. The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided.  

7. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted and the Table revised to include the appropriate 
instruments, consistent with the Note. The Note is not meant to be retained in the final 
version of the plant specific submittal. In addition, the Functions have been 
renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the additions and deletions.  

8. The bracketed TSTF-295 revisions associated with Suppression Pool Water 
Temperature (BWR NUREG-1433, ISTS Table 3.3.3.1-1, Function 13) are not 
incorporated in proposed Dresden 2 and 3 ITS Table 3.3.3.1-1 (Function 9). This 
difference is consistent with current licensing requirements for the Torus Water 
Temperature. All temperature sensors associated with a channel (irrespective of sensor 
location) are required to be OPERABLE for the channel to be OPERABLE.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



7 emote

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.3.2 Remote Shutdown System 

LCD 3.3.3.2 The Remote Sh tdown System Functions in Table 
shall be OPE BLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES I a 2.  

ACTIONS ..... /

Shutdown SystemS3utdown System 
3.3.3.  

3..3/

------------ ----------- ----- --- NTS------------------ ----------------
1. LCO 3.0.4 is not a licable.  

2. Separate Conditio entry is allowed for each Function.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more required A.1 Restore requi d 30 days 
Functions operable. -Function toX ERABLE 

status.  

B. Require Action and B.1 Be inN E 3. 12 hours 
associ ted Completion 

Time t et 

SURVEI LANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANC FREQUE Y 

$R3.3.3.2.1 Perform*CHANNE CHECK for each required 31 day 
1/instrumentati channel that is normally 

energized.J

/ /(conti nued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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hcontinued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 

ISTS: 3.3.3.2 - REMOTE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM 

1 . ISTS 3.3.3.2, Remote Shutdown System, has been deleted since it is not required by 

the Dresden 2 and 3 current Technical Specifications. The Remote Shutdown System 

equipment is not required in the mitigation of any design basis accident or transient 

analysis. Requirements to ensure the plant can be placed and maintained in a safe 

shutdown condition from a location outside the control room are controlled by plant 

procedures.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



3.3.4.1 End of Cycle :irculation Pump Trip (I Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.4.1

APPLICABILITY:

a. wo channels per trip system f r each EOC-RPT nstrumentation Function list below shall be OPERABLE: 

1. Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) Closure; and 

2. Turbine Control Valve ( V) Fast Closure, Trip 
- Oil Pressure-Low.  
0 

LCO 3.2.2, 'MINIMUM CRITI AL POWER RATIO (MCPR)," i its 
for inoperable EOC-RPT a specified in the COLR are ade 

- applicable.

THERMAL POWER > [30]% RTP,

channels

--ulI -----

Not applicable if 
inoperable channel 
the result of an 
inoperable breaker

hours

72 hours

Rev 1, 04/07/95

3.3.4.1
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SR 3.3.4.1.3 ýrfrm CHANNEL CALIBRATION. T Itwable Values shall be: 

/--Closure: k [10]% closed and 

NV Fast Closure, Trip Oil ressure-Low: 
[600] psig.

nd TCV Fast Closure, SFunctions 
are not 

POWER is

[18] months on a STAGGERED 
TEST BASIS

Rev 1, 04/07/953.3-32BWR/4 STS



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1422, REVISION 1 
ISTS: 3.3.4.1 - END OF CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP (EOC-RPT) 

INSTRUMENTATION 

I1. This Specification has been deleted since the Dresden 2 and 3 design does not include 
the End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip Instrumentation. This is consistent with the 
current licensing basis.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



ATWS-RPT Instrumentation 
rTS > 3.3.4( 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.4. Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip 
(ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation 

(3.2L. LCO 3.34. Two channels per trip system for each ATWS-RPT
instrumentation Function listed below shall be OPERABLE:

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Lo Level 2 and 

b. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High.  

<AppI 3.2.C> APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.  

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is
.NOTE---------

allowed for each channel.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

<3.2.CAc4/> A.  
0-(3.2.c Ac42> 
< 3.2. C Ar 4 2 
(ZDC~ AM2>

One or more channels 
inoperable.

A.I Restore channel to 
OPERABLE status.

OR 

A.2 - -------- NOTE------
Not applicable if 
inoperable channel is 
the result xf an 
inoperable breaker.

Place channel in 
trip.

14 days 

14 days

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

K

-------------------------
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(C S s ATWS-RPT Instrumentation :3.3 .4 &-

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

< 3.2.e Acd,> B. One Function with B.] Restore ATWS-RPT trip 72 hours 
<.3,2.C Ar- S> ATWS-RPT trip capability.  

capability not 
maintained.  

(3.2.C Ac.4 f> C. Both Functions with C.] Restore ATWS-RPT trip 1 hour 
<.32.C.A4 e- ATWS-RPT trip capability for one 

capability not Function.  
maintained.  

< 3-2C A, 2> D. Required Action and D.1 Remove the associated 6 hours 
•ec L./> associated Completion recirculation pump 

(3.2 c . > Time not met. from service.  
<.3,2,¢ At 4s > 
(3.2.L Ar4 O 

D.2 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

--------------------------------------NOTE.  
When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions 
may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains 
ATWS-RPT trip capability.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

FREQUENCY

12 hours

I._ _ _ _

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

"(4.2 C,. > 
"(T<742.C-

ESR 3.3.4%

LT

I
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentatijon 
<£TS> ~3. 3.4 4• -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

<74.2.a-0 SR 3.3.4A&.0 - PerForm CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

<q-2.C.j> C--A)-librate the trip units.  
<,4.Z.r->R 

174. Z.L- i Fe.dnhh~ (a) 

z~e- I >SR .3.4D.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
Allowable Values shall be:

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low) 
4L tea cor• D nheP s 
b. Reactor,,Steam Dome Pressure-High: 

5psig

t 'I SR .. 44. 5
Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 
including breaker actuation.

L94 days 

ý92 days 

gmon'ths 

, mon ths

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<7(Z.2._-I > < T.3.2.r- I Aa4 
< 7, 4. 2t-I >

,,4t.4 as)

4..2 C.Z

+.,v�e ciel�y 5 eA *fi L7� � s�r�ds] a�di�iO se.e.ond�
"t ýC 8 

_ý6
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT INSTRUMENTATION 

1. ISTS 3.3.4.1, End of Cycle Reactor Pump Trip (EOC-RPT) Instrumentation has been 
deleted since the Function is not part of the design and not required by the current 
licensing basis. Therefore, ISTS 3.3.4.2 has been renumbered as ITS 3.3.4.1.  

2. The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Function channels include a time delay 
relay in the channel circuitry for each level channel. ITS SR 3.3.4.2.4.a has been 
revised to include the time delay to help ensure that the Reactor Vessel Water Level 
Low Low Function channels provide a trip signal when necessary to satisfy the ATWS 
analysis.  

5. Editorial change made to maintain consistency with the Quad Cities ITS.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



ECCS. Instrumentation 
(crs > 3.3.5.1 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.5.1 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation

<12.1> LCO 3.3.5.1 
<-r-?.2.B-I )

The ECCS instrumentation for each Function in 
Table 3.3.5.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.

<App/?3.2.S> APPLICABILITY: According to Table

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed
-NOTE--
for each channel.

- - - --- ------------- - ----- -- --- ----- -

( 3.2.B A,4 I> 
<3.Z.BAr;z> 

< 71_X2. B - I At4.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more channels A.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 
inoperable, referenced in 

Table 3.3.5.1-1 for 
the channel.

B. As required by 
Required Action A.I 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

B.1 ....-- NOTES--
1. Only applicable 

in NODES 1, 2, 
and 3..  

2. Only applicable 
for Functions 
1.a, 1.b, 2.a, 

S2. bL_ -

Decl are supported 
feature(s) inoperable 
when its redundant 
feature ECCS 
initiation capability 
is inoperable.

AND

5 

,2 (d 2, 

1 hour from 
discovery of 
loss of 
initiation 
capability for 
feature(s) in 
both divisions 

(continued)
1. 1.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

3.3.5.1-1.

----------
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ECCS Instrumentation 
3.3.5.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(continued)

+

<DnCA.9> C. As required by 
<T3,2.E-,1Ad3> Required Action A.1 

"-_3.2.B-/lAd 31/> and referenced in 
(Tý...B-rAd.k,3q) Table 3.3.5.1-1.

B.2 - - NOTE-----
Only applicable for 
Functions 3.a 
and 3.b.

Declare High Pressure 
Coolant Injection 
(HPCI) System 
inoperable.

AND 

B.3 Place 
trip.

channel in

C.1 ---- NOTES---
1. Only applicable 

in MODES 1, 2, 
and 3.  

2. Only applicable 
for Functions 7 
i.-ý, 21.c, 
and 2..  

Declare supported 
feature(s) inoperable 
when its redundant 
feature ECCS 
initiation capability 
is inoperable.

C.2 Restore channel to 
OPERABLE status.

I1hour from 
discovery of 
loss of HPCI 
initiation 
capability 

24 hours

ID

1 hour from 
discovery of 
loss of 
initiation 
capability for 
feature(s) in 
both divisions 

24 hours

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

< DL A.8 B.  
ST3.Z.8-I1Ac4.32> 

(7-3.2 B-IAL437)
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ECCS Instrumentation 
3.3.5.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

As required by 
Required Action A.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

<D•CA.,> D.  
(T-.2. -/LA.35 > 

<7-3.2 B3-1 A, " 33 >

D.1 -NOTE----
Only applicable if 
HPCI pump suction is 
not aligned to the 
suppression pool.

Declare HPCI System 
inoperable.

P1 ace 
trip.

channel in

Align the HPCI pump 
suction to the 
suppression pool.

4 4

E. 1 NOTES 
1. Only applicable 

in MODES 1, 2, 
and 3.  

2. Only applicable 
for Functions 1.d 
and 2.t.  

Declare supported 
feature(s) inoperable 
when its redundant 
*og÷twa rrre(

initiation capability 
is inoperable.

AND

1 hour from 
discovery of 
loss of HPCI 
initiation 
capability 

24 hours 

24 hours

I hour from 
discovery of 
loss of 
initiation 
capability for 
subsystems in 
both divisions 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

(e rs >

As required by 
Required Action A.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

AND 

D.2.1 

OR 

D.2.2

BWR/4 STS 3.3-38



4

ECCS. Instrumentation 
<17TS> 3.3.5.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ]_COMPLETION TIME

<Z06c 4.8 > 
<73.2 .8-1 A,-433 

<(DbtA.8 > 
<7-.2.B-i Ard3o> 
<7"3.2.8-1 Ac-f 39>

E. (continued)

F. As required by 
Required Action A.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

E.2 Restore channel to 
OPERABLE status.

7 days

9 9

F.1 Declare Automatic 
Depressurization 
System (ADS) valves 
inoperable.

AND 

F.2 Place channel in 
trip.

i &

1 hour from 
discovery of 
loss of ADS 
initiation 
capability in 
both trip 
systems 

96 hours from 
discovery of 
inoperable channel 
concurrent with 
HPCI or rea~ • 0..  (cor~ is ol a~ n-,L (+•o, 

inopera le 

AND 
8 days

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/4 STS 3.3-39



ECCS Instrumentation 3.3.5.1

< C~S >
ACTIONS (continued) 

rfNflTTTflN REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

rn -n-. I

(DtC-A.10 G. A: <'_.2.B- Act+\ Ri 
3 . (r.,,ADS) / ai 

<73. 2.8-1 ALr+ 

<7.3.2.E-I Ad+31r> 

<T7.,2.B- AL4 3 /> b 

-/-3.z 8-1 Ar433b> 
(T.3.2 •-t AcL?'u ) 

(72z.2.- Ad-L• 
AT32r4 -/ 
A, .-4 3h / L

<(T3.2.8- 1 A(4 -Fi

s required by 
equired Action A.1 
nd referenced in 
able 3.3.5.1-1.

G.1 ---- N. ------
Only appl cable for 
Function 4.c, 4-e, 

F4.f, 4. , 5.c, 5.e 

Declare ADS valves 
inoperable.

AND 
G.2 Restore channel to OPERABLE status.

it I

Required Action and 
Issociated Completion 
rime of Condition B, 
C, D, E, F, or G not 
net.

H.1 Declare associated 
supported feature(s) 
inoperable.

I__ __ _ ______________ I

1 hour from 
discovery of 
loss of ADS 
initiation 
capability in 
both trip 
systems 

96 hours from 
discovery of 
inoperable 
channel 
concurrent with 
HPCI or IC 
inoperable 

AND 
8 days

immediately

3.3-40 Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWR/4 STS



ECCS Instrumentation 
3.3.5.1

( CTS)
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ECCS 
Function.  

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required 
Actions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up-to 6 hours for 
Functions 3.c, 3.f, and 3.g; and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions other 
than 3.c, 3.f, and 3.g provided the associated Function or the redundant 
Function maintains ECCS initiation capability.  

----------------- --------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.5.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

Calibrate the trip unit.

<7-42.8-/) *1 3.3.5.1.4

<T-1. 2. 8-/) 
(-r44.Z. g-/>ý 

<4 2. 8.2)>

SR 3.3.5.1.5

SR 3.3.5.1.6

'SR 3.3. .1.7

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.

ierify he ECCS RESPONSE 
limit

TI/s within

.9

4

I.

+

492. days

92 days

Wmonth~s 

-4ai'months

[18] moahs 
a STAG1 RED 
TEST •ASIS

on

Rev 1, 04/07/95

(7T4.2. 8 -1)> 

(74. 2 B&-1 

(7-/4,2. 8-it)

BWR/4 STS 3.3-41
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i

492rdayý_s_
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ECCS Instrumentation 
3.3.5.1

<C7-s
TabLe 3.3.5.1-1 Cpage 1 of 6) 

Emergency Core CooLting System Instrutmentation

APPLICAILE CONDITIONS 
MODES REQUIRED REFERENCED 

OR OTHER CHANNELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1. Core Spray System 

a. Reactor Vessel Water 

b. Drywall 
Pressure - Nigh

1,2,3.  

4(s) 5 (!) 

1,2,3

c. Reactor stem Dame 1,2,3 
Pressure - Low 

Q iot Permissive) 

S• &Is) 5 (a) 

IF~~~4 A~v CAC/o.

XqX(b) , St 3.3.5.1.1 
SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches ?Mt 3.3.S. 1.U, 
SR 3.3.5.1.5 M 

I 3.3.5.1.2 

C AV 
-.SR 3.3.5.1.2 awn~ s

Al per 
PI"PY

2. Low Pressure Coolant 
Injection (LPCI) System 

a. Reactor Vessel water 1.2,3,
LUWt �Ca), 5(a)

3 SR 3.3.5. 1.1 
SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches 

,tSR 3.3.5.1.3 -- 0 
SR 3.3.5.1.5y

E• •.•(continued) 

(I) henassoiitcl~ubsystaaCs) are reqired to be EI...  

(b) ALso required to initiate the associated [diesel generator COG) iso a th associted 
C M)tuMe IM t0nig ITIB) UMStIon

(3--.,2.B-f > 

<742.B-I > 
<(D&- Al. I >

3.3-42BWR/4 STS Rev 1, 04/07/95



1-l> INSERT FUNCTION 1.e
( DOC A4.I >

e. Core Spray Pump 
Start-Time Delay 
Relay

1, 2, 3 
4 ('), 5•()

1 per pump C SR 3.3.5.1.5 
SR 3.3.5.1.6

Insert Page 3.3-42

[< 14 
seconds]

f en >



ECCS Instrumentation 
3.3.5.1 

<C 7s>

Table 3.3.5.1-1 (page 2 of 6) 
Emrgency Core Cooling Sys-, instrmentation<D7T3.z. S. i) 

<'"7-4.2 .6, / >

APPLICABLE CNDITIONS 
HODES REOUIRED REFERENCED 

OR OTHER CIHANELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER REWQIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REOUIREIENTS VALUE

2. LPCI System (continued) 

b. Orywell 
Pressure -High 

c. Reactor Steam Dome 
Pressure - Low 
C(IG z1M Permissive)

d. Reactor Steam Dame 
Pressure - Low 

V, 
is Va 

Im)=

10
Lou Pressure Coolant 
Injection Ptup 
Str" -Time Delay 
Relay

12,3 P.

1.2,3 

1(a), 5ca)

IR-7 l2M C 2: 
SR 3.3.5.1.2 

St 3.3.5.1.5 
SR 3.3.5.1.6 

SR /.3.5.1.1 
SR/ 3.3.5.1.2 1; 
MY 3.3.5.1.31 

3.3.5.1.5

1,2,3, C 
4(8 a) X, p

Ca) WIhen associate4d ýtmts) are required to be OPERABLEh

Rev 1, 04/07/95

/�'. Yf'��

(b) Also reu n tiaete assocyie Mgadisolate thg/&sociated PSW T1/ sotation vl )

(conti ued'
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TabLe 3.3.5.1-1 (page 3 of 6) 
Emergency Core Cooting System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
NHOES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED 

OTHER CHANNELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOIJABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

2. LPCI System (continued)

Low Pressure 
Coolant injection Pump 
Discharge FLow - Low 
caypass)

1,2.3, 
&(a), C5e)

<O0s 225? Z13>

3. High Pressure Cootant 
Injection (HPCI) System

a. Reactor VesseL Water 
Level - Low Lowl) 

b. DryweLt 
Pressure - Hi gh

c. Reactor Vessel Wate 
Level -High( L 

d. Condensate Storage 
TakeeL-Lo.

1,

1,

2~ .3

e. Suppression PooL Water 
Level - High

, SR 3.3.5.1.1 E 
SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches 3 

WSR 3.3.5163ý 

C SR 3.3.5.1.1 5 

SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches 
RS 3.3.5.1.2 

A SR 3.3.5.1.2 
C SR 3.3.5.1.41 S 

SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches) 

SR 3.3.5.1.6

(continued)

Wa) When the associated siubsystemCs) are required to be OPERABLE, .Lr ]

L P -4 With reactor steam dome pressure >

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<c-rs>

< _DM Ad4. I >

?-Z7> '1

ii�

BWR/4 STS 3.3-44
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W7 INSERT Functions 2.g. 2.h
, 2.i. 2.,. and 2.k

g. Recirculation Pump 
Differential 
Pressure-High (Break 
Detection) 

h. Recirculation Riser 

Differential 
Pressure-High (Break 
Detection) 

i. Recirculation Pump 

Differential Pressure 
Time Delay - Relay 

(Break Detection) 

j. Reactor Steam Dome 
Pressure Time Delay 

Relay (Break 
Detection) 

k. Recirculation Riser 
Differential Pressure 
Time Delay - Relay 
(Break Detection)

1. 2, 3

1, 2. 3

1. 2. 3 

1, 2. 3 

1. 2. 3

4 per pump

4

2 

2 

2

C SR 3.3.5.1.2 
SR 3.3.5.1.5 
SR 3.3.5.1.6 

C SR 3.3.5.1.2 
SR 3.3.5.1.5 
SR 3.3.5.1.6 

C SR 3.3.5.1.5 
SR 3.3.5.1.6 

B SR 3.3.5.1.5 
SR 3.3.5.1.6 

C SR 3.3.5.1.5 
SR 3.3.5.1.6

[< 1.927 psid)

[< 1.D psid]

[< 0.5 seconds] 

[K 2 seconds) 

[< 0.5 seconds]

Insert Page 3.3-44
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ECCS Instrumentation 
(f27) ?3.3.5.1

<T7.Z.8-1 > 
(T4'-.2,5-I > Table 3.3.5.1-1 (page 4 of 6) 

Emergency Care Cooling System Instrumentatian

APPLICABLE CNDITIONS 
NODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED 

OTHER CNANNELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SUMVEI LLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTIONd CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

3. HPCI System 
(continued)

f. High Pressure CooLant 1, 
Injection Pump 
Discharge FLow -Low 
(Bypass) 

g. tmnual Initiation 

2(d), 30

C SR 3.3.5.1.6

4. Automatic Depressurization 
System (ADS) Trip System A

a. Reactor Vessel Water 

b. rrywel h 
Pressure - H igh

C. Automatic 
Depe surization 
System Initiation 
Timer

1* P4, F SR 3.3.5.1.1 ita SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches)" 

SR 3.3.5.1.5 9) 

SR 3.3.5.1.6g 2 
%9YF S psig] 

SR 3.3.5.1.2 

a 4R 3.3.5.1.6T rnd 
SR 3.3.5.1.6 seconds]

Core Spray P 

Discharge 
SPressure--Nigh

(cont inued)

With reactor stm dame pressure 3 A15Sk psig.  

Z 11

Rev 1, 04/07/95

/
NA

2774 ý

P C I , 

®r ý1-2 
3C
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ECCS Instrumentati on 

(CT5 l 3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1-1 (page 5 of 6) 
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
NHOES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED 

OTHER CHANNELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOUABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

4. ADS Trip System A 
ccontinued) 

E Low Pressure CooLant 1, 
Injection Pp, 
Discharge Z2 
Pressure - ig9h 

4' Automatic 1 
Depressurizationi 
System LmdowTjierLevetl 2 3(0 
Actuation Timer

SR 3.3.5.1.6 
G t )(SR 3.3.5.1.6Y C:S)CMW-.  

SR 3.3.5.1.6 minu~tes D

S. ADS Trip System B

a. Reactor VesseL Vate

b. DLrwel 
Pressure - High

er 1,

C. Automatic , 01 .:55: C~s.  
Depressurization 

SR3316-eu

System initiation 2 ', 3 

Timer _

With reactor steam dose pressure 2 ?1s % sig.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<-r3.Z.Z-(>
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ECCS Instrumentation 
3.3.5.1

<T_3,2.B-1> 
<T4-. 2.9-1 >

FtUCTION CONDITI 

5. ADS Trip System I 
(continued) 

Low Pressure CooLant 1, 
Injection Pump 
Discharge 
Pressure - Nigh

TabLe 3.3.S.1-1 (page 6 of 6) 
Emergency Care Cooling Systm instrnmntation 

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
NODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED 

"OTHER CHANNELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED S

IONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 R
IAUVEILLANCE 
EGUIRENENTS

G

System 1.005iter Level 29w,. 31w 1
Actuation Timer 

hi. Narwat Initiat a.C26 f 3.3.5.1.6 N 

" M 2 (d 3 (") 

WiVth reactor *tem dome pressure • 's15okig.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

ALLOWABLE 
VALUE
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Six new ECCS Functions have been added to ISTS Table 3.3.5.1-1. ITS Function L.e, 
CS Pump Start - Time Delay Relay, is associated with the CS subsystem. The other 
Functions have been added to ensure the Loop Select Logic of the LPCI System 
functions properly. These Functions are ITS Functions 2.g, 2.h, 2.i, 2.j, and 2.k.  

Since these Functions have been added, Note 2 to Required Action B. 1 and Note 2 to 

Required Action C. 1 have been revised.  

2. The current Dresden 2 and 3 design does not include a CS, LPCI or ADS Manual 

Initiation Instrumentation Function. Therefore, ISTS 3.3.5.1 Functions i.e, 2.h, 4.h 
and 5.h have been deleted. In addition, the ISTS 3.3.5.1 Required Action G. 1 Note 

has been deleted since the Required Action now applies to each of the Functions that 
reference Condition G.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. ISTS SR 3.3.5.1.7 has been deleted consistent with current licensing basis 
requirements.  

5. The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided. Table 3.3.5.1-1 Footnotes have been renumbered, as required.  

Note 2 to Required Action B. 1 and Note 2 to Required Action C. 1 have been revised 
accordingly.  

6. The Surveillance Requirements associated with specific Functions in ISTS 

Table 3.3.5.1-1 have been revised to be consistent with the current licensing basis or 

with the setpoint calculation methodology.  

7. Footnote (a) to ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 has been modified to only require the ECCS 
Instrumentation Functions to be Operable when the associated ECCS subsystem(s) are 

required to be Operable per LCO 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown." Some of the Functions 

(ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 Functions L.a and 1.b) start the DGs in addition to the ECCS 

subsystems. This is shown in Footnote (b) to Table 3.3.5.1-1. As written, the ISTS 
implies that these Functions are required to be Operable when the DGs are required, 

even if the associated ECCS subsystems are not required. During shutdown Modes 

when the reactor cavity is flooded, the ECCS subsystems are not required to be 

Operable. Therefore, the ECCS start function of the DGs serve no safety significant 

support function. As such, these instrument Functions are not required and have been 

deleted from the ITS when only the DGs are required to be Operable. This change is 

also consistent with current licensing basis (CTS Table 3.3.3-1 Footnote * only requires 

these Functions when the system is required to be Operable per CTS 3.5.B, the 
ECCS-Shutdown Specification). The DGs are still required to be started on a loss of 

power signal, as required in ITS 3.3.8.1.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION 

8. ISTS Table 3.3.5.1-1 Function 2.e requires a minimum time for the ECCS pump start 
time delay relays. The ISTS Bases states that the minimum time is to ensure that excess 
loading will not cause failure of the power source; i.e., the minimum Allowable Value 
is chosen to be long enough so that most of the starting transient of the first pump is 
complete before starting the second pump on the same 4.16 kV emergency bus. Failure 
of this portion of the instrumentation will result in the DG being inoperable; it does not 
necessarily result in the inoperability of the ECCS pump. The ECCS analysis assumes 
the pumps are operating at a certain time; starting the pumps sooner than assumed does 
not invalidate the ECCS analysis. This requirement is adequately covered by ITS 
SR 3.8.1.18, which requires the interval between each sequenced load block to be 
within + 10% of the design interval for each load sequence time delay relay. The ITS 
Bases for this SR states that it ensures that a sufficient time interval exists for the DG to 
restore frequency and voltage prior to applying the next load and that safety analyses 
assumptions regarding ESF equipment time delays are not violated. Therefore, if a 
time delay relay actuated too soon such that a power source was affected, the 
requirements of SR 3.8.1.18 would not be met and the affected DG or offsite circuit 
would be declared inoperable and the ACTIONS of ITS 3.8.1 taken. Therefore, there 
is no reason to require minimum times in the ECCS Instrumentation Specification.  
This is also consistent with current licensing basis, which does not have minimum time 
requirements for the ECCS pump start time delay relays in the ECCS Instrumentation 
Specification.  

9. The current Dresden 2 and 3 design does not include the ADS Reactor Vessel Water 
Level-Low, Level 3 (Confirmatory) Function (ISTS Functions 4.d and 5.d).  
Therefore, these Functions have been deleted and the remaining Functions have been 
renumbered, where applicable, to reflect these deletions.  

10. ISTS Table 3.3.5.1-1 Function 2.e, Reactor Vessel Shroud Level-Level 0, has been 
relocated as documented in the Discussion of Changes for ITS 3.3.5.1. Subsequent 
Functions have been renumbered as required.  

11. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the NUREG to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, systems, 
analysis, or licensing basis.

Dresden 2 and 3 2
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LEYIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.5.2

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION .- I!l','os- ' Co,.adedJ.e,ý' 

3.3.5.2 ( ctor Core solation Cogrliný (0IC) System Instrumentation

<3.2.D) 
(7-3.2.D-I > 
< -r-1. 2. D-1 > 

<App/ 12.7l) >

U t, kA ' CI -f RfaCfoWV~~f'e~,- iujbdAd)e~At&fio1A 

LCO 3.3.5.2 CIC S em minstrume gation for eac unc ion in 
Wle 3. ..2- shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, 
MODES 2 and 3 with reactor steam dome pressure > J150J.psig.

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is
--------- NOTE--------

allowed for each channel.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.

One or mor 
inoperable

e ch nnels

(3-2. D .A1•-4--- 1 s requi a Dy 
f3.2. Z AL4Z> 2 Requi. d Actio A.1 
< Dn LA. . > and eferenc in S... ..2.D I 7 -T ble 3.3. .2-1.  

4 /4 WV,.....- .... 1ý , t"d

C.; As required by 
Required Action A.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.5.2-1.

A.1 E er the Condition 
fferenced in 

able 3.3.5.2-1 for 
the channel.

.1 

AND Z%

Declare SIC System 
inoperable.

Place 
trip.

channe•in

C.1 Restore channel to 
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

I hour from 
discovery of 
loss of ODIC 
initiation 
Capability 

24 hours

24 hours 
/ 

/ 
/

(continued)
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MIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.5.2

ArYTflUC tv~nt(ntil.d1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION
_______________ I I

__________________________ I

D. As requir by 
Required ction A.1 
and refe enced in 
Table 3 .5.2-1

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time_ o= on tin1 
M o_ not met.

__________________ I

D.1 -- -NOTE------
Only pplicable if 
RCIC pump suction is 
not aligned to the 
u ression pool.  

eclare RCIC System 
inoperable.  

AND 

D.2.1 Place channel in 
,/ trip.  

' OR 

D.2.2 Align RCIC pump
suction to the! 
suppression pobl.

/

Declare RIC System 
inoperable.

COMPLETION TIME

1 our 
from\ 

scovery o ass of RCIC 
initiation 
capability

24 hours 

24 hours

/ 
/ 
/ 

I

Immediately

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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MIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.5.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

When.a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 

required.Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required 
Actions mnay be delayed fi_:ol low•.-LAI Tor U! to 6 hours. •or __••l 

Isoc a Function maintains DIC initiation capability.  
_ i _,'~-- ........ .. .. - -- •-- --_--.....

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

(SR 3.,3<5.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. :12 Krsýsj

SR. 3.5. Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

rn

(F 3.3.5.2.3 Ca)Alrate the trip unit [92] day/jfi

ER3..2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.T
92 days

(SR 3. .. 2.5 Perform CHANNELZ(LIBRATION. [18] mths 

SR 3.3.5.2. Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months 

Tbe liIu•,-lt, Vahie s-Aa(( be- L /070] Psboi

F-4i 

(012614

Rev 1, 04/07/95

(42.D .I> 
T4.2. D-) 

(42.D. /> 
(T3.2.D-•) 
('4.2. D-/I 

(2. D. 2

Mdays
)
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E wC System Instrumentation 
3.3.5.2
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.5.2 - IC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Dresden 2 and 3 does not have RCIC System Instrumentation, but has IC System 
Instrumentation. Therefore, changes have been made to be consistent with current 
licensing basis.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. ISTS Table 3.3.5.2-1 has not been retained in proposed ITS 3.3.5.2, since the isolation 
condenser instrumentation consists of only one Function (Reactor Vessel 
Pressure-High). Thus, this one Function is identified in the LCO statement, and since 
it is subject to all of the proposed Surveillance Requirements, Note 1 to the 
Surveillance Requirements, referencing Table 3.3.5.2-1, has been deleted and 
subsequent Notes renumbered as required.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.6.1 Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

<3.2.A > 
< T3.2..A - ) 

<App) 3.2,A) 
(7T32.A - I >

LCO 3.3.6.1 The primary containment isolation instrumentation for each 
Function in Table 3.3.6.1-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.6.1-1.

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

< 3.2.A AJ I A.  

<'Doc A3 3> 
< 3.2.A Ar# 2.L)) 
<3 2.A At4 2.r-) 

"<3.2.AkAJ, B.  

< -.-2 A Ar-2.A-)

One or more required 
channels inoperable.

One or more automatic 
Functions with 
isolation capability 
not maintained.

A.1 Place channel in 
trip.

t 4

B.I Restore isolation 
capability.

I. ___________________________ L

12 hours for 
Functions 2.a, I a
2.b,yand 6.b 6 

AND 

24 hours for 
Functions other c
than Functions 
2.a, 2.b,land 
6.b Eb

1 hour

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1

A rTrn'M( Iv. t-v.ucnld'1

CONnITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

< DoccA. 3> C.  
< .3.2,A Ac-+ 2 > 
<3.2.A A#+) > 

<-r.3.2 A-/ A.- 2_) "D.  

<2-.2.A-J/:••. 2> E.  

<7-3.2.A-1A.492!> F.

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
or B not met.

C.1 Enter the Condition 
referenced in 
Table 3.3.6.1-1 for 
the channel.

_____________ I t

As required by 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.6.1-1.

D.1 Isolate associated 
main steam line 
(MSL).

OR 

D.2.1 

AND 

D.2.2

Be in MODE 3.  

Be in MODE 4.

i t

As required by 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.6.1-1.

+

As required by 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.6.1-1.

______________ 4
G. s required by 

Required Action .1 
and referenced *n 
Table 3.3.6.1-/.

__________________ I

E.1 Be in MODE 2.

F.1 Isolate the affected 
penetration flow 
path(s).

G.1- I late the 
p~netration 
ath(s).

affected 
fl ow

Rev 1, 04/07/95

Immediately

12 hours 

12 hours 

36 hours

7hours

I hour

24 hours

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1

<cT5 >

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

<-7.3.2.A-I AL4 2o 
V'"DLL_ L. I>) 

<T32.A- I Ae-4 2-3• 

(t3.2.A- I A(4 _ >2 
< -oL L. 3 >

As required by 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced inr 
Table 3.3.6.1-1.  

OR 

Required•Action and 
associated Completion 
Time for Condition F 
op not met.

As required by 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.6.1-1.

As required by 
Required Action C.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.6.1-1.

AND G~

Be in MODE 3.  

Be in MODE 4.

.4 .1.

H 
O®R 

2

Declare associated 
standby liquid.  
control subsystem 
(SLC) inoperable.  

Isolate the Reactor 
Water Cleanup System.

.4 1.

Initiate action to 
restore channel to 
OPERABLE status.  

Initiate action to 
isolate the jRes-;Fual 

.eat Re oval (RR) 
Shutdown Cooling 
System.

12 hours 

36 hours

1 hour 

I hour

Immediately 

Immediately

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

------ ------ ------ -- -- - - - NOTES- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I. Refer to Table 3.3.6.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Primary 

Containment Isolation Function.  

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required 
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the- associated function.  
maintains isolation capability.  

------------- --------------- -------- -------------- ---

<-T, .Z A - I 

(-T-4z.A-t > 

( 7-4. 2. A - I > 

<-T4.2.A-1 > 

(-42. A-)'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.6.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.6.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. [921 days 

S3.3.6.1.3 Calibrate the trip unit. ;k 2* days 

SR 3.3.6.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

.6.1.5

<T#- 2.A-/> 

<44.2.A.2)

/Py form CHANNEL/UNCTIONAL TEy. /j84] days

2 
SR 3.3.6.1.@ Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. months 

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. months

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1
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Primary Containment Isolation. Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1

<T,2.A-I) 
<Doc Ml> 
'•74. A-I >

Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 1 of 6) 
Primry Contairrmnt ]sLatien Instnmentation

APPLICABLE CODITIONS 
NODES OR REQUIRE REFEJ CED 

OTHER CHNELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FINCTION CONDITIONS STDI ACTION C.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1. Main Stem Line IsoLation 

a. Reactor Vessel Water 
Lee 1. Low Low('•l 

b. Main Stem Line 
Pressure - Low

"Main Stem Line 
FLoe-- Migh

(d. =C 
. r oe 

m 7 ; ,ý 
e 

e. Hain St~amff. ifLTe1T )

1,2,3 R U 3.3.6.1.1 4'.  
SR 3.3.6.1.2 inhes , 

SSR 3.3.6.1.335 
SSR 3.3.6.1 

1 E 3 1. J S ig D 

SR 3361.  
SR 3.3.6.1 5" r.3.b. 1.8 

1,2,3 per D SR 3.3.6.1.1 %I 
3SLt SR 3.3.6.1.2 rated Slie w 

3 3.3.6. 130 

oxc a) 33...  

1,, D 3A...

(cont inued)

( ) Wit. ay t. ne [stop vavel cLoed. (-
�L�SUrL -

I 2. £ SR 33,�./,Z 
SR � 
SR �

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation.  
3.3'.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 2 of 6) 
Primry Containment Isolation IruwJmntation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
MODES OR REUIRED REFEREMCED 

OTHER CHANWELS FRON 
SPECIFIIE PER TRIP REUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEI ACTION C.1 REOUIRtIEHTS VALUE

2. Primary Containmet 
Isolation " 

a. Reactor Vessel Water 
Level - Locý 

b. DryweLL Pressure-High 

C. Drywell 
Radiation- High

1,2,3 

1,2,3 

1,2,3

3. High Pressure Coolant 
Injection (MPCI) System Isolation 

a. HPCI Stem Line 1,2.3 
Flow- High

F SR 
SR 
SR 
SR

3.3.6.1.1 ['S Cý* Rlh.  
3.3.6.1.2 
3.3.6. 1• 
3.3.6.1.2 

"-II .:.3j 6. 1. 1 ' m 

3.3.6.1.7 

3.3.6.1.8 Z3

F L iuz~iz [1 46 rated 
SR 3.3.6.1.2 steam f low 3 

ASR 3.3.6.1.33t 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

<'f -s )

( 7"3.2.A - I 
<Dc. 4M 3 
0-74.- .A-i 
<"-22A- I

> 
>
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e7-5 > 

<7T3.2.A-1 Fcodne CA4)> 
b. HPCI Steam Line 

Flow-Timer

F Insert Function 3.b

1. 2. 3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.2 
SR 3.3.6.1.4 
SR 3.3.6.1.6

Insert Page 3.3-58

DŽ 3 seconds 
and 

< 9 seconds]



Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1

(<-3.2.A-I > 
(7"12 A-0>

Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 3 of 6) 
Primry Contairumnt Isolation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
MODES OR REQUIRED REFEREHCED 

OTHER CHANHELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIOHS SYSTEM ACTION C.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

3.HPCI System Isolation 
(continued) * 

S- HPCI Steam Supply Line 
Pressure - Low

1,2,3

0 -0 i INefije cfhetra-i ghw) ý I Temperature- High

f. sqpP/ ession Poot 1,2,3 1 /F 
rature-High 

/ g Sression Pool a 1,2,3 F 

.Delay Relays 
S h. Suppression P L Area 1,,3 (13 F 
Differential 

empersture High 

i. Emerg Area Cooler 1,2,3 1 F 

Tempera re--igh 

t. Initiation 1.2,3 Vl per G 

L group]

ff(0- Al C1k ,ONPSM- 
l

SR 
SR 

(SR 
SR 

SR 

SR 
St 

ISR SR 

SK 
(SK 
ISR 
$I 

sit

3,3.6.1.1 - 693*F 
.3.6.1.2 
;.3.6.1.33 

3.3.6.1.6 
3.3.6.1.7 

3.3.6.1.5 x M 
3.3.6.1.6 (minutes)] 
3.3.6.1.7 

3.3.6.1.1/ - J'F 
3.3.6. /:L 

3.3.6.14.  
3.3.6.1.4 
3.3.6.r17 

3.3.6,1.1 S (169'F• 
3.3.6;'1.2 
3:V.31(-.  
3. 1 6 

3-6.1.7 HA

z��.io+d. �.4h o

BWR/4 STS 3.3-59 Rev 1, 04/07/95

]
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J

SR 3.3.6.1.2 

4S /3.3.6.1.33 / / 
Soi 3.3.6.1.6 
SR 3.3.6.1.-- 3. .  

si•'t 3.3.6.1.6/ 

s 3.3.6.1.26 

sR 3.3.6.1 /7/
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
<cTs> 3.3.6.1

"T3.2.A- ) 
< 7"4. 2.A-I > Table 3.3.6.1-1 (page 1. of 6) 

Primary Contairment Isolation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 

MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED 
OTHER CHANNELS FROM 

SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUJNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION C.1 REOUIREMEINTS VALUE

4.Re tar Core Isotat on 
Lino (CRIC)Ss 

odat ion 

a. RCIC Steam.ine 2,3 ll t F . St 3.3.6.1.1 /5 MO3M1 rated 
FLOW--H•, SR 3.3.6.1.2 steom floa 

/sR 3.3.6.1.3/ 
sR 3.3.6.1.6 
SR 3.3.6.1.  
Sit 3.3.6.1 

b. RCI Steam SupPty 1,2,3 123 F St 3.3.6 .1 
L Pressure-Lowd SR 3.3. .1.2 

lst 3.3 ,1.33 
sot 3. .6.1.6 
sot 3 .6.1.7 s 1603 iq 

R•IC Turbine 1.2, C23 F St .3.6.1.1 S 120 pig 
Exhaust Dia agm st 3.3.6.1.2 
Pressure. - gt IS 3/36..1:3 / 

3.3.6.1.6 
"3.3.6.1.7 

d. Dryatelt 1,2,3 . 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 11.921 peig 
Press s-High St 3.3.6.1.2 

/rt 3.3.6.1.33 
S•R 3.3.6.1.6 
sR 3.3.6.1.7 

158 3.3.6.1. 3 

e. CIC Suppression 1,2.3 112 F SR 3.3.6. .1 s (16911F 
Pool Ambient Are Sit. 3.3.6 1.2 
Teperature - Hi tSR 3.3. '.1.31 

S 3.3/6.1.6 
Sit 3. .6.1.7 

f. Suppression cot Area 1,2, E1l F SR /.3.6.1.5 r 1A2 
Temperatur -Time SRit .3.6.1.6 Em' es3 
Delay Rat 5!/3.3.6.1.7 

S CIC S ression Pool .23 /1) F 3..3.61.1 :s 422IF 
Area 0 ferential 3.3.6.1.2 
7empe ture-Migh SR 3.3.6.1.32 

SR 3.3.6.1.6 
sit 3.3.6.1.7 

I. E rgency Area Coaoe 1,2,3 E12 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s (169'F 
eI eraturv-High SR 3.3.6.1.  

(SR 3.3.6.1 2 
SR 3.3.6. .6 
SR 3.3.6 1.7

IP.AAc.-a' on q
(continuec)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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< (T3.2.A-I> 
<7-//.2 A- I ) 

4. Isolation Condenser 
System Isolation 

a. Steam Flow-High

b. Return Flow-High

W3 Insert Function 4

1, 2, 3 

1, 2. 3

1 F SR 3.3.6.1.2 
SR 3.3.6.1.4 
SR 3.3.6.1.6 

F SR 3.3.6.1.2 
SR 3.3.6.1.4 
SR 3.3.6.1.6

Insert Page 3.3-60

[< 300% of 
rated steam 

flow] 

I< 32 
(Unit 2) 

< 14.8 
(Unit 3) 
inches of 

water 

differential]

1



<07S >

(T3.ZA- I) 
< T4-.2,A-/ )

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.1 

TabLe 3.3.6.1-1 (page S of 6) 
Primry Contamiront Isotation insrtrwntation

APPLICABLE CeODITIONS 
MODES OR • REQUJIRED EFERENC: 

OTHER CHANINELS FROM 
SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTI ON CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION C.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE
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<CTS > Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 

3.3.6.1
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Primry Contairnment IsoLation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS 
DOES OR IRED REFERENCED 
OTHER CHANNELS FROM 

SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOMABLE 
FUNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION C.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

1. The proper Primary Containment Isolation Functions that are common to the RPS 
Instrumentation have been provided.  

2. The Completion Time of ISTS 3.3.6.1 Required Action E. 1 has been extended by 2 
hours consistent with the current licensing basis.  

3. Four new Primary Containment Isolation Functions have been added (ITS 
Table 3.3.6.1-1 Functions 1.c, 3.b, 4.a, and 4.b), consistent with current Dresden 2 
and 3 Licensing Basis. In addition, 29 Functions have been deleted (ISTS Table 
3.3.6.1-1 Functions 1.d, 1.f, 1.g, 1.k, 2.d, 2.e, 2.f, 3.c, 3.d, 3.f, 3.g, 3.h, 3.i, 3.j, 
4.a, 4.b, 4.c, 4.d, 4.e, 4.f, 4.g, 4.h, 4.i, 4.j, 4.k, 5.a, 5.b, 5.c and 5.f) since they are 
not applicable to Dresden 2 and 3. The Functions, ACTIONS, and Surveillance 
Requirements have been revised where applicable, to reflect these additions and 
deletions.  

4. Editorial change made to be consistent with other similar requirements in the ITS or for 
clarity.  

5. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided. Table footnotes have been renumbered, as required.  

6. ISTS SR 3.3.6.1.8, the Isolation System Response Time test, is not included in the 
Dresden ITS. This allowance is consistent with the current licensing basis reflected in 
the CTS. In addition, the Reviewer's Note has been deleted. The Note is not meant to 
be retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

7. The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided.  

8. The bracketed Surveillances have been deleted since they do not apply to the associated 
Function. These changes are consistent with the current licensing basis.  

9. These Surveillances have been deleted since they can not be performed on the 
associated Function.  

10. This additional Surveillance, requiring performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
once per 92 days, has been added consistent with the current setpoint calibration 
methodology (SR 3.3.6.1.4). As a result, ISTS SR 3.3.6.1.6 is deleted from the Table 
3.3.6.1-1 Surveillance Requirement column, for the applicable Functions, for the same 
reason.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

11. The Surveillances associated with ITS 3.3.6.1-1 Function 1.d (Main Steam Tunnel 

Temperature-High) and Function 3.d (HPCI Turbine Area Temperature-High) have 

been revised to reflect current licensing requirements, therefore, SR 3.3.6.1.2 has been 
removed from the Table for these Functions.  

12. ISTS Table 3.3.6.1-1 footnote c (ITS footnote b) has been revised to reflect the specific 
design of the Shutdown Cooling System suction isolation valve logic.  

13. The Main Steam Line Flow - High (ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1 Function 1 .c) Function is 

required to have a CHANNEL CALIBRATION performed every 92 days in accordance 

with current setpoint methodology. Therefore, ITS SR 3.3.6.1.4 has been added to 

ensure that the Main Steam Line Flow - High Functional Unit is maintained 

OPERABLE. As a result, ISTS SR 3.3.6.1.6 (18 month CHANNEL CALIBRATION) 
has been removed from the Main Steam Line Flow - High Function since it is 
redundant to the added Surveillance Requirement.

Dresden 2 and 3 2



Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.2 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.6.2 Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.6.2 The secondary containment isolation instrumentation for each 
Function in Table 3.3.6.2-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.6.2-1.

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.  ---- - ----------------------------------

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION 7 COMPLETION TIME

3 2. AdAi4 A. One or more channels 
<7kc•cA.2> inoperable.  
< ?,.2.A A,-4 2z,)> 

<3,2.A Ae+ 2 >

< 3.2.A A,-4 z > 
(LD,tC A.J> 
<.3.2,.A At. - 2 ,4, 

'1...- Z.A c4P.4 (c")

A.1 Place channel in 
trip.

B. One or more rom B..1 R st e hour 
Functions with cisolation 

isolation capability 
not maintained.

<DoeA,.3- C. Required Action and 
<2.A Ar42> associated Completion 

.3-.2.A \Time (of/ondit n 
\;Li-•1zB-1 not met.  

(TA 2h-

C.1.] Isolate the 
associated e 

OR (Pe -efr-a-Io7 u

12 hours for 
Function 2 

AND d D 

24 hours for 
Functions other 
than Function2--

1 hour 

-- wi
(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
rs > 3.3.6.2

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

<t),D/-A. 3 
<'3.2.A Ad 2> 
<.32.4 , 4 no4d.( 
(VcZ~r L. 2>

C. (continued) C.1.2 Declare associated 
secondary containment 
isolation valves 
inoperable.

AND 

C.2.1 

OR 

C.2.2

Place the associated 
standby gas treatment 
(SGT) subsystem in 
operation.  

Declare associated.  
SGT subsystemr• 
inoperable.

I hour 

1 hour 

::E3] 

I hour

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Secondary 
Containment Isolation Function.  

2; When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required 
Actions may be'delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated FunctiojL0_ 
maintains (Peondary Eontairent isolation capability. j

SURVEILLANCE

<4.2.4 -)> SR 3.3.6.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

FREQUENCY

12 hours

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
<e5 TS> 3.3.6.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

<7-Z.A-I > SR 3.3.6.2.2

<(T442.A-1 > (TsAZA-I\> '7-,4. Z. A- 1 

<74 i.A-i > 

6r4. 2.A-1) 

T-COY1•',1, td)'J 

<"74.2.A-/ > 

</ 2.4. Z > 
<4#.7. P. ,4 >

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 192ý days

3.3.6.2.3 Calibrate the trip unit. 9 days 

3.3.6.2.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days 

SR 3.3.6.2.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. s

SR 3.3.6.2.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.

(SR 3;------------------------- --------NOTE --------
Raditiodetectors may be exclu ed.  

------- ----------------------- -------] 
Verin the ISOLATION SYSTEM SPONSE TIME 
is ithin limits.  

...viewer's Note: This S is applied 
nly to Functions of Ta e 3.3.6.2-I 

with required response times not 
corresponding to DG s art time.c

2 ohs

/[18] month on 
a STAGGER 
TEST BASG

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
3.3.6.2 

Tabe 3.3.6.2-1 (page I of 1) 
Secoary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

(T'3.2,A-/I> 
tT'/l.Z.A-I >

APPLICABLE 
NOES OR REQUIRED 

OTIfHER C€AMELS 
SPECIFIED PER SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS TRIP SYSTE1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1,2,3

am it 3.3.6.2". 1 
SK 3.3.6.2.2 Vpt 3.3.6.2.3E 
St 3.3.6.2.5_

C~ L7 UMJ -:he$

St~p 3.3..2.  

St 3.3.6.2.26 ( 

SR 3.3.6.2.2 0

1. Reamctor Vessel Water 
Levat - Low X.9;, L 2% 

2. Drywalt Pressur--Higt

3. Reactor Building Exhaust 1,2,3, 
Radi•tion-nigh 13, 

F,. Refueling Fl~ i *o2r3 
Radiation- Kigh C)b3 ps 3.3.6.2./& 

=er growl) ;; 3.3.6.2.6

(a) During operations vith a potential for draining the reactor vessel.  

(b) During *ME ALTERATIOWS and during p vsmetnt of irradiated fuel assembl ies in 4secondaryo containnent.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

2. As stated in the Bases for the Manual Initiation Function, it is not assumed in any safety 
analysis in the UFSAR. Since the NRC did not require it to be included in the CTS of 
Dresden 2 and 3, it is not required by the NRC approved licensing basis to be included 
in the ITS. In addition, due to the deletion of the Manual Initiation Function from ITS 
Table 3.3.6.2-1, the term "automatic" in ITS 3.3.6.2 Condition B is not needed and has 
been deleted.  

3. Editorial change made to be consistent with other similar requirements in the ITS or for 
clarity.  

4. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

5. The Reviewer's Note states that ISTS SR 3.3.6.2.7 only applies to Functions with 
required response times not corresponding to the DG start time. For the Secondary 
Containment Isolation Instrumentation Functions, there are no appropriate Functions.  
Therefore, the entire ISTS SR 3.3.6.2.7 has been deleted. This change is also 
consistent with the current licensing basis reflected in Technical Specifications.  

6. These Surveillances have been revised for the Table 3.3.6.2-1 Functions consistent with 
the current licensing basis requirements.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



LS Instrumentation 
3.3.6.3 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION fg-,- J VvL 

3.3.6.3 6w-Lw S- (LAI Instrumentation 

(3.6.F> LCO 3.3.6.3 The valve instrumentation for each Function in 
Table 3.3.6.3-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

hrTTflNJ

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

<3.6 A,+2> A. One valve 
inoperable due to 
inoperable channel (s).  

B. One'or more safe / 
relief valves (//RVs) 
with one Funct* n 3 
/channel inopeyable.  

/7 / /// 

C.- ---- '-- -NOTE --- SSepaate 
Condition 

entry is allowed f 
eadh Sf RV.  

'One or more S/ s with 
two* Function 
channels ino erable.

A. I Restore channel(s) to 
OPERABLE status.

I t

B.1 --- NOTE---- --LCO 3.0.4 is no 
applicable.  

Restore tai ipe 
pressure s itches to 
OPERABLE tatus.

Pri to 
en ering NODE 

3 from MO 4

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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9 k~tia vd/te 
.Instrumentation 

3.3.6.3
<• TSC>

ArTTflN� finntin,,�d1

CONDITION 

Required Action and 
(3,;kFA--2) associated Completion 
(<4. r AJ 3> \ ime of Condition 

no met.  

Two or more valves 
inoperable due to 
inoperable channels.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

I1
____________________ 4

___________________________________________________________________________________ a

I ediatly) 

3t. ho, s

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Refer to Table 3.3.6.3-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Function.  

tions7m-be 

a_ 
f ru 

or 
rvd 

d h 
soc 

e 
u 

o 

red•L l •to aaliy/ ,ry :e •e yi

SURVEILLANCE
4.

4-
Per•rm CHANNELCHECK.

ýSR 4.3. 6 . 3 . 2  Perform C NEL FUNCTI L TEST fo 
portion o the channe outside pr/mary_ 

ýcontain nt./

FREQUENCY

12 hojY

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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(Instrumentation 
< . 3.3.6.3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR .36..3OTE 77.o ----

( en 'ering MODE 2 (uring each Ys heduled 

o tage•> 72 ho s when entry is made into 
rimary conta nment.  

Perform*C NEL FUNCTIO L TEST for [92) ays 

portions f the channe inside prim•m y 
contain nt.  

SR 3.Y36.3.44 Pee/roam CHANNEL NCTIONAL TE [92] days 

53.3.6.3.5 Callibbrate t trip unit.[2 Zy 

24 2.ý2 

I46. F b Dar4nrm rH4ANNFI CAL79RATTON. 1 mo~nths

Rev 1, 04/07/953.3-69BWR/4 STS



,411~ e~n~e tMl I wiiD-Aab-wisa 
;da. lhAl

In1 strumentati on 
3.3.6.3

rabte 3.3.6.3-1 (pag 1 of 1) 
~ Intumentaat ion 

REQUIRD 
CI(ANNELS PER SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

FUNCTION FUNCTION REQUIRENENTS VALUE

l qq? 

'L-2D61

BWR/4STS 33-70Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.6.3 - RELIEF VALVE INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific value/nomenclature has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



V~yitem Instrumentation 
3.3.7.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.7.1 ) Control Room o-nvionmetal Co fMCRECASystem 
Instrumentation

<tDD)c M. i > LCO 3.3.7.1

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Separate Condition. entry is allowed for each channel.

.. . .. (TA:ý IAa2,".els . _,,I - --
•The [MCR/•• ystem iqdrumentation ech unc on in) 
•abl e 3/3.7.1-1 shal ] eOPRB .  

Mo ~ Dar1)43' 

4ýj o.- dr --i#L" to T5Tr dOT'' ase l/. |y ,esevd 
e~gE A 0TE 

r -be rea c t r k S

-------------- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e~ -V--- --- -- -O E--- - ---- ----------

(continued)
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System Instrumentation 
3.3.7.1

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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,fjCMZj System Instrumentation 
3.3.7.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(continued) &~Declame~as 

£!.VŽiiiperable. se 

I .

1 hour

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

------------------------------ NOTES -------------------------------
Whe er ohanne 3.3.7.1-1 to detl ii ine whit SRs appse for each romREC] Function/ 

When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of

required Survellances, entry into associateo Lonoitions ano Kequirea 
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided ahe e ssocyated 7unc n 

-anaj n capabi 11tyr-- ; 
-.------------------------------------ 2

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.7.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

(D< M. > SR 3.3.7.1.2

CSR 3.3.7.1.3

3~ MI 

SR ý3.3.7.1.5 
< ZbLM. I

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

Cal' rate the trip units. /
Perform CCHýANNNEL CCALIIBRATTION.  
-Th. l//da t Vokud.sk&l be- K~ /0 #"V/Ar]

/Perform LOGIC SYSTEM jFNCTIONAL TEST.

A92r days 

Z 6J

/18] months•-'

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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(a) During ope tions with -a potential for draining the reactor eL.  During I ALTERATIONS and duringI) mvenent of irradiated f L asseblies in the .secondary 

I-----

Rev 1, 04/07/953.3-74

[MCREC] System Instrumentation 
3.3.7.1 

Table 3.3.7 1-1 (p3ge 1 of 1) 

21. ORleatorVessue- ~ier 1,2,3,[ 12) 3 SR 3.3.7.1.1 • 92 [-1p/nei 

/ Levl- Lo Low ow, /SR 3.3.7.1.2 • 

-SR 3.3.7.1.4 

/ ~R• 3.3.7.1.5 / 

3. Coai Rte Line-1,2,3 -2 ter B SR 3.3.7.1.1 -<13.8% rated 
-LsR 3.3.7.1.O steui RlN 

OTHE CASR 3.3.7.1F R 

/ ~sR 3.3.7.1.4 
/ •S 3.3.7 .5./ 

1. Reaeing Vleoso Wer 1,2,3, IM2 e SR 3.3.7.1.1l -138 rather 

tradatio- Lowh Lo os 3.3.7.1.2 

Level 1 . SR 3.3.7.1.34 

Sit• 3.3.7.1.4 

SR 3.3.7.1.5 

. CRoetrl Proos AsuInHt 2,,3, al] C SR 3.3.7.1.1 5 .920 ps/hr 
Rdiation- Hi SR 3.3.7.1.2 

• ISaR) 3.3.7.1.33 

3. MainStroeRom Li#nlet 1,2,3, 2 per a SitR3.3.7.1.1 5 13 rate 

Radiation - High SR3.7.1.2 . ..

i
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.7.1 - CREV SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

I . The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

2. The Dresden 2 and 3 CREV System Instrumentation includes only one Function, an 
alarm Function. Therefore, the ISTS LCO, Applicability, ACTIONS, and Surveillance 
Requirement Notes have been modified, as required, to reflect the plant specific design.  
ISTS Table 3.3.7.1-1 has been deleted and the explicit channel requirements have been 
included in the LCO, while the "Allowable Value" is incorporated in ISTS SR 
3.3.7.1.4.  

3. ISTS SR 3.3.7.1.3 has been deleted since it does not apply to the proposed Function.  
The subsequent SR has been renumbered.  

4. ISTS, SR 3.3.7.1.5, which requires a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT) 
to be performed, has been deleted since each channel is individually wired to its own 
alarm. There is no logic to verify. For this Function, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST, performed more frequently than the LSFT, will test the same components of the 
alarm logic of each channel as the LSFT.  

5. Dresden 2 and 3 do not currently have analyses to support the direction provided in the 
ISTS 3.3.7.1 Required Action D. 1 Note for the situation where the toxic gas 
instrumentation is inoperable concurrent with the CREV System instrumentation.  
Therefore, the Note has been deleted.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



LOP Instrumentati on 
3.3.8.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.8.1 Loss~of Power (LOP) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.8.1

APPLICABILITY:

The LOP instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.8.1-1 
shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
When the associated diesel generator is required to be 

OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown."

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more channels A.1 Place channel in I hour 
inoperable, trip.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately 
associated Completion diesel generator (DG) 
Time not met. inoperable.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

< e7-5)

<3,2,B> f 7-.21.E- >

(App /3.2.E> 
< 73.2.1- 1

<-, 2..E A c-4 2 > 

(4f - Iý

C - ----------------------------------
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LOP Instrumentation 
3.3.8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

---------------------------------- ---- NOTES - ---------

1. Refer to Table 3.3.8.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each LOP 
Function.  

2. hen a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Snurveillances, entry into associated. Conditions and Required 
Actions may be delayed for up to 2 hours provided the associated Function 

P maintains )initiation-capability.  
------------------------------------------ --------------------

<-r4.2.Ei> 

<714.2 J

Rev 1, 04/07/953.3-76BWR/4 STS



a// c'k.ages atoe. F2 aIie!5s :,-thewise i~e jfFe

(C 7~>LOP Instrumentation 
<c~s>3.3.8.1

1(T3.2. B-I/> 

(7-32.8-1 
< FTa!.2E4d. t ))

TabLe 3.3.8.1-1 (page I of 1) 
Loss of Power Intrtiiintatioin

REQUIRED 
CHANNELS SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE 

F~lMCTION PER IsS REBIIRMNEITS VALUE

TDogira-ded Vottage)

a. ame Uidervol sage 

b. Tim DeOW

SR 3.3.8.1d 
IAV 

sit 3.3:'B'.: I'~ 
SR 3.3.8.1.0--o 

_:ýq v CLM"4-2 

.rt 3932- v CLUN;+

SR 3.3.8.1 
St 3.3.8.1 W 
sR 3.3.8.1b5.0 

SSR 3.3 &.1.~ [r 
SR 3 3.8:1J)'0 [1 
SR : 81),

BWR/ S1S 3.-77Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.8.1 - LOP INSTRUMENTATION 

1. The proper Dresden 2 and 3 plant specific nomenclature/value/design requirements 
have been provided.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided or the requirement has been deleted. The following requirements have 

been renumbered to reflect the deletion, as applicable.  

3. The ISTS SR 3.3.8.1.2 CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency has been 

changed from 31 days to 24 months consistent with the current refueling cycle intervals 

and the 24 month surveillance interval extension justifications.  

4. ISTS Table 3.3.8.1-1, Function 1.b, 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage (Loss of 

Voltage) Time Delay, has been deleted. The Dresden 2 and 3 instrumentation design 

does not include a time delay associated with the loss of voltage function, except as 

provided by the bus undervoltage relay inverse time/voltage characteristics. The 
previous Function has been renumbered as required.  

5. ISTS Table 3.3.8.1-1, Function 2. a, 4.16 kV Emergency Bus Undervoltage (Degraded 
Voltage), has been revised to include the inherent (adjustable) time delay associated 
with the degraded voltage relays.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
3.3.8.2 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.8.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electric Power Monitoring

< 3,qG 6> LCO 3.3.8.2 Two RPS electric power monitoring assemblies shall be 
OPERABLE for each inservice RPS motor generator set or 
alternate power supply.

<Appi q.6 > APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

MODES ] 
MODES Z 5 Mwith any control rod withdrawn from a core 

cell containing one or more fuel assembliesi.

< 3.9. At4 1)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or both inservice A.1 Remove associated 72 hours 
power supplies with inservice power 
one electric power supply(s) from 
monitoring assembly service.  
inoperable.  

B. One or both inservice B.1 Remove associated 1 hour 
power supplies with inservice power 
both electric power supply(s) from 
monitoring assemblies service.  
inoperable.

< f A a> C. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
or B not met in 
MODE 1TJ2 i(.

C.1 Be in MODE 3.

Byin M~E4. /

12 hours

hqiirs) I• i I • •I fA36

L _____________________ ____________

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring 

r0TS 3.3.8.2 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

( e L. > D. Required Action and ID. Initiate action to Immediatp1v
associated Completion
lime of Condition A 
or B not met in MODEX 
- 5 twith any control 
rod withdrawn from a 
core cell containing 
one or more fuel 
assembliesl,.

fully insert all 
insertable control 
rods in core.cells 
containing one or 
more fuel assemblies.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

I4q./ SR 3.3.8.2.1 ------------------NOTE 
Only required to be performed prior to 
entering MODE 2 Zt7 from MODEy4, when in 
MODE 4 for k 24 hours.2 
------------------ - -----------

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days

(corntinued)

BWR/4 STS Rev 1, 04/07/953.3-79



RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
3.3.8.2 

(Crs) 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

"4.Q. e. 2. • 

SR 3.3.8.2.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The 
Allowable Values shall be: 

p a. Overvoltage _ V. •. s s

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING 

1 . The Applicability of ITS 3.3.8.2 has been revised to exclude MODES 3 and 4 
consistent with the Applicability of RPS Functions in ITS 3.3.1.1, "Reactor Protection 
System (RPS) Instrumentation." In MODES 3 and 4, a control rod can only be 
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies in accordance with 
ITS 3.10.2, "Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown," and ITS 3.10.3, 
"Single Control Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," respectively. Therefore, ITS 3.10.2 
and 3.10.3 include OPERABILITY requirements for RPS Functions (LCO 3.3.1.1) and 
control rods (LCO 3.9.5). Furthermore, since the RPS electric power monitoring 
assemblies support the RPS Functions, ITS 3.10.2 and ITS 3.10.3 have been modified 
to also include requirements for the RPS electric power monitoring assemblies to be 
OPERABLE when the RPS Functions are required to be OPERABLE.  

2. Bracketed Required Actions D.2.1 and D.2.2 have been deleted since these 
requirements are not applicable to the Dresden 2 and 3 licensing basis for the RPS 
electric power monitoring assemblies.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

8 3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor scram when one or more monitored 
parameters exceed their specified limitsoto preserve the7 

P1 e 55 ur e b.;rJ integrity of the fuel cladding and the eteactor goolant 7 
-q(gjMg eand minimize the energy that must be absorbed 

following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). This can be 

accomplished either automatically or manually.  

The protection and monitoring functions of the RPS have been 

designed to ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is 

achieved by specifying limiting.safety system settings 

(LSSS) in terms of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, 

as well as LCOs on other reactor system parameters and 

equipment performance. The LSSS are defined in this 
Specification as the Allowable Values, which, in conjunction 
with the LCOs, establish the threshold for protective system 

action to prevent exceeding acceptable limits, including 
Safety Limits (SLs) during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). .  

T:• he RPShe asas in the4SAR, re (Ref. 1), includes 

i4 rscr-je• rsensors, re ays, bypass circuits, and switches that are 

necessary to cause initiation of a reactor scram.  
Functional diversity is provided by monitoring a wide range 
of dependent and independent parameters. The input 
parameters to the scram logic are from instrumentation that 
monitors reactor vessel water level, reactor vessel 
pressure, neutron flux, main steam line isolation valve [l 
position, turbine 'control valve (TCV) fast closur ,/ri j6 iw 

pressure, I-nd~scram discharge volume (SDV) water level •as es-, lr 

I s tro v 

1 
TC 

.....

l 

well as reactor mode switch in shutdown position and manual 
scram signals. There are at least four redundant sensor 
input signals from each of these parameters (with the 
exception of the reactor mode switch in shutdown scram AdV 1 --

S• signal . Most channels include electronic equipment (e.g., 
trip units) that compares measured input signals with 
pre-established setpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, 
the channel output relay actuates which then outputs an RPS 
trip signal to the tri lo ic. abe 8 33.1.1-1 summariqs _ 
15hei-versity of sen s capab e of iniinatingscramsdig/ !-

.(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1

BASES A.3 I � c-k".,,js

The RPS of two independent trip systems IACKGROUND Picompise 

(continued) (A and B) with l•oIc channels n each trip system rogic 
channels Al an V,01 and B8 as in Reference 1. The 
outputs of the logic channels in a trip system are combined 
in a one-out-of-two logic so that either channel can trip 
the associated trip system. The tripping of both trip 
systems will produce a reactor scram. This logic 
arrangement is referred to as a one-out-of-two taken twice 0"'J 
log ic.# Each trip system can be reset by use of a reset 
switch. If a full scram occurs (both trip systems trip), a 
relay prevents reset of the trip systems for 10 seconds 

S 9 9 er-the full'scram siial s're, ve3ve•. This 10 second 
delay on reset ensures that the scram function will be 
completed.

Two scram pilot valves are located in the hydraulic control 
unit for each control rod drive (CRD). Each scram pilot 
valve is solenoid operated, with the solenoids normally 
energized. The scram pilot valves control the air supply to 
the scram inlet and outlet Valves for the associated CRD.  
When either scram pilot valve solenoid is energized, air 
pressure holds the scram valves closed and, therefore, both 
scram pilot valve solenoids must be de-energized to cause a 
control rod to scram. The scram valves control the supply 
and discharge paths for the CRD water during a scram. One 
of the scram pilot valve solenoids for each CRD is 
controlled by trip system A, and the other solenoid is 
controlled by trip system B. Any trip of trip system A in 
conjunction with any trip in trip system B results in 
de-energizing both solenoids, air bleeding off, scram valves 
opening, and control rod scram.  

The backup scram valves, which energize on a scram signal to 
depressurize the scram air header, are also controlled by 
the RPS. Additionally, the RPS System controls the SDV vent 
and drain valves such that when both trip systems trip, the 
SDV vent and drain valves close to isolate the SDV.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

The actions of the RPS are assumed in the safety analyses of 
References 0 2, W3k The RPS initiates a reactor scram 
when monitored parameter values exceed the Allowable Values, 
specified by the setpoint methodology and listed in 
Table 3.3.1.1-1 to preserve the integrity of the fuel 
cladding, the tor cooLnt pres re bouor NRCPB, and]----j

(continued)

5.34
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W INSERT BKGD-1 

There are four RPS channel test switches, one associated with each of the four 
automatic trip channels. These test switches allow the operator to test the 
OPERABILITY of the individual trip channel automatic scram contactors. In 
addition, trip channels A3 and B3 (one trip channel per trip system) are 
provided for manual scram. Placing the reactor mode switch in shutdown 
position or depressing both manual scram push buttons (one per trip system) 
will initiate the manual trip function.

Insert Page B 3.3-2



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY 

(continued)

the containment by minimizing the energy that must be -
absorbed following a LOCA. (to erz r. 3 C •)Wc_ 

RPS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of kheN•RCP•rcv 

aW-temen . *Functions not specifically credited in the 

accident analysis are retained for the overall redundancy 
and diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approved 
licensing basis;

The OPERABILITY of the RPS is dependent on the OPERABILITY 
of the individual instrumentation channel Functions 
specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. Each Function must have a 
required number of OPERABLE channels per RPS trip system, 
with their setpoints within the specified Allowable Value, 
where appropriate. The actual jsetpoint is calibrated 

F7 -consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.  
Each channel must also respond within its assumed response 

Allowable Values are specified for each RPS Function 
specified in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are 
specified in the setpoint calculations. The nominal 
setpoints are selected to ensure that the actual setpoints 
do not exceed the Allowable Value between successive CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less 
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its 
Allowable Value, is acceptable. A channel is inoperable if 
its actual trip setpoint is not within its required 
Allowable Value.

-fohA 4hese-

Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at .  
which an action should take place. The setpoints are e uc(ea ""X 
compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor jipstr, w ,• e .44-o,4 
vessel water level), and when the measured output value of \ . ...  
the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated 
device (e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits F•jOj&'Z (14, 

_g\ are derived from the limiting values of the process j • aot', 
parameters obtained from the safety analysis.' he Allowable C 
Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for 
.calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.  
The trip setpointssare then determined accounting for the 
remaining instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip 
setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate protection 
because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects, 
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

,,d appow.P;, y •g',P U ov' 

BASES {he C~r Mkure ""'VoI 

APPLICABLE environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh 3 

SAFETY ANALYSES, environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for I 

LCO, and " Q" 1JNse,-+ 

APPLICABILITY The OPERABILITY of scram pilot valves and associated _ 6 
(continued) solenoids, backup scram valves, and SDV valves, described in 

the Background section, are not addressed by this LCO.  

The individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in the 

specified in the table, which may require an RPS trip 

to mitigate the consequences of a design basis accident or 

transient. To ensure a reliable scram function, a 

combination of Functions are required in each MODE to 
AV/V0 :provide primary and diverse initiation signals. r-, M o DE..S".  
•lvTh MODE•• 5 "wit" any / 

•e;• I• •- Th>••is re ~rred toe OjKan~ OO..w.h Y 

be( 3. 11 _ control rod withdrawn from a core celcontaining n o 

hreactivity of the core d, therefore, are not required t have the capability to scram. Provided all other control 

rods remain inserted, M RPS Anction is = required. In 

this condition, the required SDM (LCO 3.1.1) and refuel 
position one-rod-out interlock .(LCO 3.9.2) ensure that no/ AS 

event requiring RPS will occur. nA 0 e oin FLjc_-+iej Ls 
MODES 3 and 4, all control rods are u y inserte an t he -• •ture 

Re r itch Shutdown Positio controlrod withdrawal S• 
block (LCO 3...)de o lo nv control rod to be _ -

•w~~hraw.•Under these conditions, the RPS function is not 

required to be OPERABLE.

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, 
Applicability discussions are listed below on 
Function basis.

and a Function by

Intermediate Range Monitor (TIR) 

I.a. Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High 

The IRs monitor neutron flux levels from the upper range of 

the source range monitor (SRI) to the lower range of the 

average power range monitors (APR~s). The IRMs are capable 
of generating trip signals that can be used to prevent fuel 

damage resulting from abnormal operating transients in the 

intermediate power range. In this power range, the most 

significant source of reactivity change is due to control 

.(continued)
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F3I INSERT ASA 

For all Functions other than those associated with nuclear instrumentation (i.e., other than Functions 1.a, 2.a, 2.b, and 2.c), the trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate protection because, instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for and appropriately 
applied for the instrumentation.

Insert Page B 3.3-4
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE ].a. Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) 
LCO, andp t 
APPLICABILITY rod withdrawal. The IRM4 provides-diverse protection the 

rod worth minimizer (RWM), which monitors and controls the 
movement of control rods at low power. The RWM prevents the 
withdrawal of an out of sequence control rod during startup 

,-) 'th~at could result in an unacceptable neutron flux excursion 
02 -!(Ref. The IRM provides mitigation of the neutron flux 

excursion. To demonstrate the capability of/tfie IRM system-
to mitigate control rod withdrawal events,Ceneric analys I•9ý' -.

been performed (Ref. a to evaluate the consequences of 
control rod withdrawal events during startup that are 
mitigated only by the IR1. This analysis, which assumes 
that one IRM-channel in each trip system is bypassed, 
demonstrates that the IRMs provide protection against local 
control rod withdrawal errors and results in peak fuel 

Sbelow the 170 cal/gm fuel failure 
=Pyý__threshold ýcriterion..  

The IRls are also capable of limiting other reactivity 
excursions during startup, such as cold water injection 
events, although no credit is specifically assumed.  

The IRM System is divided into two groups of IRM channels, 
n, with four IRM channels inputting to each trip system. The 

analysis of Referencel Massumes that one channel in each 
trip system is bypassed. Therefore, six channels with three 
channels in each trip system are required for IRl 
OPERABILITY to ensure that no single instrument failure will 
preclude a scram from this Function on a valid signal. This 
trip is active in each of the 10 ranges of the IRM, which 
must be selected by the operator to maintain the neutron 
flux within the monitored level of an IRM range.  

Tlhe analysis of Reference~ has adequate conservatism to e_ ermit •lIRJ Allowable Value&P2 dt-v. l a slons•O a•.-

FI2• ivimrin sCf. 1.ei(• 1. T••23.t/ f--

The Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High Function 
must be OPERABLE during MODE 2 when control rods may be 
withdrawn and the potential for-criticality exists. In 
MODE 5, when a cell with fuel has its control rod withdrawn, 
the IRMs provide monitoring for and protection against 
unexpected reactivity excursions. In MODE 1, the APRMl 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 

BASES 

APPLICABLE .a. Intermediate Rance Monitor Neutron Flux-High 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) r ctd /?d B/,k 
LCO, and Q 
APPLICABILITY SystemnW the Rkwprovide protection against control rod 

withdrawal' error events and the IRMs are not required.• 

1.b. Intermediate*Ranae Monitor--ov 

This trip signal provides assurance that a minimum number of 
IRMs are OPERABLE. Anytime an IRM mode switch is moved to 
any position other than "Operate," the detector voltage 
drops below a preset level, or when a module is not plugged 
in, an inoperative trip signal will be received by the RPS 
unless the IRM is bypassed. Since only one IRN in each trip 
system may be bypassed, only one IRM in each RPS trip system 
may be inoperable without resulting in an RPS trip signal.  

This Function was not specifically credited in the accident 
analysis but it is retained for the overall redundancy and 
diversity of the RPS as required by the NRC approved 
licensing basis.  

Six channels of Intermediate Range Monitor-Inop with three 
channels in each trip system are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a 
scramafrom this Function on a valid signal.  

(S~nce thi( Functin is n u D nn the/safet 
Ahere is no Allowable Value for this Function.  

This Function is required to be OPERABLE when the 
Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High Function is 
required.  

Average Power Ranoe Monitor 

2.a. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux--Hih.  
Setdown 

The•AMR channels receive input signals from the local power 
range monitors (LPRMs) within the reactor core %provide an 
indication of the power distribution and local power 
changes. The APRM channels average these LPRM signals to 
provide a continuous indication of average reactor power 
from a few percent to greater than RTP. For operation at 

(continued)
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RPS instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

2.a. Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High.  
S (continued) 

low power (i.e., MODE 2), the Average Power Range Monitor 
Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Function is capable of 
generating a trip signal that prevents.fuel damage resulting 
from abnormal operating transients in this power range. For 
most operation at low power levels, the Average Power Range 
Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Function will provide a 
secondary scram to the Intermediate Range Monitor Neutron 
Flux-High Function because of the relative setpoints. With 
the IRMs at Range 9 or 10, it is possible that the Average 
Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Function 
will provide the primary trip signal for a cor wide increase 
in power. "21

No specific safety analyses take direct credit for the 
Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown 
Function. However, this Function indirectly ensures that 
before the reactor mode switch is placed in the run 
position, reactor power does not exceed 25% RTP (SL 2.1.1.1) 
when operating at low reactor pressure and low core flow.  
Therefore, it indirectly prevents fuel damage during 
significant reactivity increases with THERMAL POWER 
< 25% RTP.

The APRM System is divided into two groups of channels with.  
three APRM channel inputs to each trip system. The system 
is designed to allow one channel in each trip system to be 
bypassed. Any one APRM channel in a trip system can cause 
the associated trip system to trip. Four channels of 
Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown with 
two channels in each trip system are required to be OPERABLE 
to ensure that no single failure will preclude a scram from 
this Function on a valid signal. In addition, to provide 
adequate coverage of the entire core, at least.ý1 LPRM 
inputs are required for each APR1 channel, with at least two 
LPRM inputs from each of the four axial levels at which the 
LPRMs are located.

fo 7~

The Allowable Value is based on preventing significant 
increases in power when THERMAL POWER is < 25% RTP.  

The Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown ., ,,, .-o 
Function must be OPERABLE during MODE 2 when control rods ira--' 

may be withdrawn the potenti al for 1iti a if Aexi sts.  

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 2.a. Averaae Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux--Hiqh 
SAFETY ANALYSES, Setdow (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the Average Power Range Monitor Neutron 

Flux-High Function provides protection against reactivity 
transients and the RWM and rod block monitor protect against 
control rod withdrawal error events.  

The Average Power Ran ge Monitor Flow Biased a 

(J -aT •-�--i-gh Func ion monitors neutron flux 
(lppxlmate the] HEPJ•AL 71UWEK Blind •Lanqzt~rr•tLr~t7'/N• 

acto The APRJ4 neutron flux Os elect ro ta y 
Monitor with a Ne ut onFuxHg Functi e on A l e fuel 
ýhe'trmansfer dynH Fus to generatoes Dr oprot ti onag a It 
trnsents wh e ERMAL POWER nncea esactor level is varied as a function of recirculation drive flow (i.e., at lower 

core ofows, the setpoint is reduced proportional to the 
reduction in power experienced as core lRow is reducedn 

-qtfI_ eeO (iff ixed/con • o r o t e but is clamped at an upper 

lime t that ns g esay the h A vehe A L Power Range 
oonitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function Allowable Value.  

The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased tron l-x ig 
F mal Pcen Hll gh Function provides protection againse 
transients where THERMAL POWER increases slowly (such as the 
loss of feedwater ieating event) and protects the fuel 
claddinintegrity by ensuring that the MCPR SL is not 
exceeded, o alring tnese eventl, Tne HERhAL POWER increase 
cby e d .n y one APuan 4 n n a• tr p e sy s e an c 

the associate dtriph sysemontx ri. Four cannels of 
n ee h P 4AL( flux respont iand) 

bPoer Rauge nto Flo wi wd$I--ate he 

iPo r-Hg Fnt o. sth~ n iP Wxedd 
•]]AP41-npue toeh rip s ysitem w The systteem sca 

before tsso ia edutron sy se t ram. For chap'neutro oflu 

ti I vicrntintera

BWR/4 STS 
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3W INSERT Function 2.b.1

During any transient event that occurs at a reduced recirculation flow.  

because of a lower scram trip setpoint, the Average Power Range Monitor Flow 

Biased Neutron Flux-High Function will initiate a scram before the clamped 

Allowable Value is reached.

Insert Page B 3.3-8
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3:3.1.1

BASES

AP 
SA 
LCi 
API

oD 1rAvi r
rL...nuka. a.u. nvcr ... ruwwr ncln•y ;aUIIUI *1J IU a pIJ• lJlMIUIOUb4u 

FETY ANALYSES, i1dri--Hiah--(ontinuea) 
0, and 
PLICABILITY Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased (4uateThermal 

(a -High with two channels in each trip system arranged 
in a one-out-of-two logic are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a 
scram from this Function on a valid signal. In addition, to 
provide adequate coverage of the entire core, at least 

,_foLA-(• LPRM'inputs are required for each APR1 channel, with at 
least two LPRP inputs from each of the four axial levels at 5 
which the LPREs are located. . Each. APRM channel receives 
total drive flow sigqalS representative of total core flow.  
The total drive flow signals are generated by fow 

,.of which supplisignals to the trip system A 
SAKmS, _ while the other, Mi-suppolWsiqnals to the trip -C-s

sYtem m ArI(?s. tacn TIowBML signal is provioea Dy 
summing up the flow signals from hg twn rrirloops,_/o-obtain the most conservative reference signals,\ 

i--- al flw signals froam the two Fow units (associated! 
with a tri Ysystem as described ela e) are routed to a low 
auction/circuit ass iated with dach APRM. EaSP/APRM's 
aucti• circuit Teects the I ~er of the two•~wui 
si Is forus as the scra trip reference 0or that 
p icular A . Each re ired Average P er Range Monitor 
Flow Biase Simul d T rmal Power-Hi channel only 
requires n put f one OPERABLE ow unit, since e 
indivi a APR el will prfoZthe.intended nction 
with nly one OP BLE flow unit nput. -However in order 
to aintain si e failure cri ria for the Fu tion, at 
least one re ired Average P er Range Monit Flow Biased 
Simulated rmal Power- h channel in ch trip syste 
ust be pable of main ning an OPERA flow unit s• nal 
in the vent of a fai re of an aucti circuit, or flow 
unit in the associ ed trip system e.g., if a fl unit is 
inoperable, one o he two requir Average Powe Range 
Monitor Flow Bi ed Simulated T rmal Power--' h channels 
in the associ ed trip system ust be considered 
inoperable).

The c amped Allowable Value is based on analyses that tyke 
cred* for the APerage Power ange Monitor Pow Biased 
|Simated Ther Power-Hi Function fo/the mitig ayion of 
t loss of edwater he•ig event. TJ( THERMAL POER ti!"e/ 

ta t of < 7 sec ased on the fuel heat transfer

(continued)

at/ C-AdVOC-Sa r e-
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E] INSERT Function 2.b.2 

Each required Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Neutron.Flux-High 

channel requires an input from one OPERABLE flow converter (e.g., if a 

converter unit is inoperable, the associated Average Power Range Monitor Flow 

Biased Neutron Flux-High channels must be considered inoperable). An APRM 

flow converter is considered inoperable whenever it cannot deliver a flow 

signal less than or equal to actual recirculation flow conditions for all 

steady state and transient reactor conditions while in MODE 1. Reduced flow 

or downscale flow converter conditions due to planned maintenance or testing 

activities during derated plant conditions (i.e., end of cycle coast down) 

will result in conservative setpoints for the APRM flow bias functions, thus 

maintaining the function OPERABLE.  

The Allowable Value is selected to ensure the fuel cladding integrity by 

ensuring that the MCPR SL is not exceeded. "W," in the Allowable Value column 

of Table 3.3.1.1-1, is the percentage of recirculation loop flow which 

provides a rated core flow of 98 million lbs/hr.

Insert Page B 3.3-9
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RPS Instrumientation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 2.b. Averae Power Range Monitor Flow Biased ulat 

SAFETY ANALYSES,. Pe'-q (continued) so RLu 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY (dy imics and prOides a siaW proporti ral to the T 

AThe Average Power RneMntrFowBae 
a 

eral e -High Function Is required to be OPERABLE in 

MODE 1 when there is the possibility of generating excessive 
THERMAL POWER and potentially exceeding the SL applicable to 

high pressure and core flow conditions (MCPR SL). During 
MODES 2 and 5, other IRM and APR1 Functions provide 
protection for fuel cladding integrity.  

2.€. Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High 

The APRM channels provide the primary indication of neutron 
flux within the core and respond almost instantaneously to 
neutron flux increases. The Average Power Range Monitor 
Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function is capable of generating a 
trip signal to prevent fuel damage or excessive ,•_v• 

Spressure. For the overpressurization protection analysis of LO)fO.JJ+ 

fieerfen e the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron (vr' C5) 

Flux-High Function is assumed to terminate the main steam 
isolation valve (MSIV) closure event and, along with the 
safety~j"[T-e valves , limits the peak reactor 
pressure vessel (RPV) pressure to less than the ASME Code 

,/\limlt The control rod drop accident (CRDA) analysis 
(DrN (R7 (ef takes credit for the Average Power Range Monitor 

Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function to terminate the CRDA.  

The APRM System is divided into two groups of channels with 
three APR1 channels inputting to each trip system. The 
system is designed to allow one channel in each trip system 
to be bypassed. Any one APR1 channel in a trip system can 
cause the associated trip system to trip. Four channels of 
Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High with 
two channels in each trip system arranged in a one-out-of
two logic are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
-single instrument failure will preclude a scram from this 
Function on a valid signal. In addition, to provide o 
adequate coverage of the entire core, at least (7LPRM 
inputs are required for each APR1 channel, with at least two 
LPR1 inputs from each of the four axial levels at which the 
LPR1s are located.  

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.3 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 2.c. Averaoe Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY The Allowable Value is based on the Analytical Limit assumed 

in the CRDA analyses.  

The Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High 
Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 where the 
potential consequences of the analyzed transients could 
result in the SLs (e.g., MCPR and ECS pressure) being 
exceeded. Although the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed 
Neutron Flux-High Function is assumed in the CRDA analysis, 
which is applicable in MODE 2, the Average Power Range 
Monitor Neutron Flux-High, Setdown Function conservatively 
bounds the assumed trip and, together with the assumed IRM 
trips, provides adequate protection. Therefore, the Average 
Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function is not 
required in MODE 2.  

2Rg Mvorait Power Ran uxHigor mop siale 

This signal ensures that th reis adequate Neutron 
Monitoring System protecti nif the reactor mode switch is 

placed in the run positti prior to the APR~s coming on 
scale. With the reactor moe switch in run, an APR / 
downscale signal coinc .en with an associated Inte~ed te 

Range Monitor INeutron/ ll .High or Inop signal gener esa 

trip signal. This F nction was not specifically cre ited i 
the accident analy s but it is retained for the ov rall 
redundancy and di rsity of the RPS as required b the NRC 
approved licens g basis.  

The APRM Sys m is divided into two groups of annels'with 
three input into each trip system. The syst m is designed 
to allow o e channel in each trip system to e bypassed.  
Four chan els of Average Power Range Monit -Downscale with 
two chan els in each trip system arranged in a one-out-of
wo logIC are required to be OPERABLE t ensure that no 
singlee ailure will preclude a scram f im this Function on a 
valid ignal. The Intermediate Range onitor Neutron 
Flux' High and Ihop Functions are al o part of the 
OPE ILITY of the Average Power Ra ge Monitor-Downscale 
Fu tion (i.e., if either of thes IRM Functions cannot send 
a ignal to the Average Power Ra e Monitor-Downscale 

nction, the associated Averag Power Range 
onitor-Downscale channel is nsidered inoperable).  

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE voo" a ower Rance Monjf or- -ownsa le ontinued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The owable Value is ba d upon ensurin hat the AP s 
APPLICABILITY ar n the linear scale/ ange when trans rs are made 

/ween APR~s and/rRM 

This Function is rquired to be OPEPABLE in MODE .since 
this is when the APRMs are the pri ry indicator of reactor 

S p ower.  

.2._ Averaoe Power Ranqe Monitor -Too ..f-•

(F6. ao\This signal provides assurance that a minimum number of 
APRMs are OPERABLE.' intytime APRM mode switch is moved to 
any position other than "Operate, an APRN module is 
unplugged, (ti- electronic operating voltae is. I or the 
APRM has too few LPRM inputs (<cJ), an inoperative trip 
signal will be received by the RPS, unless the APRM is 
bypassed. Since only one APR1 in each trip system may be 
bypassed, only one APR14 in each trip system may be 
inoperable without resulting in an RPS trip signal. This 
Function was not specifically credited in the accident 
analysis, but it is retained for the overall redundancy and 
diversity of the RPS as required-by the NRC approved 
licensing basis.  

Four channels of Average Power-Range Monitor-Inop with two 
channels in each trip system are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure that no single failure will preclude a scram from 
this Function on a valid signal.  

There is no Allowable Value for this Function.  

This Function is required.to be OPERABLE in the MODES where 
the APR1 Functions are required.  

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High 

-An increase in the RPV pressure during reactor operation 
compresses the steam voids and results in a positive 
reactivity insertion. This causes the neutron flux and 
THERMAL POWER transferred to the reactor coolant to 
increase, which could challenge the integrity of the fuel 
cladding and the RCPB. No specific safety analysis takes 
direct credit for this Function. However, the Reactor 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
VArTrv ANA! Ve;¢c

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High (continued)

LCO, and Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High Function initiates a scram 

APPLICABILITY for transients that results in a pressure increase, 
counteracting the pressure increase by rapidly reducing core 

we For the overpressurization protection analysis of 
SReference', reactor -scram (the analyses conservatively 

assume scram on the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed 

Sa• heM,"S4a Neutron Flux-High signal, not the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome 

��/VAi - p V pressure-Hih signaalong with the , limits the (•aIŽY wlves) 
pea PV pressure to less than the ASME Section III Code 
limits.  

High reactor pressure signals are initiated from four 

5uw dIhes pressure Vjmnsmititer -that sense reactor pressure. The 

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High Allowable Value is 
chosen to provide a sufficient margin to the ASME 
Section III Code limits during the event.  

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High 
Function, with two channels in each trip system arranged in 
a one-out-of-two logic, are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a 
scram from this Function on a valid signal. The Function is 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 when the RCS is 
pressurized and the potential for pressure increase exists.

$IS Cred;JI-d A) 

-tAe JeSS 0, 

,rV9jV+. CRe .11)

4g Reactr Vessel fater Levefs-Lown. T Ra 

Low RPV water levol indicates the capability to cool thee 
fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too 
far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, a reactor scram 4: • ~l 
is initiated at ý'o substantially reduce the neat 
generated in the fuel from fission. The Reactor Vessel 
Water Level--Low, Function is assumed in the 
analysis of the recirculation line break (Ref. •r The" 
reactor-scram reduces the amount of energy required to be 
absorbed and, along with the actions of the Emergency Core 

Cooling Systems (ECCS), ensures that the fuel peak cladding 
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low v signals are 
initiated from foura •iN transmi ters that sense the 

difference between the pressure due to a constant column of 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

4. Reator Vessel Water Level--LowC yve (continued) 
water (referenceileg) and the pressure due to the actual 

water leve (var able leg) in the vessel. acua 

Four channels of Reactor Vessel-Water Level--Low n;e1 _:?---l/ 

Function, with two channels in each trip system arrang in 

a one-out-of-two logic, are required to be OPERABLE to 

ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a 

scram fromthis Function on a valid signal.  

The Reactor Vessel Water Level -Lo ev owable Value 

is selected to ensure that during normal operation the 

separator skirts are not uncovered (this protects available 

recirculation pump net positive suction head (NPSH) from 

significant carryunder) and, for transients involving loss 

of all normal feedwater flow, initiation of the low pressure ECC5 subsystems at .Reactor Vessel Water--Low.Low•--
WJl•]el will not be required.  

The Function is required in MODES I and 2 where considerable/ 

energy exists in the RCS resulting in the limiting 
transients and accidents. ECCS initiations at Reactor 
Vessel Water Level--w Low LowtWý) 

SIprovide sufficient protection for level transients 
in all other MODES.

5, Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure 

MSIV closure results in loss of the main.turbine and the 
condenser as a heat sink for the nuclear steam supply system 
and indicates a need to shut down the reactor to reduce heat 
generation. Therefore, a reactor scram is initiated on a 
Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure signal before the MSIVs 
are completely closed in anticipation of the complete loss 
of the normal heat sink and subsequent overpressurization 3 

transient. However, for the overpressurization protection 
analysis of xeterenceS the Average Power Range Monitor 
Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function, along with the isave; '+Yva vew 

limits the peak RPV pressure to less than the ASME Code 
limits. That is, the direct scram on position switches for 
MSIV closure events is not assumed in the overpressurization 
analysis. Additionally, MSIV closure is assumed in the 
transients analyzed in eeterence _ (e.g., low steam line 
pressure, manual closure of MSIVs, high steam line flow).  

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY 

..d, ;o,-,cceik 

vd( vea c-iose&( iu4wo,

5. Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure (continued) 

The reactor scram reduces the amount of energy required to 
be absorbed and, along with the actions of the ECCS, ensures 
that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the 
limits of 10 CFR 50.46.  

MSIV closure signals are initiated from position switches 
located on each of the eight MSIVs. Each MSIV has two 
position switches; one inputs to RPS trip system A while the 
other inputs to RPS trip system B. Thus, each RPS trip 
system receives.an input from eight Main Steam Isolation 
Valve-Closure channels, each consisting of one position 
switch. The logic for the Main Steam Isolation 
Valve-Closure Function is arranged such that either the 
inboard or outboard valve on three or more of the main steam 
lines must close in order for a scram to occur.# 

The Main Steam Isolation Valve-Closure Allowable Value is 
specified to ensure that a scram occurs prior to a 
significant reduction in steam flow, thereby reducing the 
severity of the subsequent pressure transient.

Sixteen channels of the Main Steam Isolation Valve-LClosure 
Function, with eight channels in each trip system, are 
required to be OPERABLE. to ensure that no single instrument 
failure will preclude the scram from this Function on a 
valid signal. This Function iso- required in MODE 1• 
since, with the MSIVs open and the heat generation rate 
high, a pressurization transient can occur if the MSIVs 

a.d rec'.oor pre•swe close. in MODE-3, the heat generation rate is low enough so 
s /that the other diverse RPS functions provide sufficient 

s M--E6. 2rywell Pressure--Hioh 
CvS~ti C.0i' tLAA-j of 10 0 P '_ 

Pl 4 L'5""" 6 AU6)• High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the 
a/ a -o sure-• is RCPB. A reactor scram is initiated to minimize the S• P " possibility of fuel damage and to reduce the amount of 

energy being added to the coolant and the drywell. The 
Drywell Pressure-High Function is a econ ary sc ýl signal 

• / . -me.../SCtA o Keac vessel water Leve• ow, evel 3 fork CA events 
L_-7t M .+-'insid , 0 Mhe drywell. Howeve 7-no credit is tagn for a scr 

\1'• rec.t ÷• ( in• ated from this Funct n for any of theABAs analyze in 
SLOC LsLdr.. e FSAR. This Functi was not specifically creditedhn 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

6. Drywell Pressure-High (continued)

High drywell pressure signals are initiated f 
pressure sairns er that sense drywell pres 
Allowable Value was selected to be as low as 
indicative of a LOCA inside primary containme 

Four channels of Drywell Pressure-High Funct 
channels in each trip system arranged in a on 
logic, are required to be OPERABLE to ensure 
instrument failure will preclude a scram from 
on a valid signal. The Function is required 
and 2 where considerable energy exists in the 
in the limiting transients and accidents.

sure. The oveinS ol4,. Le, 
possible and =asr± 4i 

ion, with two ra//, , ra-41 

ethatno sing•le _..

that no single this Function 
in MODES 1 

RCS, resulting

7a, 7b. Scram Discharge Volume Water Level-High 

The SDV receives the water displaced by the motion of the 
CRD pistons during a reactor scram. Should this volume fill 
to a point where there is insufficient volume to accept the 
displaced water, control rod insertion would be hindered.  
Therefore, a reactor scram is initiated while the remaining 
free volume is still sufficient to accommodate the water 
from a full core scram. The M types of Scram Discharge 
Volume Water Level--High Functions are an input to the RPS 
logic. No credittis taken for a scram initiated from these 

3 unctions for any of the design basis accidents or 
transients analyzed In theFFSAR. However, they are retained 
to ensure the RPS remains OPERABLE. (d;i(e,)4-, j-pesavre_

S,'L,/, , '/',; • SDV water level is measured by two diverse methods. The 
-' "•-level 

in each of the two SDVs is measured by two type 
. two thermal robes for a total of eight 

,ueve sigmas. The outputs fof these devices are arranqed so 

at, UNI- I U-5 C . -- that there is a signal from alievel andfa thermal 

S ,rrobe to each RPS logic channel. TheTlevel measurement 

/"i-n strumentation satisfies the recommendations of (t .  

1 ;Y'P< /le /,,4• .! .Reference 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 7a. 7b. Scram Discharge Volume Water Level--High 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY The Allowable Value is chosen low enough to-ensure that 

there is sufficient volume in the SDV to accommodate the 
water from a full scram.  

Four channels of each type of Scram Discharge Volume Water 
Level-High Function, with two channels of each type in each 
trip system, are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single instrument failure will preclude a scram from these 
Functions on a valid signal. These Functions are required 
in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 5 with any control rod 
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel 
assemblies, since these are the MODES and other specified 
conditions when control- rods are withdrawn. At all other 
times, this Function may be bypassed.  

8. Turbine Stop Valve-Closure 

Closure of the TSVs results in the loss of a heat sink that 
produces reactor pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux 
transients that must be limited. Therefore, a reactor scram 
is initiated at the start of TSV closure in anticipation of 
the transients that would result from the closure of these 
valves. The Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Function is the 
rimar scram signal for the turbine trip event analyzed in 

0 eference-T. For this event, the reactor scram reduces the 
amount of enery9 required toabe absorbedand, wTonghWeah 
vale.oOns oth e ecirc e ion Pu toripSt 

h(sOC-RPTe A; tter, to at the MCPR SL is not exceeded.  

Turbine Stop Valve-oClosure signals are initiated lfre &1, cl 
position switches located on each r f the four TSVsm b wo 

LCo tpr Indepenaentj •r Tio switiheo are associated with each stop valve. One OEM ih tw provides input to RPS trip 

system A; the other, to RPS trip system B. Thus, each RPS 
V Cý c 1 e s.•,-the trip system receives an input from four Turbine Stop 

Valve--Closure channels, each consisting of one position 
RP &;p sPysf•iz switcht The logic for the Turbine Stop Valve--Closure 

4L,j SL •i " WA4C/ Function is such that three or more TSVs must be closed to 
produce a scram. This Function must be enabled at THERMAL 

•~RTP. *This is normally accomplished 
ly by pressure mte sensing turbine first 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE B. Turbine Ston Valve-Closure (continued) 

SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCD, and511'1er 1e,, EM 
APPLICABILITY RABLE the turbine b ass valves u remaiVA sul ,' 

The Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Allowable Value is selected 

to be high enough to detect imminent TSV closure, thereby 
reducing the severity of the subsequent pressure transient.  

Eight channels of Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Function, with 

four channels in. each trip system, are required to be 

OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will 

preclude a scram from this Function if any three TSVs should 

close. This Function is required, consistent with analysis 

assumptions, whenever THERMAL POWER is k RTP. ThisThis 

Function is not required when THERMAL POWER is <I• RTP 

since the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High and the 

Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High 
Functions are adequate to maintain the necessary safety 
margins.  

9. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trip Oil 
Pressure-Low

Fast closure of the TCVs results in the loss of a heat sink 
that produces reactor pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux 

transients that must be limited. Therefore, a reactor scram 

is initiated on TCV fast closure in anticipation of the 

transients that would result from the closure of these 
valves. The Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil 

Pressure-Low Function is the primary scram signal for the 

generator load rejection event analyzed in Reference or 

this event, the reactor scram reduces the amount of energy 

(D-RPT Sy em. ensures that the MCPR SL is not exceeded.  

Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure--Low 
signals are initiated by the electrohydraulic control (EHC) 

fluid pressure at each control valve. One pressure 
ansmite• is a sociated with each control valve, and the 

signal Tram eachtansmit er is assigned to a separate RPS 

logic channel. This Function must be enabled at THERMAL 
POWER 7 TP. This is normally accomplished 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

9. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trip Oil 

ressure--Low (continued) 

automatically. by pressure tusensingturbine 

the turbine bypass valves remajsnu

The Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil 
Pressure-Low Allowable Value is selected high enough to 
detect imminent TCV fast closure.

Four channels of Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip 

Oil Pressure-Low Function with two channels in each trip 

system arranged in a one-out-of-two logic are required to be 

OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will 

preclude a scram from this Function on a valid signal. This 

Function is required, consistent with the analysiss......  
assumptions, whenever THERMAL POWER is 2! hs L1.T 

Function is not required when THERMAL POWER is < %RTPr, 

since the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High and the 

Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High 
Functions are adequate to maintain the necessary safety 

TNSEF £-margins.  

(®j~ A~. Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position 

Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Positio unction provides 
signals, via th manual scram lo ic channeln , eac 

• •.~r RS loc channe• which are redundant to the "

automatic protective instrumentation channels and provide 

manual reactor trip capability. .-This'Function was not 

specifically credited in the accident analysis, but it is 

retained for the overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS 

as required by the NRC approved licensing basis.  

The reactor mode'switch is a single switch withR 
channels, each of which provides input into one of thetRPS 

logic channels. • 

There is no Allowable Value for this Function, since the 
.channels are mechanically actuated based solely on reactor 

mode switch position.  

(continued)
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IT INSERT Function 10 

10. Turbine Condenser Vacuum-Low 

The Turbine Condenser Vacuum-Low Function is provided to shut down the reactor 
and reduce the energy input to the main condenser to help prevent 
overpressurization of the main condenser in the event of a loss of the main 
condenser vacuum. The Turbine Condenser Vacuum-Low Function is the primary 
scram signal for the loss of condenser vacuum event analyzed in Reference 9.  
For this event, the reactor scram reduces the amount of energy required to be 
absorbed by the main condenser and helps to ensure the MCPR SL is not exceeded 
by reducing the core energy prior to the fast closure of the turbine stop 
valves. This Function helps maintain the main condenser as a heat sink during 
this event.  

Turbine condenser vacuum pressure signals are derived from four pressure 
switches that sense the pressure in the condenser. The Allowable Value was 
selected to reduce the severity of a loss of main condenser vacuum event by 
anticipating the transient and scramming the reactor at a higher vacuum than 
the setpoints that close the turbine stop valves and bypass valves.  

Four channels of Turbine Condenser Vacuum-Low Function, with two channels in 
each trip system arranged in a one-out-of-two logic, are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will preclude a scram 
from this Function on a valid signal. The Function is required in MODE 1 and 
MODE 2 when reactor pressure is > 600 psig since, in these MODES, a 
significant amount of core energy can be rejected to the main condenser.  
During MODE 2 with reactor pressure < 600 psig, and MODES 3, 4, and 5, the 
core energy is significantly lower. This Function is automatically bypassed 
with the reactor mode switch in any position other than run and reactor 
pressure is < 600 psig.
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RPS Instrumentati on 
B 3.3.1.1

BASES 

APPLICABLE Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position (continued) 

SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and channels of Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position 
APPLICABILITY Function withk channely in eachftrip system, are 

Twoavai a e and required to be OPERABLE. The Reactor Mode 
Switch-Shutdown Position Function is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 5 with any control rod 

withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel 

assemblies, since these are the MODES and other specified 
conditions when.control rods are withdrawn.

- The Manual Scram push button channels provide signals, via 
the~manual scram lo ic channel .Ioeach o ur 
Gaic charEjs.)wich are redundant to the automatic 

protective instrumentation channels and provide manual 
reactor trip capability. This Function was not specifically 
credited in the accident analysis but it is retained for the 
overall redundancy and diversity of the RPS as required by 
the NRC approved licensing basis.

, - pý There isone Manual Scram push button channel/for each of 
W 0W M C1 ..1 RPS logic channels. In order to cause a scram it 

•craiv /is necessary that eas channel -ach trip 
be actuated.

ACTIONS

There is no Allowable Value for this Function since the 
channels are mechanically actuated-based solely on the 
position of the push buttons.. Ma ( LAt a-) 

ichannels of Manual Scram with 'nnels in each4 trip 
system -rranced J" one-ouf-o are available and 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2, and in MODE 5 with 
any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or 

more fuel assemblies, since these are the MODES and other 
specified conditions when control rods are withdrawn.  

fRevie ,s Note: Certain LIC Co etion Times are based on 
app ved topical reports. In der for a licensee to use 

uit times, the licensee must •ustify the Completion Tim as 
equired by the staff Safe" Evaluation Report (SER) f the 

topical report.

(continued)
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BASES 

ACTIONS ~ XNotelhas been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to - 4 
(continued) RPS instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion 

Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered, 

subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or variables 

expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or 

not within limits, will not result in separate entry into 

the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required 

Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each 

additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial 

entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for 

inoperable RPS instrumentation channels provide appropriate 

compensatory measures for separate inoperable channels. As 

such, a Note has been provided that allows separate 
Condition entry for each inoperable RPS instrumentation 
channel.  

A.! and A.2 

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 

trip signals and the redundancy of the RPS design, an 

allowable out of se ice time of 12 hours has been shown to 
ae acceptable (Re f.) to permit restoration of any 

inoperable ,hannel to OPERABLE status. However, this out of 
service time is only acceptable provided the associated 
Function's inoperable channel is in one trip system and the 
Function still maintains RPS trip capability (refer to 

Required Actions B.1, 8.2, and C.1 Bases). If the 

inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 

within the allowable out of service time, the channel or the 

associated trip system must be placed in the tripped 

condition per Required Actions A.1 and A.2. Placing the 

inoperable channel in trip (or the associated trip system in 

trip) would conservatively compensate for the inoperability, 
restore capability to accommodate a single failure, and 

- t- •o• . allow operation to continue. Alternatively, if it is not 

,s 04 desired to place the channel (or trip system) in trip (e.g., 

S 4- as in the case where placing the inoperable channel in trip 

S 0ý 0- Swould result in ac OM scram), Condition D must be entered 
.i. -and its Required Action talcen,.

M L - CA O B. 1 aand R konditio 

least onl 

is nk-

B.2 
*n B exists when, for any one or more Functions, at 

e required channel is inoperable in each trip 

(continued)
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IT] INSERT Note 2 

Note 2 has been provided to modify the ACTIONS for the RPS instrumentation 

functions of APRM Flow Biased Neutron Flux-High (Function 2.b) and APRM Fixed 

Neutron Flux-High (Function 2.c) when they are inoperable due to failure of 

SR 3.3.1.1.2 and gain adjustments are necessary. Note 2 allows entry into 

associated Conditions and Required Actions to be delayed for up to 2 hours if 

the gain adjustment factor (GAF) is high (non-conservative), and for up to 12 

hours if the GAF is low (conservative). The GAF for any channel is defined as 

the power value determined by the heat balance divided by the APRM reading for 

that channel. Upon completion of the gain adjustment, or expiration of the 

allowed time, the channel must be returned. to OPERABLE status or the 

applicable Condition entered and the Required Actions taken. This Note is 

based on the time required to perform gain adjustments on multiple channels 

and additional time is allowed when the GAF is out of limits but conservative.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.L and B.2 (continued) 

system. In this condition, provided at least one channel 
per trip system is OPERABLE, the RPS still maintains trip 
capability for that Function, but cannot accommodate a 
single failure in either trip system.  

Required Actions B.1 and B.2 limit the time ttie RPS scram 
logic, for any Function, would not accommodate single 
failure in both trip systems (e.g., one-out-of-one and 
one-out-of-one arrangement for a typical four channel 
Function). The reduced reliability of this logic 
arrangement was not evaluated in Reference for te 12 hour 
Completion Time. Within the 6 hour allowance, the 
associated Function will have all required channels OPERABLE 
or in trip (or any combination) in one trip system.  

Completing one of these Required Actions restores RPS to a 
E1.reliability level equivalent to that evaluated in 

L?...JY' R efeiren`ce which justified a 12 hour allowable out of 
service time as presented in Condition A. The trip system 
in the more degraded state should be placed in trip or, 
alternatively, all the inoperable channels in that trip 
system should be placed in trip (e.g., a trip system with 
two inoperable channels could be in a more degraded state 
than a trip system with four inoperable channels if the two 
inoperable channels are in the same Function while the four 
inoperable channels are all in different Functions). The 
decision of which trip system is in the more degraded state 
should be based on prudent judgment and take into account 
current plant conditions (i.e., what MODE the-plant is in).  
If.this action would result in a scram or RPT, it is 
permissible to place the other trip system or its inoperable 
channels in trip.  

The 6 hour Completion Time is judged acceptable based on the 
remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors 
available to provide the trip signals, the low probability 
of extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting all 
diverse Functions, and the low probability of an event 
requiring the initiation of a scram.  

Alternately, if it is not desired to place the inoperable 
channels (or one trip system) in trip (e.g., as in the case 
where placing the inoperable channel or associated trip 

(continued)
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ACTIONS 

% - 0, 1 Acti 
) J U CA 4

B.] and B.2 (continued) 

system in trip would result 
Condition D must be entered

in a scram 6or RPT), 
and its Required Actiotaken.•

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 
channels within the same trip system for the same Function 
result in the Function not maintaining RPS trip capability.  
A Function is considered to be maintaining RPS trip 
capability when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip 
(or the associated trip system is in trip), such that both 
trip systems will generate a trip signal from the given 
Function on a valid signal. For the typical Function with 
one-out-of-two taken twice logic and the IRM and APRM 
Functions, this would require both trip systems to have one 
channel OPERABLE or in trip*(or the associated trip system 
in trip). For Function 5 (Main Steam Isolation 
Valve-Closure), this would require both trip systems to 
have each channel associated with the MSIVs in three main 
steam lines (not necessarily the same main steam lines for 
both trip systems) OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated 
trip system in trip).ý

\For Function 8 (Turbine Stop Valve-Closure), this would 
require both trip systems to have three channels, each 
OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system in trip).  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities: The 
1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes 
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of 
channels.  

Required Action D.1 directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.1.1-I. The applicable 
Condition specified in the Table is Function and MODE or 
other specified condition dependent and may change as the 
Required Action of a previous Condition is completed. Each 
time an inoperable channel has not met any Required Action

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
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BASES 

ACTIONS D. (continued) 

of Condition A, B, or C and the associated Completion Time 
has expired, Condition D will be entered for that channel 
and provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent 
Condition.  

E.1. F.1. and G.1 

If the channel(s) is not restored to OPERABLE status or 
placed in trip (or the associated trip system placed in 
trip) within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must be 
placed in a MODE or other specif.ied condition in which the 
LCO does not apply. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
specified condition from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems. In addition, 
the Completion Time of Required Action E.1 is consistent 
with the Completion Time provided in LCO 3.2.2, "MINIMUM 
CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)." 

H-L 

If the channel(s) is not restored to OPERABLE status or 
placed in trip (or the associated trip system placed in 
trip) within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must be 
placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which the 
LCO does not apply. This is done by immediately initiating 
action to fully insert all insertable control rods in core 
cells containing one or more fuel assemblies. Control rods 
in core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not affect 
the reactivity of the core and are, therefore, not required 
to be inserted. Action must continue until all insertable 
control rods in core cells containing one or more fuel 
assemblies are fully inserted.  

SURVEILLANCE Revie 's Note: Certain Frequ ies are based on ap oved 
REQUIREMENTS to al reports. In order fo a licensee to use th e /sa 

#1•~quenies, the licensee mt justify the Frequep~e s/l 

r required by the staff SER or the topical repor .  

(continued)
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(continued)

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each RPS 
instrumentation Function are located in the SRs column of 
Table 3.3.1.1-1.  

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 
6 hours, provided the associated Function maintains RPS trip 
capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or 
expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be 
returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition 
entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is based on 
the reliability analysis (Ref. assumption of the average , 
time required to perform channel Surveillance. That 
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does 
not significantly reduce the probability that the RPS will 
trip when necessary.  

SR 3.3.1.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 

case5 A RCHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

ojapi d ýAgreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based 

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
*outside-the-crlteria, it may be an indication that the 
instrument has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1.1 (continued)

channels during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

To ensure that the APRMs are accurately indicating the true 
core average power, the APRMs are calibrated to the reactor 
power calculated from a heat balance. LCO 3.2.4, "Average 
Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and SetpointkV," allows thej_---3 
APRMs to be reading greater than actual THERMAL POWER to 
compensate for localized power peaking. When this 
adjustment is made; the requirement for the APRMs to 
indicate within 2% RTP of calculated power is modified to - 3 

\_/e1utCSMAh/,hsthd require the APRMs to indicate within 2% RTP of ca cu ated 
' L sR2 3.2.4'2 t The Frequency of once per 7 days is based on minor 

changes in LPRM sensitivity, which could affect the APRM 
reading-between performances of SR 3.3.1. 1 * 7M 

(°/°us• A, griction tnQ ais Xing th• Rwhn<ZR; is Pe-----o 

ý=provided that requires the SR to be -ony a i 
because it is difficult to accurately maintain APRP_ 
indication of core THERMAL POWER consistent with a heat 
balance when < 25% RTP. At low power levels, a high degree 
of accuracy is unnecessary'because of the roi 3, L 
margin to thermal limits (MCP • •)APLHG. At k 25% RTP 
the Surveillance is required to ave een sa is actori y 
performed within the last 7 days, in accordance with 
SR 3.0.2. A Note is provided which allows an increase in 
THERMAL POWER above 25% if the 7 day Frequency is not met 
per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be performed 
within 12 hours after reaching or exceeding 25% RTP. Twelve 
hours is based on operating experience and in consideration 
of providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.  

SR 3.3.1.1.3 
The Average ,Power Range Monitor Flow Biased udale/J v r, t /.  

frk~mal•e~•--ighFuntion uses the recirculation loop 
drive flows to vary the trip setpoint. This SR ensures that 
the total loop drive flow signals from the flow ý @usd •,••.  

to vary the setpoint is appropriately compared to aU .  

calibrated flow signal and, therefore, the APRM Function 

(continued)
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KU

SR 3.3.1.3 (continued)

accurately reflects the required setpoint as a function of 
flow. Each flow signal from the respective flowQF1must 
be •-'•2i'of the calibrated flow signal. If the flow7 a -kcouverr e r' L 
signal is not within the rimiTNWrequired AP thPlat 

receivet an input from the inoperable flow ( eis- b t" -J 
declared inoperable.

The Frequency of 7 days is based on engineering judgment, 
operating experience, and the reliability of this 
instrumentation, 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL.TEST is performed on each required 
channel to ensure that the ( channel will perform the' 
intended function., 

"4Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be performed when 
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1, since testing of the MODE 2 
required IRPI and APRM Functions cannot be performed in 
MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable 
links. This allows entry into MODE 2 if the 7 day Frequency 

I is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be 
. . ý,plerformed within hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.  

±twe qy -Pur'hours is based on operating experience and in 
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to 
complete the SR. -O.•o sz 3,3.1... 7 

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system 
average unavailability over the Frequency interval and is 
based on reliability analysis (Ref. q9).T 1•L-j 

S•• P 3.3.1U A NELFUNTIONAL/ EST is performed n each required./• 
S}ch ~nel .to ensure t ~t the entire chan el will perfo mthe 

i iended function. A Frequency of 7 •ays provides an/ 

ceptable level o system average a ailability overthe 

(continued)
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71 INSERT SR 3.3.1.1.8 

The Frequency of 31 days for SR 3.3.1.1.8 is acceptable based-on engineering 

judgment, operating experience, and the reliability of this instrumentation.  

R] INSERT SR 3.3.1.1.5 

A functional test of each automatic scram contactor is performed to ensure 

that each automatic RPS logic channel will perform the intended function.  

There are four RPS channel test switches, one associated with each of the four 

automatic trip channels (Al, A2, B1, and B2). These test switches allow the 

operator to test the OPERABILITY of the individual trip logic channel 

automatic scram contactors as an alternative to using an automatic scram 

function trip. This is accomplished by placing the RPS channel test switch in 

the test position, which will input a trip signal into the associated RPS 

logic channel. The RPS channel test switches are not specifically credited in 

the accident analysis. The Manual Scram Functions are not configured the same 

as the generic model used in Reference 13. However, Reference 13 concluded 

that the Surveillance Frequency extensions for RPS Functions were not affected 

by the difference in configuration since each automatic RPS logic channel has 

a test switch which is functionally the same as the manual scram switches in 

the generic model. As such, a functional test of each RPS automatic scram 

contactor using either its associated test switch or by test of any of the 

associated automatic RPS Functions is required to be performed once every 7 

days. The Frequency of 7 days is based on the reliability analysis of 
Reference 13.
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TS TF- 9. ,,/ 

a ef ted

R 3.3.1.1•. (continuedd1 

TrequesS and is based oar he relsiabi t isty ana t nsis og 
Tef once 10. (The Man d Scram Funtion's r HANNEL t 
FU •TIONAL TEST Frequ efcy was credited in (e analysi /to•--

•end manyautomat•'C scram Functions' Frequencies.) / / 

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR -3.3.1.1.7 

These Surveillances are established to ensure that no gaps 
in neutron flux indication exist from subcritical to power 
operation for monitoring core reactivity status.  

The overlap between SRMs and IR~s is required to be 

demonstrated to ensure that reactor power will not be 
increased into a neutron flux region without adeouate '7 

indication. This is required prior towithdrawing SRMs "o 
MWI tullyiinsert~d positio since indication is being 
transitioned from the SR~s to the IRMs.

The overlap between IP~s and APPR~s is of concern when 
reducing power into the IPM range. On power increases, the 
system design will prevent further increases (by initiating 

arod bloc) if adequate overlap is not maintained. r••ll 
•ween IPW anG AFKMS~plt whMen sufficient IR~s APRes 

)oncurrj y hae oi le reading .•ch that the ansition 
betwe hMODE I anti-ODE 2 can b tmade without •her APRIJV .  
dowscale rod b ck, or IPJM scale rod blo. Overlay 
between SRMs nd IR~s sim' rly exists when, priorlp 
•ithdrawipgthe SR~s fT the fully in.e ted posit~ibn, I~s/ 
ire above mi~d-s~caleo range 1 before SRMs have racbd -th.

I ) h JXIrlI-r1 &#A.V ( 

; € c,j 1/2 adc_ dje 

Love.- Ja" e- c It -S. )
As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.7 is only required to be met during 
entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1. That is, after the overlap 
requirement has been met and indication has transitioned to 
the IRMs, maintaining overlap is not required (APRMs may be 
reading downscale once in MODE 2).  

If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated 
(e.g., IRM/APRM overlap), the reason for the failure of the 
Surveillance should be determined and the appropriate 
channel(s) declared inoperable. Only those appropriate 
channels that are required in the current MODE or condition 
should be declared inoperable.  

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 (continued) 

A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering 
judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.  

SR .311.

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux 
profiles measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP) 

200 4'a~kue ystem. This establishes the relative local flux profile 
for a ro riate representative input to the APRM System.  

eL Frequency is.based on operating experience 
with LPPJR sensitivity changes.

B 3.3-30 S� SR 3.3.1.1A�"�

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is erformed on each required 
channel to ensure that theOSflphif channel will perform the 
intended function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be 
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant 

rn,- I specific setpoint methodology. rlhe 92 day Frequency of 
SR '.. . . is based onthe reliability analysis of M _ Reference•.,_ _; -,..• 

\The _month Frequenc is based on the need to perform this 
L zLf Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these components usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed at the Rmonth 
Frequency.

SR 3.. ..  

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual 
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if 
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the 
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but 
is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance 
is still within the requirements of the plant safety 
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be 

(continued)
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1. . (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than 

accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology. ki'Se4 t e., 
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability , 

analysis of Reference / B 3-3 -3"1 

$ 32Xl,.101 SR 131..3 .to 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel 
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 

io 3 Z 3..3.-.. 17 5" methodology.  
d Sk 2.3.1.I.1.y Note 17states that neutron detectors are excluded from 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with 
-r fhe :F*Ms- gunimal drift and because of the difficulty of simulating a 
For f •, meaningful signal. changes in neutron detector sensitivity L 

are compensated for by performing the 7 day c Iorimetric l-FP4) 
flie-,• eu, .c. • calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the ME .  calibration against the TIPs (SR 3.3.1.1.. As~eco~nd oe 
21Z 3•3. II.(O 1. 0 ed is provided that requires the APR4 and IRM SRs to be 

L4UPo/J bHJ, 5 *sum0,+ , performed within Mhours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. 2/ 
e' c 3 1 J• cai'ra4I• " Testing of the MODE 2 APRM and IRM Functions cannot be 

performed in MODE I without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, 
,,-de.(vh44 (, or movable links. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from 

ok the r4he . +,e MODE Iif the associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2.  

6- e ,P~te dri [t JvaiLehours is based on operating experience and in T foi• •'l /b, consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to 
i _ complete the SR.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.wj' is based upon the assumption 

of a 184 day calibration interval in the determination of 
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  
The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.W is based upon the assumption02[?Taf month calibration interval in the determination of 

the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

(continued)e1 ! 
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(continued)

SR .3 1.1 etLSFT) 2 
The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL LTESTdemonstrates the 

• "•.rzt"] OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific 
DPEZ491LI Cy" channel. -_The functional testing of control rods 

(LCO 3.1. , and SDV vent and drain valves (LCO 3.1.9) 
Lex-aK-ADýXe.J- /overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of 
/6uma (SDV) Vg"3 -- the assumed safety function.  

4d rd;oVoaf•Vs The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 

SSur 
eillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 

17 LL outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these con onents usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed at the(month 
Frequency.

ZLIJ�do-LJ
This SR ensures that scrams initiated from the Turbine Stop 

_2 Valve-Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip 
Oil Pressure-Low Functions will not be inadvertently 
bypassed when THERMAL POWER is kV% RTP. This involves 

tAe Allkow. _• calibration of the bypass channels. Adequate margins for 
a -,m jthe instrument setpoint methodologies are incorporated into V 1A^ the actual setpoint. Because main turbine bypass flow can 

affect this setpoint nonconservatively (THERMAL POWER is 
derived from turbine first stage pressure), the main turbine 

(continued)
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3 SURVEILLANCE SR (continued) 4 uAije v L.•ecv:ce_ /b •raf.o --) 
RE UiýREMENTS 4 ýcnt-u~)1 

J) 41-÷•") ,/to ensure that the calibration remains valid./ / 

WIL_ bypass valves must remain closed~at THERMAL POWER 2: RTP " ' Aw.m '-P•i 's'k s;a_ / If any bypass channelc setpoint Is nonconservative (i .e*., 

S- • the Functions are bypassed at k() RTP, either due to open 

main turbine bypass valve(s) or other reasons), then the 
affected Turbine Stop Valve-Closure and Turbine Control 
Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low Functions are 
considered inoperable. Alternatively, the bypass channel 
can be-placed in the conservative condition (nonbypass). If 
placed in the nonbypass condition, this SR is met and the 
channel is considered OPERABLE. 7ay-S _ 

The Frequency of months is based on engineering judgment 
and reliability of the components.  

SR 3.3.1.1• •

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times 
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the 
accident analysis. This test may be performed in one 
measurement or in overlapping segments, with verification 
that all components are tested. The RPS RESPONSE TIME ILI 
acceptance criteria are included in Reference

(N As notedk, neutron detectors are excludedfrmRSEPOE TIME testing because the principles of detector operation 

virtually ensure an instantaneous response time.  

RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on ath 
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Note 2 requires STAGGERED TEST BASIS 
Frequency to be determined based on 4 channels per trip 
system, in lieu of the 8 channels specified in Table 
3.3.1.1-1 for the NSIV Closure Function. This Frequency is 
based on the logic Interrelationships of the various 
channels required to produce an RPS scram signal. The 

S month .Frequency is consistent with the typical industry 
refueling cycle and is based upon plant operating 
experience, which shows that random failures of 
instrumentation components causing serious response time 
degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent 
occurrences.  

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.1 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, ur +,oA.) 2 -Z 2 UFSnZ ezdfoA 4.2.1 

F SAR ection 1154E ~ -~ * FAit~p & 

c( 4 . NEDO-23842, 'Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal in the 
Startup Range," April 18, 1978.  

(4,--l FSA Sectlon 

~ FSAR, Section p .  

(•-. FSAR, Section.  
4j (9.l~aT~l Om. S&.iA 

P. Check (NRC) letter to G. Lainas (NRC),."BWR Scram 
Discharge System Safety Evaluation,' December 1, 1980.  

NEDO-30851-P-A , "Technical Specification Improvement 
Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System," 
March 1988.  
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R S Instrumentation 

B 3.3.1.1 

Table B 3.3.1.1-1 (page I of 1)* 
RPS In trumentatlon Sensor Diversity 

Scram Sensors for /nitiatinq Events 

RPV Variables Anticipatory Fuel 
Initiation Ev bts (7a) (b) (c) Ld (e) (f) (g) 

MSIY Closure x x x 1 

Turbine Trip (w/byp ss) x x x x 

Generator Trip (w ypass) x x x 

Pressure Regulato Failure x x x x 
(primary pressur decrease) 
(MSIV closure t p) 

Pressure Regul or Failure x x x 
(primary press re decrease) 
(Level 8 trip 

Pressure Reg lat6r Failure x x 
(primary pr ssure increase) 

Feedwater ontroller Failure x x x 
(high rea or water level)

Feedwate Controller Failure x x 
(low rea tor water level) 
Loss of Condenser Vacuum x 

Loss o AC Power (loss of x x 
trans ormer) 
Loss of AC Power (loss of x 
)ri connections) / 

() () eactor Vessel Steam Dome Press re-High 
(b) Reactor Vessel Water Level-Hi, Level 8 
(c) Reactor Vessel Water Level- -L, Level 3 
(d Turbine Control Valve Fast Cl sure 

Turbine Stop Valve-Closure 
) Main Steam Isolation Valve- losure 
g) Average ?ower tange Monitor Neutron Flux-High 

* This table for illustration p rposes/ only.

x x x 

x x 

x x x x

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Typographical/grammatical error corrected.  

2. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements in 
other places in the Bases.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, or analysis description.  

4. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

5. This Table has been deleted since it provides generic and not plant specific types of 
information. The information in the Table could be misleading as to which plant 
specific analyses take credit for these channels to perform a function during accident 
and transient scenarios.  

6. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the Specification requirements.  

7. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

8. The words have been modified to state that opening the bypass valves may affect this 
Function. If the bypass valves are open above 45 % RTP, but the Function is still 
enforcing the scram (i.e., it is not bypassed), there is no reason to declare the Function 
inoperable. If the Function is bypassed above 45 % RTP due to an open bypass valve, 
then the Function would be inoperable. The proposed words state that an open bypass 
valve could affect this Function. The words in the Bases for proposed SR 3.3.1.1.14 
(ISTS SR 3.3.1.1.16) have been modified to state that the bypass valves must remain 
closed during the calibration if using actual turbine first stage pressure. At other times, 
the bypass valves can be open (and the bypass valves are periodically opened to 
perform SRs) as long as the Function is not inadvertently bypassed.  

9. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

10. The bracketed item has been deleted.
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SRM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.1.2 Source Range Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The SRIs provide the operator with information relative to 
the neutron flux level at very low flux levels in the core.  
As such, the SRM indication is used by the operator to 
monitor the approach to' criticality and determine when 
criticality is achieved. The SRMs are(j'tinFfully L •
inserted until the count rate is greater than a minimum 
allowed count rate (a control rod block is set at this TST-F-2 6 N condition). After SRN to intermediate range monitor,( e \ )-- c • 

overlap is demonstrated (as required by SR 3.3.1.1.6), the 
SRMs are normally fully withdrawn from the core. \ ado,* f 

The SRM subsystem of the Neutron Monitoring System (NMS) 
consists of four channels. Each of the SRi channels can be 2 
bypassed; but only one at any given time, by the operation 
of a bypass switch. Each channel includes one detector that 
can be physically positioned in the core. Each detector 
assembly consists of a miniature fission chamber with 
associated cabling, signal conditioning equipment, and 
electronics associated with the various SRM functions. The 
signal conditioning equipment converts the current pulses 
from the fission chamber to analog DC currents that 
correspond to the count rate. Each channel also includes 
indication, alarm, and control rod blocks. However, this 
LCO specifies OPERABILITY requirements only for the 
monitoring and indication functions of the SRMs.  

During refueling, shutdown, and low power operations, the 
primary indication of neutron flux levels is provided by the 
SRMs or special movable detectors connected to the normal 
SRM circuits. The SRMs provide monitoring of reactivity 
changes during fuel or control rod movement and give the 
control room operator early indication of unexpected 
subcritical multiplication that could be indicative of an 
approach to criticality.

APPLICABLE Prevention and mitigation of prompt reactivity excursions 
SAFETY ANALYSES during refueling and low power operation is provided by 

LCO 3.9.1, "Refueling Equipment Interlocks"; LCO 3.1.1, 
"SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) m; LCO 3.3.1.1, 'Reactor Protection 

(continued)
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SRtj Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2 

BASES 

APPLICABLE System (RPS) Instrumentation"; IRM Neutron Flux-High and 
SAFETY ANALYSES Average Power Range Monitor (APR4) Neutron Flux-High, 

(continued) Setdown Functions; and LCO 3.3.2.1, "Control Rod Block 
Instrumentation." 

The SRMs have no safety function and are not assumed to 
-- - - 9 function during anyýFSAR design basis accident or transient 

analysis. However, the SRMs provide the only on scale 
monitoring of neutron flux levels during startup and 
refueling. Therefore, they.are being retained in Technical 
Specifications.  

LCO During startup in MODE 2, three of the four SR4 channels are 
required to be OPERABLE to monitor the reactor flux level 
prior to and during control rod withdrawal, subcritical 
multiplication and reactor criticality, and neutron flux 
level and reactor period until the flux level is sufficient 
to maintain the IR on Range 3 or above. All but one of the 
channels are required in order to provide a representation 
of the overall core response during those periods when 
reactivity changes are occurring throughout the core.  

In MODES 3 and 4, with the reactor shut down, two SRM 
channels provide redundant monitoring of flux levels in the 
core.  

In MODE 5, during a spiral offload or reload, an SRM outside 
the fueled region will no longer be re uired to be OPERABLE, oflrIlh• 
since it is not capable of monitoring neutron flux in the 
fueled region of the core. Thus, CORE ALTERATIONS are 
allowed in a quadrant with no OPERABLE SRM in an adjacent 
quadrant provided the Table 3.3.1.2-1, footnote (b), 
requirement that the bundles being spiral reloaded or spiral 
offloaded are all in a single fueled region containing at 
least one OPERABLE SRIM is met. Spiral reloading and 
offloadingencompass reloading or offloading a cell on the 
edge of a continuous fueled region (the cell can be reloaded 
Dr-offloaded in any sequence).  

In nonspiral routine operations, two SR~ls are required to be 
OPERABLE to provide-redundant monitoring of reactivity 

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

( mn i ,S's u/~

changes occurring in the reactor core. Because of the local 
nature of reactivity changes during refueling, adequate 
coverage is provided by requiring one SRM to be OPERABLE in 
the quadrant of the reactor core where CORE ALTERATIONS are 
being performed, and the other SRM to be OPERABLE in an 
adjacent quadrant containing fuel. These requirements 
ensure that the reactivity of the core will be continuously 
monitored during CORE ALTERATIONS.  

Special movable detectors, according to footnote (c)o_ •MDE•Y •- 
Table 3.3.1.2-1, may be used ururigo CORE 1AVTE r in .  
place of the normal SRM nuclear detectors. These special 
detectors must be connected to the normal SRM circuits in 
the NMS, such that the applicable neutron flux indication 
can be generated. These special detectors provide more 
flexibility in monitoring reactivity changes during fuel 
loading, since they can be positioned anywhere within the 
core during refueling. They must still meet the location 
requirements of SR 3.3.1.2.2 and all other required SRs for 
SRMs. k

" ias e *d 4. 4LormaI / 
t6PZ ,'-A 1.W /t/d•id/tL LI For an SRM channel to be considered OPERABLE, it must be 
\pr,'Jd, eteuý1 Visual \providing neutron flux monitoring indication.1

APPLICABILITY The SRMs are required to be OPERABLE in MOD • ,3, 4, and 5 
(prior to the IRMs eing on scale on Range oprovide for 
neutron monitoring. In MODE 1, the APRMs provide adequate 
monitoring of reactivity changes in the core; therefore, the 
SRMs are not required. In MODE 2, with IRMs on Range 3 or 
*above, the IRMs provide adequate monitoring and the SRMs are 
not required,

ACTIONS A.1 and 8.1 

In MODE 2,.with the IRMs on Range 2 or below, SRMs provide 
the means of monitoring core reactivity and criticality.  
With any number of the required SRMs inoperable, the ability 
to monitor neutron flux is degraded. Therefore, a limited 
time is allowed to restore the inoperable channels to 
OPERABLE status.  

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 and B.1 (continued) 

Provided at least one SRM remains OPERABLE, Required 
Action A.1 allows 4 hours to restore the required SRMs to 
OPERABLE status. This time is reasonable because there is 
adequate capability remaining'to monitor the core, there is 
limited risk of an event during this time, and there is 
sufficient time to take corrective actions to restore the 
required SRMs to OPERABLE status or to establish alternate 
IRP monitoring capability. During this time, control rod 
withdrawal and power increase is not precluded by this 
Required Action. Having the ability to monitor the core /Srp-26 " 
with at least one SRM, proceeding to IRP Range 3 or greater - C-kawes 'V 
(with overlap required by SR 3.3.1.1.6), and thereby exiting 
the Applicability of this LCO, is acceptable for ensuring . G'/ 
adequate core monitoring and allowing continued operation.  

With three required SRJs inoperable, Required Action B.] 
allows no positive changes in reactivity (control rod 
withdrawal must be immediately suspended) due to inability 
to monitor the changes. Required Action A.] still applies 
and allows 4 hours to restore monitoring capability prior to 
requiring control rod insertion. This allowance is based on 
the limited risk of an event during this time, provided that 
no control rod withdrawals are allowed, and the desire to 
concentrate efforts on repair, rather than to immediately 
shut down, with no SRMs OPERABLE.  

wif 44# Z~e~ b. Lm1 2- b&1"' 

In NODE if the required number of SRMs is not restored to 
OPERABLE status within the allowed Completion Time, the 
reactor shall be placed in MODE 3. With all control rods 
fully inserted, the core is in its least reactive state with 
the most margin to criticality. The allowed Completion Time 
of 12 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.  

D.] and D.2 

With one or more required SR~s inoperable in MODE 3 or 4, 
the neutron flux monitoring capability is degraded or 
nonexistent. The requirement to fully insert all insertable 

.(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS D.] and D.2 (continued) 

control rods ensures that the reactor will be at its minimum 
reactivity level while no neutron monitoring capability is 
available. Placing the reactor mode switch in the shutdown 
position prevents subsequent control rod withdrawal by 
maintaining a control rod block. The allowed Completion 
Time of 1 hour is sufficient to accomplish the Required 
Action, and takes into account the low probability of an 
event requiring the SRM occurring during this interval.  

E.1 and E.2 

With one or more required SRrinoperable in MODE 5, the 
ability to detect local reactivity changes in the core 
during refueling is degraded. CORE ALTERATIONS must be 
immediately suspended and-action must be immediately 
initiated tominsert all insertable control rods in core 
cells containing one or more fuel assemblies. Suspending 
CORE ALTERATIONS prevents -the two most probable causes of 
reactivity changes, fuel loading and control rod withdrawal, 
from occurring. Inserting all insertable control rods 
ensures that the reactor will be at its minimum reactivity 
given that fuel is present in the core. Suspension of CORE 
ALTERATIONS shall not preclude completion of the movement of 
a component to a safe, conservative position.  

Action (once required to be initiated) to insert control 
rods must continue until all insertable rods in core cells 
containing one or more fuel assemblies are inserted.  

SURVEILLANCE ,-he SRs for each SRM Applicable MODE or other specified 
REQUIREMENTS -conditions are found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.1.2-1.  

ý&fk s-/-I,/ • • SR 3.3.1.2.1 and SR 3.3.1.2.3 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK ensures that a gross 
failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL 
CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on 
one channel to a similar parameter on another channel. It 
is based on the assumption that instrument channels 
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the 

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.1 and SR 3.3.1.2.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

same value. Significant deviations between the instrument 
channels could be an indication of excessive instrument 
drift in one of the channels or something even more serious.  
A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it 
is key to verifying-the instrumentation continues to operate 
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
instrument has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency of once every 12 hours for SR 3.3.1.2.1 is 
based on operating experience that demonstrates channel 
failure is rare. While in MODES 3 and 4, reactivity changes 
are not expected; therefore, the 12 hour Frequency is 
relaxed to 24 hours for SR 3.3.1.2.3. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
channels during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the channels required by the LCO.  

SR 3.3.1.2..Z 

To provide adequate coverage of potential reactivity changes 
in the core, one SRM is required to be OPERABLE in the 
quadrant where CORE ALTERATIONS are being performed, and the 
other OPERABLE SRM must be in an adjacent quadrant 
containing fuel. Note 1 states that the SR is required to 
be met only during CORE ALTERATIONS. It is not required to 
be met at other times in MODE 5 since core reactivity 
changes are not occurring. This Surveillance consists of a 
review of plant logs to ensure that SRMs required to be 

r OPERABLE for given CORE ALTERATIONS are, in fact, OPERABLE.  
In the event that only one SRM is required to be OPERABLE, 
per Table 3.3.1.2-1, footnote'(b), only the a. portion of 
this SK isrequired. Note 2 clarifies that more than one of 
the three requirements can be met by the same OPERABLE SRM.  
The 12 hour Frequency is based upon operating experience and 
supplements operational controls over refueling activities 
that include steps to ensure that the SR~s required by the 

.LCO are in the proper quadrant.  

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.3.1.2.4 

This Surveillance consists of a verification of the SRM 
instrument readout to ensure that the SRM reading is greater '4..  
than a specified minimum count rateC which ensures that the 4-i11 
detectors are indicating count rates indicative of neutron 
flux levels within the core. With few fuel assemblies 
loaded, the SRMs will not have a high enough count rate to 
satisfy the SR. Therefore, allowances are made for loading 
sufficient "source" material, in the form of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, to establish the minimum count rate.

To accomplish this, the SR is modified by a Note that states 
that the count rate is not required to be met on an SRM that 
has less than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to 
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies are in the associated 

I/AA two VLJ-dr.S--w core quadrant. With four or less fuel assemblies loaded 
/c ibajt usid d aor around each SRM and no other fuel assemblies in the 
[ / /•&M4 ,.e ta4VLSL/L4J associated core quadrant, even with a control rod withdrawn, .SC •.4•lkd .qe h •0P0C the configuration will not be critical.  

9 -/ýwo 4,It/ /r-s The Frequency is based upon channel redundancy and other 
\ tlo• 14 rq o .e - information available in the control room, and ensures that 
\5SMZ- the required channels are frequently monitored while core 

reactivity changes are occurring. When no reactivity 
changes are in progress, the Frequency is relaxed from 
12 hours to 24 hours.  

SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6 

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
-associated channel will function properly. SR 3.3.1.2.5 is 
required in MODE 5, and the 7 day Frequency ensures that the 
channels are OPERABLE while core reactivity changes could be 
in progress. This Frequency is reasonable, based on 
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as a 
CHANNEL CHECK), that ensure proper functioning between 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS._5 

SR 3.3.1.2.6 is required in MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or 
,nM C.SSods•e A/ below and in MODES 3 and 4. Since core reactivity changes 

apid -D;& o not normally take placeý the Frequency ase extended 
-o3arL•uL6[/c/ from 7 days to 31 days. The 31 day Frequency is based on 

•o~ilrc/r Joperating experience and on other Surveillances (such as 
*sD4&f 1,44 M'D( 2

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6 (continued) 

CHANNEL CHECK) that ensure proper functioning between 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

Verification of the signal to noise ratio also ensures that 
the detectors are inserted to an acceptable operating level.  
In a fully withdrawn condition, the detectors are 
sufficiently removed from the fueled region of the core to 
essentially eliminateneutrons from reaching the detector.  
Any count rate obtained while the detectors are fully 

T'rus• . •33. (, withdrawn is assumed to be "noise' only. ,_.__ LI 
The Note to S Svei a callows the Surveillance to be 
delayed until entry into the specified condition of the 
Applicability (THERMAL POWER decreased to IRP Range 2 or 
below). The SR must be performed within 12 hours after IRMs 
are on Range 2 or below. The allowance to enter the 
Applicability with the 31 day Frequency not met is 
reasonable, based on the limited time of 12 hours allowed 
after entering the Applicability and the inability to 
perform the Surveillance while at higher power levels.  
Although the Surveillance could be performed while on IRM 
Range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain steady 
state operation at this power level. In this event, the 
12 hour Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRPs being 
otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e., satisfactorily 
performing the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to 
perform the Surveillances.  

SR 3.3.1.2.7 

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at a Frequency of 
0 - months verifies the performance of the SRM detectors and 
associated circuitry. The Frequency considers the plant 
conditions required to perform the test, the ease of 
performing the test, and the likelihood of a change in the 
system or component status. The neutron detectors are 
excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATIONXbecause they cannot 
readily be adjusted. The detectors are fission chambers 
that are designed to have a relatively constant sensitivity 
over the range and with an accuracy specified for a fixed 
useful life.  

(continued)
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W- Insert SR 3.3.1.2.5 

With few fuel assemblies loaded, the SRMs will not have a high enough count 
rate to determine the signal to noise ratio. Therefore, allowances are made 
for loading sufficient "source" material, in the form of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, to establish the conditions necessary to determine the signal to 
noise ratio. To accomplish this, SR 3.3.1.2.5 is modified by a Note that 
states that the determination of signal to noise ratio is not required to be 
met on an SRM that has less than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to 
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies are in the associated core quadrant.  
With four or less fuel assemblies loaded around each SRM and no other fuel 
assemblies in the associated quadrant, even with a control rod withdrawn the 
configuration will not be critical.
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SRP Instrumentation 
B 3:3.1.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.7 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS Note 2 to the Surveillance allows the Surveillance to be 

delayed until entry into the specified condition of the 
Applicability. The SR must be performed in MODE 2 within 12 
hours of entering MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or below. The 
allowance to enter the Applicability with the U]rmonth 
Frequency not met is reasonable, based on the limited time 
of 12 hours allowed after entering the Applicability and the 
inability to perform the Surveillance while at higher power 
levels. Although the Surveillance could be performed while 
on IRM Range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain 
steady state operation at this power level. In this event, 
the 12 hour Freqdency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being 
otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e., satisfactorily 
performing the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to 
perform the Surveillances.  

REFERENCES None.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

2. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

3. Typographical/grammatical error corrected.  

4. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the Specification requirements.  

5. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation 
B 3.3.2.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation 

BASES

Control rods provide the primary means for control of 
reactivity changes. Control -rod block instrumentation 
includes channel sensors, logic circuitry, switches, and 
relays that are designed to ensure that specified fuel 
design limits are not exceeded for postulated transients and 
accidents. During high power operation, the rod block 
monitor (RBM) provides protection for control rod withdrawal 
error events. During low power operations, control rod 
blocks from the rod worth minimizer (RWM) enforce specific 
control rod sequences designed to mitigate the consequences 
of the control rod drop accident (CRDA). During shutdown 
conditions, control rod blocks from the Reactor Mode 
Switch-Shutdown Position Function ensure that all control 
rods remain inserted to prevent inadvertent criticalities.  

The purpose of the RBM is to limit control rod withdrawal if 
localized neutron flux exceeds a predetermined setpoint 
during control rod manipulationsi it is assumed to function 
to block further control rod withdrawal to preclude a MCPR 
Safety Limit (SL) violation. The RBM supplies a trip signal 
to the Reactor Manual Control System (RMCS) to appropriately 
inhibit control rod withdrawal during power operation above 
the er a setpoint4 The RBM has two channels, 

can initiate a control rod block when the 
channel output exceeds the control rod block setpoint. One 
RBM channel inputs into one RMCS rod block circuit and the 
other RBM channel inputs into the second RMCS rod block 
circuit. The RBM channel signal is generated by averaging a 
set of local power range monitor (LPe) signalsnthe oua w 
i aloe augats iurr nl ass if a i trol r U dvarious 

F. se'e d (Ref. A 
ns~ei therc Vmr bri 

s nal fro g/ n r.ver ge pow erhrang e oo ~irto r ( APw I4 chann el 
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(continued)
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W7 INSERT BKGRND

One RBM channel averages the signals from LPRM detectors at the A and C 
positions in the assigned LPRM assemblies, while the other RBM channel 
averages the signals from LPRM detectors at the B and D positions. Assignment 
of LPRM assemblies to be used in RBM averaging is controlled by the selection 
of control rods. The RBM is automatically bypassed and the output set to zero 
if a peripheral rod is selected or the APRM used to normalize the RBM reading 
is < 30% RTP. If any LPRM detector assigned to an RBM is bypassed, the 
computed average signal is automatically adjusted to compensate for the number 
of LPRM input signals. The minimum number of LPRM inputs required for each 
RBM channel to prevent an instrument inoperative alarm is four when using four 
LPRM assemblies, three when using three LPRM assemblies, and two when using 
two LPRM assemblies. Each RBM also receives a recirculation loop flow signal 
from the associated flow converter.  

With no control rod selected, the RBM output is set to zero. However, when a 
control rod is selected, the gain of each RBM channel output is normalized to 
a reference APRM. The gain setting is held constant during the movement of 
that particular control rod to provide an indication of the change in the 
relative local power level. If the indicated power increases above the preset 
limit, a rod block will occur. In addition, to preclude rod movement with an 
inoperable RBM, a downscale trip and an inoperable trip are provided.
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BACKGROUND The purpose of the RWM is to control rod patterns during 
(continued) startup such that only specified control rod sequences and 

relative positions are allowed over the operating range from 2 
and -5hafdo-n all control rods inserted to 10% RTP. The sequences 

effectively limit the potential amount and rate of A 
Is reactivit increase during a CRDA. frescribed control rod 
IS sequenceo stored in the RWM, which will initiate control 

rod withdrawal and insert blocks when the actual sequence P 
deviates beyond allowances from the stored sequence. The 
RWM determines the-actual sequence based position indication 
for each control rod. The RWM also uses feedwater flow and 
steam flow signals to determine when the reactor power is 
above the preset power level at which the RWM is 
automatically bypassed (Ref. 2). The RWM is a single 
channel system that provides input into both RHCS rod block 
circuits.  

With the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position, a 
control rod withdrawal block is applied to all control rods 
to ensure that the shutdown condition is maintained. This 
Function prevents inadvertent criticality as the result of a 
control rod withdrawal during MODE 3 or 4, or during MODE 5 
when the reactor mode switch is required to be in the 
shutdown position. The reactor mode switch has two 
channels, each inputting into a separate RMCS rod block 
circuit. A rod block in either RMCS circuit will provide a 
control rod block to all control rods.  

APPLICABLE I. Rod Block Monitor 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The RBM is designed to prevent violation of the MCPR 
APPLICABILITY SL and the cladding 1% plastic strain fuel design limit that 

may result from a single control rod withdrawal error (RWE) 
event. The analytical methods and assumptions used in 
evaluatin the RWE event are summarized in Reference 3.  

a stica a Iayss 6 RWE evpftts was performe to 
de rmine t e RIlre ponse fof both c nnels f each e ent 
F om these response , the fidl thermA perfo ance as 
unction f RBM A owable y41ue was/determin d. The 

Allowab Values re chosp1n as a f nction o power vel.  
Based t t spc ified owable alues, erating/limits 
are e tablishe./ 

(continued)
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The cycle-specific analysis considers the continuous withdrawal of the maximum 
worth control rod at its maximum drive speed from the reactor, which is 
operating at rated power with a control rod pattern that results in the core 
being placed on thermal design limits. The condition is analyzed to ensure 
that the results obtained are conservative; the approach also serves to 
demonstrate the functions of the RBM.
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APPLICABLE 1. Rod Block Monitor (continued) 1OC-R 50.3G6(C)ULZý)) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The RBM Function satisfies Criterion 3 of eyRC ol c 
APPLICABILITY emetit 

Two channels of the RBM are required to be OPERABLE, with 
/gp•c -2 4hL oE their setpoints within the appropriate Allowable Value ) 
DnPqZA77A, LIMA•/-S be ass6ciatedypower ane. to ensure that no single 

instrument failure can preclude a rod block from this 
Function. The actual setpoints are calibrated consistent 
with applicable setpoint methodology.  

Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint 
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure 
that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Values 
between successive CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a 
trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip 
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable.  
Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at 
which an action should take place. The setpoints are 
compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor 
power), and when the measured output value of the process 
parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g., 
trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits are derived 
from the limiting values of the process parameters obtained 
from the safety analysis. The Allowable Values are derived 
from the analytic limits, corrected for calibration, 
process, and some of the instrument errors. The trip 
setpoints are then determined accounting for the remaining d a//O. oot 
instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpointsiderived vala• 
in this manner provide adequate protection because 
instrumentation uncertainties, process effects, calibration 
tolerances, instrument drift, and-severe environment errors 40A;p roz, ni 
(for channels that must function in harsh environments as 1'rpp • ,6 A" 
defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for " \C•rud 649 

30 The RBM is assumed to mitigate the consequences of an RWE 
event when operating M RTEý Below this power level,tthe 

. .. /consequences of an RWE event will not exceed the MCPR SL1

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

d o tor ontinued/ 

S Ref. 3) Therefo e, under hese co itions, 
sooo t r qr oe t be 4PERo •so =not r equired t /be OPER•L.

Ze RBM i1

2. Rod Worth Minimizer
* (�noJyz.e.d roJ ��5i+Ior1

The RWM enforces the ba kedhositjon fithdirawa1 sequence 
@!si to ensure that the initial conditions of the CRDA 
ana y~s are not violated. The analytical methods and 
aSSUmDtions used in evaluating the CRDA are sunmnarized in 
References 4, 5, 6,1W7n The equires that contro 
rods be moved in groups, with all control rods assigned to a 
specific group required to be within specified banked 
positions. Requirements that the control rod sequence is in 
compliance with the are specified in LCO 3.1.6, 'Rod 
Pattern Control."'nl 

The RWM Function satisfies Criterion 3 of t N Poc 
~te en1. . • . v S ) )6

Since the RWH is a rd irdsystem designed to act as a 
backup to operator control of the rod sequences, only one 

@_ channel of the RWM is available and required to be OPERABLE 
"(Ref.tj '. Special circumstances provided for in the 
Required Action of LCO 3.1.3, "Control Rod OPERABILITY," and 
LCO 3.1.6 may necessitate bypassing the RWN to allow 
continued operation with inoperable control rods, or to 
allow correction of a control rod pattern not in compliance 

oj• z cJ ro with the The RWM may be bypassed as required by these 
po se_%urenCe) conditions, but then it must be considered inoperable and 

the Required Actions ofthis LCO followed.  

Compliance with thee , and therefore OPERABILITY of the 
RWM, is required in NODES 1 and 2 when THERMAL POWER is 

10% RTP. When THERMAL POWER is > 10% RTP, there is no 
possible control rod configuration that results in a control 
rod worth that could exceed the 2B0 cal/gm fuel tii imit 
during a CRDA (Refs. d.. In NODES 3 and 4, all 
control rods are required to be inserted into the core; 
therefore, a CRDA cannot occur. In MODE 5, since only a 
single control rod can be withdrawn from a core cell 
containing fuel assemblies, adequate SDO ensures that the 
consequences of a CRDA are acceptable, since the reactor 
will be subcritical.  

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY 

(continued)

3. Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position 

During MODES 3 and 4 and during MODE 5 when the reactor Durin MODES'u 
mode switch is Yr ed/ u eto be in the shutdown position, the 
core is assumed to besubcrtical; therefore, no positive 

reactivity insertion events are analyzed. The Reactor Mode 
Switch-Shutdown Position control rod withdrawal block 
ensures that the reactor remains subcritical by blocking 
control rod withdrawal, thereby preserving the assumptions
of the safety analysis. ID 

The Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function I 
satisfies Criterion 3 of •he/NRC/Policv/Stateaent)•,OCFR50.31 (,)(2)(ii})/ 

Two channels are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single channel failure will preclude a rod block when 
required. There is no Allowable Value for this Function 
since the channels are mechanically actuated ba lely on 
reactor mode switch position. clnr) a- MODE) 

r4, fwI'e-r +k e re 
During shutdown conditions (MOD 3&,4 no positive MOAe_ S4J'A 
reactivity insertion events are ana yze because assumptions -fhe •kA 
are that control rod withdrawal blocks are provided to p1eY 
prevent criticality. Therefore, when the reactor mode 
switch is in the shutdown position, the control rod 
withdrawal block is required to be OPERABLE. During MODE S 
with the reactor mode switch in the refueling position, the 
refuel position one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2. provides 
the required control rod withdrawal blocksI. 2 r

(,"1Re ?ofs•,v Cone- RoJ-04 lock"

ACTIONS .Re ewer's N e: Cer in LCO Coppletion Tines are sed on 
proved t ical rep ts. In der for e licens e to use 

he 'times the lic see must ustify t Completf n Times s 
require by the s aff Safe Evaluaf n Report SER) for he 
topic report.  

.A-1= 

With one RBM channel inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE 
channel is adequate to perform the control rod block 
function; however, overall reliability is reduced because a 
single failure in the remaining OPERABLE channel can result 
in no control rod block capability for the RBM. For this 

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

reason, Required Action A.1 requires restoration of the 
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time 
of 24 hours is based on the low probability of an event 
occurring coincident with a failure in the remaining 
OPERABLE-channel.  

B.I 

If Required Action A.1 is not met and the associated 
Completion Time has expired, the inoperable channel must be 
placed in trip within 1 hour. If both RBM channels are 
inoperable, the RBM is not capable of performing its 
intended function; thus, one channel must also be 'placed in 
trip. This initiates a control rod withdrawal block, 
thereby ensuring that the RBM function is met.  

The 1 hour Completion Time is intended to allow the operator 
time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities 
and is acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing 
time for restoration or tripping of inoperable channels. _ 

C.I. C.2.1.1. C.2.1.2. and C.2.2 I -*. vH' aecQle-.  

With the RWN inoperable during a reactor startup, the 
operator is still capable of enforcing the prescribed 
control rod sequence. However, the overall reliability is 
reduced because a single operator error can result in 

.violating the control rod sequence. -Therefore, control rod 
movement must be immediately suspended except by scram.  
Alternatively, startup may continue if at least 12 control 
rods have already been withdrawn, or a reactor startu with 
an inoperable RWN was not performed in the last mbn o s5

0v• on or more- Required Actions 7.2.1.1 and C.2.1.2 require verificationf o cDje,ar I 
+oVie. 12 \ - these conditions by review of plant logs and control room &.e.. -he uc 

c•c•dral ctds / indications. -Once Required Action C.2.1.1 or C.2.1.2 is AIJdax 
satisfactorily completed, control rod withdrawal may proceed 
in accordance with the restrictions imposed by Required 
Action C.2.2. Required Action.C.2.2 allows for the RWM 
Function to be performed manually and requires a double 
check of compliance with the prescribed rod sequence by a 
second licensed operator (Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor 
Operator) or other qualified member of the technical staff, 

(continued) 
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ACTIONS C.1. C.2.1.1. C.2.1.2. and C.2.2 (continued) 

The RWN may be bypassed under these conditions to allow 
continued operations. In addition, Required Actions of 
LCO 3.1.3 and LCO 3.1.6 may require bypassing the RWM, 
during which time the RWN must be considered inoperable with 
Condition C entered and its Required Actions taken.  

With the RWM inoperable during a reactor shutdown, the 
operator is still capable of enforcing the prescribed 
control rod sequence. Required Action D.1 allows for the 
R•M Function to be performed manually and requires a double 
check of compliance with the prescribed rod sequence by a 
second licensed operator (Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor 

k Operator) or other qualified member of the technical staff 
The RWN may be bypassed under these conditions to allow the 
reactor shutdown to continue..  

With one Reactor Node Switch-Shutdown Position control rod 
withdrawal block channel inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE 
channel is adequate to perform the control rod withdrawal 
block function. However, since the Required Actions are 
consistent with the normal action of an OPERABLE Reactor 
Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function (i.e., maintaining 
all control rods inserted), there is no distinction between 
having one or two channels inoperable.  

In both cases (one or both channels inoperable), suspending 
all control rod withdrawal and initiating action to fully 
insert all insertable control rods in core cells containing 
one or more fuel assemblies will ensure that the core is 
subcritical with adequate SDM ensured by LCO 3.1.1. Control 
rods in core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not 
iffect the reactivity of the core and are therefore not 
required to be inserted. Action must continue until all 
insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more 
fuel assemblies are fully inserted.  

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE :-R iewer's •te: Cee ain Frei ncies e based n approv 
REQUIREMENTS apical r orts. I order fi a lice ee to u these 

requenc/es, the censee st justi the Fr quencies s 
requir by the aff SER or the pical r art.  
As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each 
Control Rod Block instrumentation Function are found in the 
SRs column of Table 3.3.2.1-1. seconJ 

The Surveillances are modified by a Nate to indicate that 
when an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely 
for performance of required Surveillances, entry into 
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed 
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains 
control rod block capability. Upon completion of the 
Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the 
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the 
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.  
This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref.  
assumption of the average time required to perform channel 
Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour 
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the 
probability that a control rod block will be initiated when 
necessary.  

SR 3.3.2.1.1 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for each RBM channel 
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended 
•function. It includes the Reactor Manual Control 

ti ex S�System input.  

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology. The Frequency of 92 days is based on 
reliability analyses (Ref.4Z.  

SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 3.3.2.1.3 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the RWM to ensure 
that the entire system will perform the intended function.  
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RIWM is performed by 
attempting to withdraw a control rod not in compliance with 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE 
Drn ITDrUrT1C

SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 3.3.2.1.3 (continued)

'I, -- no, se":'"•"e: ,_ the rescribed sequence and verifying a control rod block 
epid occur o As noted in the SRs, SR 3.3.2.1.2 is not required 

0. to be performed until 1 hour after any control rod is 
0ia4+ CL r Sej,+rse. ?% withdrawn in MODE Zb (eoq o SR 3.3.2.1.3 is not requirE 

erro OCk Seido to be performed until Ihour a ter THERMAL POWER is 
_ 10% RTP in MODE 1. This allows entry into MODE 20fo W 4. SR 3.3.2.1.2, and ryAnto/MODE/n When)THERMAL POWER _ 

"< 10% RTP for SR 3.3.2.1.3, to perform the required 
Surveillanceif the 92 day Frequency is not met per 

-- MODq IJ( SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour allowance is based on operating 
____-- experience and in considerationof providing a reasonable

13

o ,Thred nu Iowabletet ues are lpecified/ 3 fro th e S e becausebt•he ale phseach wdehin a sp, ithc minr range. dhe 
R .7.1.1.5 poXerat wh31 h the co ntrol rodeuock AlloXnab e Val uas •to~etca Yy cha~nge/are base Jon the AMR signal'linput t• 

/eachM tri hannelh. dlow thgimut iiwer setp nt, thels 
is a ut oatically bypassed whe n p ower is e Value mus t r e if e p r od I o b less th a p o r e ual/ o 

sphepecified alues. If anypower levelsetpoint is nonconservative, ten the affected RBM channel is considered 

inoperable. Alternatively, the(afwrsg als e).hannea can be 
Dlaced in the conservative condition1,((et.0Len~a(ongtned) ,c) 12'1J1týýp ....... i oper/ RBM~toh) If placed in this ondition, the bK 

S•h• 
• / is met and teR cannel is not considered-inoperable. As 

noted, neutron detectors are excluded from the Surveillance 
because they are passive devices, with minimal drift, and 
because of the di fficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.  

SNeutron detectors ar• adequately tested in SR 3.3.1.1.2 and 

SSR 3-3.-1_1.;i The moBnth Frequency is based on the actual 

trip setpoint methodology utilized for these channels.  

SR 3j.3..16 

The RWM4 is automatically bypassed when power is above a 
specified value. The power level is determined from 
feedwater flow and steam flow signals. The automatic bypass 

(continued)
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R INSERT SR 3.3.2.1.2 

Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass the 

Surveillance when performed at the 92 day Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency 

was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

Li INSERT SR 3.3.2.1.5 

is automatically bypassed when power is below a specified value or if a 

peripheral control rod is selected. The power level is determined from the 

APRM signals input to each RBM channel. The automatic bypass setpoint must be 

verified periodically to be < 30% RTP. In addition, it must also be verified 

that the RBM is not bypassed when a control rod that is not a peripheral 

control rod is selected (only one non-peripheral control rod is required to be 

verified).
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2. ] (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

______________T__P.  

setpoint must be verified periodically to be -10 RTP.  
If the RWN low power setpoint is nonconservative, then the 
RWM is considered inoperable. Alternately, the low power 
setpoint channel can be placed in the conservative condition 
(nonbypass). If placed in the nonbypassed condition, the SR 
is met and the RWM is not considered inoperable. The 
Frequency is based on the trip setpoint methodology utilized 
for the low power setpoint channel.  
5R 3.3.21 -

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the Reactor Mode 
Switch--Shutdown Position Function to ensure that the entire 
channel will perform the intended function. The CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown 
Position Function is performed by attempting to withdraw any 
control rod with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown 
position and verifying a control rod block occurs.  

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be 
performed until I hour after the reactor mode switch is in 
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock with 
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be 
performed without using jumpers, lifted leads, or movable 
links. This allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 if the month 
Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The*.hour allowance is 
based on operating experience and in consideration of 
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SRs.  

Thelamonth Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown these comnonents usually pass 
the.Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency.  

13 3.3--52 /S 3.32-ý 
/ • I A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 

S/ •'• loop-and the sensor. This test verifies the channel | 

responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
ýrange and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE 3.ý3,2 (continued) 
b REQUIREMENTS 

adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 

Mrove• - Fuse- methodology.  
z13 3.3 - 52 As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL 
l~dl C_4+,xc CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with minimal 

drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a 
meaningful signal. Neutron detectors are adequately tested 
in SR 3.3.1.1.2 and SR 3.3.1.1. 9 ?_ I .  S.. .~ 9. A T do.y 

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of m th 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude f equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.2.1.8 

The RWM will only enforce the proper control rod sequence if 
the rod sequence is properly input into the RWM computer.  
This SR ensures that the proper sequence is loaded into the 
RWM so that it can perform its intended function. The 
Surveillance is performed once prior to declaring RWM 
OPERABLE following loading of sequence into RWM, since this 
is when rod sequence input errors are possible.  

I .77sL_-*SuE'3.,.2.I.o7 
REFERENCES I. FSAR, SectionF76 UFA, ý4o 

2. SAR, Section J7.  

3. NE -30474-P/'Averag -Power Ra ge Monit , Rod B ck 
M Hpitor, at~ Technicq Specifj ation I ~rove ent 

R ATS) Pr~ram for Jdwin 1. •atch Nuc ar Plan•, 
Decemerr/1983.} -

4. NEDE- 4011-- G l le ra S andard 

'Modifications to the Requirements for Control Rod 
Drop Accident Mitigating Systems," BWR Owners' Group, 
July 1986.  

MtV#( 
4

bnprOpi-ne 

L (continued)
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SR 3.3.2.1.9 

LCO 3.1.3 and LCO 3.1.6 may require individual control rods to be bypassed in 
the RWM to allow insertion of an inoperable control rod or correction of a 
control rod pattern not in compliance with the analyzed rod position sequence.  
With the control rods bypassed in the RWM, the RWM will not control the 
movement of these bypassed control rods. To ensure the proper bypassing and 
movement of these affected control rods, a second licensed operator (Reactor 
Operator or Senior Reactor Operator) or other task qualified member of the 
technical staff (e.g., shift technical advisor or reactor engineer) must 
verify the bypassing and position of these control rods. Compliance with this 
SR allows the RWM to be OPERABLE with these control rods bypassed.  

Lfl Insert REF 

4. UFSAR, Section 15.4.10.  

5. XN-NF-80-19(P)(A), Volume 1, Supplement 2, Section 7.1 Exxon Nuclear 
Methodology for Boiling Water Reactor-Neutronics Methods for Design and 
Analysis, (as specified in Technical Specification 5.6.5).  

6. NEDE-24011-P-A, "GE Standard Application for Reactor Fuel," (as 
specified in Technical Specification 5.6.5).  

7. Letter to T.A. Pickens (BWROG) from G.C. Lainas (NRC), "Amendment 17 to 
General Electric Licensing Topical Report NEDE-24011-P-A," BWROG-8644, 
August 15, 1986.  

8. NFSR-0091, Benchmark of CASMO/MICROBURN BWR Nuclear Design Methods, 
Commonwealth Edison Topical Report, (as specified in Technical 
Specification 5.6.5).
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po.., i4Li /0 /-• Rt-4wrU

6. NEDO-2123", , "Banked Posit n Withdr wal Seq ience,) 
A January 1977.  

NRC SER, "Acceptance of Referencing of Licensing 
Topical Report NEDE-24011-P-A," "General Electric 
Standard Application for Reactor Fuel, Revision 8, 
Amendment 17," December 27, 1987.  

NEDC-30851-P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement 
Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block Instrumentation," 
October 1988 

- GENE-770-O6-A-'Addendumto Bases for Changes to 
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service 
Times for Selected-Instrumentation Technical 
Specifications," c b 1 Cy-9II.-

-w
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

2. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

3. Typographical/grammatical error corrected.  

4. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the Specification requirements.  

5. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

6. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification.  

7. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation B 3.3.2.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.2.2 Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 

BASES 

B G-e "eedwaterh a in Iurbine Xigh piater Aevel Irip UNO ~ TheleAedwaterfoand/,,ut 
BACKGROUND nstrumentation is designed to detect a potential failure of 

the Feedwater Level Control System that causes excessive 

feedwater flow.  

With excessive feedwater flow, the water level in the 

reactor vessel rises toward the high water levele e 

reference point, causing the trip of the Jofeedwater pumpI• 

r I i and the main turbine.  
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Highcleeie signals are 

fr5•;-,•- provided by level•-2 that sense the difference between 

the pressure due to a constant column of water (reference 

leg) and the pressure due to the actual water level in the 

reactor vessel (variable leg). Teichannels of Reactor 

. , . VesselWaterLevel--Hi h instrumentation are 
Vessel~in~atero L#- 

W.... .... i 

, ; provided as input ea t wo-out-of lg 
that trips t feedwater pum• and the main 

turbine. The channels include electronic equipment (e.g., 

trip units) that compares measured input signals with pre

established setpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, the 

channel output relay actuates, which then outputs a 

) feedwater and turbine tr signal to the trip logic.  

A trip of the feedwater pumpzý limits further 

increase in reactor vessel water level by limiting further 

addition of feedwater to the reactor vessel. A trip of the 

main turbine and closure ofthe stop valves protects the 

turbine from damage due to water entering the turbine.  

APPLICABLE aghater ,4vel ,eripz APLCABLE= Te (eedw tra nd pin Aurbine )Xigh ••r~Vvi• ]• 

SAFETY ANALYSES nstrumentation is assumed to be cap e of providing a 

]PLA.P O.WJma',•_r-Aturbine trip in the design basis transient analysis for a 

feedwater controller failure, maximum demand event (Ref. 1).  

The'1IiC¶Zfll trip indirectly initiates a reactor scram from 

the main turbine trip (above. RTP) and trips the 

feedwater pumps, thereby terminating the event. The reactor 

scram mitigates the reduction in MCPR.  

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 
B 3.3.2.2 

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

F eedwater- andS ain Xurbine iigh Aater level irip z 
Anstrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of t(e NR

LCO The LCO requires •r• channels of the Reactor Vessel Water 
Level-High j/Le7l/8instrumentation to be OPERABLE to 

3ensure that no single instrument failure will prevent the 
feedwater ruran rn and main turbine trip on a valid 

Llaw I ve signal. Two channels are needed to 
provide trip signals in order for the feedwaterland main 
turbine trips to occur. Each channel must have its setpoint 
set within the specified Allowable Value of SR 3.3.2.2 - 7 
The Allowable Value is set to ensure that the thermal limits K -
are not exceeded during the event. The actual setpoint is 
calibrated to be consistent with the applicable setpoint 
methodology assumptions. Nominal trip setpoints are 
specified in the setpoint calculations. The nominal 
setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints do not 
exceed the Allowable Value between successive CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less 
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its 
Allowable Value, is acceptable. 

Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at 
which an action should take place. The setpoints are 
compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor 
vessel water level), and when the measured output value of 
the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated 
device (e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits 
are derived from the limiting values of the process 
Parameters obtained from the safety analysis. oTheralln 

I V~usar derived/from thqanalytiq/limits/, correptted7ýAr 

"kualibratuon, prooess, andevome of e ie inset-ument ro rrsor.  
channel is inoperable io its actual ei seonnts a-de 

yn ie 10CR04)a% ccount~igfoted ore. nn rm

(continued)
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F-1 Insert LCO 

The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 
defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 
then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 
calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 
reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 
test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 
setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 
protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 
tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 
for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 
8 3.3.2.2 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The /eedwa • nd pain ;eurbine IIigh #'ater 4evel ;(rip 
nnstrumentation is required to be OPERABLE at Ž 25% RTP to 

ensure that the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit and the 
cladding 1% plastic strain limit are not violated during the 
feedwater controller failure, maximum depand event. As 

LCL' 3ý2.3, "LMrAlf discussed in the Bases for LCO.3.2.1, :P&aeraAk Pfana L'n E lý 
14TAEJEf 6 TIDAl RATE," iatf tneratio-4 *tA (APLHGR)," - LCO 3.2.2, -MINIMUM 
POW L0 3.Z.2"Awel•V CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR),'vsufficient margin to these 3 

q.&3 AlOi;#•6- limits exists below 25% RTP; therefore, these requirements 
CPrzdM 6a,;,__•J• are only necessary when operating at or above this power 

•i. •'•/-• level.

ACTIONS ay L
A Note has been provided tojodify the ACTIONS related to 
feedwateryand Wain %urbine i4gh (ater level %rip 
Astrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion Times, 
specifies that once a Condition has been entered, subsequent 
divisions subsystems, components, or variables expressed in 
the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within 
limits, will not result in separate entry into the 
Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions 
of the Condition continue to apply for each additional 
failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into 
t•ie Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable 
f edwaterXand $ain ;(urbine )i6h )ater level trip 
7nstrumentation channels provide appropriate compensatory 
measures for separate inoperable channels. As such, a Note 
has been provided that allows separate Condition entry for 
each inoperable feedwaterjand ain Xurbine •igh ater evel 
frip fnstrumentation channel.

With onelchanneliinoperabl , the remaining ~OEAL 
channels can provide the required trip signal. However, 
overall instrumentation reliability is reduced because a 
single failure in one of the remaining channels concurrent 
with feedwater controller failure, maximum demand event, may 
result in the instrumentation not being able to perform its 
intended function. Therefore, continued operation is only 
allowed for a limited time&Xt on chan el inaperab. it; 

Sthe inoperable channellcannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
within the Completion Time, the channelN must be placed in 
the tripped condition per Required Action A.I. Placing the

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 

B 3.3.2.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 
4] .S) inoperable channelA in trip would conservatively compensate 

for the inopera b ityý restore capability to accommodate a 
single failure, and allow operation to continue with no 
further restrictions. Alternately, if it is not desired to 
place the channel in trip (e.g., as. in the case where 
placing the inoperable channeX in trip would result in a 
feedwater or main turbine trip), Condition C must be entered 
and its Required Action taken.  

The Completion Time of 7 days is based on the low 
9ALF-/wa& Sy•s i probability of the event occurring coincident with a single 

3 and ma,n 0uv44;,,& h&I1 failure in a remaining OPERABLE channel.  

water level trip logic will generate a trip si nal on a ,• valid signal This requires two channels to• 
OPERABLE or in trip. If the required channelsc-ann n restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip, Condition C 

must be entered and its Required Action taken.  

The 2 hour ComPletion Time is sufficient for the operator to 

take corrective action, and takes into account the riod 
SE ~~l~ikelihood of an event ruin act ation of teedwater and 

dain wiurbine high 9ater'level ripnstrumentation occurring 
during this period, It is also consistent with the 2 hour 
Completion Time provided in ICO 3.2.2 for Required 
Action A.I, since this instrumentation's purpose is to 
preclude a HCPR violation.  

(continued)
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Feedwate and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 

E 3.3.2.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS 2 
(continued) 

With the required channels not restored to OPERABLE status 
1A/4i-/-_- y,-/-;. J chaA-w or placed in trip, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to 

•ipl .•/•se L /dL , < 25% RTP within 4 hours. -As discussed in the Applicability 
S;J•par.•/4=.¶•/"•a•.- •section of the Bases, operation below 25% RTP resul s in Siam 

pump brnmdr, 4&L sufficient margin to the required limits and the feedwater -
L . •4-ump.d Lrz w.wy,- L and _ain %urbine nigh $ater -evel %rip I;nstrumentation is 2 

I•.• ,vaV& j\not required to protect fuel integrity during the feedwater 
r• 10• i S•1V•tAI "controller failure, maximum demand event.A The allowed 

sios 4k pe-;oraDi a a./ Completion Time of 4 hours is based on operating experience 
\,•-9~ida2 ; - (4J• to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP from full power 

i\; z~, 4 V,o~.J•--- conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
plant systems.  

SURVEILLANCE (FTReviewer'/Note: C ain Frequ ncies are sed on ap oved 
REQUIREMENTS 7 topical reports. order for a licensee o use the e 

Frequei)ies the l*censee must justify th Frequenci s as 
required by the aff Safety Evaluation eport (SE ) for the 

w h n ato p i oel i r eppo r t . a/ e s s f o r 

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 

performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 
6 hours provided the associated Function maintains feedwatei 'r 
apd main turbine high water level trip capability. Upon -1:J 
completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour 
allowance, the channel-must be returned to'OPERABLE status 
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions "taken. -ti Note is based on the )•liability analysis/ 

7(e.2a~ssumptio that 6 hourss ethe average time 

requir d to perform channel Sur/eillance. That an ysis •demo strated that the 6 hour 4. ting allowance doe' not 

iLL~z~L i/a 

Jsig ificantly reduce the prob~abilit that the f dwaterr pump 
Llrbines and main turbine yrill trip when neces Vary. 7 

Performance. of the CHANNEL CHECK once every hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 

(continued)
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Feedwaterland Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 
B 3.3.2.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.2.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between Instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels, or 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
instrument has drifted outside its limits.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
channel status during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the channels required by the LCO.  

SR 3.3.2.2.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required 
channel to ensure that the rjIchannel will perform the 
intended function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be 
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant 
specific setpoint methodology.  

The Frequency of 92 days is based on reliability analysis 
(Ref. 2).  

fk-33.R 3.3.22 .2.• 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel 
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 

(continued)
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SInsert SR 3.3.2.2.3 

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual trip setpoints. The 
channel must be declared inoperable if the trip setting is discovered to be 
less conservative than the Allowable Value specified in SR 3.3.2.2.4. If the 
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the setting accounted 
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable 
Value, the channel performance is still within the requirements of the plant 
safety analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to 
be equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the appropriate 
setpoint methodology.  

The Frequency of 92 days is based on engineering judgement and the reliability 
of these components.
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation 
B 3.3.2.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE(cniud 
REQUIREMENTS calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 

methodology.  

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 'month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

5 ~SR 3,.3.2•.2 

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific _ 
channel. The system functional test of the feedwaterand 

L[-T( ) main turbine~valves is included as part of thi.s Surveillance 
and overlaps the LOGIC SYSTEM'FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide 

mr - -- -- 7 Sp• complete testing of the assumed safety function. Therefore, 
if a/valve is incapable of operating, the associated • 

F.-L__n• imcdwal P" __instrumentation would also be inoperable. The OV-month 4D 

Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance 
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and 
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating 
experience has shown that these components usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed at the knmonth Frequency.  

REFERENCES a. FSAR, Section [4J) 

2. GENE-770-06- 'Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test 
Intervals and Allowed Out-Of-Service Times for • 
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications, 

a.c.mbLr . qqz r ar
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.2.2 - FEEDWATER SYSTEM AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH 

WATER LEVEL TRIP INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

2. Editorial change made to be consistent with similar statements in other places in the 
Bases.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

4. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the Specification requirements.  

5. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

6. The brackets have been removed and proper plant specific information/value has been 
provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.3.1 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 

BASES ( 

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to display/ 
plant variables that provide information required by the 
control room operators during accident situations. This 
information provides tht necessary support for the operator 
to take the manual actions for which no automatic control is 
provided and that are required for safety systems to 
accomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Events.  
The instruments that monitor these variables are designated 
as Type A, Category I, and non-Type A, Category I, in 
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 1).  

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation 
ensures that there is sufficient information available on 
selected plant parameters to monitor and assess plant status 
and behavior following an accident. This capability is 
consistent with the recommendations of Reference 1.  

APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation LCO ensures the OPERABILITY of 
SAFETY ANALYSES Regulatory Guide 1.97, Type A variables so that the control 

room operating staff can: 

"* Perform the diagnosis specified in the Emergency 
Operating Procedures (EOPs). These variables are 
restricted to preplanned actions for the. primary 
success path of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), (e.g., 
loss of coolant-accident (LOCA)), and 

"* Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled 
actions for which no automatic control is provided, 
which are required for safety systems to accomplish 
their safety-function.  

The PAM instrumentation LCO also ensures OPERABILITY of 
Category I, non-Type A, variables so that the control room 
operating staff can: 

Determine whether systems important to safety are 
performing their intended functions; 

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE Determine the potential-for causing a gross breach of 

SAFETY ANALYSES the barriers to radioactivity release; 
(continued) 

Determine whether a gross breach of a barrier has 
occurred; and 

Initiate action necessary to protect the public and 
for an estimate of the magnitude of any impending 
threat.  

The plant specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 Analysis (Ref. 2) 
documents the process that identified Type A and Category 1, 
non-Type A, variables.  

Accident monitoring instrumentation that satisfies the 
definition of T e A in Regulatory Guide 1.97 meets 
Criterion 3 of C Polikv tatemeftý Category I, 

(•ocFeso.3g•)(Z '.) non-Type A, instrumentation is retained in Technical 
Specifications (TS) because they are intended to assist 
operators in minimizing the consequences of accidents.  
Therefore, these Category I variables are important for 
reducing public risk.  

LCO LCO 3.3.3.1 requires two OPERABLE channels for all but one 
Function to ensure that no single failure prevents the 
operators from being presented with the information 

F necessary to determine the status of the plant and to bring 
" _ the plant to, and maintain it in, a safe condition following 

accident. V 3 n 

\Furthermore, o s on fe two channels allows a CHANNEL 
CHECK during the post accident hase to confirm the validit 
of disla e t i thetwo c[Moh e thin tro channt is may b 
nine ntoe at if thvRegu(aCV ry Guidto 1.97 t c 

a (edermin fai ur of c te accidht (onittringued 
[ It ininoao • ity (thf t isth 0 .L 

The excpto toteto channl reurmn ispimr 1onainment r solatsini ron valve PIVpoition Inthis, t ae 

the important information is the status of the primary 
containment penetrations. The LCO requires one position 
indicator for each active PCIV. This is sufficient to 

a,., t0M +;C_ (continued)
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable 
penetration either via indicated status of the active valve 
and prior knowledge of passive valve or via system boundary 
status. If a normally active PCIV is known to be closed and 3 
deactivated, position indication is not needed to determine 
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves j 

The following list is a discussion of the specifie 

instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.3.1-1 Yn the 
,ac ompanyi LCO. ese dis tussions re intended as 

amples what s uld be (rovided or eac function hen 
he plan specifi list ispear

*hs I~js4 is rLct'rjj I Reacto r NM rsu 

Reactor =a e pressure iisiaTCategory I variable 
provided to support monitoring of Reactor Coolant System 

14 ,4dical-o.. 7h&.. (RCS) integrity and to verify operation of the Emergency 
Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). Two independent pressure 
transmitters with a range of 0 psig to 1500 psig monitor ad1njImb 
pressur tide range recorderSka-r-e te primary indicationt..ý,ý 
use ythe operator during an accident. Therefore, the PAM 
Specification deals specifically with this portion of the 
instrument channel.  

2._ Reactor Vessel Water Level T e -A an 
Two 4TC(Ct Reactor vessel water level is a Ca~tegory I variable provided 

to support monitoring of core Cooling and to verify I -operation of the ECS.ý wid rande wafer ye channels 
provide the PAM Reactor Vessel Water Level Function. The 
wide range water level channels measure from(17 ingbes be ow 

203 ',~~&soe, e ryer sir on ao u eow ebtmofthe ( +Ae- i*? oi or.4,ve ýýel ' ac ye lfug]. Wide range water level is measured by two 
8f~oxMtei i9 ,sa~sa.Iui independent differential pressure transmitters. The output 

4&gL '-Ap &. a~¶i vL-iuot/ w 4 f'& 4a. farom! these channels is recorded onLJR01independent pen 
njdlm ,&,j.,~d&44&sML4.SUf1- *recorderQ~il/I t e primary indicatioipused by 

4?fr~ ~ 3~3 .~&ely 93 mehe~ operator uring an accident. Therefore, the PAM 
above. ~ o aqe-e ,4ý 4' Specification deals specifically with this portion of the aren3 f 

t~ p~toXYtk1Y2o ,.c-iesruen channel.  
eabb~'e flie. rip -- 0 n f

And TC. 0 e' ov.1pil 3 oi ee Co Mt cJn -y~.  msn~ea5Lwred by +&;o Adepetvýe,%i clJ,;ezved,ia pfeLLc:ý_; fraivom. Hlev- ThJr 
o..p ,- 'ow fhese cjwnvjg is d~recfeA t. -hco ;njepenAe~d iA;;L6 4orS 

(continued
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1

BASES

LCO 2. Reactor Vessel Water Level (continued) 
The - __+Th deae)water level instruments are uncompensated for.  

(o- spectip¥c. v-ssj) varia ion in reactor water density and are calibrated to be 
most accura e a o ralo 1 pressure and temperature.4

cai- W " 

ckae M 
at 1es 

a £4Lte 

MZ2e,"A 

oppCdZ -

-bRA � Dt�S5uU..

.MPeM+L4;..4'i-. The--- , n A 
4rn. i+rueo (S Ejpr;Ts-i~oK 61fwater level is a Category I variable 
L; bre-tejd 6c provided to detect a breach in the reactor coolant pressure 
- &+ iie foril boundary (RCPB).. This variable is also used to verify and 

provide long term surveillance of ECCS function. The wide LAprs• o range (su~prossiA d~ol ater level measurement provides thee 
- - operator with sufficient information to assess the status of both the RCPB and the water supply to the ECCS. The widep r

rane water lee nictr oitor the onN water level from dhecatorsn mof j 

%-a+wo conifo to the top of the wo wi e range r og 
Froom nlcjf water level signals are transmitted from separate as 

Udtferential pressure transmitters and (ai7continuously 
Ia, l~vd. od don two recorders in the control room. These 

are the primary indication used by the operator fflslr&~ u u during an accident. Therefore, the PAN Specification deals 
specifically with this portion of the instrument channel.

d 4. Drwell Pressure LTyp- A ndc 

drywý-1l pressnrr./ • Drywell pressure is a rCategory. I variable provided to detect 
breach of the RCPB and to verify ECCS functions that operate 

/____-______________ . to maintain RCS integrity. Two range( ywe ss-e' 
The wie r 'i_ n signals are transmitted-from separate pressure transmitters | •eLre. • pand are continuously recorded ( on two control A /,o .room recorders hese recorders are the primary indicatio/Vn0 u opera or during an acci en . Therefore, the PAM 

Specification deals specifically with this portion of the 
instrument channel. L_ sl, -.  

". P~maiv Codtai en Ar Ta)Radiation igh 0 an) aCjory I 

i imayfy co tain int e radiationfgiqY ra is provided 
"D , to monitor the potential of significant radiation releases and to provide release assessment for use by operators in determining the need to invoke site emergency plans.  

.(continued) 
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1 INSERT LCO 4 

Two narrow range drywell pressure signals are transmitted from separate 
transmitters and are continuously displayed on independent indicators in the 
control room.
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1 

BASES 

LCO 5. (Prmaii Cghtainfient/Ar'a atoRa n Ra 
(con-flnu5eUT)- ' 

:EA35L-.- )----5{thiT plant, rimary c tainwenT/area ra4(ation (h -l*6 rancid)) 

P " instru ~tation •onsists fiff the fo~lowinj-j 

Dr 11 sump 'evel is Categor I variabl provi d for 
v ificatio of ECCS unctions that oper e to m intain RC 

tegrity. [For this plant, he drywel sump 1 vel PAM 
instrume ation c sists of he follo ng:] 

Dr el dr n sump I I a C. egory I variable ovided 
detect reach o the RCPB a d for v ification nd long 

erm sur illance f ECCS fu tions t t operate o mainta* 
RCS in grity. or this p nt, the rywell dr in sump 
level AM inst mentation onsists fthe foll wing:] 7Ts~c- 2 q

!Primary Containment Isolation Valve fPCIV) Position O± y 

--excI•,kec-kPCIV position iskprovided for verification of containment 

valves) integrity. In the case of PCIV position, the important 

information is the isolation status of the containment 
penetration. The LCO requires one channel of valve position 
indication in the control room to be OPERABLE for each r,,qui,,,0p•as -• 

active PCIV in a containment penetration flow pat i•e., •ytva/vz 
two total channels of PCIV position indication for a " ,OS/,/-",,dY,-od 

penetration flow path with two active valves( For 
containment penetrations with only one active PCIV having 
control room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel 
of valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is 
sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of 
each isolable penetration via indicated status of the active 
valve, As applicable, and prior knowledge of passive valve 
or system boundary status. If a penetration flow path is 
isolated, position indication for the PCIV(s) in the 
associated penetration flow path is not needed to determine 
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in an -7F-2q-5' 
isolated penetration flow path is not required to be 
OPERABLE. ,,--,-, pluaeL &rwj,1..s -i,-•, -,, pa.&P /dV / izY , r . o,, 

AI/O&.J•d 4r £MI •,I14 ;p .Ab/l pLI•dr 1 ¢-- pdA.// (continued)
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W7 INSERT LCO 5 

Two redundant radiation sensors are located in capped drywell penetrations and 
have a range from 10o R/hr to 108 R/hr. These radiation monitors display on 
recorders located in the control room. Two radiation monitors/recorders are 
required to be OPERABLE (one per division). Therefore, the PAM Specification 
deals specifically with this portion of the instrument channel.

Insert Page B 3.3-67



PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1 

BASES 

ICO 2_(' Pr~imar ýi ým iiolati~on Val~veP ýVPo~sition 
(continued) 

9. 1e RanoVNeutron flux 

d~e range eutron fl x is a C egory I vriable p! vided t 
rerify re ctor shut wn. [Fo this ph , the wi rang~e 

oxygern concMi ruentrat on conditions thatrpeena potenia 

('1 Pr ma Co aimetesur 
niaMbcntalM mentdroenuei an teoryge arnablyers=r 

CaeoyIisrmnsprovided to vdiyeC n o tai ent highhyroty end or 
verxygten cnenfectivone fC cdtions thakepeent to proventia 
frcontainment breach. wo hide vriabge pr a oima c ontai n e nt 
pvessrifigte gals are ofmtrgntingt frtomnse artore uhie 

Tn~r pansmittharl sAndan continuout hydrcr de and di lygedn 

LCO is -indiatyes/A instusedttot bf the oprtlournwa c ide: 

Thre e, th Par Specifican Rindealspciic wt 

Srim iona oolwte tepreraure is a Ctegory ý variabl 
provided to deec aiyRSn condtioentht col ptntially lando 
tocnanetbec n overify the effectiveness of EScin ae opvn 
ECacton taknent techo piereventrma~ containmentbrahTe 

(o vnti ed
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Z INSERT LCO 6 

The indication for each PCIV is provided at the valve controls in the control 
room. Each indication consists of green and red indicator lights that 
illuminate to indicate whether the PCIV is fully open, fully closed, or in a 
mid-position. Therefore, the PAM Specification deals specifically with this 
portion of the instrumentation channel.  

P INSERT LCO 7. 8 

Hydrogen and oxygen concentrations are each measured by two independent 
analyzers and are monitored in the control room. The drywell hydrogen and 
oxygen analyzer PAM instrumentation consists of two independent gas analyzer 
systems. Each gas analyzer system consists of a hydrogen analyzer and an 
oxygen analyzer. The analyzers are capable of determining hydrogen 
concentration in the range of 0% to 10% and oxygen concentration in the range 
of 0% to 10%. Each gas analyzer system must be capable of sampling the 
drywell. There are two independent recorders in the control room to display 
the results.

Insert Page B 3.3-68



Ad SES o s are 01 Ike, s vi4eA o~keLw,5t PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1

BASES

LCO r I 1mr ratur (continued)

~~supredsiol •j1 water temperature instrumentation allIows ~operators to detect trends in- oresioe'oool water 
temperature in sufficient time to take action to Rprevent 

._ . steam quenching vibrations in thel(stpllesslfn D +W0) 

- -X n- temperature sensors are arranged in groups 
o¢ f rindependent and redundant channels located such - raC e A 

that there~is/a gr of sensors thin a 0 ftl ine~of) +e Jao• d•oer 
i of ec reie vaye chare locatie .•n c ts 

"(one -tner a-\8 one 0,+,\) Thus, uý ý us of sensors are sufficient to monitor 

' Vie va-the esch rge locJiflii Each group of fif sensors +ke bl2, vera 

• •-a-i. ;asircna antwo sesors wfor PAM. The opus t r ri rL-s LJ "/ 

•[kx b i ,- •.'a-f _ a re recorded on • independent recorders in th a i " 

~(i -•r{ / otorom(annelA A and/C are tdna~ o@hne/ )\ 
\r / and ,i re ect ' ely . _fg: of these re~corders m ust be aL{veea 

/is aeraR e • rv OEALE to furnish twol-cnannels. of PAM indication Lernr eed"tu~~ 
(ro-11d¢a ub•( |" o/he rief/valve/di'schafrqe lea~n[Tee recorae~rs \\ 

+eyPr eitr•H,fe In i S are the primary indication used by the operator during an _10 

accident. Therefore, the PAM Specification deals 
13,th specifically with this portion of the instrument channels. i 

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.  
These variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned , 
actions required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are 4 -br , , h&l? 
assumed to occur in MODES 1 and 2. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, , 
plant conditions are such that the likelihood of an event 04LV^ 4 
that would require PAM instrumentation is extremely low; 
therefore, PAM instrumentation is not required to-be 
OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS Note 1 has 
change res 
entry into 
even thoug 
shutdown.  
function 
diagnose a 
methods, a 
instrument

BWR/4 STS

been added to the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE 
striction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows 

the applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS 
h the ACTIONS may eventually require plant 
This exception is acceptable due to the passive 

)f the instruments, the operator's ability to 
in accident using alternative instruments and 
and the low probability of an event requiring these 

(continued) 
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

Note 2 has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 
PAM instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion 
Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered, 
subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or variables 
expressed in the Condition discovered to be inoperable or 
not within limits, will not result in separate entry into 
the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required 
Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each 
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial 
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for 
inoperable PAM instrumentation channels provide appropriate 
compensatory measures for separate Functions. As such, a 
Note has been provided that allows separate Condition entry 
for each inoperable PAM Function.

A.i
When one or more Functions have one required channel that is 
inoperable, the required inoperable channel must be restored 
auto OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 day Completion 
Time is based on operating experience and takes into account 

-IfAa the remaining OPERABLE chasnnes case in a 
inacordance with Speciionfiaattion/.nlywhic requas hn a )e d 

U - n wn-Regn atort tide s.u7 instr ment cN nnels trpmonitothe 
'y Z') isuncuisse the passive nature of th instrument (no critica 

automatic action is assumed to occur from these 
instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring PAM instrumentation during this interval.  

If a channel-has not been restored to OPERABLE status in 
30 days, this Required Action specifies initiation of action -
in accordance with Specification 5.649 hihreuie a 
written report to be submitted to the NRC. This report 
discusses the results of the root cause evaluation of the 

R'el LXIJ- inoperability and identifies proposed restorative actions.  
Thislftctiun is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.] (continued) 
When one or more Functions have two required channels that 
are inoperable (i.e., two channels inoperable in the same 
Function),*one channel in the Function should be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Completion Time of 
7 days is based on the relatively low-probability of an 
event requiring PAN instrument operation and the 
availability of alternate means to obtain the required 
information. Continuous operation with two required 
channels inoperable in a Function is not acceptable because 
the alternate indications may not fully meet all performance 
qualification requirements applied to the PAN 
instrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of one 
inoperable channel of the Function limits the risk that the 
PAM Function will be in a degraded condition should an accident occur. (o~ndtion V1 •s modifled by a fiote ta 

/excl es y r glen mo Itor ch tnels. /onditig D pr vide• 
(app ~priate •equire• Action• for tw/ inoperaz1eh¥ogn 

pm ~i otor ch~anels.) 

Wh n two hydro n monitor hannels ar inoperabl one 
drogen moni r channel ust be res ored to OP RABLE stat 

ithin 72 ho s. The 7 hour Compl tion Time s based on 
the low pro ability of the occurr ce of a LO A that wou 
generate drogen in mounts cap le of exc ding the 
flammabi ty imit; he length time aft the event hat 
operatoi action o d be requi d to prev t hydrogen 
accumu ation from xceeding t is limit; d the avail bility, 
of t hydrogen ecombiners, he Hydrog Purge Sys m, and 
the ost Accide t Sampling ystem.  

This Required Action directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.3.1-1. The applicable 
Condition referenced in the Table is Function de endent.  
Each time an inoperable channel has not met equired 
Action of Condition C or a a ica e and the D 
associated Completion Time has expired, Condition is 
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the 
appropriate subsequent Condition.  

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1

BASES 

ACTIONS 
(continued) 

For the majority of Functions in Table 3.3.3.1-1, ifL 
Required Action and associated Completion Time of __ 

Condition C(c )ZF not met, the plant must be brought to a 
N 4ODE in which the LCO~not apply. To achieve this status, 
the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.

d wJlI 
Since alternate means of monitoring primary con inme a a 
radiation have been developed and tested, the Required ( 
Action is not to shut down the plant, but rather to follow 
the directions of Specification 5.6 .'" These alternate 
means may be temporarily installed if the normal PAM channel 
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allotted 
time. The report provided to the NRC should discuss the 
alternate means used, describe the degree to which the 
alternate means are equivalent to the installed PAM 
channels, justify the areas in which they are not 
equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the normal 
PAM channels.  

As "o,_ c- +e b,ýtltl• orý +/ e 

SURVEILLANCE lhe following SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation Function 
REQUIREMENTS in Table 3.3.3.1-except wi re. en i e r• +ke S)

SR 3.3.3.1.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every. 31 days ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel against a similar parameter on 
other channels. It is based on the assumption that 
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should 
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect

(continued)

i r+SR
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M6 INSERT SR 

The Surveillances are modified by a second Note to indicate that when a 
channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of required 
Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions may be 
delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the other required channel in the 
associated Function is OPERABLE. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or 
expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE 
status or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken. The 6 
hour testing allowance is acceptable since it does not significantly reduce 
the probability of properly monitoring post-accident parameters, when 
necessary.

Insert Page B 3.3-72
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the 

instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation instrumentation.  
should be compared to similar plant instruments located 
throughout the plant.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties 
including o a io 1ndicatior~ and readability. If a-• [ 
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the sensor or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based-upon plant operating 
experience, with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, 
which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of 
a given Function in any 31 day interval is rare. The 
CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, 
checks of channels during normal operational use of those 
displays associated with theEe3uired cnannels, • LY.  

SR 3.3.3.1.2A 
S A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every OW 'montbaýý,9 

(NSECT- 5R3,3.3.I.2-.c4 . roxima at evy re-fue -ng. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a 
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.  

JmeT 5 ,t3,3.3.i 'I .C The test verifies the channel responds to measured parameter 

with the necessary range and. accuracy..X---K•jF k7- 5R.. S,.- 

Ck5 E3.,.- T he-rrequencyiis based on operatin experience and" W oFwidim., 
consistency with the iL cal"dusr refueling cycles. S2 Ve, , 

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentation for Light 
Water. Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and 
Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident," 

2; A[Plant specific documents (e.g., NRC Regulatory) 
-- uide 1.97, SER letter).] 

NEC liz~ew D . R. Muliler- C A/SC to H. f. 61': tCC'roA, t,J& 14, E,.j 1 4eer 

I9esjaoAj. e -.6tP&L, I i+y - A cr vvAc to RemýPt~;e Li'? Ae:.o Z) 0 j4SA Nut.  

BWR/4 S. S B 3.373 Re 1, 04/07/95
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W INSERT SR 3.3.3.1.2-a 

92 days for Functions 4.b, 7, and 8, every 184 days for Functions 1 and 2 
(recorder only), every 12 months for Functions 3 and 9, every.24 months for 
Function 2, 4.a, 5, and 

•] INSERT SR 3.3.3.1.2-b 

For Function 5, the CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall consist of an electronic 
calibration of the channel, excluding the detector, for range decades 
> 10 R/hour and a one point calibration check of the detector with an 
installed or portable gamma source for the range decade < 10 R/hour. For 
Function 6, the CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall consist of verifying that the 
position indication conforms to actual valve position.  

W INSERT SR 3.3.3.1.2-c 

The Note to SR 3.3.3.1.3 states that for Function 2, this SR is not required 
for the transmitters of these channels. This allowance is consistent with the 
plant specific setpoint methodology. This portion of the Function 2 channels 
must be calibrated in accordance with SR 3.3.3.1.5.  

W] INSERT SR 3.3.3.1.2-d 

The Frequency of 92 days for Functions 4.b, 7, and 8, 184 days for Functions 1 
and 2 (recorder only), and 12 months for Functions 3 and 9. for CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION is based on operating experience.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description or licensing basis description.  

2. Typographical/grammatical error corrected.  

3. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

4. This Reviewer's Note (or reviewer's type of note) has been deleted. This information 
is for the NRC reviewer to be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement.  
This is not meant to be retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

5. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

6. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

7. TSTF-295 revisions associated with Suppression Pool Water Temperature 
(NUREG-1433, ISTS Table 3.3.3.1-1, Function 13) are not incorporated in proposed 
Bases of Dresden 2 and 3 ITS 3.3.3.1. This difference is consistent with current 
licensing requirements for the Torus Water Temperature. All temperature sensors 
associated with a channel (irrespective of sensor location) are required to be 
OPERABLE for the channel to be OPERABLE.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



.2 Remote Shutidown Sys mB 3.3.3 

BASES 

BACKGRO 

APPL I ILE

SAFET ANALYSES
The-Remote Sutdown System isrequir to provide equipment 
at appropritte locations outside thhcontrol room with a 
design cap ility to promptly shut own the reactor to 
ODE 3, i luding the necessary in trumentation and 

controls, to maintain the plant i a safe condition in 
MODE 3.  

(continued )

BV / ST .37 ev1;4/79

/1UND The Remot Shutdown System provide the control room 
operator ith sufficient instrumen tation and controls to 
place an maintain the plant in a /safe shutdown condition 
from a ocation other than the c ntrol room. This 
capabil ty is necessary to prote t against the possibil y 

of the control room becoming in accessible. A safe shut own 
condi ion is defined as MODE 3 With the plant in MOD 3, 
the actor Core Isolation Coo ing (RCIC) System, the 
safe y/relief valves, and the/Residual Heat Removal S utdown 
Cooying System can be used t remove core decay heat and 
Mee all safety requirements. The long term supply f water 
fo the RCIC and the abilit to operate shutdown co ling 

in outside the control r om allow extended opera ion in 
M DE 3.  

n the event that the co rol room becomes inacc ssible, the 
operators can establish ontrol at the remote s tdown panel 
and place and maintain he plant-in MODE 3. No all 
controls and necessary/ ransfer switches are 1 cated at the 
remote shutdown panel. Some controls and tra fer switches 
will have to be opera ed locally at the switc gear, motor 
control panels, o• oher local stations. Th plant 
automatically reache MODE 3 following a pl t shutdown and 
can be maintained s fely in MODE 3 for an e tended period of 
time.  

The OPERABILITY o the Remote Shutdown Sy tem control and 
instrumentation nctions ensures that t re is sufficient 
information avai able on selected plant arameters to place 
and maintain th plant in MODE 3 should the control room 
become inacces ible.

I
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•emoe Shutdown System 
8B3.3.3.2-• 

APPLICABLE The cr teria governing the design and the specific system 

SAFETY ANALYSES requl ements of the Remote Shutdown ystem are located in 

(continued) 10 CF 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 (Ref. ) 

The emote Shutdown System is cons ered an important 
cn ributor to reducing the risk o accidents; as such, it 

has been retained in the Technica Specifications (TS) as 

in icated in the NRC Policy Stat nt.

he Remote Shutdown System LCO provides the requirements or 

he.OPERABILITY of the instru entation and controls 
necessary to place and maint In the plant in MODE 3 fro a 

location other than the cont ol room. The instrunenta *on 
and controls typically requ red are listed in 
Table 3.3.3.2-1 in the acc panying LCO.  

Reviewer's Note: For cha nels that fulfill GOC 19 
requirements, the number f OPERABLE channels requi ed 
depends upon the plant's licensing basis as descri d in the 
NRC plant specific Safe y Evaluation Report (SER).  
Generally, two divisio are required to be OPERA LE.  

However, only one chan el per given Function is quired if 

the plant has justifi such a design and the N SER has 
accepted the justifi tion.  

The controls, instr mentation, and transfer s tches are 
those required for

Reactor pres ure vessel (RPV) pressure ontrol; 

* Decay heat emoval; 

* RPV inven ry control; and 

S•Safety s pport systems for the abov functions, 
includi g service water, component cooling water, and 
onsite ower, including the diese generators.  

The Remote hutdown System is OPERAB if all instrument and 

control c nnels needed to support t e remote shutdown 
function re OPERABLE. In some cas , Table 3.3.3.2-1 may 
indicate/hat the required informat on or control capability 

is avail ble from several alternat sources. In these 
cases, he Remote Shutdown System s OPERABLE as long as one 

(continued)

LCO 
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•Rem Ie Shutdown System -__ 
B 3.3.3.2 

• LCO • cha el of any of the alternate info tion or control 

(continued) sou ces for each Function is OPERABLE 

lh Remote Shutdown System instrumen s and control circuits 

c ered by this LC0 do not need to e energized to be 

cc nsidered OPERABLE. This LCO is i tended to ensure that 

t e instruments and control circui s will be OPERABLE if 

ant conditions require that the emote Shutdown System be 

laced in operation.  

APPLCABIITY This LCDot iShudw not e i applicable niOE,4 nd MODE In hs 

MOdES. theipan is aequread subcriticapland ian bepac condto 

oaireduced REactor Can Stystmdeperio.d of time from a 

/locationsotherthanthe cnnt ions i coto room.  

/the TS-do-not requi~re 0RABILITY in MODES 3, 4, and 5.  of~~~~~~~~e LCD ... Ti etonalwetr i noa /s t•Y," th 

Ti Cisntapplicablen MODE~i,4n 5h. reynInte CIN vn theugsth 
ACTONSma entadl reuire a plnahtdn.Ti 

t~ 
co" I-,:•:: 

MOExcteptiont is accepbl duerto th low poabilnityio n 

event ~ ~ an reurn ssystem 
Noted2haucoied RatrConto moiysthem ACTIONS Udread toes 

i s e o a t s been nttred 

suseundtdions ionsdesubsysemes, componbentso vastribes 

nexessery ins et condi tiondscovee trol b roor 
t iT hniit, not re suelt in MODSeparatntr in.t 

ACTIONS ANthe Co ncldedl th Sexct1.alsosefes the ROEchnequredtit 

Atons of t..4 ehi Condtion clontienuey ito appynoec 

addiptionisale lre with Cmltion times lorbabe ninitifal* 

Noenr int hasben Condition However the ReqON re td Ationfo 
inprbeRemote Shutdown System Functions.Scin13 oprovide 

appotprtin compewllnsator mesresul for separates Functryinons 

the ondtio Setion1.3alsospeifi(conteqinued) 

inoprabl Remot Shtdw 3.3-76ntinpovd
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mot u 5own-Sy-ste-mm 
B 3.3.3.2

BAES 

ACTIONS As such a Note has been provided at allows separate 

(continued) Condlton entry for each inoperabl Remote Shutdown System 

Con ition A addresses the situ ion where one or more 
re ired Functions of the Remo e.Shutdown System is 
in perable. This includes an Function listed in 
T le 3.3.3.2-1, as well as e control and transfer 

he Required Action is to r store the Function (both 
divisions, if applicable) o OPERABLE status within 30 day 
The Completion Time is bas d on operating experience and Yhe 

low probability of an eve t that would require evacuation of 
the control room.  

If the Required Actio and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not m t, the plant must be brought t a MODE 
in which the LCO doe not apply. To achieve this st tus, 
the plant must be br ught to at least MODE 3 within/ 
12 hours. The allo ed Completion Time is reasonabl , based 
on operating experi nce, to reach the required MOD from 
full power conditi ns in an orderly manner and wi out 
challenging plant ystems.  

SUJRVEIL ANCE SR .3.3.2.1J 
REQUIR ENTS 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 3 days ensures 

that a gross ilure of instrumentation has t occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of th parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar param er on other 
channels. is based on the assumption th t instrument 

channels mo itoring the same parameter sho d read 
approximat y the same value. Significan deviations 
between th instrument channels could be n indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the hannels or 
somethin even more serious. A CHANNEL HECK will detect 
gross ch nnel failure; thus, it is key o verifying 

(continued)
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ASES 

/, 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 (continued) 
R I Ethe instrumentation continues to erate properly between 

eac CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Ag eement criteria.are determine by the plant staff ba ed 

o a combination of the channel nstrument uncertainti 

i cluding indication and readab lity. If a channel is 

tside the criteria, it may b an indication that th 

ensor or the signal processin equipment has drifted 

utside its limit. As specifled in the Surveillance a 

CHANNEL CHECK is only requir for those channels t t are 
normally energized.  

The Frequency is based upon plant operating experi nce that 

demonstrates channel failu is rare.  

SR 3.3.3.2.2 

SR 3.3.3.2.2 verifies e h required Remote Shu own System 

transfer switch and con rol circuit performs t e intended 

function. This verifi ation is performed fro the remote 

shutdown panel and oc lly, as appropriate. peration of 

the equipment from th remote shutdown panel is not 
necessary. The Surve llance can be satisfi by performance 
of a continuity chec . This will ensure th t if the control 
room becomes inacceskible, the plant can b placed and 

maintained in MODE from the remote shut wn panel and the 

local control statiins. However, this Su veillance is not 
required to be per ormed only during a pl nt outage.  

Operating experiece demonstrates that R mote Shutdown 

System control ch nnels. usually pass th Surveillance when 

performed at the18 month Frequency.  

SR 3 .3 .3 .2.33 

CHANNEL CALIB TION is a complete c ck of the instrument 
loop and the ensor. The test veri ies the channel responds 

to measured arameter values with e necessary range and 
accuracy. a / 

The I8 mon Frequency is based on operating experience 

and consis ency with the typical industry refueling cycle.  

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 

ISTS BASES: 3.3.3.2 - REMOTE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM 

1. This Bases has been deleted since the associated Specification has been deleted.
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•OC RPT Instrumentation 

B 3.3.4.1 End of Cycle jecirculation Pump Trip (EOC-R )Instrumentation / 

BACKGROUND The EOC-RPT instrumentation initi tes a recirculation pu p 
trfp (RPT) to reduce the peak re ctor pressure and powe 
re ulting from turbine trip or nerator load rejectio 
t ansients to provide additiona margin to core therma MCPR 
S fety Limits (S15).  

he need for the additional n gative reactivity in e cess of 
hat normally inserted on a ram reflects end of cy le 

reactivity considerations. lux shapes at the end f cycle 
are such that the control r s may not be able to sure 
that thermal limits are mai tained by inserting su ficient 
negative reactivity during the first few feet of od travel 
upon a scram caused by Tu ine Control Valve (TCV Fast 
Closure, Trip Oil Pressur -Low or Turbine Stop alve 
(TSV)-Closure. The phy ical phenomenon involv is that 
the void reactivity fee ack due to a pressuri tion 
transient can add posit ve reactivity at a fas er rate than 
the control rods can a negative reactivity.  

The EOC-RPT instrumen ation, as shown in Ref rence 1, is 
composed of sensors at detect initiation closure of the 
TSVs or fast closure of the TCVs, combined ith relays, 
logic circuits, and ast acting circuit br akers that 
interrupt power fro the recirculation pu motor generator 
(MG) set generator to each of the recirc lation pump 
motors. The chan ls include electronic quipment (e.g., 
trip units) that ompares measured input signals with 
pre-established etpoints. When the se point is exceeded, 
the channel out t relay actuates, whi then outputs an 
EOC-RPT signal o the trip logic. Whe the RPT breakers 
trip open, the ecirculation pumps co st down under their 
own inertia. he EOC-RPT has two id tical trip systems, 
-either of whi h can actuate an RPT.  

-Each EOC-RPT trip system is a two- t-of-two logic for each 
Function; s, either two TSVCl sure or two TCV Fast 
Closure, Trn Oil Pressure-Lo s nals are required for a 
trip syste io actuate. If eithe trip system actuates, 
both reci ulation pumps will trp. There are two EOC-RPT 
breakers n series per recircul ion pump. One trip system 
trips on of the two EOC-RPT br akers for each recirculation 

(continued)
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E -RPT Instrumentation) 
B 3.3.4.1 

(BASES/

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

pump, and tJe second trip system t ips the other EOC-RPT 
breaker fo each recirculation pu•.

VBR 1 3

-wE

Rev 1, 04/07/958 3.3-81BWR/4 STS

APPLICABLE The TSV Closure and the TCV Fa t Closure, Trip Oil 
SAFETY ANALYSES, Pressur -Low Functions are de gned to trip the 
LCO, and recirc ation pumps in the eve t of a turbine trip or 
APPLICABILITY genera or load rejection to m tigate the neutron flux, heat 

flux, nd pressurize transie s, and to increase the argin 
to th MCPR SL. The analyti al methods and assumptio s used 
in e aluating the turbine t p and generator load re ection, 
as 11 as other safety ana yses that ensure EOC-RP , are 
su arized in References 2 3, and 4.  

To mitigate pressurizatio transient effects, the OC-RPT 
st trip the recirculat~on pumps after initiatio of 
osure movement of eitt r the TSVs or the TCVs. The 

ombined effects of thi trip and a scram reduc fuel bundle 
ower more rapidly tha a scram alone, resultin in an 

increased margin to t MCPR SL. Alternativel , MCPR limits 
for an inoperable EOC RPT, as specified in th COLR, are 
sufficient to mitiga pressurization transie t effects.  

,The EOC-RPT function is automatically disabld when turbine 
first stage pressur is < [40%] RTP.  

EOC-RPT instrument tion satisfies Criterio 3 of the NRC 
Policy Statement.  

The OPERABILITY f the EOC-RPT is depend t on the 
OPERABILITY of e individual instrument tion channel 
Functions. Eac Function must have a r quired number of 
OPERABLE chann s in each trip system, ith their setpoints 
within the sp ified Allowable Value o SR 3.3.4.1.3. The 
actual setpoi t is calibrated consist nt with applicable 
setpoint met odology assumptions. C nnel OPERABILITY also 
includes th associated EOC-RPT brea ers. Each channel 
(including he associated EOC-RPT b eakers) must also 
respond wi in its assumed respons time.  

Allowable alues are specified fo each EOC-RPT Function 
Ispecief in the LCO. Nominal p setpoints are specified 
in t s tpoint calculatioi hanel is inoperable if 
its act al trip setpoin t i n hin its required 
Allowa e Value. The n tpoints are selected to 
ensure that the setpoints do n t exceed the Allowable Value 

(continued)
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• (~~EO -RPT Instrumentation 
V " B 3.3.4.1 

APPLICABLE between uccessive CHANNEL CALIBRAT ONS. Operation with a 

SAFETY ANALYSES, trip se oint less conservative th the nominal trip 

LCO, and setpoin , but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable.  

APPLICABILITY Each Al owable Value specified is ore conservative than he 

(continued) analyt cal limit assumed in the t ansient and accident 

analyy s in order to account for 'nstrument uncertainti s 

appro riate to the Function. jr p setpoints are those.  

pred ermined values of output which an action shou d 
take place. The setpoints are ompared to the actual 

pro ss parameter (e.g., TSV p sition), and when the 

imea ured output value of the p ocess parameter excee s the 

se oint, the associated devi e (e.g., trip unit) c nges 

st te. The analytic limits e derived from the li iting 

v ues of the process parame ers obtained from the safety 

alysis.. The Allowable Va es are derived from t e 

nalytic limits, corrected or calibration, proce s, and 

ome of the instrument err rs. The trip setpoin are then 

determined accounting for he'remaining instrume t errors 

(e.g., drift). The trip etpoints derived in t is manner 

provide adequate protect' n because instrument ion 
uncertainties, process e fects, calibration to erances, 
instrument drift, and s vere environment erro (for 

channels that must func ion' in harsh environm nts as defined 

by 10 CFR 50.49) are a counted for.  

The specific Applicab e Safety Analysis, LC , and 

Applicability discus ons are listed below n a Function by 
Function basis.  

Alternatively, sin this instrumentatio protects against a 

MCPR SL violation, with the instrumentat on inoperable, 
modifications to e MCPR limits (LCO 3 .2) may be applied 

*to allow this LCD to be met. The MCPR enalty for the 

EOC-RPT Inoperab condition is specified in the COLR.  

• / X~~~urbinpe St ij V ve--Closure. ./ _".. .  

Closure of th TSVs and a main turb ne trip result in the 

loss of a hea sink that produces actor pressure, neutron 

flux, and he flux transients tha must be limited.  
Therefore, RPT is initiated on SV-Closure in 

anticipatio of the transients t t would result from 

closure of hese valves. EOC-RP decreases reactor power 

and aids t e reactor scram in e uring that the MCPR SL is 
not excee ed during the worst c se transient.  

(continued)
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OC PT Instrumentation 8B3.3.4.1 

APPL ICABLE(on ) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and Closure f the TSVs is determined measuring the position 
APPLICABILITY of each alve. There are two sep ate position switches 

associ ed with each stop valve, he signal from each swi h 
being ssigned to a separate tri channel. The logic for 
theTI -Closure Function is suc that two or more TSVs ust 
be cl sed to produce an EOC-RPT This Function must be 
enabl d at THERMAL POWER Z 30% TP. This is normally 
acco plished automatically by ressure transmitters se sing 
tur ne first stage pressure; therefore, to consider is 
Fun tion OPERABLE, the turbi bypass valves must re in 
sh t at THERMAL POWER ) 30% TP. Four channels of 
T -Closure, with two chan els in each trip system are 
a ailable and required to OPERABLE to ensure th no 

ngle instrument failure ill preclude an EOC-RPT from this 
unction on a valid signa . The TSV-Closure All able 
alue is selected to det t imminent TSV closure.  

This protection is requred, consistent with th safety 
analysis assumptions, enever THERMAL POWER i ý 30% RTP.  
Below 30% RTP, the Rea tor Vessel Steam Dome essure-High 
and the Average Power ange Monitor (APRM) Fi ed Neutron 
Flux-High Functions f the Reactor Protecti System (RPS) are adequate to main anthe necessary safe1 margins.  

Turbin e ontrol1Va veFst Closure. Trip9I Pres~sure--Low 

Fast closure of e TCVs during a genera r load rejection 
results in the I1s of a beat sink that roduces reactor 
pressure, neutr n flux, and heat flux ansients that must 
be limited. T refore, an RPT is init ated-on TCV Fast 
Closure, Trip il Pressure-Low in an icipation of the 
transients th t would result from th closure of these 
valves. The OC-RPT decreases react r power and aids the 
reactor scra in ensuring that the CPR SL is not exceeded 
during the orst case transient.  

Fast closu e of the TCVs is dete ined by measuring the 
electrohy raulic control fluid p essure at each control 
valve. ere is one pressure t nsmitter associated with 
each co rol valve, and the si al from each transmitter is 
assigne to a separate trip ch nnel. The logic for the TCV 
Fast C sure, Trip Oil Pressu e-Low Function is such that 
two o more TCVs must be clo d (pressure transmitter trips) 

(continued)
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EOC RPT Instrumentation 
B 3.3.4.1

I

I

Times, specif es that once a Conditi has been entered, 
subsequent d visions, subsystems, c ponents, or variables 
expressed i the Condition, discove ed to be inoperable or 
not within imits, will not result in separate entry into 
the Condit on. Section 1.3 also ecifies that Required 
Actions o the Condition continu to apply for each 
addition failure, with Complet on Times based on initial 
entry in o the Condition. Howe er, the Required Actions for 
inopera e EOC-RPT instrumenta on channels provide 
approp ate compensatory measu es for separate inoperable 
chann s. As such, a Note ha been provided that allows 
separ te Condition entry for ach inoperable EOC-RPT 
inst entation channel.  

(continued) 1'
BW/ ST 3.-8 Re., 4079

(BASES

APPLICABLE Turbin Con.r Valve f Cl r Tn Oil Pressure-Low 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY to produc an EOC-RPT. This Func ion must be enabled at 

THERMAL WER k 30% RTP. This i normally accomplished 
automati ally by pressure trans tters sensing turbine irst 
stage p essure; therefore, to c nsider this Function f 
OPERAB, the turbine bypass v ves must remain shut 
THERMA POWER k 30% RTP. Fou channels of TCV Fast C osure, 
Trip 1 Pressure-Low, with wo channels in each trp 
syste , are available and re uired to be OPERABLE t ensure 
that no single instrument f lure will preclude an OC-RPT 
fro this Function on a val d-signal. The TCV Fas Closure, 
Tri Oil Pressure-Low All wable Value is selecte high 
en gh to detect imninent CV fast closure.  

T is protection is requi ed consistent with the afety 
alysis whenever THE POWER is > 30% RTP. elow 

0% RTP, the Reactor V sel Steam Dome Pressur -High and 
he APRM Fixed Neutron Flux-High Functions of the RPS are 

adequate to maintain e necessary safety mar ins.  

ACTIONS Reviewer's Note: rtain LCO Completion T mes are based on 
approved topical r ports. In order for a icensee to use 
the times, the li ensee must justify the ompletion Times as 
required by the aff Safety Evaluation eport (SER) for the 
topical report.  

A Note has bee provided to modify th ACTIONS related to 
EOC-RPT instr entation channels. Se tion 1.3, Completion
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OC- T Instrumentation 

B 3.3.4.1BASES

BW/ SI 3.-8 ReI,0/79
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ACTIONS ,.J.  
(continued) With one or re channels inoperabl , but with EOC-RPT tri 

capability m intained (refer to Req ired Actions B.1 and .2 
Bases), the OC-RPT System is capa e of performing the 
intended fu ction. However, .the liability and redunda cy 
of the EOC RPT instrumentation is reduced such that a single 
failure i• the remaining trip sy tem could result in t inability of the EOC-RPT System o perform the intende 
function Therefore, only a li ited time is allowed o 
restore ompliance with the LC . Because of the div' sity 
of sens rs available to provi trip signals, the 1o 
probab ity of extensive numb rs of inoperabilities 
affec ng all diverse Functi ns, and the low proba lity of 
an ev nt requiring the init tion of an EOC-RPT, 7 hours i 
provided to restore the ino erable channels (Requ'red 
Act' n A.1) [or apply the OC-RPT inoperable MCP limit].  
Alt rnately, the inoperab e channels may be plac d in trip 
(R quired Action A.2) si e this would conserva ively 
c pensate for the inope ability, restore capa lity to 
a commodate a single fa ure, and allow operat on to 
ontinue. As noted, pl cing the channel in t ip with no 
urther restrictions i not allowed if the i perable 

channel is the result of an inoperable brea r, since this 
may not adequately c pensate for the inope able breaker 
(e.g.' the breaker m y be inoperable such at it will not 
open). If it is no desired to place the hannel in trip 
(e.g., as in the c e where placing the i operable channel 
in trip would resu t in an RPT, or i f th inoperable channel 
is the result of n inoperable breaker), Condition C must be 
entered and its quired Actions taken.  

B.1 and B.2 

Required Acti ns B.1 and 8.2 are in nded to ensure that 
appropriate tions are taken if mu tiple, inoperable, 
untripped c nnels within the same unction result in the 
Function no maintaining EOC-RPl ip capability. A 
Function i considered to be main aining EOC-RPT trip 
capability when sufficient chann s are OPERABLE or in trip,.  
such that the EOC-RPT Sy~stem wi generate a trip signal 
from the given Function on a va id signal and both 
recircu tion pumps can be tri ped. This requires two 
channel of the Function in t same trip system, to each be 
OPERAB E or in trip, and the ssociated EOC-RPT breakers to 

(continued)
.



•OC PT instrumentation• m 
t / ~B 3.3.4.1•-

ACTIONS .an (continued) 

be OPE LE or in trip. Alternatel , Required Action B.2 
requir the MCPR limit for inoper ble EOC-RPT, as specif' 
in the COLR, to be applied. This lso restores the margi 
to MC assumed in the safety ana ysis.  

The hour Completion Time is s ficient time for the 
oper tor to take corrective act on, and takes into acc unt 
the ikelihood of an event req iring actuation of the 
EOC RPT instrumentation durin this period. It is al a 
co sistent with the 2 hour Co pletion Time provided 
L 3.2.2 for Required Actio A.1, since this 
i strumentation's purpose i to preclude a ICPR vio ation.  

With any Required Action and associated Completi n Time not 
met, THERMAL POWER must e reduced to < 30% RTP ithin 
4 hours. Alternately, he associated recircula ion pump may 
be removed from servic , since this performs t e intended 
function of the instr entation. The allowed 'ompletion 
Time of 4 hours is re sonable, based on opera ing 
experience, to reduc THERMAL POWER to <o30% TP from full 
power conditions in n orderly manner and whout 

rchallenging plant sstems". 7 

SURVEILLA E 'Reviewer's Note: CeranFeuece rbsed on approved I 

REQUIREME S topical reports. nodr o icense• to use these I 

Frequencies, th licensee must justify he Frequencies as 
required by th staff SER for the topi 1 report.  

The Surveilla ces are modified by a N te to indicate that 
when a chann is placed in an -ope ble status solely for 
performance f required Surveillance , entry into associated 
Conditions nd Required Actions may be delayed for up to 
6 hours pr ided the associated Fu tion maintains EOC-RPT 
trip capab lity. Upon completion f the Surveillance, or 
exi~ratio of the 6 hour allowanc , the hne utb 
rtrned o OPERABLE status or t applicable Condition 

enteredl nd Required Actions tak n. This Note is based on 
the rel ability analysis (Ref. assumption of the average 
time r uired to perform channe Surveillance. That 

(continued)
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EOCP-/PT Instrumentation 
B 3.3.4.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE analysi demonstrated that the 6 hou testing allowance 

REQUIREMENTS does no significantly reduce the pr bability that the 

(continued) recirc ation pumps will trip when cessary.  
4 

A C NEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Is perf med on each required 
cha nel to ensure that the entir channel will perform he 

ntsnded function. Any setpoint/adjustment shall be 
co sistent with the assumptions f the current plant 
spcific setpoint methodology.s 

T e Frequency of 92 days is ba ed on reliability ana ysis of 
eference 5.  

SR 3.3.4.1.2 

Calibration of trip units p ovides a check of the actual 
trip setpoints. The chann must be declared in perable if 
the trip setting is discov red to be less conser ative than 
the Allowable Value speci ied in SR 3.3.4.1.3. If the trip 
setting is discovered to e less conservative t an accounted 
for in the appropriate s tpoint methodology, b t is not 
beyond the Allowable Val e, the channel perfo ance is still 
within the requirements of the plant safety a alysis. Under 

these conditions, the s tpoint must be readj ted to be 
equal to or more conse vative than accounted for in the 
appropriate setpoint thodology.  

-The Frequency of 92 ys is based on assu ions of the 
reliability analysis (Ref. S) and-on the m thodology 
included in the det ination of the trip setpoint.  

SR 3.3.4.1.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATI N is a complete chec of the instrument 
loop and the sen or. This test verifi s the channel 
responds to the easured parameter wi in the necessary 
range and accur cy. CHANNEL CALIBRAT ON leaves the channel 
adjusted to ac unt for instrument d *fts between successive 
calibrations c nsistent with the pla t specific setpoint 
methodology.  

(continued)
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EO -RPT Instrumentation 

B 3.3.4.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE " R 3.3.1.1.3 (continued) REQUIREMENTS/// 
The Fr uency is based upon the a umption of an 18 month 

calibr tion interval in the dete ination of the magnitud 
of eq petdrift in the setpoi analysis.  

SR .3.4.1.4 

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL T demonstrates the 
OP BILITY of the required ip logic for a specific 
ch nnel. The system functio al test of the pump bre kers is 
i cluded as a part of this st, overlapping the LO C 
S STEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, to rovide complete testing of the 
ssociated safety function Therefore, if a break is 
ncapable of operating, t associated instrument hannel(s) 

would also be inoperable.  

The 18 month Frequency i based on the need to p rform this 
Surveillance under the onditions that apply du ing a plant 
outage and the potenti for an unplanned trans ent if the 
Surveillance were perf rmed with the reactor a power.  
Operating experience s shown these componen usually pass 
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 mon h Frequency.  

SR 3.3.4.1.5 

This SR ensures th t an EOC-RPT initiated rom the 
TSV-Closure and V Fast Closure, Trip 0* Pressure-Low 
Functions will no be inadvertently bypas ed when THERMAL 
POWER is 1 30% R P. This lib ation of the bypass 
channels. Adeq te margins for the ins ument setpoint 
methodologies a e incorporated into the actual setpoint.  
Because main t bine bypass flow can a fect this setpoint 
nonconservativ ly (THERMAL POWER is d ived from first stage 
pressure) the main turbine bypass val es must remain closed 
at THERMAL P ER 30% RTP to ensure that the calibration 
remains vall . If any bypass chann 's setpoint is 

*-nonconserva *ve (i.e., the Function are bypassed at 
Z 30% RTP, ither due to o:pen ain urbine bypass valves or 
other reas ns), the affected TSV- losure and TCV Fast 
Closure, ip Oil Pressure-Low F ctions are considered 
inoperabl Alternatively, the pass channel can be placed 
in the c -ervative condition (n nbypass). If placed in the 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE 5 (continued) 

REQUIREMENTS nonbypa s condition, this SR is me with the channel 

conside ed OPERABLE.  

The Fr quency of IS months has s own that channel bypas 

failu es between successive tes are rare.  

Th. s SR ensures that the indi idual channel respons times 

ar less than or equal to th maximum values assum in the 

a cident analysis. The EOC- PT SYSTEM RESPONSE TI E 

ceptance criteria are inc uded in Reference 6.  

Note to the Surveillance states that breaker i terruption 

time may be assumed from e most recent perfo nce of 

SR 3.3.4.1.7. This is al owed since the time t open the 

contacts after energizat on of the trip coil a the arc 

suppression time are sh t and donot apprecia ly change, 

due to the design of th breaker opening devi e and the fact 

that the breaker is no routinely cycled.  

EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPON E TIME tests are cond ted on an 
18 month STAGGERED T T BASIS. Response ti es cannot be 
determined at power ecause operation of f*nal actuated 

devices is required Therefore, the IS m th Frequency is 

consistent with the typical industry refu ling cycle and is 

based upon plant o erating experience, w ch shows that 

random failures of instrumentation compo ents that cause 

serious response ime degradation, but ot channel failure, 
are infrequent o currences.  

This SR ensur s that the RPT breake interruption time (arc 

suppression me plus time to open he contacts) is provided 
to the EOC-R T SYSTEM RESPONSE TIM test. The 60 month 
Frequency o the testing is based n the difficulty of 

performing he test and the relia ility of the circuit 
breakers.  

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ISTS BASES: 3.3.4.1 - END OF CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP (EOC-RPT) 

INSTRUMENTATION 

1 . This Bases has been deleted because the associated Specification has been deleted.
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation 
B 3.3.4 

B INSTRUMENTATION 

__@B 3 .3 4 4 Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip 

(ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The ATWS-RPT System initiates an RPT, adding negative -

reactivity, following events in which a scram does not *but 
shouldt occur, to-lessen the effects of an ATWS event.  
Tripping the recirculation.pumps adds negative reactivity 
from the increase in steam voiding in the core area as core 
flow decreases. When Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Lowgo 

D or R~eact team Dome Pressure-High setpoint is 
reracheideth er-crculation p/i motor breakers trip.  

The ATWS-RPT System (Ref. 1) includes sensors, relays, ducA_
bypass capability circuit breakers, and switches that are .'1; 

necessary to cause initiation of an RPT. The channels 
include electronic equipment (e.g., trip units) that 
compares measured input signals with pre-established 
setpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, the channel 
output relay actuates, which then outputs an ATWS-RPT signal 
to the trip logic.  

The ATWS-RPT consists of two independent trip systems, with 

two c annels o eactor Steam Dome Pressure-Hi and two 

channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low LowyLyvj M in 
each trip system. Each ATWS-RPT trip system is a 
two-out-of-two logic for each Function. Thus, either two 
Reactor Water Level-Low Low /L ýeJor two Reactor 
Pressure-High signals are needed to trip a trip system.  
The outputs of the channels in a trip system are combined in 

-a logic so that either trip system will trip both 
recirculation pumps (by tripping the respectiveydrive motor-

('T____•e, • breakers). (A1 3 
iBKCO-1 There is one drive motorlbreaker provided for each of the 

two recirculation pumps for a total of two breakers. The 
output of each trip system is provided to both recirculation 
pumpybreakers.  

(continued)
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Each Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low channel output must-remain below the 

setpoint for approximately 9 seconds for the channel output to provide an 

actuation signal to the associated trip system

Insert Page B 3.3-91



ATWS-RPT Instrumentati 
B 3.3.4.3.  

BASES (continued) 

f-o 1-0 Mt-f aAeX~r o~c-cidetn+ or 3 
APPLICABLE The ATWS-RPT is not assumed in the safety analysis. The 
SAFETY ANALYSES, ATWS-RPT initiates an RPT to aid in preserving the integrity 
LCO, and of the fuel cladding following events in which a scram does 
APPLICABILITY not, but should, occur. Based on its contribution to the 

reduction of overall Plant risk. however. the J 
instrumentation fis/included• as.r•equir~d by lVhe NRC/Polij

The OPERABILITY of the ATWS-RPT is dependent on the 
OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel 
Functions. Each Function must have a required number of 
OPERABLE channels in each trip system, with their setpoints 
within the specified Allowable Value of SR 3.3.4.7,4. The 
actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable 
setpoint methodology assumptions. Channel OPERABILITY also 
includes the associated recirculation pump drive motor 

withaktrips etpichntnes s conspervative tha t he nominal tri p 

Csetpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.  

Allowable Values are specified for -each ATWS-RPT Function 

specified in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified 
in the setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are 
selected to ensure that the setpoints do not exceed the 
Allowable Value between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation 
with a trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable. ý-

Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at 
which an action should take place. The setpoints are 
compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor 
vessel water level), and when the measured output value of • _• ~ the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated 

device (e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits 
W CTS are derived from the-limiting _____val~ues of the process -

parameters obta nef from tbe R analysre a ute r ues indivdualve F ru the anr ytqic r ito eOPrected Rr i 
O alratio nprocts t and mode f of the/instrum t rror 

Th• trIp spoints (rethen eterind accou cing fornthed) | r~mipingnsret eor /(e.g. (rift). /he trip -- I 

I U;etp nt d rie d i th s an e p oide a quate po tec tio J 

etv onmenssdefjhine by neF 5.  

MODE e tor prtc gis o n rod fiuess of ctheTn 

be c ' tr um a iono 
nti n uesd)
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The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 

defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 

then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 

calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 

reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 

test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 

setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 

protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 

tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 

must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 

for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.
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B 3.3.4& _0__E1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE Reactor Protection System by providing a diverse trip to 
SAFETY ANALYSES, mitigate the consequences of a postulated ATWS event. The 
LCO, and Reactor Steam Rome Pressure-High and Reactor Vessel Water 
APPLICABILITY eve -Low Lov,/Le;1ey•?JFunctions are required to be 

(continued) OPERABLE in MODE -,since the reactor is producing 
significant power and the recirculation system could be at 

Ve-5-- el high flow. During this MODE, the potential exists for 
pressure increases or low water level, assuming an ATWS 
event. In MODE 2, the reactor is at low power and the 
recirculation system is at low flow; thus, the potential is 
low for a pressure increase or low water level, assuming an 
ATWS event. Therefore, the ATWS-RPT is not necessary. In 
MODES 3 and 4, the reactor is shut down with all control 
rods inserted; thus, an ATWS event is not significant and 
the possibility of a significant pressure increase or low 
water level is negligible. In MODE 5, the one. rod out 
interlock ensures that the reactor remains subcritical; 
thus, an ATWS event is not significant. In addition, the 
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) head is not fully tensioned 
and no pressure transient threat to the reactor coolant 
pressure boundary (RCPB) exists.  

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses and LCO discussions 
are listed below on a Function by Function basis.  

a. Reactor Vessel Water -evel--Low Low e 

Low RPV water level indicates the capability to cool 
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level 
decrease too far, fuel damage could result.  

(IUTZLo7 PV'L. Therefore, the ATWS-RPT System is initiated at~I7e -) 

(,,ter leve-L Ito aid in maintaining level above the top of the 
active fuel. The reduction of core flow reduces the 
neutron flux and THERMAL POWER and, therefore, the 
rate of coolant boiloff.  

8,C ,,'A- Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from 
Pr~e.5-savle- four-Ugv_•_ transmitters that sense the difference 

between the pressure due to a constant column of water 
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual 
water level (variable leg) in the vessel.  

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Lovr
Wv with two channels in each trip system, are 
available and required to be OPERABLE to ensure that 

(continued)
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BASES 
oiLj uktoNcare1 lka 

APPLICABLE a. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low LOWz.a•Vel• - Lr[ ;Do 

SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) 

APPLICABILITY no single instrument failure can preclude an ATWS-RPT 
from this Function on a valid siinal. e eactor 
Vessel Water Level-Low Low /v [l2M Allowable Value is 

' _ve~se chosen so that the system will not be initiated after 
u.10 e\ "a L scram with feedwater still available and for convenience with the(r~actO• cote i o aio• • (co~l iy~g } init iation. h p s s c 

b. eaoa r St am ome Pr sur e-Hi h 
•r Vesse-I ý I-/.

Loo FAr&+,oA Excessively high RPV pressure may rupture the RCPB.  p 
ayJ sfnc• +6-e- An increase in the RPV pressure during reactor 

eoperation compresses the steam voids and results in a 

TWJS Conseence- positive reactivity insertion. This increases neutron 
Io flux and THERMAL POWER, which could potentially result 
t•a aveoi in fuel failure and overpressurization. The Reactor ,Steam Dome Pressure-High Function initiates an RPT for 

Cc f,/ ;' transients that result in a pressure increase, 
counteracting the pressure increase by rapidly 
reducing core power generation. For the 
overpressurization event, the RPT aids in the 
termination of the ATWS event and, along with the vsafetyoe~f fvalves, limits the peak RPV pressure to 7 less t;nthe ASME Section III Code. Service Level C 

tles then pea eP rsuet 
limits (1500 psig).  

The ReactorlSteam Dome Pressure-High signals are 
initiated from four pressure transmitters that monitor 

/ss reactorsteam dome pressure. Four channels of Reactor 
Steam Dome Pressure-High, with two channels in each 
trip system, are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that-no single instrument failure 
can reclude an ATWS-RPTfrom this Function on a valid 
signal. The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High 
Allowable Value is chosen to provide an adequate 
margin to the ASME Section III Code Service Level C 
allowable Reactor Coolant System pressure.

ACTIONS A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 

ATWS-RPT instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion 

(continued)

4 lT~e ,R/,e$ci 
Le / -Lo 

ISao 10SL

r
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation 
B 3.3.41r - -

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered, 
subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or variables 
expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or 
not within limits, will not result in separate entry into 
the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required 
Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each 
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial 
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for 
inoperable ATWS-RPT instrumentation channels provide 
appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable 
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows 
separate Condition entry for each inoperable ATWS-RPT 
instrumentation channel.

A.] and A.2 

With one or more channels inoperable, but with ATWS-RPT jE ' 
capability for each Function maintained (refer to Required 
Actions B.1 and C.1 Bases), the ATWS-RPT System is capable 
of performing the intended function. However, the 
reliability and redundancy of the ATWS-RPT instrumentation 
is reduced, such that a single failure in the remaining trip 
system could result in the inability of the ATWS-RPT System 
to perform the intended function. Therefore, only a limited " 
time is allowed to restore the inoperable channels to 
OPERABLE status. Because of the diversity of sensors 
available to provide trip signals, the low probability of 
extensive numbers of inoperabil ities affecting all diverse 
Functions, and the low probability of an event requiring the 
initiation of ATWS-RPT, 14 days is provided to restore the 
inoperable channel (Required Action A.]). Alternately, the 
inoperable channel may be placed in trip (Required 
Action A.2), since this would conservatively compensate for 
the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a 
single failure, and allow operation to continue. As noted, 
placing the channel in trip with no further restrictions is 
not allowed if the inoperable channel is the result of an 
inoperable breaker, since this may not adequately compensate 

- for the inoperable breaker (e.g., the breaker may be 
inoperable such that it will not open). If it is not 
desired to place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case i r 

where placing the inoperable channel would result in an 
RPT), or if the inoperable channel is the result of an 
inoperable breaker, Condition 0 must be entered and its 
Required Actions taken.  

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

B.1 
Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 
channels within the same Function result in the Function not 

maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability. A Function is 

considered to be maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability when 

sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip such that the 

ATWS-RPT System will generate a trip signal from the given 

Function on a valid signal, and both recirculation pumps can 

be tripped. This requires two channels of the Function in 

the same trip system to each be OPERABLE or in trip, and the 

recirculation pump drive motor breakers to be OPERABLE or in 
trip.

The 72 hour Completion Time is sufficient for the operator 
to take corrective action (e.g., restoration or tripping of 

channels) and takes into account the likelihood of an event 

requiring actuation of the ATWS-RPT instrumentation during 

this period and that one Function is still maintaining 
ATWS-RPT trip capability.  

C-1 

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 
Actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 
channels within both Functions result in both Functions not 

maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability. The description of a 

Function maintaining ATWS-RPT trip capability is discussed 
in the Bases for Required.Action B.1 above.  

The I hour Completion Time is sufficient for the operator to 

take corrective action and takes into account the likelihood 
of an event requiring actuation of the ATWS-RPT 
instrumentation during this period.  

D.1 and D.2 

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not 

met, the plant must be brought to a MODE or other specified 

condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 

status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 2 within 

6 hours (Required Action D.2). Alternately, the associated 

recirculation pump may be removed from service since this 

(continued)
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B 3.3.4

BASES 

ACTIONS D.] and D.2 (continued) 

performs the intended function of the instrumentation 
(Required Action D.1). The allowed Completion Time of 
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, both 
to reach MODE 2 from full power conditions and to remove a 
recirculation pump from service in an orderly manner and 
without challenging plant systems.  

/ / 

SURVEILLANCE Re iewer's ote: Ce ain Fre q4encies ame based "n approv/d 
REQUIREMENTS pical r orts. I order f r a licepnsee to u these 

imes, t licens" must tify the/Fr"quences as re uired 
E by taff Saf y Evalu ion Rept for t topical /j.  

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into the 
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed 
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains 
ATWS-RPT trip capability. Upon completion of the 
Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the 
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the 
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken 3 
This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref.F@ 
assumption of the average time required to perform channel 
Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour 
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the 
probability that the recirculation pumps will trip when 
necessary.  

SR .. e -E 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on-one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or 

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

S( inued) 

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
channels during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the required channels of this LCO.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST isperformed on each required 
channel to ensure that the (n4lrJchannel will perform the 
,intended function.  

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology.

j3 3.3= - 9 a

The Frequency of 92 da~ys is._based on the reliability • Sanalysis of Reference • (3 3 

SR3.3.4ar-d 

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual 
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if 
the trip setting is discovered to be less copservative than 
-the Allowable Value specified in SR 3.3.4.(P.7. If the trip 
setting is discovered to be less conservative than the 
setting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint 
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3. (continued) REQUIREMENTS 
R I E channel erformance is still within the requirements of the 

A____/%.•_____., 4e IlniAr these conditions, the setpoint

mus berajse to be equal to or more conservative than 
I, accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.  

•Zn~ •Q~e. j3 3 -. \ The FrequencV of 92 days is based on the reliabil y 

\as •• o (ar1ysXs w$oRefe 9 d 
i od 

•0.•,,••-,• • •• SR 3.3.4• -- .  

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
' +6e.- +;Vlew loop and the sensor This test verifies the channel 

•[aov re-a•5 ds ci•a JY respon s o e measured parameter within the necessary 
•,• h R r / range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 

VeseA JQL+ Le I-/V adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 

calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of ad o nth 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 334.5 

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific 
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is 

included as part of this Surveillance and overlaps the LOGIC 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide complete testing of-the 
assumed safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is 
incapable of operating, the associated instrument channel(s) 
would be inoperable.  

i month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass 
the Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency.  

(continued)
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REFERENCES 1. -14FSAR, (F ure X VS- T L icX iaam 

" 7 • -06-1 Bases for Changes To Surveillance Test.  
© Intervals an Allowed Out-of-Service Times For 

Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,3 

--(o. Dec_-k ewo .
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

2. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

4. The proper 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criterion has been used. The current wording was 
developed prior to the issuance of the change to 10 CFR 50.36, which uses criterion 4 
for the current words in the NUREG.  

5. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained on the final version of the plant-specific submittal.  

6. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



ECCS Instrumentation 
fal /1At~e~ ~C j~J.~1!S I'Su~ /A:'cdeW B 3.3.5.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.5.1 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The purpose of the ECCS instrumentation is to initiate 
appropriate responses from the systems to. ensure. that the 
fuel is adequately cooled in the event of a design basis 
accident or transient.  

For most anticipated operational occurrences and Design 
Basis Accidents (DBAs), a wide range of dependent and 
independent parameters are monitored.  

The ECCS instrumentation actuates core spray (CS), low 
pressure coolant injection (LPCI), high pressure coolant 
injection (HPCI), Automatic Depressurization System (ADS), 

c4 LCo & . ,• and the diesel generators (DGs). The equipment involved 
S5o,,-O4-,, .•J with each of these systems is described in the Bases for 

'"d L aLCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operatin u r_., o c 6- 5 

Core SDraV System 
i 

The CS System may be initiated by either automatic or manual / 
-a ' .•?o ! mean Automatic initiation occurs for conditions of 

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. or Drywell va-iti• 
•'c•__--J Pressure--High. reSh •LSs V-"•vaibes•• /- ' 

*. . W@ monitored by four redundanttransmitters, which are .  
-. Lo. , , turn connected to four trip units, e outputo of ) 

""trip unit_-mscnnected to relays whose contacts ( 
rranged in a one-out-of-two taken twice logic J.,t2Zj 

A~iji for each Function.  

The igh/dryw Ipressure initiat on signal is a seaa /d in'ý 
signal and m t be manually rese . The CS System c be 
reset if re tor water level ha been restored, ev if the 

f O +high drywe pressure conditio persists. The lo c can 
also be i tiated by use of a anual puh buttonone 
buttonp subsystem . Upon receipt of an initiation 
signal, the CS pumps are started immediately Q power is 
availablq " T 7/.';T

The CS test line isolation valve, which is also a primary 
containment isolation valve (PCIV), is closed on a CS 
initiation signal to allow full system flow assumed in the 

(continued)
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The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Permissive) variable is monitored by 
two redundant pressure switches. The output of each switch is connected to 
relays whose contacts input into two trip systems. Each trip system is 
arranged in a one-out-of-two logic. Each trip system will delay CS pump start 
logic on low low reactor vessel water level until reactor steam dome pressure 
has fallen to a value below the CS System's maximum design pressure. The CS 
pumps start logic will receive the high drywell pressure signals without 
delay, however, the opening of the injection valves will be delayed for both 
Functions. Each trip system will start one CS pump and provide signals to the 
associated CS subsystem valves. Each CS subsystem also receives an ADS 
initiation signal.
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~Acea-e4BASES

BACKGROUND Core Spray System (continued)

accident analyses and maintain primary containment isolated 
in the event CS is not operating.  

The CS pump discharge flow is monitored by a flow 
transmitter. When the pump is running and discharge flow is 
low enough so that pump overheating may occur, the minimum 
flow return line valve is opened. The valve is 
automatically closed if flow is.above the minimum flow 
setpoint to allow the full system flow assumed in the 
accident analysis.

The CS System als monitors the pressure in the reactor to ensure that, bef e the injection valv s open, the reactor pressure has faen to a value below the CS System's maximc 
design pressurehs . The variable is ow itored by four 
redundant tras mitters, which are, turn, connected to 
four trip un s. The outputs of tae trip units are to 

connected tCooelays whose contacts are arranged in a qone-out-of-t-o taken twice logic..o __ 

Low Pressure Coolant Iniprtinn 4zvctam

(continued)
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The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Permissive) variable is monitored by 

two redundant pressure switches. The output of each switch is connected to 
relays whose contacts input into two trip systems. Each trip system is 

arranged in a one-out-of-two logic. Each trip system will delay LPCI pump 
start logic on low low reactor vessel water level until reactor steam dome 

pressure has fallen to a value below the LPCI System's maximum design 
pressure. The LPCI pumps start logic will receive the high drywell pressure 

signals without delay, however, the opening of the injection valves will be 

delayed for both Functions. Each trip system will start the associated LPCI 

pumps and provide signals to the associated LPCI valves. Each LPCI subsystem 
also receives an ADS initiation signal.
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B 3.3.5.1

o 4"•e w ' - h ,,d e.-+eJ

BACKGROUND Low Pressure Coolant Injection System (continued)

low enough so that pump overheating may occur, the respective minimum flow return line valve is opened. If 
/flIw -s bov~e e ýmin ium flIo~k setp~o -7n -t, -th) va Ivei s I s 

ta~toma1call1y/closed/to a119(# the fdll system floi sse 
S•n the/analy es, 

The ýtest line suppression pool cooling isolation valve, 
suppression pool spray isolation valves, and containment 
spray isolation valves (which are also PCJVs) are also 
closed on a LPCI initiation signal to allow the full system 
flow assumed in the accident analyses and maintain primary 
containment isolated in the event LPCI is not operating.

The LPCI System moni ors the pressure in tht reactor to ensure that, before an injection valve ope s, the reactor 
pressure has falle to a value below the CI System's 
maximum design pr sure. The variable i monitored by four 
redundant transmi ters, which are, in tu n, connected to 
four trip units. The outputs of the trp units are 
connected to rei ys whose contacts are rranged in a 
one-out-of-two aken twice logic. Add tionally, instruments 
are provided t close the recirculati n pump discharge 
valves to ensu e that LPCI flow does ot bypass the core 
when it injec into the recirculati n lines. The variable 
is monitored y four redundant tran mitters, which are, in, 
turn, connec ed to four trip units. The outputs of the trip 
units are co nected to relays whos contacts are arranged in 
a one-out-o two taken twice logic 

Low reactor ater level in e shroud is dete ed by two 
Ladditional i struments to tomatically isol e other modes 
of RHR (e.g , suppression ool cooling) when/LPCI is 
required. fanual overrid s for these isolanions are 
provided.- --

r- . , .. Hiah Pressure Cool ant IniJection System 

l,.-,,A- L -, ' The HPCI System may be initiated by either automatic or 
manual means. Automatic initiation occurs for conditions of 

4ce, Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low L or Drywell 
'-'s~ie.Pressure- H ac o is monitored by our re un ant transmitters, which are, in turn, connected 

4.L~ ~to four trip units. The outputd of 4j&trip unitt=4ý '

raift4av.i- (continued)
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The LPCI System initiation logic also contains LPCI Loop Select Logic whose 
purpose is to identify and direct LPCI flow to the unbroken recirculation loop 
if a Design Basis Accident (DBA) occurs. The LPCI Loop Select Logic is 
initiated upon the receipt of either a LPCI Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low 
Low signal or a LPCI Drywell Pressure - High signal, as discussed previously.  
When initiated, the LPCI Loop Select Logic first determines recirculation pump 
operation by sensing the differential pressure (dp) between the suction and 
discharge of each pump. There are four dp switches monitoring each 
recirculation loop which are, in turn, connected to relays whose contacts are 
connected to two trip systems. The dp switches will trip when the dp across 
the pump is approximately 2 psid. The contacts are arranged in a 
one-out-of-two taken twice logic for each recirculation pump. If the logic 
senses that either pump is not running, i.e., single loop operation, then a 
trip signal is sent to both recirculation pumps to eliminate the possibility 
of pipe breaks being masked by the operating recirculation pump pressure.  
However, the pump trip signal is delayed approximately 0.5 seconds to ensure 
that at least one pump is off since the break detection sensitivity is greater 
with both pumps running. If a pump trip signal is generated, reactor steam 
dome pressure must drop to a specified value before the logic will continue.  
This adjusts the selection time to optimize sensitivity and still ensure that 
LPCI injection is not unnecessarily delayed. The reactor steam dome pressure 
is sensed by four pressure switches which in turn are connected to relays 
whose contacts are connected to two trip systems. The contacts are arranged 
in a one-out-of-two taken twice logic. After the satisfaction of this 
pressure requirement or if both recirculation pumps indicate they are running, 
a 2 second time delay is provided to allow momentum effects to establish the 
maximum differential pressure for loop selection. Selection of the unbroken 
recirculation loop is then initiated. This is done by comparing the absolute 
pressure of the two recirculation riser loops. The broken loop is indicated 
by a lower pressure than the unbroken loop. The loop with the higher pressure 
is then used for LPCI injection. If, after a small time delay (approximately 
0.5 seconds), the pressure in loop A is not indicating higher than loop B, the 
logic will provide a signal to close the B recirculation loop discharge valve, 
open the LPCI injection valve to the B recirculation loop and close the LPCI 
injection valve to the A recirculation loop. This is the "default" choice in 
the LPCI Loop Select Logic. If recirculation loop A pressure indicates higher 
than loop B pressure [> 2 psig], the recirculation discharge valve in loop A 
is closed, the LPCI injection valve to loop A is signaled to open and the LPCI 
injection valve to loop B is signaled to close. The four dp switches which 
provide input to this portion of the logic detect the pressure difference 
between the corresponding risers to the jet pumps in each recirculation loop.  
The four dp switches are connected to relays whose contacts are connected to 
two trip systems. The contacts in each trip system are arranged in a 
one-out-of-two taken twice logic. There are two redundant trip systems in the 
LPCI Loop Select Logic. The complete logic in each trip system must actuate 
for operation of the LPCI Loop Select Logic.
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BACKGROUND High Pressure Coolant Injection System (continued) 

T% lo ca%' also connected to relays whose contacts are arranged in a • b• w o• ) one-out-of-two .taken twice logic for each Function• 

The HPCI pump discharge flow is. monitored by a flow 
'Dn . When the pump is running and discharge flow is 

low enough so that pump overheating may occur,' the minimum 
flow return line valve is opened. JT6 valv !isr _ 
atomatcallvyiosed If flo 1is aboy the 1nimum fow 
etpoiit to low th full 1 stem flow as ed in Phe/

The HPCIrtest line isolation valvektwlich isjoaIo a PCIVT)' 
closed upon receipt of a HPCI initiation signal to allow the 
full system flow assumed in the accident analysis mln-tain pri~ary containment -Mo MR in the-even HPCI is) 
!not operati *. C- 4

(•_.The HPCI System also monitors the water levels in the 
-2i 1ýcondensate storage tanky CST• and thejsuppression pool0 ' 

because these are the two ces of water for HPCI e-o 
operation. Reactor grade water in the is te normal L•-h 

-s .ource. Upon receipt of a HPCI initiation signal, the CST 
•s • ot-v..j ' suction valve is automatically signaled to open it i 
-6afk C- S-rs nrally in the open position) unless bit 

"" suction valvesiare open. If the water level in thesCS 7 
falls below a reselected le1 irst the suppression ool " .  

,ý,v,+LL va ve suction va yes automatically open, and thenthe XST suction 
Ave:• •to o valve automatically closes. Two level switches are used to 

G)( detect low water level inft)XCST. arci -h• switch can causea 
eack the suppression pool suction valves to open and the•S F1 

_ suction valve to closer The suppression pool suction valves 
also automatically open and the pST suction valve closes if
high water level is detected in the suppression poo . 0 :5w, • 4s /pc prevent losing suction to the pump, the suction valves are 

I 0ýfý7cz printelo sin suction tohepumthe suction valesforet 
P j interlocked so that one suction path must be open before the other automatically closes. o

ine nrHz proviues makeup water to thne reactor until thne reactor vessel water level reaches the Reactor Vessel Water 
Level-HighfE'-Ný trip, at which time the HPCI turbine 

rich causes the turbine's stop valve and the 
M•-4 ----. 4J1]U:m valvet to close. The logic is two-out-of-two to 

provide high reliability of the HPCI System. The HPCI 

(continued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND High Pressure Coolant Injection System (continued)

System automatically restarts if a Reactor Vessel Water 
Level-Low Low6-- signal is subsequently received.  

IN Automatic Depressurization System 
,T . The ADS may be initiated by either automatic or manual 

14(' mea Automatic initiation occurs when signals indicating 
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low . e 'Dryw ell Pressure-High or ýass-Eow re... * WatrL~TIo.Lv[

1

< CS or LPCI Pump Discharge Pressure-High are all present 
Y•iffev~ew•/ and the ADS Initiation Timer has timed out. • There are two 

Mss j o--- transmitters -f]a for Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low ""d 1&fe andyDrywell Pressure--High, an getr 61al /_•.~~~~ 01 ICU I/ I rm edl am ector i e s ] k t r s~ -Lo J • l •7 . .•pr'"Surd each of the two ADS trip sysTtems r. k Each 2- ...of"(• 
transmitters connectS to a trip unit, which then drives relay whose contacts form the initiation logic.  

Each ADS trip system includes( time delaylbetweenn 
satisfying the initiation logic and the actuation of the ADS I., valves. The ADS Initiation Timer time delay setpoint c osen Elong enough that the HPCI has sufficient operating time 4 to recover to a level above , yet not so long that LOU W the L- an ystems are unable to adequately cool the fuel if the HPCI fails to maintain that level. An alarm in r the control room is annunciated when either of the timers is timing. Resetting the.ADS initiation signals resets the ADS 
Initiation Timers.

flouEv'eA oEArJ&.jt OS'S ci6- "_ "-'we_ 

o~s~o¢•(q~ u'•; so,

The ADS also monitors the discharge pressures of the four/ 2 iI LPCI pumps and the two CS pumps. ach ADS trip system includes two discharge pressure permissive from )95D CS and 4 t LPCI pumps I-.... x & oji.e., Division I LPC , A- A and 4p iTuf 1 stem A. and Di ision 2 LPCIO I Ama and %W p "to.n Ian S trip system By. The signals are used as a permissive ?or ADS actuation, indicating that there is a source of core coolant available once the ADS has depressurized the vessel.  Any one of the six low pressure pumps is sufficient to permit automatic depressurization.

(continued)
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FI INSERT ADS - 1 

ADS automatic initiation also occurs when signals indicating Reactor Vessel 

Water Level - Low Low are present and the ADS Low Low Water Level Actuation 

Timer times out. However, this initiation occurs since this logic provides a 

direct initiation of the associated low pressure ECCS pumps, thereby bypassing 

the CS or LPCI Reactor Steam Dome Pressure (Permissive) channels. After the 

pumps start the ADS Drywell Pressure - High contacts are effectively bypassed 

and the above logic is completed after CS or LPCI Pump Discharge Pressure 

High channels are actuated and the ADS Initiation Timer has also timed out.
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ECCS Instrumentation 

BACKGROUND Automatic Depressurization System (continued) 

((Aow V-EAC' - The ADS logic in each trip system is arragdito 
hishtrin s. Each string has a contact from 

Le w 1 3Recntct citoth logicl saterig mutcoe h 

dischargel- p rwl ressure - h siolmutb resn to intater anvADS 
trip~~~ syte.citer the A wor B trip syse wil l p caus eal 
the DS rliefval es tooeac. Onesthel Datr ell p 

Pressure-High signallowi etrig mus cloe uae 
orS thiD nitiation siems igeot nal is prSet it L ispm 

Id d 1 sealed in until manually reset. A 

?$anual inhibit switch&j M Pr~ovided in the control room forr.T
the ADS; however, e runction is not required for D_ _ý-5 
OPERABILITY (provided ADS is not inhibited when required to 
be OPERABLE).  

Diesel Generators 

W The DGs may be initiated by either automatic or manual 
T~- ~A~ W~i'~ means. Automatic initiation occurs for conditions of 

L~eI-Lo~-~' ~ Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low ciOKZIIý or Drywell 
Pressure-High. The DGs are also initiated upon loss of 
voltage signals. (Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.8.1, "Loss 
of Ewr (LO Instrumentation," for a discussion of these 
signals,) (-acdiFTe oMyet eE 15A is monitored by 
four redundant transmitters, which are, in turn, connectle-4 

pvre( -re- to four trip units-. The outpute of d24E2 r trip untk ' 
~ k~b4,~e4 ~j connected to relays whose contacts are connected to 0,, 

'0rrOdgt one-out-of-two taken twice logic%2M= U1tfh~~aa 
ý.,jr rA~jd.t-The DGs receive their initiation signals 

from the CS System initiation logic. The DGs can also be 
started manually from the control room and locally from the 

Y~ ~ associated DG room. j1 D nr ion signal is Xseale e 

4-V, S ISs.v.reset __bkyXesetting the as "cated MECS init ation lo 
A +ke Upon receipt of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) initiation 

signal, each DG is automatically started, is ready to load 
tier IV, in approximately seconds, and will run in standby 

L tJ'e Lor p L$ conditions ( rated voltage and speed, with the DG output 

(continued)
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W7 INSERT ADS - 2 
Both trip strings associated with each ADS logic will also trip if both 
Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Function channel contacts close, the ADS 
Low Low Water Level Actuation Timer times out, and a CS or LPCI pump discharge 
pressure signal is present in each string. This is accomplished since with 
both Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Function channels tripped and with 
the ADS Low Low Water Level Actuation Timer timed out the associated low 
pressure ECCS pumps will receive an initiation signal from this logic, thus 
bypassing the associated ADS Drywell Pressure - High and CS or LPCI Reactor 
Steam Dome Pressure (Permissive) Function channels, to start the low pressure 
ECCS pumps.
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A0B 
3.3.5.1

BASES 

BACKGROUND Diesel Generators continued) 

breaker open) ýThe s will only energize their respective 
S uses if a loss of offsite power 

occurs. eer o ases or Le3

APPLICABLE The actions of the ECCS are explicitly assumed in the safety 
SAFETY ANALYSES, analyses of References 1, 2, and 3. The ECCS is initiated 
LCO, and to preserve the integrity of the fuel cladding by limiting 
APPLICABILITY the post LOCA peak cladding temperature to less than the 

10 CFR 50.46 limits.  

ECCS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of • 4 
0 CF ? s, 2 )(C)N) fo r th -ý' Certain instrumentation Functions are retained 

6TjEý-O, • for other reasons and are described below in the individual 

Functions discussion.  

The OPERABILITY of the ECCS instrumentation is dependent 
upon the OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation 
channel Functions specified in Table 3.3.5.1-1. Each 
Function must have a required number of OPERABLE channels, 
with their setpoints within the specified Allowable Values, 
where appropriate. The actual setpoint is calibrated 
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.  
Each ECCS s stem must atsd'respond withnm ts.assumeu , 

ýres onse 1m abe 3.3.5.1-1, footnote (b), is added to 
row that certain ECCS instrumentation Functions are also required. to be OPERABLE to perform DG initiation -n-

tuation ooe enical Spec ica ionsAl) eqmp it 

Allowable Values are specified for each ECCS Function
specified in the fable. Nominal trip setpoints are 
specified in the setpoint calculations. The nominal 
setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints do not 
exceed the Allowable Value between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS.  
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the 
nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is 
acceptable. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip 
setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value. Trip 
setpoints are those predetermined values of output at which 
an action should take place. The setpoints are compared to 
the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor vessel water 
level), and when the measured output value of the process 
parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g., 

(continued)
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(continued)

trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits are derived from the limiting values of the process parameters obtained from the safety -analysis. 
Ih A o ab eValues are Ceriven 

from , the analy-E IcL/7,umTT s, corrected f • calibratio .  
process, and som of the instrument #rors. The t/ip 
setpoints are t In determined, acco Iting for th remaining 
instrument err rs (e.g., drift). •e trip setp nts derive, 
in this mann/provide adequate Ootection bbec use 
instrumentat (on uncertainties, 

#ocess effect , calibration 
tolerances instrument drift, 4nd severe ennv'ronmentt errors 
(for chan~ls that must func on in harsh e vironments as 

ý4 efi n e d 1 0 _ C F R 5 0 . 4 9 ) a r a c c o u n t ed f or /

In general, the individual Functions are required to be 
OPERABLE in the MODES or other specified conditions that may 
require ECCS (or DG) initiation to mitigate the consequences 
of a design basis transient or accident. To ensure reliable 
ECCS and OG function, a combination of Functions is required 
to provide primary and secondary initiation signals.  

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and 
Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by 
Function basis.  

Core Sprav and Low Pressure Coolant Injection Systems

I . a . 2 . a . -R e a c t o r V e s s e l W a t e r L e v e l - -L o w L o w ( ' . L v l 

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should 
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result.  
The low pressure ECCS and associated DGs are initiated at 
dc:riPto ensure that core spray and flooding functions are 
available to prevent or minimize fuel damage. The Reactor 
Vessel Water Level--Low Low % is one of the 
tunctions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating 
the ECCS during the transients analyzed in References 1 
and 3. In addition, the Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low 
A Function is directly assumed in the analysis of 
the recirculation line break (Ref. 2). The core cooling 
function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS), ensures that the fuel peak 
cladding temperature remains below the limits of 
10 CFR 50.46.

(continued)
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W Insert ASA-1 

The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 

defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 

then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 

calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 

reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 

test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 

setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 

protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 

tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 

must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 

for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.  

Some Functions (i.e, Functions 1.c, 1.d, 2.c, 4.d, 4.e, 5.d, and 5.e) have 

both an upper and lower analytic limit that must be evaluated. The Allowable 

Values and trip setpoints are derived from both an upper and lower analytic 

limit using the methodology describe above. Due to the upper and lower 

analytic limits, Allowable Values of these Functions appear to incorporate a 

range. However, the upper and lower Allowable Values are unique, with each 

Allowable Value associated with one unique analytic limit and trip setpoint.
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\/.a-Low LA's" 
4:14c~h•" are 00' 

5.f. M 0Ue 

OFA~ 8L- -7' 
i•,rS de""A " R le

L PI•jI t r;!fYMAoEV...

I.a. 2.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low~fow• 1AA 

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Cow./ M~el-Jý_signals are 
initiated from four v transmitters that sense the ?! 
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual 
water level (variable leg) in the vessel.  

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low,
Allowable Value is chosen to allow time for the low pressure core flooding systems to activate and provide adequate 
cooling. cTh 

Four channels ofareonly Vessel Water Level--Low Low 
ýrFunction are only required to be OPERABLE when the (Mor DG(s) are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude QCS and DG 

initiation. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2, ECCS
Shutdown,' for Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS subsystems; LCO 3.8.1, 'AC Sources-Operatingm; and LCO 3.8.2, AC Sources-Shutdown,- for Applicability Bases for the DGs.

l.b. 2.b. Drywell Pressure-High 

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The low pressure 
ECCS and associated DGs are initiated.upon receipt of the Drywell Pressure-High Function in order to minimize the 
possibility of fuel damage. The Drywell Pressure-High Funio nu along with the Reactor Water Level-Low Low SAMd1Lbr1ML 

•].nction, is directly assumed in the analysis e (Ref. 4). The core cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains 
below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.  

S7 idrywell pressure signals are initiated from four ure that sense drywell pressure. The Allowable Value was selected to be as low as possible and be indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.  

The Drywell Pressure-High Function is required to be OPERABLE when the ECCS or DG is required to be OPERABLE in conjunction with times when the primary containment is 

(continued)
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 1.b. 2.b. Drvwell Pressure-High (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and required to be OPERABLE. Thus, four channels of the CS i 
APPLICABILITY d:M Drywell Pressure-High Function are required to be 

OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that no sing].  
4U,-c6KOets instrument failure-can preclude an ini iation.,o In 

LrWe Le ctt - an , e o ye P ressure- igh Function is not 

rerkieck+Pý 6f" required, since there is insufficient energy in the reactor 

- . Applicabilies for the low ppressure ECCS subsystems. an 

"• •;;,• .,,, to LCnsre 3.8.1 fror Applnicailt Bases fnetor th le Os.o h 
Cd; Cbk LCY\ low. presu. RCSsbytes heactor StapDm ressure-Low 

Low reactor steam Dome pressureefe signals are use 3as e Tr CeýSvr le5 Appeluissipyets fo the low pressure ECCS subsystems. thi 
ensures thatI p t opening the for i njection vral the o te 

~I~o ei4~c~sA clowin tepressreatC ubssefrmsedn the reactorpesur has 

channe. The. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-Low sonctiof 

Wd~ L~4-L' arte Fntonsy assumred to be OPERABLE ahnd caabe ofSi rqie 
1~o~ wht racto permittingE intiton ofr thet ECo duinglte intransentsfilr 

i~ ~ ~~o S eco team D ome P ressure-o sucionais direl assued iath 

anprysies o the rECiniulationw lie eak Ref.rt 2)Om. The 

coolng fncton o th ECC, alng ith he (cranationueof 

tenRPSenuethttefepekladnteprue 

a15. ela" souj ensures thatpirtoeng the EC injection preentvte s fue p hea 

c h a n e l s f R a c t o S t a m D m e r e s s r e - ow F n ti o 
er lonl preqsuired to sbstemOERBLwe the reactr irssurequired 

LFTto b alenOEAL to ensaurebeo thatnosige inbs strm'maium ent falr 
Wo~ ~ ~ ca preue ECC initiation. Refere to LCDOP3.5.1 and cpbeo 

(contnued
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I.c. 2.c. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low 6, 5
Permissive) (continued) 

LCO 3.5.2 for Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS 
subsystems.' 

L.d. 2.;. Core Spray and Low Pressure Coolant Injection 
Pump Discharge Flow-Low (Bypass)

The minimum flow instruments are provided to protect the 
associated low pressure ECCS pump from overheating when the 74LPr-Z 9MD -h4Vd yL pump is operating and the associated injection valve is not 

Flv-lobaL'BtfPass) Ufjij open. Ine minimum flow line valve is op~ened _when- lo-w 
• 1  flow is sensed, and the valve is automatically closed when 

9LcJ.6.L a_ •e All the flow rate is adequate to protect the pump. The 
mcSi L44 L PC-- CS Pump Discharge Flow-Low Function5)1Massumed to be 

m l 0 ves ais OPERABLE and capable of closin the minimum flow valves to\ 
rdA-1Orn ] ensure that the QLw prtssE•e, CS flow& assumed during the 

,; lA& ;s transients and accidents analyzed in References 1, 2, and 3 
\ecJ.s fi/d;.ewt. m he core cooling function of the ECCS, along with 
?S•frL•4LS-/ te scram action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak 

cladding temperature remains below the limits of

-/Surej ~4.~~ai 

ow/,••, va //•,Z .s r04d r

One flow transmitter per 9(CS pump used to detect the 
associated subsystems' flow rates. The logic is arranged 
such that each transmitter causes its associated minimum 
flow valve to open• The logic will close the minimum flow 
valve once the closure setooint is exceeded. /The LPC " /M!nimqotflow valvesare time delayed such that: th -valve• 

. /ill0o openf¢I seconds afte the switches dtect / L)l 
WL flo The time delay is provid to limit reac r yes el ) iny(ntory loss~during the starta o'f-the RHR sh--dnwn 1 

:o \c ling mode, The Pump Discharge Flow-LowyAllowable Values n 
are high enough to ensure that the pump flow rate is 
sufficient to protect the pumpY'E)low enough to ensure 
that the closure of the minimnum flow valve is initiated to 

L-M allow full flow into the core.  
74'••4) 

Each channel of Pump Dischare Flow-Low Function (two CS 
channels and O•afLPI channels) is only required to be aD 
OPERABLE when the associated ECCS is required to be OPERABLE 
to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the 
ECCS function. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2 for 
Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS subsystems.  

(continued)
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(continued)

CSan LP. sanubal eni t wo f 

The Manual Initiatio push button channels introduce signaly into the appropriatl ECCS logic to provide manuo4 initiations 
capability and are edundant to the automatic .hotective 
instrumentation. • ere is one push button 'for each of the 
CS and LPCI subsys' ems (i.e.,' two for CS and wo, for LPCI).  

The Manual Initia ion Function is nnot aassuns in any 
accident or tran ient analyses-in the FSAR However, the 
Function is reta ned for overall redundan and diversity of 
the low pressur ECCS function as require by the NRC in the 
plant licensin basis.  

There is no A owable Value for this Fu ction since the 
channels are chanically actuated bas solely on the 
position of he push buttons. Each c nnel of the Manual 
Initiation nction (one channel per ubsystem) is only 
required to be OPERABLE when the ass ciated ECCS is required 
to be OPE LE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 nd LCO 3.5.2 for 
Applicabil ty Bases for the low pre sure ECCS subsystems.

Low reactor steam dome ressure signals are use as 
permissives for recirc lation discharge valve osure. This 
ensures that the LPCI ubsystems inject into t e proper RPV 
location assumed in t e safety analysis. The eactor Steam 
Dome Pressure-Low i one of the Functions a umed to be 
OPERABLE and capable of closing the valve d ing the 
transients analyzed n References 1 and 3. he core cooling 
function of the ECC , along with the scram ction of the 
RPS, ensures that e fuel peak cladding t mperature remains 
below the limits 10 CFR 50.46. The Re tor Steam Dome 
Pressure-Low Fun tion is directly assume in the analysis 
of the recircula *on line break (Ref. 2) 

The Reactor Ste Dome Pressure-Low s nals are initiated 
from four press re transmitters that nse the reactor dome 
pressure.  

The Allowable alue is chosen to ens re that the valves 
close prior t commencement of LPCI injection flow into the 
core, as ass ed in the safety anal sis.

(continued)
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W- Insert Function 2.d and 2.i 

2.d. 2.J Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Break Detection) and Reactor 
Steam Dome Pressure Time Delay - Relay (Break Detection) 

The purpose of the Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Break Detection) and 
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure Time Delay - Relay (Break Detection) Functions 
are to optimize the LPCI Loop Select Logic sensitivity if the logic 
previously actuated recirculation pump trips. This is accomplished by 
preventing the logic from continuing on to the unbroken loop selection 
activity until reactor steam dome pressure has dropped below a specified 
value. These Functions are only required to be OPERABLE for the DBA LOCA 
analysis, i.e., if the break location is in the recirculation system 
suction piping (Ref. 2). For a DBA LOCA, the analysis assumes that the 
LPCI Loop Select Logic successfully identifies and directs LPCI flow to the 
unbroken recirculation loop so that core reflooding is accomplished in time 
to ensure that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the limits 
of 10 CFR 50.46. For other LOCA events, (i.e., non-DBA recirculation 
system pipe breaks), or other RPV pipe breaks the success of the Loop 
Select Logic is less critical than for the DBA.  

Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Break Detection) signals are initiated 
from four pressure switches that sense the reactor steam dome pressure.  
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure Time Delay - Relay (Break Detection) signals 
are initiated from two time delay relays.  

The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Break Detection) Allowable Value is 
chosen to allow for coastdown of any recirculation pump which has just 
tripped, this optimizes the sensitivity of the LPCI Loop Select Logic while 
ensuring that LPCI injection is not delayed. The Reactor Steam Dome 
Pressure Time Delay - Relay (Break Detection) Allowable Value is chosen to 
allow momentum effects to establish the maximum differential pressure for 
break detection.  

Four channels of the Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Break Detection) 
Function and two channels of the Reactor Steam Dome Pressure Time Delay
Relay (Break Detection) Function are only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 
1, 2, and 3 to ensure that no single failure can prevent the LPCI Loop 
Select Logic from successfully selecting the unbroken recirculation loop 
for LPCI injection. These Functions are not required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 4 and 5 because, in those MODES, the loop for selection is controlled 
by plant operating procedures which ensure an OPERABLE LPCI flow path.
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

r .d. Reactor St~eam Dome Pressure-Low (Relcirculation 

.Discharge Valve/Permissive) (continued)/ 

Four channels •f the Reactor Steam Dome/Pressure--Low Function are •nly required to be OPERA E in MODES 1, 2, 
and 3 with tJ~ associated recirculati9 pump discharge valve 
open. With •he valve(s) closed, the Function 
instrumentation has been performed; [hus, the Function is 
not require . In MODES 4 and 5, th• loop injection location 
is not critical since LPCI injecti• through the
recirculat on loop in either direc ion will still ensure 
that LPCI /low reaches the core (7e., there is no 
significat reactor steam domeeba k pressure).

"2.e. eac tor Vessel Shrod Level-Level 0 / 
The Level 0 Function is rovided as a permissive /0 allow 
the RHR System to be ma ually aligned from the LfCI mode to 
the suppression pool c ling/spray or drywell spray modes.  
The permissive ensures that water in the vessel is 
approximately two thi ds core height before th manual 
transfer is allowed. This ensures that LPCI i available to 
prevent or minimize uel damage. This functi may be 
overridden during a ident conditions as allo ed by plant 
procedures. Reacto Vessel Shroud Level--Le 1 0 Function 
is implicitly assu d in the analysis of th recirculation 
line break (Ref. 2 since the analysis ass es that no LPCI 
flow diversion ccrs when reactor water I el is below 
Level 0.  

Reactor Vessel roud Level-Level 0 sign ls are initiated 
from two level ransmitters that sense t e difference 
between the pr sure due to a constant lumn of water 
(reference leg and the pressure due to the actual water 
level (variab leg) in the vessel. T Reactor Vessel 
Shroud Level Level 0 Allowable Value s chosen to allow the 
low pressure ore flooding systems to activate and provide 
adequate coo ing before allowing a ual transfer.  

Two channeT of the Reactpr Vessel roud Level-Level 0 
Function ar only required to be OP RABLE in MODES 1, 2, 
and 3. In DES 4 and 5, the spec fied initiation time of 
the LPCI s systems is not assume and other administrative 
controls a e adequate to control he valves that this 
Function isolates (since the sys ms that the valves are

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1

BASES 

APPLICABLE (2.e. Reactgr Vessel Shroud Level Level 0 (continued_ 
SAFETY ANALYSES, I v ' 0 ( 

LCO, and (opened for are not required to OPERABLE in MODES and 5 
APPLICABILITY land are normally not used). r

/( 2. . I Low.1ressure Coolant Injection Pump Start-Time Delay 

SThe purpose of this time delay is to stagger the start of 
C5.LJ -' LPCI pumps that are -in each of Divisions I and 2, thus o ._• limtin9 the startin9 transients on the am.ZQ/ 

9 ý buses. his Function is on y necessary when power is being lupied from the standby power sources, (DG). wiever/ .  

since de ay does n egra e Eja L ope ation C5 emins in tho pump sta oa taltms. he Pp 
!: ht al tim he PCI Pump 

Start- ime Delay Relays are assumed to be OPERABLE in the 
accident and transient analyses requiring. ECCS initiation.  
That is, the analyses assume that the pumps will initiate 

- when required and excess loading will not cause failure of 
the power sources. C 

There are fbLPCI Pump Start-ýTime ýDelay Relay~son~e 
While each time 

de a reay s ddicted o asinle umpstart logic, a 
single failure of a LPCI Pump Start--Time Delay Relay cou 
result in the failure of the ow pressure ECCS pumps 
powere the same -bus, to perform their intended 
function, noareeR :EL RESPONSE T I (e.g., as in 
the case where both ECCS pumps on one Z bus start in 
simultaneously due to an inoperable time delay relay). This 
still leaves (Oft of the six low pressure ECCS pumps 
OPERABLE; thus, the single failure criterion is met (i.e., 
loss of one instrument does not preclude ECCS initiation). • 

-e IlAlowable Valuefor the LPCI Pump Start-Time Delay 
Ie Relays i chosen to be long eno so a mo of e 

ra lent o the first ump is comp ete before 
nstartin ough so that on op eamt 4is no egraded.no bu __n nLshort enough so that E CS operation is not degraded.

SEach LPCI Pump.Start-Time DelayRelay Function is required 
to be OPERABLE only when the associated LPCI subsystem is 
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LCO 3.5.2 
for Applicability Bases for the kPCI subsystems.,-

(continued)
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W Insert Functions 2.q, 2.h, 2.i, and 2.k 
2.q, 2.i Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure - High (Break Detection) 
and Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure Time Delay - Relay (Break 
Detection) 

Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure signals are used by the LPCI Loop 
Select Logic to determine if either recirculation pump is running. If 
either pump is not running, i.e., Single Loop Operation, the logic, after a 
short time delay, sends a trip signal to both recirculation pumps. This is 
necessary to eliminate the possibility of small pipe breaks being masked by 
a running recirculation pump. These Functions are only required to be 
OPERABLE for the DBA LOCA analysis, i.e., if the break location is in the 
recirculation system suction piping (Ref. 2). For a DBA LOCA, the analysis 
assumes that the LPCI Loop Select Logic successfully identifies and directs 
LPCI flow to the unbroken recirculation loop so that core reflooding is 
accomplished in time to ensure that the fuel peak cladding temperature 
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. For other LOCA events (i.e., 
non-DBA recirculation system pipe breaks or other RPV pipe breaks), the 
success of the Loop Select Logic is less critical than for the DBA.  

Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure - High (Break Detection) signals 
are initiated from eight differential pressure switches, four of which 
sense the pressure differential between the suction and discharge of each 
recirculation pump. Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure Time Delay 
Relay (Break Detection) signals are initiated by two time delay relays.  

The Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure - High (Break Detection) 
Allowable Value is chosen to be as low as possible, while still maintaining 
the ability to differentiate between a running and non-running 
recirculation pump. Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure Time Delay 
Relay (Break Detection) Allowable Value is chosen to allow enough time to 
determine the status of the operating conditions of the recirculation 
pumps.  

Eight channels of the Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure - High 
(Break Detection) Function and two channels of the Recirculation Pump 
Differential Pressure Time Delay - Relay (Break Detection) Function are 
only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that no single 
failure can prevent the LPCI Loop Select Logic from successfully 
determining if either recirculation pump is running. This Function is not 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 because, in those MODES, the loop 
for selection is controlled by plant operating procedures which ensure an 
OPERABLE LPCI flow path.
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FW Insert Functions 2.q. 2.h. 2.i. and 2.k (continued) 
2.h. 2.k Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure - High (Break 
Detection) and Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure Time Delay - Relay 
(Break Detection) 

Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure signals are used by the LPCI Loop 
Select Logic to determine which, if any, recirculation loop is broken.  
This is accomplished by comparing the pressure of the two recirculation 
loops. A broken loop will be indicated by a lower pressure than an 
unbroken loop. The loop with the higher pressure is then selected, after a 
short delay, for LPCI injection. If neither loop is broken, the logic 
defaults to injecting into the "B" recirculation loop. These Functions are 
only required to be OPERABLE for the DBA LOCA analysis, i.e., if the break 
location is in the recirculation system suction piping (Ref. 2). For a DBA 
LOCA, the analysis assumes that the LPCI Loop Select Logic successfully 
identifies and directs LPCI flow to the unbroken recirculation loop, the 
analysis assumes that the LPCI Loop Select Logic successfully identifies 
and directs LPCI flow to the unbroken recirculation loop so that core 
reflooding is accomplished in time to ensure that the fuel peak cladding 
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46. For other LOCA 
events, (i.e., non-DBA recirculation system pipe breaks), or other RPV pipe 
breaks, the success of the Loop Select Logic is less critical than for the 
DBA.  

Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure - High (Break Detection) signals 
are initiated from four differential pressure switches that sense the 
pressure differential between the A recirculation loop riser and the B 
recirculation loop riser. If, after a small time delay, the pressure in 
loop A is not indicating higher than loop B pressure, the logic will select 
the B loop for injection. If recirculation loop A pressure is indicating 
higher than loop B pressure, the logic will select the A loop for LPCI 
injection. Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure Time Delay - Relay 
(Break Detection) signals are initiated by two time delay relays.  

The Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure - High (Break Detection) 
Allowable Value is chosen to be as low as possible, while still maintaining 
the ability to differentiate between a broken and unbroken recirculation 
loop. The Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure Time Delay - Relay 
(Break Detection) Allowable Value is chosen to provide a sufficient amount 
of time to determine which loop is broken.  

Four channels of the Recirculation Riser Differential Pressure - High 
(Break Detection) Function and two channels of the Recirculation Riser 
Differential Pressure Time Delay - Relay (Break Detection) Function are 
only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that no single 
failure can prevent the LPCI Loop Select Logic from successfully selecting 
the unbroken recirculation loop for LPCI injection. This Function is not 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 because, in those MODES, the loop 
for selection is controlled by plant operating procedures which ensure an 
OPERABLE LPCI flow path.
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1

BASES 

APPLICABLE HPCI System 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 3.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low LowLLey 
APPLICABILITY 

(continued) Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool 
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease 
too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, the HPCI 
System is initiatea at-qt__ to maintain level above the 
top of the active fuel. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low 
LowCjI•JZ is one of the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE 
andEapable of initiating HPCI during the transients 
analyzed in References I and 3. Additionally, the Reactor 
Vessel Water Level--Low Low •_e•_ýFunction associated 
with HPCI is directly assumed in the analysis of the 
recirculation line break (Ref. 2). The core cooling 
function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the 
RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains 
below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

2Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, I signals are 
r initiated from ou transmitters that sense the difference between the pressure due to a constant column 

water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual 
water level (variable leg) in the vessel.

of

VC~ /4Pc, C f vI 
~~~~~ _-C4t 10 i S rjL,-

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low42G II- Allowable 
Value is high enough such that for complete loss of 
feedwater flow, Reactor Lore lsolatyon Loo;ing (I$LI)•) 
(Sytem fl wi th/PCI asumed ;ýfail ill b suffi ent ft

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, 
G Function are required to be OPERABLE only when HPCI 
is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single 
instrument failure can preclude HPCI initiation. Refer to 
LCO 3.5.1 for HPCI Applicability Bases.  
3.b.Dry-ell Pressur•--Hinh

"*Migh pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the 
RCPB. The HPCI System is initiated upon receipt of the 
Drywell Pressure-High Function in order to minimize the 
possibility of fuel damage. The Drywell Pressure-High 
Function, along with the Reactor Water Level-Low Lowp 

( Function, is directly assumed in the analysis 2 

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1

BASES 

APPLICABLE 3.b. Drvwell Pressure-High (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and Iu/on le br (Ref. 4). The core cooling 
APPLICABILITY /function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of the 

RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains 
below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

Hi h drywell pressure signals are initiated from four 
pressur s that sense drywell pressure. The 
Allowable Value was selected to be as low as possible to be 
indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.  

Four channels of the Drywell Pressure-High Function are 
required to be OPERABLE when HPCI is required to be OPERABLE 
to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude 
HPCI initiation. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for the Applicability 
Bases for the HPCI System.  
3.c. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Hiqh( • 

- Vi'•,cf High RPV water level indicates that sufficient cooling water 
S- inventorl exists in the reactor vessel such that there is no Saa~~nger to the fuel. Therefo~r~e-,te-IWM--- ý ; signal is used 

to trip the HPCI turbine to prevent overflow into the main 
steam lines (KSLs). The Reactor Vessel Water Level-High ..  

Function is not assumed in accident and 
transient analyses. It was retained since it is a 2, 
potentially significant contributor to risk.  

Reactor Vessel Water Level-High signals for HPCI 
eere iniiated from two Q139M transmitters from the 
range water level measurement instrumentation. Both 
signals are required in order to close the HPCI injection 
valve. This ensures that no single instrument failure can 
preclude HPCI initiation. The Reactor Vessel Water 
Level -High - Al owable Value is chosen to prevent 
flow from the HPCI System from overflowing into the MSLs.

Two channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level -High•Jj3Ziz 
Function are required to be OPERABLE only when HPCI is 
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.C 1_ J Le 5-V 
for HPCI Applicability Bases.

(continued)
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SAFETY ANALYSES, teuaalblt fa 
LCO, and Low level inM C indi cates teuaalblt fa 
APPLICABILITY adequate supply of makeup water from this normal source._,L 

(continued) Normally the suction valves between HPCI and theiCSTy are 
open and, upon receiving a HPCI initiation signal, water for 

HPIinjection would be taken from the4CSTt. However, if the U -water level in the yCSTx allV' below a preselected level, q 2 is h u eson pool suction valves automatically 
r open, and then theICST suction valve automatically closes.  +rrow ý- This ensures that an adequate supply of makeup water is 

5W'ýtW5available to the HPCI pump. To prevent losing suction to 
the pump, the suction valves are interlocked so that the .. frf..* *S" ~suppression pool suction valves must be open before the CST 

~.p iA4'suction valve automatically closes. The Function is 
~pcX. ~implicitly assumed in the accident and transient analyses 

(which take credit for HPCI) since the analyses assume that 
~lhjj~~>the HPCI suction source is the suppression pool.  

Condensate Storage Tank Level-Low signals are initiated 
rom level switche . The logic is arranged such that 

eve swi c can cause the suppression pool suctaf ý (+W& valves to open and the XTsuction valye 'to close. The 
W +'ýP -C Condensate Storage Tank Level -Low Function o~wa~bl~e V;alue 

ca- sTis high enough to ensure adequate purn suction head while 
water is being taken from 

channels_.of the Condensate Storage Tank Level -Low 1 1/Function ar required to be OPERABLE only when HPCI is 
re be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument 

(& •~~~~failure can preclude HP'CI swap to suppression pool source.  
W14 eCAc Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for HPCI*Applicability Bases.  

3-e. Suopression Pool-Water Level-High 

Excessively high suppression pool water could result in the 
loads on the suppression pool exceeding design values should 
there be a blowdown of the reactor vessel pressure through 
the 4Iý~relief valves. Therefore, signals indicating 
high suppression pool water level are used to transfer the 4 suction source of HPCI from the -ST t-o the -suppression pool 
to eliminate the possibility of HPCI continuing to provide 
additional water from a source outside containment. To 
prevent losing suction to the pump, the suction valves are 
in~terlocked so that the suppression pool suction valves must 

Fy __D D pnD~oreT--S suction valve automatically closes.  

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 3.e. Suppression Pool Water Level-High (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and This Function is implicitly assumed in the accident and 
APPLICABILITY transient analyses (which take credit for HPCI) since the 

analyses assume that the HPCI suction source is the 
suppression pool.  

Suppression Pool Water Level-High signals are initiated 
from two level switches. The logic is arranged such that 

S• either switch can cause the suppression pool suction valves 
to open and the)CST suction valve to close. The Allowable 
Value for the Suppression Pool Water Level-High Function is 

.7" /,, a • J,,L la,/t;, chosen to ensure that HPCI will be aligned for suction from 
ezocm,. qy pLr.orma#srta, the suppression pool before the water level reaches the 
alca tAVAEL rDV4Jr1,OA1A1L point at which suppression pool design loads would be 7- . "-7 ,h , ACT ý / Id exceeded .'y 

i,$,'•;4. tInI Two channels of Suppression Pool Water Level--High Function 

4Ltsw;LAs LW;1/,y'r-;_p are required to be OPERABLE only when HPCI is required to be 
is. kvr/f IL-,. 4q OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can 

/IcwwdU& Vdu preclude HPCI swap to suppression pool source. Refer to 
LCO 3.5.1 for HPCI Applicability Bases.  

3.f. Hiah Pressure Coolant Iniection Pump Discharge 
Flow-Low (Bypass) 

The minimum flow instruments are provided to protect the 
HPCI pump from overheating when the pump i operating and 
the associated injection valve is not M open. The 
minimum flow line valve is opened when low flow is sensed, 
and the valve is automatically closed when the flow rate is 
adequate to protect the pump. T High Pessur~es Colaint__ 

"njetion Discare Flow- ow Funct" n is s umed to e 
(OPFt"RLE and/capable •f closinj the mini•mum fow valve to -
leýure th~aythe ECC /flow ass~i ed duri (g the t nsientsVd 
aYccidents analyzed n References- 1.2 and 3 ae met.) The 

core cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram 
action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding 
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.  

e fl is used to detect the HPCI System's 1,1; 

flow rate. The logic is arranged such that the @ansn r 
causes the minimum flow valve to open. The logic will close 
the minimum flow valve once the closure setpoint is 
exceeded.  

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 3-f. High Pressure Coolant Injection Pump Discharge SAFETY ANALYSES, Flow-Low (Bypass) (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY The High Pressure Coolant Injection Pump Discharge Flow-Low 

Allowable Value is high enough to ensure that pump flow rate i s s u f f i c i e n t t o p r o t e c t h P u , y e l 6 e n u h o n r e L _ -that he closr •e of t )t minimumf l wvfv s -it a e to/ Z 
•allov~full f ow into/the core 

One channel is required to be OPERABLE when the HPCI is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for HPCI 
Applicability Bases.  

3.q. Manual Initiation 

The Manual Initiation push button channel introduces signals into the HPCI logic to provide manual initiation, capability 
and is redundant to the automatic protective 
instrumentation. There is one push button for the HPCI System.  

The Manual Initiation Function is not assumed in any 
accident or transient analyses in the FSAR. However, the Function is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the HPCI function as required by the NRC in the plant 
licensing basis.  

There is no Allowable Value for this Function since the channel is mechanically actuated based solely on the 
position of the push button. One channel of the Manual 
Initiation Function is required to be OPERABLE only when the HPCI System is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LC0 3.5.1 
for HPCI Applicability Bases.  

Automatic Depressurization System 

4.a. 5.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low-.  

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, ADS receives 
one of the signals necessary for initiation from this Function. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Lowdig;: 

is one of the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating the ADS during the accident analyzed 

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSE• 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY 

k2 
pre SSU~ re-e

4.a, 5.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low(fo-w. lv Ul iJ 
(continued) 

in Reference 2. The core cooling function of the ECCS, 
along with the scram action of the RPS, ensures that the 
fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of 
10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low -signals are 
initiated from tour q l;transmitters that sense the 
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of 
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual 
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of 
Reactor Vessel Water Level -Low Low -ji 1B ' Function 
are required to be OPERABLE only when ADS is required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can 
preclude ADS initiation. Two channels input to ADS trip 
system A, while the other two channels input to ADS trip 
system B. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.  

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low W'Z 
Allowable Value is chosen to allow time for the low pressure 
core flooding systems to initiate and provide adequate 
cooling.  

4.b. 5.b. Dr1well Pressure-High 

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the 
RCPB. Therefore, ADS receives one of the signals necessary 
for initiation from this Function in order to minimize the 
possibility of fuel damage. The Drywell Pressure-High is 
assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating the ADS 
during the accidents analyzed in Reference 2. The core 
cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of 
the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature 
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

_Drywell Pressure-High signals are initiated from four 
rthat sense drywell pressure. The Allowable Value was selected to be as low as possible and 

indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment. be

Four channels of Drywell Pressure-High Function are only 
required to be OPERABLE when ADS is required to be OPERABLE 
to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude ADS 
initiation. Two channels input to ADS trip system A, while 

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 4.b. 5.b. Drvwell Pressure-High (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and the other two channels input to ADS trip system B. Refer to 
APPLICABILITY LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.  

4.c. 5.c. Automatic Depressurization System Initiation 
Timer 

The purpose of the Automatic Depressurization System 
Initiation Timer is to delay depressurization of the reactor 
vessel to allow the HPCI System time to maintain reactor 
vessel water level. Since the rapid depressurization caused 
by ADS operation is one of the most severe transients on the 
reactor vessel, its occurrence should be limited. By 
delaying initiation of the ADS-Function, the operator is 
given the chance to monitor the success or failure of the 
HPCI System to maintain water level, and then to decide 
whether or not to allow ADS to initiate, to delay initiation 
further by recycling the timer, or to inhibit initiation 
permanently. The Automatic Depressurization System 
Initiation Timer Function is assumed to be OPERABLE for the 
accident analyses of Reference 2 that require ECCS 
initiation and assume failure of the HPCI System.  

There are two Automatic Depressurization System Initiation 
Timer relays, one in each of the two ADS trip systems. The 
Allowable Value for the Automatic Depressurization System 
Initiation Timer is chosen so that there is still time after 
depressurization for the low pressure ECCS subsystems to 
provide adequate core cooling.  

Two channels of the Automatic Depressurization System 
Initiation Timer Function are only required-to be OPERABLE 
when the ADS is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no Z 
single instrument failure can preclude ADS initiation. TOne 
channel inputs to ADS trip system A, while the other channel 
inputs to ADS trip system B. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS 
Applicability Bases.  

4.d. 5.d. Reactor/Vessel Water Level--ow. Level 3 

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, •vel 3 Function is ,-
used,by the ADS (nly as a confirmator low water level •• 

Lsignal. ADS re eives one of the sig als necessary for 
initiation from/Reactor Vessel Water/Level--Low Low Low, 

Level 1 signals. In order to prevent spurious initiation of 

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANJ 
LCO, and 
APPLICABIL

E 4. 5.d. Reactor Ve ssl Water Level-Low. Level 3 
ALYSES, (continued) 

LITY the ADS due to spurio s Level 1 signals, a Level 3 ignal 
must also be receive before ADS initiation commen es.  

Reactor Vessel Wate Level-Low, Level 3 signals re 
initiated from two evel transmitters that sense the 
difference between the pressure due to a consta t column of 
water (reference g) and the pressure due to e actual 
water level (vari ble leg) in the vessel. The Allowable 
Value for Reacto Vessel Water Level-Low, Le el 3 is 
selected at the PS Level 3 scram Allowable V lue for 
convenience. R er to LCO 3.3.1.1, "Reactor Protection 
System (RPS) In trumentation," for the Bases discussion of 
this Function.  

Two channels f Reactor Vessel Water Level Low, Level 3 
Function are nly required to be OPERABLE en the ADS is 
required to e OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument 
failure can reclude ADS initiation. On channel inputs to 
ADS trip sy em A, while the other chann inputs to ADS 
trip system . Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for S Applicability 
nBasest P i q s 

A). 4%5Y. 5.. Core Spray and Low Pressure Coolant 4I\-I 
Injection Pump Discharge Pressure-High

The Pump Discharge Pressure-High signals from the CS and 
SLPCI pumps are used as permissives for ADS initiation, 

V , indicating that there is a source of low pressure cooling 
water available once the ADS has depressurized the vessel.  
Pump Discharge Pressure-High is one of the Functions 
assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of permitting ADS 
initiation during the events analyzed in Reference 2 with an 
assumed HPCI failure. For these events the ADS 
depressurizes the reactor vessel so that the low pressure 
ECCS can perform the core cooling functions. This core 
cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of 

Sthe RPS, ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature 
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.  

e Pupressure signals are initiated from twelve 
pressure , two on the discharge side of each of 
the six low pressure ECCS pumps. In order to generate an 
ADS permissive in one trip system, it is necessary that only 

(continued)
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APPLICABLE J4.. . 51 J Core Spray and Low Pressure Coolant SAFETY ANALYSES, Injection Pump Discharge Pressure-High (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY one pump (both channels for the pump) indicate the high 

discharge pressure condition. The Pump Discharge 
Pressure-High Allowable Value is less than the pump discharge pressure when the pump is operating in a full flow mode and high enough to avoid any condition that results in a discharge pressure permissive when the CS and LPCI pumps are aligned for injection and the pumps are not running.  The actual operating point of this function is not assumed 
in any transient or accident analysis.  

Twelve channels of Core Spray and Low Pressure Coolant 
Injection Pump Discharge Pressure-High Function are only required to be OPERABLE when the ADS is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude ADS initiation. Two CS channels associated with CS 2.  Ib .•Lb . p A and •I"oLPCI channels associated with LPCI pump A LA.O 2.  -- It'w= t h an are required for trip system A. Two CS channels \LP~x u B associated with CS pump B and fk&`LPCI channe 5 associated wi 1P pp and are re uired for tri system B. tco)e e-Is 
e Reer to ICO 3..for ADS Applicability Bases. a-•Le;A 

One of the signals required for ADS initiation is Drywell Pressure-High. However, if the event requiring ADS initiation occurs outside the drywell (e.g., main steam line break outside containment), a high drywell pressure signal 
-m-may never be present. Therefore, the Automatic Z L-i -- epressuriza ion ys em o• Water Level Actuation Timer is used to bypass the Drywell Pressure-High Function after a certain time period has elapsed. Operation of the Automatic 
/,d . 4 ,••,. e Depressurization System Low Water Level Actuation Timer i- ra,, IS f unction is not assumed in any accidentjanalys The 

instrumentation is retained in the TS because S is part ofthe primary success path for mitigation of a DBA.  
There are Automatic Depressurization ste'm LoI w 
Level Actuation Timer relays, i in each of the two ADS trip systems. The Allowable Value for the Automatic 
Depressurization System Low Water Level Actuation Timer is chosen to ensure that there is still time after 

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 4. 5.1. Automatic Depressurization System Low Water Level 
SAFETY ANALYSES, Actuation Timer (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY depressurization for the low pressure ECCS subsystems to 

provide adequate core cooling.  

channels of the Automatic Depressurization System Low 
ater Level Actuation Timer Function are only required to be 

ABLE when the ADS is required to be OPERABLE to ensure 
that no single instrument failure can preclude ADS 
initiation. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.  

4. , 5.h. Manual Initiation 

The Manual Initiati n push button channels intr9duce signals 
into the ADS logic o provide manual initiatio acapability 
and are redundant o the automatic protectivee 
instrumentation. here are two push buttons or each ADS 
trip system for a total of four.  

The Manual Initi tion Function is not assu d in any 
accident or tra ient analyses in the FSA However, the 
Function is re ined for overall redundan y and diversity of 
the ADS functi ns as required by the NRC*n the plant 
licensing bas 

h.  

There is no lowable Value for this F nction since the 
channels ar mechanically actuated ba ed solely on the 
position of the push buttons. Four annels of the Manual 
Initiation unction (two channels pe trip system) are only 
required t be OPERABLE when the AD is required to be 

PERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for S Applicability Bases.  

ACTIONS (I Reviewer's Note: /Certain LCO Completion Timet are based on approved topical reports. In order for a 1i ensee to use Sthe tims, the Icensee must justify the Co ~letion Times as 

required by tA staff Safety Evaluation Re6rt (SER) for the 
topical reporf.  

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 
ECCS instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion 
Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered, 
subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or variables 
expressed in the Condition discovered to be inoperable or 

(continued)
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ACTIONS not within limits will not result in separate entry into the 
(continued) Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions 

of t, Condition continue to apply for each additional 
failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into 
the Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable 
ECCS instrumentation channels provide appropriate 
compensatory measures for separate inoperable Condition 
entry for each inoperable ECCS instrumentation channel.  

A.] 

Required Action A.] directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.5.1-1. The applicable 
Condition referenced in the table is Function dependent.  
Each time a channel is discovered inoperable, Condition A is 
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the 
appropriate subsequent Condition.  

B.]. B.2. and B.3 \"dVIe6 caIA",- Z.  

Required Actions 8.1 and B.2 are intende to ensure that 
appropriate actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, 
untripped channels within the same result in 
redundant automatic initiation capability being lost for the 

Sfeature(s). Required Action B.1 features would be thosee 
that are initiated by Functions L.a, I.b, 2.a, q 2.bb c•.4 4.Soc.~ f•_c., low pressure ECCS1. The Required Action B.2 system 
would be HPCI. For Required Action B.1, redundant automatic 
initiation capability is lost if/falTWo n ion 
i rc c wol anvenRequiedui n tions8.1aip 
system, (b) tw Function 2a chae, are inoperabe andne Ac, -- untripped in •e same trip system, Ftc two Functi' n 1.b / 

wcoannelsyare noperable and untriport in the &associted [!(d).two Func ion 2.b channels are •nooerable it untrne 
•~~n the same tri svtm/or low pressure EC, since each 
inoperable channel would have Required Action B.1 applied 
separately (refer to ACTIONS Note), each inoperable channel 
would only require the affected portion of the associated 
system of low pressure ECCS and DGs to be declared 
inoperable. However, since channels in both associated low 
pressure ECCS subsystems (e.g., both CS subsystems) are 
inoperable and untripped, and the Completion Times started 
concurrently for the channels in both subsystems, this 
results in the affected portions in the associated low 

(continued)
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(a) two or more Function l.a channels are inoperable and untripped such that 
both trip systems lose initiation capability, (b) two or more Function 2.a 
channels are inoperable and untripped such that both trip systems lose 
initiation capability, (c) two or more Function l.b channels are inoperable 
and untripped such that both trip systems lose initiation capability, (d) two 
or more Function 2.b channels are inoperable and untripped such that both trip 
systems lose initiation capability. (e) two or more Function 2.d channels are 
inoperable and untripped such that both trip systems lose initiation 
capability, or (f) two Function 2.j channels are inoperable and untripped.
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ACTIONS B.a. B.2, and B.3 (continued) 

pressure ECCS and DGs being concurrently declared 
inoperable, Y 

- LFor Required Action 8.2, redundant automatic initiationon• 
• • • .Ica. abilIitx is lost if two Function 3.a or two Function 3.b• -- ( 

• ~~han sL._ MODE 1,'2,ab and 3. n MDES4"a d in the s ametifi 

sntem.tion thise sitution (lorssofreduCSisndat asutmedatic 

94 initiationn capability) the 24 hours a allowaned of Required 
Action B.3) is notowedrouringt Oe $ and the fe tu eres ass noa e 

withsthueetto inopealt reqired chnnOels mus bende5;thsare 
3.b Notes real so wi h np or.oAidoed (Note I to RequiredAtin B ] nd 

Ath iote 6.1) Required Action B.1 iso nl applnaewicha Requin e 
Action 1,s2 app icbl for I MOES4a nd 5,cto thet specuiresinc 
inito onia tion tim of the loa rssocia ed cha ne is no as u e a d 

Thsesrsta h rprls finitiation capabilityfr2hor(aalwebyRqid 

simila Not perfoviddfor.Required Action B.2 sine ReqPre I 
in t um n atio n is notp e qurb e d in MO ES4annel 5; th us ao/ re s r 
Not ytseCC is not ncs a ppialetyucto./e ic 

thsFN topovdsbcu1oadnirtieotos
tnuigta prtr on~dvr l•fo LPC 
iinetn to he or whn eee.Tuattlls ol 

Fucio 20 aaiiyfr•hur salw ic h aL sussesreancpbeopefrnlheritde 

funtio.Ys Th oplto Tm s nede oalo heoeatrta 

Note reasprvdd(oe2t Required Action B.-, thaopeinTm nybgns 
upondisovewtha a edunantfeatre n te sae sste 
(e~g, bth S susysems canot e atomticaly nitate 

dusoioealutipdcanl ihntesm 
hcntnud
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ACTIONS B.-. B.2. and 8.3 (continued) 

Function as described in the paragraph above. For Required 
Action 8.2, the Completion Time only begins upon discovery 
that the HPCI System cannot be automatically initiated due (to two inoperable, untripped channels.for the associated 

CIMMii•2pin the same trip system. The I hour Completion 
Time from discovery of loss of initiation capability is 
acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for 
restoration or tripping of channels.  

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an allowable out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to 
be acceptable (Ref. 5) to permit restoration of any 
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable 
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
allowable out of service time, the channel must be placed in 
the tripped condition per Required Action B.3. Placing the 
inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate 
for the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a 
single failure, and allow operation to continue.  
Alternately, if it is not desired to place the channel in 
trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable 
channel in trip would result in an initiation), Condition H 
must be entered and its Required Action taken. _ 

C.] and C.2 

Required Action C.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate actions are taken if multiple, inoperable channels within 
te same result in redundant'automatic initiation 

capability being lost for the feature(s). Required / 
Action C.1 features would be those that are initia 

unc ions .c, 2.c,•. ow pressure ECCS).  Redundant automatic initiation capabilit is lost if either 

Rseodeundant automatic initiation capability ) isls fether 

4 tw unc ion R.ceuannels are inoperable inote sa me 
andt the featur(s) asounctiad wi channels arilnoperable in / -the same ip syste, l, (c) two Function 2.d c inniels are / 
i(noperai' e in the ~ame trip system, or [Al +~ r)r 

~~~ 0• aucto g.hpls are inonerabl JIn this situation 
• (loss of redundant automatic initiation capability), the 

24 hour allowance of Required Action C.2 is not appropriate 
and the feature(s) associated with the inoperable channels 
must be declared inoperable within 1 hour. . ineeac_ 

(continued) 
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W Insert C.1 
(a) two Function 1.c channels are inoperable in both trip systems, (b) two 
Function 2.c channels are inoperable in both trip systems, (c) two Function 
i.e channels are inoperable, (d) two Function 2.e channels are inoperable, 
(e) two or more Function 2.g channels, associated with a recirculation pump 
are inoperable such that both trip systems lose initiation capability, (f) two 
or more Function 2.h channels are inoperable such that both trip systems lose 
initiation capability, (g) two Function 2.i channels are inoperable, or (h) 
two Function 2.k channels are inoperable.
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

V •l•f----.inoperable channel would have Required Action C.1 applied 

ca-f-edwould only r~equire the affected portion of the associated 

for both low pressure ECCS subsystems are inoperable (e.g., 
bot u te specific an the Completion Timesstarted a concurrently for the channels in both subsystems, thisI 
Sresults in the affected portions in both subsystems 5eing 

-_ concurrently declared inoperable. For Functions 1.• 

Sa tand prb, the affected portions are the associated lo 

z, 2. .k automatic initiation capability for 24 hours (as allowed by 
R) equired Action C.2) is allowed during MODES 4 and 5.  

C2 .e Z. 2 -" " 21L( ;jJ,. LPCI2 ,T-'•ote 2 states that Required Action C.1/ s only applicable 
" / "~for Functions 1.c,2.c, ja nd 2. . Required Action C.1 
/- is not applicable to Functiond-].A. Z.h a 3.g (which also 

- Trequir entry into this Condition if a channel in thC0-ae'/--, 
Functiontis inoperable), since 1 ek.anua 

L•J (w'F- ini lation Functiondlt lre not assumed in any accident or 
Stransient analysis. hus, a total loss oftianual initiation PcT 

capability for 24 hours (as allowed by Required Action C.2).  
is allowed. Required Action C.1 is also not applicable to 
Function 3.c (which also requires entry into this Condition 
if a channel in this Function is inoperable), since the loss otonec- annel resu ts. a 0o o the Function 
two-oqx-of-two logic . This ass was considered during the 

develooment of Reference 5 and considered acceptable for the 
24 hours allowed by Required Action C.2.  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This 
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock.' 
For-Required Action C.1, the Completion Time only begins 
upon discovery that the same feature in both subsystems 
(e.g., both CS subsystems) cannot be automatically initiati,._.  
due to inoperable channels within the same um~ as w
described in the paragraph above. The I hour Completion 
Time from discovery of loss of initiation capability is 

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for 
restoration of channels.  

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an 
allowable out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to 
be acceptable (Ref. 5) to permit restoration of any 
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable 
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
allowable out of service time, Condition H must be entered 
and its Required Action taken. The Required Actions do not 
allow placing the channel in trip since this action would 
either cause the initiation or it would not necessarily 
result in a safe state for the channel in all events.  

z, a re a.W £4 W -g,/4 r 

D.1. D.2.1. and D.242 
S 5 Required ction D.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 

actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 
Schannels within the same Function result in a complete loss 

ar4 6111,ydis of automatic component initiation capability for the HPCI 
, ."r a-F.* Rcsr System.q e utomatic nl itiation caa t ihity is lost 

aligned, the Funtio ialedprfoe...t 

are inoperable and untripped. In this situation (loss of 
automatic suction swap), the 24 hour allowance of Required 

14 Atierons D.2. begndn.22isngoth appropriaotae adtihe PCo.  

eSystem must be declared inoperable within I hour after W'~ '.u discovery of loss of HPCI initiation capability. As noted, M "'ýrfRequired Action D.1 is only applicable if the HPCI pump 
suction is not aligned to the suppression pool, since, if 
aligned, the Function is already performed.  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This 
Completion Time also alrews for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time 'clock." 
For Required Action D.1, ti? Completion Time only begins 
upon discovery that the HPCI System cannot be automatically 
aligned to the suppression pool due to two inoperable, 
untripped channels in the same Function. The 1 hour 
Completion Time from discovery of loss of initiation 
capability is acceptable because it minimizes risk while 
allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.. D.2.1. and D.2.2 (continued) 

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an 
allowable out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to 
be acceptable (Ref. 5) to permit restoration of any 
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable 
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
allowable out of service time, the channel must be placed in 
the tripped condition per Required Action D.2.1 or the 
suction source must be aligned to the suppression pool per 
Required Action D.2.2. Placing the inoperable channel in 
trip performs the intended function of the channel (shifting 
the suction source to the suppression pool). Performance of 
either of these two Required Actions will allow operation to 
continue. If Required Action D.2.1 or D.2.2 is performed, 
measures should be taken to ensure that the HPCI System 
piping remains filled with water. Alternately, if it is not 
desired to perform Required Actions D.2.1 and D.2.2 (e.g., 
as in the case where shifting the suction source could drain 
down the HPCI suction piping), Condition H must be entered 
and its Required Action taken.  

E.1 and E.2 

Required Action E.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable channels within 
the Core Spray and Low Pressure Coolant Injection Pump ) 
Discharge Flow--LowiBypass IFunctions result in re undant 

+W 40 o automatic initiation capability being lost for the 
Qc. /feature(s). For Required Action E.1, the features be ,;e 

c~r- those that are initiated by Functions I.d and 2. (4= ow
pressure ECCS). Redundant automatic initiation capab Jlitv 
is lost if (a) two Function ±.a channels are inoperable orý ( one or more F*Wnction z.g channelv'associatea wit pumpl 
in LPCI subsystpd A and one or mor unction 2.g channels 
associated wit(pums in LPCI subsRstem B are inoqnrable. I 

Since each inoperable channel would have Required Action E.1 
applied separately (refer to ACTIONS Note), each inoperable 
channel would only require the affected low pressure ECCS 
pump to be declared inoperable. However, since channels for 
more than one low pressure ECCS pump are inoperable, and the 
Completion Times started concurrently for the channels of 
the low pressure ECCS pumps, this results in the affected 

(continued)
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ACTIONS E.] and E.2 (continued) 

low pressure ECCS pumps being concurrently declared 
inoperable.  

In this situation (loss of redundant automatic initiation.  
capability), the 7 day allowance of Required Action E.2 is 
not appropriate and the subsystem associated with each 
inoperable channel must be declared inoperable within 
I hour. As noted (Note I to Required Action E.1), Required 
Action E.I is only applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In 
MODES 4 and 5, the specific initiation time of the ECCS is 
not assumed and the probability of a LOCA is lower. Thus, a 
total loss of initiation capability for 7 days (as allowed 
by Required Action E.2) is allowed during MODES 4 and 5. A 
Note is also provided (Note 2 to Required Action E.1) to 
delineate that Required Action E.1 is only applicable to low 
pressure ECCS Functions. Required Action E.1 is not 
applicable to HPCI Function 3.f since the loss of one 
channel results in a loss of the Function (one-out-of-one 
logic). This loss was considered during the development of 
Reference 5 and considered acceptable for the 7 days allowed 
by Required Action E.2.  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This 
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero' for beginning the allowed outage time "clock -

For Required Action E.1, the Completion Time only begins 
upon discovery that a redundant feature in the same system 
(e.g., both CS subsystems) cannot be automatically initiated 
due to inoperable channels within the same Function as 
described in the paragraph above. The I hour Completion 
Time from discovery of loss of initiation capability is 
acceptable becauseIt minimizes risk while allowing time for 
restoration of channels.  

If the instrumentation that controls the pump minimum flow 
valve is inoperable, such that the valve will not 
automatically open, extended pump operation with no 
injection path available could lead to pump overheating and 
failure. If there were a failure of the instrumentation, 

D `such that the valve would not automatically close, a portion 
of the pump flow could be diverted from the reactor vessel 
injection path, causing insufficient core cooling. These 

7-A& 1sw pries-suw- t ...... a L .c onti nuev L .t 

(continued)
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ACTIONS E (continued) 

consequences can be averted by the operator's manual control 
of the valve, which would be adequate to maintain ECCS pump 
protection and required flow. Furthermore, other ECCS pumps 
would be sufficient to complete the assumed safety function 
if no additional single failure were to occur. The 7 day 
Completion Time of Required Action E.2 to restore the 
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status is reasonable based on 
the remaining capability of the associated ECCS subsystems, 
the redundancy available in the ECCS design, and the low 
probability of a DBA occurring during the allowed out of 
service time. If the inoperable channel cannot be restored 
to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of service time, 
Condition H must be entered and its Required Action taken.  
The Required Actions do not allow placing the channel in 
trip since this action would not necessarily result in a 
safe state for the channel in all events.  

F.1 nd F.  
Required Action F.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 
channels within similar ADS trip system A and B Functions 
result in redundant automatic initiation capability being 

oy M lost for the A e-, Redundant automatic initiation capability 
iS ost if either (a) one Function 4.a channel~and one 
Function 5.a channel&are inoperable and untrip ed b) one --- Function 4.b channel~and one Function 5. channe rae K•••-]L 

S inoperable and untrippedo 0 c) io n•u 4.a~channe• ;:noer ln are inoperae and untrippetie o 

In this situation (loss of automatic initiation capability), 
the 96 hour or 8 day allowance, as applicable, of Required 
Action F.2 is not appropriate and all ADS valves must be 
declared inoperable within I hour after discovery of loss of 
ADS initiation capability.  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This 
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time *clock." 
For Required Action F.1, the Completion Time only begins 
upon discovery that the ADS cannot be automatically 
initiated due to inoperable, untripped channels within 

(continued)
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ACTIONS F.1 and F.2 (continued) 

similar ADS trip system Functions as described in the 
paragraph above. The I hour Completion Time from discovery 
of loss of initiation capability is acceptable because it 
minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration or 
tripping of channels.  

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 
initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an 
allowable out of service time of 8 days has been shown to be 
acceptable (Ref. 5) to permit restoration of any inoperable 
channel to OPERABLE status if both HPCI and GIC are 
OPERABLE. If either HPCI ortZIC is inoperable, the time is 
shortened to 96 hours. If thestatus of HPCI org.IC 
changes such that the Completion Time changes from 8 days to 
96 hours, the 96 hours begins upon discovery of HPCI or MIC 
inoperability. However, the total time for an inoperable, 
untripped channel cannot exceed 8 days. If the status of 
HPCI orWIC changes such that the Completion Time changes 
from 96 hours to 8 days, the "time zero" for beginning the 
8 day "clock" begins upon discovery of the inoperable, 
untripped channel. If the inoperable channel cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of 
service time, the channel must be placed in the tripped 
condition per Required Action F.2. Placing the inoperable 
channel in trip would conservatively compensate for the 
inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a single 
failure, and allow operation to continue. Alternately, if 
it is not desired to place the channel in trip (e.g., as in 
the case where placing the inoperable channel in trip would 
result in an initiation), Condition H must be entered and 
its Required Action taken.  

G.1 and G.2 

Required Action G.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable channels within 
similar ADS trip system Functions result in automatic 
initiation capability being lost for the ADS. Automatic 
initiation capability is lost if either (a) one Function 4.c 
channel and one Function 5.c channel are inoperable, (b a 
combination of Function 4 .1 4.(-5. ,and 51-5.channels are 
inoperable such that channels associate with five or more 
low pressure ECCS pumps are inoperable, or (c) one , 

(continued)
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ACTIONS G.1 and G.2 (continued 

Function 4 cc annelE and one 4f!SlM Function 5. annel
are inoperable.  

In this situation (loss of automatic initiation capability), 
the 96 hour or 8 day allowance, as applicable, of Required 
Action G.2 is not appropriate, and all ADS valves must be 
declared inoperable within I hour after discovers of 
ADS initiation capability. for6 so 8 Action (as 

allowed ~~~~o bGeu re.ci n . I 

TheComle m is i d to al l cable for t 
Functions 4.Tc 4ae, aof, 4fg, 5.c, 5.expi, tand 5.g. n 
Required Action G.lis not applicabo n t tions 4.hb 
and 5.h (which alst require entry int e Condition c 
channel in these in o perable, c s ithin similrnce they tre 
the Manual Initiaion Functions asd aragap a e.d I any 
1chor lr trinoient analysis. Thusca total loss o f i 
capalinttiati capability for 96 hmurs or 8 daysi s 
allowed by Refu red Action G.o) rip p owedfc- l 

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This 
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal 
"ctime zero" for beginning the allowed outagn tie 2"clock.  
For Required Action G.f, the Completion Time only begins 
upon discovery that the ADS cannot be automatically 
initiated due to inoperable channels within similar ADS trip system Functions as described in the paragraph above. The 

I hour Completion Time from discovery of loss of initiation 
capability is acceptable because it minimizes risk while 
allowing time for restoration or tripping of channels.  

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide initiation signals and the redundancy of the ECCS design, an 
allowable out of service time of 8 days has been shown to be 
acceptable (Ref. S) to permit restoration of any inoperable 
channel to OPERABLE status if both HPCI and (MIt are 
OPERABLE (Required Action G.2). If either HPCI or (WIC is 
inoperable, the time shortens to 96 hours. If the status of 
HPCI or QMIC changes such that the Completion Time changes 
from 8 days to 96 hours, the 96 hours begins upon discovery 
of HPCI or(MDIC inoperability. However, the total time for 
an inoperable channel cannot exceed 8 days. If the status 
of HPCI or 4MIC changes such that the Completion Time 
changes from 96 hours to 8 days, the "time zero" for 
beginning the 8 day "clock" begins upon discovery of the 

(continued)
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BASES 

ACTIONS G.1 and G.2 (continued) 

inoperable channel. If the inoperable channel cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of 
service time, Condition H must be entered and its Required 
Action taken. The Required Actions do not allow placing the 
channel in trip since this action would not necessarily 
result in a safe state for the channel in all events.  

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met, the associated feature(s) may be incapable of 
performing the intended function, and the supported 
feature(s) associated with inoperable untripped channels 
must be declared inoperable immediately.  

SURVEILLANCE pReviewer's No e: Certain Frequerncir are based on sproved 

REQUIREMENTS topical reports. In order for a I ensee to use on pe 
Frequencies the licensee must ju ify the Frequen es as 
required b the staff SER for th topical report.  

As noted in the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each ECCS 
instrumentation Function are found in the SRs column of 
Table 3.3.5.1-1.  

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required.Actions may be delayed for up to 
6 hours as follows: (a) for Functions 3.c, 3.f, and 3.g; 
and (b) for Functions other than 3.c, 3.f, and 3.g provided 
the associated Function or redundant Function maintains ECCS 
initiation capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, 
or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be 
returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition 
entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is based on 
the reliability analysis (Ref. 5) assumption of the average 
time required to perform channel surveillance. That 
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does 
not significantly reduce the probability that the ECCS will 
initiate when necessary.  

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.3.5.1.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK guarantees 
that undetected outright channel failure is limited to 
12 hours; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
instrument has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
channels during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the channels required by the LCO.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required 
channel to ensure that the igPrf channel will perform the 
intended function.  

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability 
analyses of Reference 5.  

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.3.5.1.3 

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual 
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if 
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.1-1. If the 
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but 
is not beyond theAllowable Value, the channel performance 
is still within the requirements of the plant safety 
analyses. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be 
readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than the 
setting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability 
analysis of Reference 5.  

SR 3.3.5.1.4 and SR 3.3.5.1.5

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel 
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.1.4 is based upon the assumption 
of a 92 day calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

_The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.1.5 is based upon the assumption o•• month calibration interval in the determination of 
t t e magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.5.1.6 

'The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific 
channel. The system functional testing performed in 
LCO 3.5.1, LCO 3.5.2, LCO 3.8.1, and LCO 3.8.2 overlaps this 
Surveillance to complete testing of the assumed safety 
function.  

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.3.5.1.6 (continued) 4- 

The, month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these components usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed at the month 
Frequency.  

q.t

SR 3.3.5.1.7 

This SR ensures th the individual channe! response timest 
are less than or qual to the maximum valus assumed in t 
accident analysi . Response time testing acceptance 
c r i t e r i a a r e i n u d e d i n R e f e r e n c e 4 . e s 

ECCS RESPONSE IME tests are conducted n an 18 month 
STAGGERED TE BASIS. The 18 month Fr quency is cons tent 
with the typ cal industry refueling c cle and is base upon 
plant opera ing experience, which sho s that random ailures 
of instrum tation components causin serious respo e time 
degradatio , but not channel failur , are infreque D 
occurrenc s.

14 
1. FSAR, Section )(5.2T, 

2. ( FSAR, Section 46.3y 

3. FSAR, Chapter 4151.

4. tNEDC-p376-P,/ 
ISAFEK/GESTR-XOI 
\Dec)mber 19,86.

5. NEDC-30936-P-A, "BWR Owners' Group 
.Specification Improvement Analyses 
Instrumentation, Part 2, December

Technical 
for ECCS Actuation 
1988.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Editorial changes made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

3. Typographical/grammatical error corrected.  

4. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

5. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the requirements of the Specification.  

6. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

7. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1
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BIC System Instrumentation 
8 3.3.5.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

6 3.3.5.2 1 ý torCore 101ation C--qP--T-jncý (MC) System Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The purpose of the WC System instrumentation is to 
initiate actions to ensure adequate tore cooling when the 
reactor vessel is isolated from its primary heat sink (the 
main condenser) an ormal coolant m eup flow from th Vail 1 ; Cu '1114clor Feed=Waer stem is una ail le s ch th 
iFAtiation of the T ow pressure Em nc ore Cilli 

ýSvstems (ECCS1 mDs does no A more complete 
li-scussion of=qC System operation it provided in the Bases 
of LCO 3.5.3, *AMC System.* 

The RIC System may be initiated by either automatic or 
ý(a-boul lls-eclds manual means. Automatic initiation occurs torýoconditions of We-ý5 0!ý.  

reactor vessel.Uk Low vdtjrý . The variable is s 

E 7- monitored by four e4h&m1&tLrr-s$that are connected 
o our -4 1 ;M a dc av U The.butputs of theltr4wan are connected 

(Ix Y.5 --- AVIE are arranged i a a anal_-out-of-two djEft 0"t. 4 4WO ement. Once initiated, t-he og 1 C -twt, ineanif ca Fm-ý loilc- ter a
verrd ej E&EV by the opera 'or n1,W whe n 

(reactor vessePwater level silMals havi cjýpe:rrel.  

he RCIC est line isolation vaiv which is also a prýAary A 
(Ztai t isolation valve) i loced on a RCIC in'llation 
ýipil to allow full system ow and maintain pri y 

The avfPK+-s fr &obtainment isolated in th 7event RCIC is not operating.  

e R 

t 

u 

the +ri P he RCIC System also monitors t F water levels in-t-h-e-----,, d t 
s 

ne 

p 
t m 

a 

s 
0 

e 

r 

e 

s 

a 
u 

condensate storage ank (CST nd the suppression pool since 
e 
a 
c 

h0 

s 

e sa 
r 

d 0' S' ce 
these are the two sources water for RCIC operation.  

g 
0 

i 
I 

hs 

c 

ett e 
t 

v 

at 

i 

e n.  
Rt s Upon 
r 

0 

e 

p 

a 

i 

ed waa 
I 

u 

e 

s 

'.Reactor grade water in t CST is the normal source. Upon 

u r ss n 

e ce a 0R 
I 

f 

n 
g 

receipt of a RCIC initi tion signal, the CST suction val 
0 
u 

n 
is automatically sig led to open (it is normally in t 

s 
n 

s 
po 

ne n tCn open positiD7n!) :unl s the pump suction from the supp s ion 
et n 

c w t r I v j n ST 

pool valves If the water level in the CS alls 

1 1 en he/ 
fy a0 ssri 

at 

below a presel ted level, first the suppression 
ol 

suction val s automatically open, and then the S suction 

suc v lv 1 0 c os on pp . 4' 

ct 
0 

:aj1:ve aut atically closes. Two level switch are used to 

wo 

are 
u 

detect water level in the CST. Either switch can cause ic 
p 

ST 
the s pression pool suction valves to opeý-and the CST 
suc on valve to close. The suppress* 001 suction valyes 

_I if 
t 

p s mrtCly mt0cItI tCtt &I automatically open and the CST sucVon valve closes if 
Ingh water level is detected incted in the su sion pool 

(continued)
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BACKGROUND 
(continued)

le-out-of two 11'' 9'') C ml] ar 1, ý Wa !e 
t 
u 
h 
c 
e neeprevent losin suction to the pump, he suctii La 11 -e 

s 

t0 
on 

r 
interlocke so that one suction p h must be open b f re 

C, 
T' I' L we 

0 
en k0 th se 
re-tvuother aut atically closes.  

r t s I keup w 
I s u 

at 

I 

ly , 

nu 

1 ip ( t ol!Zw w 

s0 

R RCIC S tem provides makeup w er to the reacto until 0 
mper 

s 
ma 

eac r vessel water 0 levell r aches the high w er level 0 sut 

pp y 
1 Zie 

t- f-two 
0 

me the 

aches 

tt 

f t e s 

L' s t be 
0 P en 

0 he react ( untt 
!/vel trip (two-out-of-two ogicý), at which me the 

g i c 
) .

al 

al v S).  

er I e 

0ir'p

v te 

s ypas S.  
eam supply, steam sup bypass, and coo Ing water ion valve ip valves close (the in' ction valve also loses dduee to 

closure of the steam s ply valves). Th RCIC System 
1 gai n ro s to I ca0T ws

The function of the RIC System to provide II Fh 
the reactor is used to respond to ranl- even . The hie- tj Ee 

MIC System is not an Engineered Safety Feature System and ~io~
no credit is taken in the safety analyses for 101C System 
operation. Based on its contribution to the reduction of 
overall plant risk, however, thek~ystem, and therefore its 
Instrumentation,4re nc u e i-n ý.e lec nic 

e a ns s reui d by the NRC Policy S af enien 

)Certain instruientatio Functiory are re~atai ed for/other

,cW N IIIj e-S 04 e•_ . \ 

-i4Jý EýeI US-Ae

Sv .+L, .3.S- I q Ire -uire owabl Value. Theactual setpoint is calibrated 
10 1 c(; ̂ 4 e - ' cconsistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.  

Allowable Value •] for pk ý]MIC System 

ý ý • instrumentation Functionspecified in theC Nomna S 

"-' trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations.  
The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the 
setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value between CHANNEL 

(continued)
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'ýAOMYYS S 

(continued)

7 APIA11L BIr T Y)

" pint wtho doltg7T ,,.5 
The §Widvai Functions)p & required to be OPERABLE in 
MODE 1, and in MODES 2 and 3 with reactor steam dome 
pressure > 150 psig since this is when IIC is required to 
be OPERABLE. (Refer to LCO 3.5.3 for Applicability Bases 
for the JRIC System.)

ljj/The specific Applicabl Safety Analyses, LCO, and 
Applicability discuss ns are listed below on a Fu ction by 
Function basis. / ./ ./i 

1, Reactor Vessel Nater Level-Low Low, Level 

Low reactor press re vessel (RPV) water level indicates thati 
normal feedwater low is insufficient to maiptain reactor 
vessel water lev land that the capability / cool the fuel 
may be threaten d. Should RPV water level decrease too far,! 
fuel damage co ld result. Therefore,I the RCIC System is I 
initiated at vel 2 to assist in maintai ing water level 
above the top of the active fuel. / 

at 
v 

Reactor Ves el Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 signals are 
initiated f om four level transmitters/that sense the 
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of 
water (re erence leg) and the pressure due to the actual 
water level (variable. leg) in the vessel•, \ 

( U (I P_-> T-he Reactor Vessel---QaLlw, .z-eel •Allow~abe- __Z/- ,.---

.Value is set high enough (suc Z Tor .complete loss o 
(Teeedfwate-r-flow, the RCIC Syst• flow with high pressur 
tcool~ant injection assumed Jxfail will be sufficient/to 
\•id initiation of low lessure ECCS at Level f.]J rsu ee Four channels of Reactor Vessel &UNEr ow,~ 

='e i )Fnction are available and-are required to be 
OPERABLE when CIC is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that 
no single instrument failure can preclude GMlC. initiation.  

(24rFer to LC0-4.5.3 for RI•L Appli-ca5iTIty Haseg.Q 
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M Insert ASA

Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at which an action 

should take place. The setpoints are compared to the actual process parameter 

(e.g., reactor vessel pressure), and when the measured output'value of the 

process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g., relay) 

changes state. The analytic limits (or design limits) are derived from the 

limiting values of the process parameters obtained from the safety analysis.  

The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 

defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 

then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 

calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 

reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 

test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 

setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 

protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 

tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 

must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 

for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.
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BASES 

(!PPLIECAB R oar Vesel Wa t rLevel -Hih. Level 8 
AFT ALYSES, 

L TCOand Hi RPV water level *ndicates that sufficient co ling water 

AP ICABILITY ventory exists in t e reactor vessel such that here is no 
L/(continued) /danger to the fuel. herefore, the Level 8 sign1 is used 

to close the RCIC st am supply, steam supply by ass, and 

cooling water suppl valves to prevent overflo into the 
main steam lines ( Ls). (The injection valve also closes 

due to the closure"of the steam supply valve.  

Reactor Vessel Wa r Level-High, Level 8 si nals for RCIC 
are initiated fro two level transmitters f om the narrow 
range water level measurement instrumentati n, which sense 
the difference b tween the pressure due to a constant column 

of water (refer ce leg) and the pressure/due to the actual 
water level (va iable leg) in the vessel.  

The Reactor Ve sel Water Level--High, L el 8 Allowable 
Value is high nough to-preclude isolatAng the injection 
valve of the CIC during normal operat on, yet low enough to 
trip the RCI System prior to water o erflowing into the 
IISLs.  

Two channel of Reactor Vessel Wate Level-High, Level 8 
Function a available and are requ red to be OPERABLE wten 
RCIC is re uired to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single" 
instrumen failure can preclude R C initiation. Refer'to 
LCO 3.5.3 or RCIC Applicability/ases.  

3.Con nsateStorage Tank Levl-Aow 

Low le 1 in the CST indicates! the unavailability o'f an 
adequa e supply of makeup watir from this normal source.  
Normal y, the suction valve Ietween the RCIC pump and the 
CST i open and, upon receivAng a RCIC initiation signal, 
wate for RCIC injection woold be taken from the CST.  
Howe er, if the water levee /in the CST falls below a 
pre lected level, first t e suppression pool suction valves 
ut matically open, and t en the CST suction valve 

(c sistency) automatica y closes. This ensures that an 
ad quate supply of makeu water is available./to the RCIC 
p p. To prevent losin suction to the pump, the suction 
v lves are interlocked o that the suppression pool suction 
alves must be open beore the CST suction/valve 
utomatically clos(es.c 

(continued)
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BASES 

APPLIWBLE onden te Storage vel-0 ow(continued) 
SAF Y ANALYSES, 
LA, and wo level switches are u ed to detect low water leve in the 

PLICABILITY /CST. The Condensate St age Tank Level-Low Functi 
"Allowable Value is set igh enough to ensure adequa e pump 
suction head while wat is-being taken from the CT.  

Two channels of Conde sate Storage Tank Level-Lo Function 
are available and ar required to be OPERABLE whqn RCIC is 
required to be OPERA LE to ensure that no singl' instrument 
failure can preclud RCIC swap to suppression p'ol source.  
Refer to LCO03.5.3 or RCIC Applicability Bas.  

4. Suooression P ol Water Level--High 

Excessively hig suppression pool water levil could result 
in the loads on the suppression pool exceeding design values 
should there b a blowdown of the reactor/vessel pressure 
through the s ety/relief valves. Therefpre, signals 
indicating hi h suppression pool water level are used to 
transfer the suction source of RCIC from the CST to the 
suppression ool to eliminate the possibility of RCIC 
continuing o provide additional water/from a source outside 
primary co ainment. This Function satisfies Criterion 3 of 
the NRC Policy Statement. To preventilosing suction to the 

um the suction valves are interlocked so that the 
suppressi n pool suction valves must be open before the CS 
suction alve automatically closes.!' 7 
Suppres ion pool water level signals are initiated from wo 
level witches. The Allowable Value for the Suppressio• 
tPool Iter Level -High Function As set low enough to ensure 
that CIC will be aligned to take suction from the nr 

supp ession pool before the wa~ier level reaches the point at 
whi suppression design loads, would be exceeded.  

7w channels of Suppression fool Water Level-High Function 
ar? available and are required to be OPERABLE when RCIC is 

a rdquired to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument 
f•ilure can preclude RCIC swtap to suppression pool source.  

•lefer to LCO 3.5.3 for RCLC Applicability Bases.  

(continued)
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WIC System Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.2

BASES

i re is no-Allowable /alue for this Function since 
nnel is mechanical y actuated based solely on th 

sition of the push/button. One channel of Manual 
iftiation is requi ed to be OPERABLE when RCIC iF 
i be OPERABLE. -

ACTIONS Re lewer's Note: Cert in LCO Completion T es are based o 
2|proved topical repo ts. In order for a/ icensee to use 

h/te times, the lice ee must justify the ompletion Tim as 
required by the st f Safety Evaluatio Report (SER) f the 
topical report.  

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 
SIC System instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, 
Completion Times, specifies that once a Condition has been 
entered, subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or 
variables expressed in the Condition discovered to be 
inoperable or not within limits will not result in separate 
entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that 
Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each 
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial 
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for 
inoperable MIC System instrumentation channels provide 
appropriatelcompensatory measures for separate inoperable 
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows 
separate Condition entry for each inoperable RIC System 
instrumentation channel.  

(continued)
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RqIC System Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS 
(continued) •equiredctionA.I directs entry I a the appropriat 

Conditi referenced in Table 3.3. .2-1. The applic 1 

Condi ion referenced in the Tabi is Function depen ent.  

Eac time a channel is discove d to be inoperable 
(C'dition A is entered for th t channel and provi es for 

ansfer to the appropriate/ubsequent Conditio.  

Required Action .1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 

actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 
channels Withi/the ame nct1 result in a complete loss 

of automatic initiation capability for the W•IC System. In 

this case, automatic initiation capability s lost if two
D. _41_e channelsM the same trip - are 'inoperabe 

\4. C-and iunii tripped. n this situation (loss ao automatic 

initiation capability), the-24 hour allowance of Required 
Action 2 is not appropriate, and the (IC System must be 

• declared inoperable within I hour after discovery of loss of 
(IC.initiation capability.  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 

to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This 

Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal 

"time zero' for be inning the allowed outage time "clock.* 
For Required Action .1, the Completion Time only begins 

upon discovery that the OIC System cannot be automaticall (I ,a, 

initiated due to twn~inoperable, untripped Reactor Vessel-yý ý' 

I4er e - wLO Low Level/ channels Tn t~e_ sae trM 

( ) The 1 hour Completion Time from discovery of-loss 

of initiation capability is acceptable because it minimizes 
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of 
channels.  

Because of the redundancy of sensors available to provide 

initiation signals and the fact that the QDIC System is not 
assumed in any accident or transient analysis, an allowable 

out of service time of 24 hours has been shown to be 

acceptable (Ref. 1) to permit restoration of any inoperable 
channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable channel 
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable 
out of service time, the channel must be placed in the 
tripped condition per Required Action ar.-2. Placing the 

(continued)
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WIC System Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) 

inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate 
for the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a 
single failure, and allow operation to continue.  
Alternately, if it is not desired to place the channel in 
trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable 
channel in trip would result in an initiation), Condition 0--8 
must be entered and its Required Action taken.  

A risk based analy s performed a. h i nd that an 
allowable out of sesviseW time of 24 hoLurd(efe Fu is 

whose.. loq isarngdsc ta noperable channel 

acceptable to pen I t restoration of Cany no ra e ch ne 

to OPERABLE sta tu (R equired Action .1 .A Required Action 
(similar to Requyred Action 8.1) limtit ng the allowable out 
of serv ice t ime ,/.i f a I oss of a utom a t* RC IC in it iat ion 

capability eeis. , is not required. This Condition appliet a 
to the React onS ie Water Level-FHcgh, Level 8 Functions 
whose logic i Reusir aned uch thai t a inoperable p hac nnel 
will result iý a ssta automatic CIC initiation 
capability. th stamed Fue, this oss of automatic RCI 
initiation capability wasbanalyzei and determined to be 

e ptues.ble oThis Condition also pplies tothe Manual 
Inaitiated function. Since this Function is not assum d ini 

cny acbi dety or transient analy o a total loss f M ual 
nitation (oapability (Required Action C.1) for 24 hour 

allowed. /The Required Action oes not allow plac i ngoa 

c h e 1 t r ip s in c e t h i s ac o n w o u l d n o t(ne c e s s a oily 

result• ia safe state for th channel in all even 

eRequi ed Action D.1 is in ended to ensure that ppropriate 
aactins are take if mul ple, inoperable, untr/pped 
cha els within the same/Function 

result in au omatic 
com onent initiation ca ability being lost fo• the 
fe ture(s). F or R eq i e Action D.1, the RC System is the J 
0 y associated featquru In this case, automatic initiationJ 

u~pabi -lity is lost if two Function 3 channel's or two/ 
VFncti'on 4 channels are inoperable and untyapped. In this / 

4ituation(loss of a~tomatic suction swap),/ the 24 hour / 
allowance of Required Actions D.2.1 and D /J.2 is not 

(continued)
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C System Instrumentation 8 3.3.5.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS /D...2 1• n (continued)• 

appropriate, an the RCIC System must declared inoperable! 
within I hour f am discovery of loss o RCIC initiation 
capability. A noted, Required Action D.1 is only 
applicable if he RCIC pump suction i not aligned to the 
suppression p, I since, if aligned, t e Function is already' 
performed.  

The Completi n Time is intended to aalow the operator time/ 
to evaluate nd repair any discover d inoperabilities. Th s 
Completion Tme also allows for an xception to the normal 

"time zero /for beginning the allo ed outage time "clock.  

For Requir Action D.1, the Compl tion Time only begins/ 
upon disco ery that the RCIC Syst. cannot be automatica ly 
aligned to the suppression pool doe to two inoperable, 
untripped! hannels in the same Fu ction. The I hour 
Completiao Time from discovery oa loss of initiation 
capabilit is acceptable because it minimizes risk while / 
allowing time for restoration a tripping of channels./ 

Because f the redundancy of se sors available to proo ide 
initiat on signals and the fac that the RCIC System is not 
as•°sumedsin any accident or.. tra sient analysis, an al owableW 

of service time of 24 hours has been shown to be7 

accept ble (Ref. 1) to permit restoration of any inpperable 
chann to OPERABLE status. /If the inoperable channel 
canno be restored to OPERABWE status within the aTlowable 
out a service time, the channel must. be placed in/the 
trip ed condition per Required Action D.2.1, whicý performs 
the nitended function of the channel (shifting the suction 
sou eto the suppression pool). Alternatively,/Required 
Act on D.2.2 allows the maiual alignment of the $CIC suction 
to he suppression pool, which also performs the intended 

uction. If Required Action D.2.1 or D.2.2 is(performed, 
esures should be taken So ensure that the RCIC System 
piing remains filled with water. If it is not desired to 
prform Required ActionsiD.2.1 and D.2.2 (e.g ., as in the 
case where shifting the ýuction source 0ol drain down the 

kCIC suction piping), Cindition E must be ent red and its 
•equired Action taken.  

(continued)
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JIC System Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.2

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued) "r O"J~;hoxg 14 

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time 
met, the RIC System may be incapable of performing the 
intended function, and the C)IC System must be declared 
inoperable immediately.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

R iewer's Note: ertain Frequencies a*4 based on app vedd
opical reports. In order for a lice ee to use thes 

Frequencies, tt licensee must justify the Frequenc s as 
required by tb* staff SER for the )bpical report. J 

oted in the peginnlng of t• RS, the sR r eachR 
Stem instrumeStati on Functi are found in t e SRs column 
f able 3.3. •2-1. ,

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed as 

~($fof~u7Et ours.Z ~ Funct ions ?7an___ -A~j fo4u1 
T o- urs f rFnctio 1. 3. andA Jprovided the 

,-s-ocla-TEI.Function maintains coapa 1 1y. pon 

completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour 
k -oeetor Ve•:-/se allowance, the channel must-be returned to OPERABLE status 

Pr es_- S 4 U-;&' or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions 
taken. URNote is based on the rXIlab1 1 y amalys 

A(Re f. 1 ssumption of the avera time required !perform z 
chann esurveillance. That an sis demonstratv that th 
6 hlir testing allowance doe not significant reduce t 

mVobability that the RCIC W11 initiate whet necessary;/

•rmqce of the CHANNEL C CK once every 2 hours en res 
a ~4ross failure of ins umentation ha/not occurrd.  
•- CHECK is normally comparison of he paramet 
/ted on one channel a parameter other sim* ar 
nels. It is based o the assumptio that instr ent 
iels monitoring the ame parameter hould read 
oximately the same alue. Signif* ant deviatJ ns 
!en the instrumen channels coul be an indi tion of 
ssive instrument rift in one of the channe or

(continued)
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PIC System Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.2

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

n 

u 

AR 3.3.5-2.1 (continued 

something even mo serious. A CHAZ:YEL.ýHECK wil dtt ne 

n 

e ng 
gross channel fa* ure; 

thus, it is , verifyi 9 h:ct 

n am 
'an io instrumentation ontinues to operate roperly between ea nf 

CHANNEL CALIS ION. 0 erate b / en ea A 
entat 

NN 

r 

H 

u e ri t r .  

CA 
9 

1 _.istru 

ed 

y 
t 

Agreement c teria are determined the plant staff ised 0r eL 

d'e I s s r, ft i t , t 

ee 

s 
..mb 

on of t 
ne 

erta i i e S, 

e , a 
b 

tha the on a combi tion of the channel strument uncertai Pes, n ng nd 

t mi/ twif ased 

cat i on da a-ne i 

t 1 jo 
1 

0 

er. a ar 

staf 

including ndication and readab* ity. If a channe iss ev 0c 
c 

dcm 

that 

outside e criteria, it may b an indication tha the dei 
se nstrum t has drifted outsi its limit.  g 

" .I p 

The F equency is based upo operating experien ee that tc 

. 'r T c 

de stratess channel fail:ýrelis rare. The CHANNEL CHECK ou 
su lements less formal,/but more frequent,/thecks of 

t - nal e of 
a /but more 'requen 

nnels during normal/operational use of the displays 

a t n re u red b 0 r 1 0 us ssociated wi h the clAnInelsre uired b the LCO.

P/a/if e exopee,+e * A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required 
wt ..... a J d 4-o channel to ensure that the (e channel will perform the---E 

So/intended function.  G f,,, / . "~4 

"iA,,i demoosr,,fc fAýJr Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

i 4, -V i.+ef, vr I;g eA, p_ m The Frequency of t ydtays is based ona(t b reli util he 
. " • >;U~sis e Reer ace!.  

|The cali~bration of trip/units provide: ache' f,:he acy{ua-l 

trip stpoinannel p ast be recuarem sn o f t 
athe trip set ang cis Uovered to be ldiss conservate stan oIt 

Ithe~ lowable Value •ecified 'in TablY 3.3.5.2-1. Ifihe / 
(tril setting is dis /vered to be less/ conservative t n the 

( se ing accounted f r in the approp~ate setpoint / 
(mehoolgy, but i( not beyond the Allowable Value,/the 
C channel performance is still withi/n the requiremen (s of the 
Mplant safety anaj'ýsis. Under these conditions, t •e setpoint)

(continued)

BASES
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Mic system instrumentation 
B 3.3.5.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE R 3 (continued) 

must ereadjusted to be equal to or m e conservati than 

( e Freadu s c of t~/y~sbsdp h eiblt 

•/na~ss f Ree9 1. as 

rLla& sassociaed\ A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
• • K VL/ oop and the sensor This test verifies the channel 

u re-, ,J responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 

adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 

methodology. s" 

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.2.Ti based upon the assumption 
of a 92 day calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

he Freo uency of SR 3.3.5.2.mis based upon the n ssuarption 
rof 18 month calibratioivfnterval in the de.yrmination ff 

W'magnitude of equipm drift in the setpmaint analysj.} 

The LOGIC -SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific 

channel. The system functional testing performed in 
LCO 3.5.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete 

testing of the safety function.  h month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and the potential for in unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these comp onents usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed at the aon 

Frequency.  

(continued) 
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C System Instrumentation 
B 3;3.5.2 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1.4f-770-06-4 Addendum to Bases for Changes to 
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service 
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical 
Speciflcations,"(b/e ar# 1.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.5.2 - IC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

3. The proper 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criterion has been used. The current wording was 
developed prior to the issuance of the change to 10 CFR 50.36, which uses criterion 4 
for the current words in the NUREG.  

4. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

5. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

6. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the Specification requirements.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
8 3.3.6.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.6.1 Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The primary containment isolation instrumentation 
automatically initiates closure of appropriate primary 
containment isolation valves (PCIVs). The function of the 
PCIVs, in combination with other accident mitigation 
systems, is to limit fission product release during and 
following postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Primary 
containment isolation within the time limits specified for 
those isolation valves designed to close automatically 
ensures that the release of radioactive material to the 
environment will be consistent with the assumptions used in 
the analyses for a DBA.  

The isolation instrumentation includes the sensors, relays, 
and switches that are necessary to cause initiation of 
primary containment and reactor coolant pressure boundary 
(RCPB) isolation. Most channels include electronic 
equipment (e.g., trip units) that compares measured input 
signals with pre-established setpoints. When the setpoint 
is exceeded, the channel output relay actuates, whi-ch then 
outputs a primary containment isolation signal to the 
isolation logic. Functional diversity is provided by 
monitoring a wide range of independent parameters. The 
input parameters to the isolation logics are (a) reactor arj 
vessel water level, (b) area ambient ad dfffeeni 1l 
temperatures, (c) main steam line (MSL) flow measurement, 
(d) Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System initiation 
(e)coddeWeracu main steam line pressureq high 
pressure coolant injec ion (HPCI) a( reator/core/jsola iorlr 

(cdl$A tam1in.ýýl'ýAte1 rad iat ion and 
pr ss re Q PCI -steam -line pressure,(T 

/Wan7_K61cLurvine/exhausz - i apnhragm pre~sure,/t(k) rac ~r 
Iu WCriferen ial flo and (2•). reactor K 

C veseJ-----•seamomepressure. Redundant sensor input-sigsnals from 
ýea~chparameter are provided for initiation of isolation.  

The only exception is SLC System initiation. (In ~diti~, 
(ma al isoYation of the logics is/provided( /11/ 

Primary containment isolation instrumentation has inputs to 
the trip logic of the isolation functions listed below.  

W) i5DiQJ4 c% coricle-fleeX (#&r~rn ~oJ 
J recirctAL.4~ia4 ,DV line wo-1cw ievnecaitAfe 

f 06tintffd)-
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BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

Fh. ~QC 4 r esse I Woer L,.veeJ - L.,_ LoL3 ma,*L4 S+a Lime.  

PreLssar-& - Low ~i and Ma;,.i S~4&a. L;.&~a ?Prasured - Te_ 

1, Main Steam Line Isolation K 

!mlst MSV Isol ion}Functions receive inputs from four 

channels. (-he/outputs/from these Abannels/are c iniJ F-in a 
one-out-of-two taken twice (0gic to initiate isolatn 
a/a m mtn steam/Isolation/Va ves (IVAs) Tpie upusf'rom/ 

the •me chan 'els are a anged in o two tw -ut-of two logic 
trlsyste/msto isolatK all MSL •rain val/es%. Ea h MSL/ 

Sdr 'in line Xas two is ation v ves with/one two/out-of-[w 
\xgic Sys ,m associa ed with ech valve].

dfarein ~J)~ 

aor~denseY A eCL 
~Ii C. £~

Thee cepti ns to th s arrang~ ent are ,he Ma Steam/Line 
Flo -Hig Functio/and Areae d_Di ffae*'tia Temperarture 
F ction 9 The Main Steam Line Flow-High Function uses 

I ow channels, four for each steam line. One channel 
from each steam line inputs to one of the four trip strings.  
Two trip strings make up each trip system and both trip 
systems must trip to cause anLW isolation* Each trip 
string has tour inputs (one per MSL), any one of which will 
trip the trip string. The trip strings are arranged in a 
one-out-of-two taken twice logic. This is effectively a 
one-out-of-eight taken twice logic arrangement to initiate 
isolation (of/thfSIs#. i ar y, the I ow chan e s are 
connete ine o o wo-ou of-two ogic tri systems s 
(eff ctively, o one-ou of-four wice lo ic), wit each 

(tri system iolating on of the rwo MSL ain val es on the

Main SteamjTunnel Temperature-High Function receives 
it from 16 channels. The logic is arranged similar to 
Main Steam Line Flow-High Function. h uTurbmne 
din Area Tem rature-High Function re eives input ft 
:ha nels. The/inputs are a ranged'in a ne-out-of
rt -two taken twice logic ip system t isolate al/ 

Similar!, the inputs are arrange in two one out
,ixteen twi logic trip ystems, with each trip s sten 
ating one f the two M4S drain valve per drain ine.

MSL Isolation Functions isolate the Group 1 valves.

2. Primary Containment Isolation

STke 'Rea'of Ve~sed yM•t rmr ContainmeAýt soatio )unctions receive inputs 
Wa.-e- LeveI - L-ov OnL 0 f'rom four channels. (The/outp~dts fylom thise c~iannelU ale-te 

(continued)
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W] INSERT BKGD-1 
One channel associated with each Function inputs to one of four trip strings.  
Two trip strings make up a trip system and both trip systems must trip to 
cause an isolation of all main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), MSL drain 
valves, isolation condenser steam line vent valves, and recirculation loop 
sample isolation valves. Any channel will trip the associated trip string.  
Only one trip string must trip to trip the associated trip system. The trip 
strings are arranged 

-W INSERT BKGD-2 

One channel associated with each Function inputs to one of four trip strings.  
Two trip strings make up a trip system and both trip systems must trip to 
cause an isolation of the PCIVs identified in Reference 1. Any channel will 
trip the associated trip string. Only one trip string must trip to trip the 
associated trip system. The trip strings are arranged in a one-out-of-two 
taken twice logic to initiate isolation.

Insert Page B 3.3-153
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 2. Primary Containment Isolation (continued) 

Iarra edtinto wo two-ou -of-t wo 1ic trip sems. On 
trip/system iI itiates i olation of/all inboa primary 
con ainment nolation Ives, whi e the otheý trip sys em I ,,intiates i_!olation of/all outbo rd primary containme 

tea p etratlon, ota a ra o t io ofmhe o i~olatlon yaIves. E h logic c ses one o the two v Ives •n each p~hetratton,/so that oiphration ofa te logc 
i sol ates/the penetr tion. 7 
he ex ption to Pis arrang ent is th Drywell / /l 

Radia on-High •unction. is Functi has two hannels, 
whose outputs aie arranged n two one- ut-of-one ogic trjp 
syst ms. Each /rip syste isolates a e valve p associ ed 
pen tration, •4milar to t e two-out-f-two logi describ d •b ve. i Y 

PiayCnanetIoainDr~we' l Pessure-i•ha) 
eactr esse a er e Level Functions isolate 

the Go 4. H h Peu Cool alvest yeacste iolation and 
on--Hi Fuoc Fu on t ti in rsolmte 

t w c u p 6a s 0 , a ndw e v a l ve a e . ri n r y C o n t aiphss t e a 1 io n n rywell Ryu iation-nt igh F eion isoeates the 

+ cJe a0 eserto .  

\Tntainmel) purgie ad ventv Ives.  

hhe_ HPe)e -steen FxwJ u 
0 .. ... / .3. r. Hirh Pressure Coolant Injection System Isolation anw o-a• P-FCunction re /EQ- s ola tiono on 

\ FI.Acn E AC4 b -SMo•t Functlons tt~t isolote HPCl/and- P• receive input from 
two channels, with each channel in one trip system usins a hone-out-of-one logic. Each of the two trip systems d eDch_ 

+(i 6catn areupis connected to wnlof tewo valves onu-fto 
+k_ HPI Math a\ irsaenetration..  

sleavv% sup)i Theef1S ( a t ri p system isolatesB:=G 

" • The Axpo e t HPCI Ad RCIZ TurFne aust) (LlA pnraqg"Pre$ui e-Hicxr and) Steam •upply Line Pressure--Low 
Function• /Ttese/Fuktiin) reeiinputd) from (fo~r fur(nte) 

SSexhausT/Ba a 3m rssRre/an)four steam supply pressure S_ .~channel sC frJeac'hlsvstemL The outputs from the 
)----)exhaus¥ diangJragmyressute an/d steam supply pressure ._----T 

- ... channel s ar-e -1,a--P &=% conete (• twfo/wout-of-two W i•ce) 
/ O-cran e~ n -e scJ m: tri p system i sol ates (MR)v~alTve. -er a~rsocAa, q {r ,. o n) 

•r e• ppl•!(continued)
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T] INSERT BKGD-3 

The Drywell Radiation - High Function receives input from two radiation 
detector assemblies each connected to a switch. Each switch actuates two 
contacts. Each contact inputs to one of four trip strings. Two trip strings 
make up a trip system and both trip systems must trip to cause an isolation of 
the PCIVs identified in Reference 1. The two contacts associated with the 
same switch provide input to both trip strings in the same trip system. Any 
contact will trip the associated trip string. The trip strings are arranged 
in a one-out-of-two taken twice logic. For the purpose of this Specification, 
a channel is considered to include a radiation detector assembly, a switch, 
and one of two contacts.  

W INSERT BKGD-4 

The Isolation Condenser Steam Flow-High and Return Flow-High Functions each 
receive input from one channel with its associated flow switch. The steam 
flow switch and the condensate flow switch are connected in a one-out-of-two 
logic in each of two trip strings. Each of the two trip strings provides 
input into two trip systems in a one-out-of-two logic and each trip system 
isolates either the inboard or outboard Isolation Condenser steam and 
condensate isolation valves. For the purpose of this Specification, an 
Isolation Condenser Steam Flow-High Function channel and the associated 
Return Flow-High channel must be OPERABLE (one separate channel for each trip 
system).  

W INSERT BKGD-5 

The HPCI Turbine Area Temperature -High Function receives input from 16 
temperature switches. Four channels, each with an associated temperature 
switch, provide inputs to a one-out-of-two-twice logic arrangement in each of 
two AC and two DC trip strings. Each of the trip strings provides input into 
both an AC and DC trip system. Each trip system isolates both the inboard and 
outboard HPCI steam supply isolation valves. For the purpose of this 
Specification, both trip systems, including all four channels associated with 
at least one AC and one DC trip string must be OPERABLE.

Insert Page B 3.3-154
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES

3, 4. High Pressure Coolant Injection System Isolation and 
(Hator Lore) isolation UljjT-WS stem Isolation (continued) 

HPCI and@M Functions isolate the Group 4J. and § 
val ves 1cI-IV ol~i 

5. Reactor Water CleanuD System Isolation 

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low cEoi Leve 2 Isolation 
Function receives input from four reactor vessel water level hannels. (T o utfor t~e reag~tor ve/•sel w ter lev 
chely'ar( con ted/ nto wom two(-out-of .-two Ili pSys~m~ 

ST h~e(O*ffer~ntiaVFlow 4Hiqh/and)SLC System Initiation 

iunct uti nturt froewo icnatas roi so ai I each o hanne two 
iM usins e-oun-of-one i Th Area 

TempU ature--Hnh Functon recei s input om ;ix/ 
6te. raturtedon itors, hree to ach trip ystem. he Area (Ve (il1ation •ifferent ial Tempe ature--Hi h Functi fn receiveI 
i)put fro j/ dffe ential itmperatur monitors/ three in/ 

•ach r trip ystem. ,/hese are/configur-eft sotht/nyne / 
•input, wiI trip t l•associ ed trio • Em Ech of the two 

RCtrip sses °scnnected to one of the two • 

RWCU Functions isolate the Group•p alves.  

6. Shutdown Cooling sem Isolation

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--I 
receives input from four reactor 
.channels. (The MWutiu f rothpj

.. ro two channels,(H 
/ •)a one-out-of-M 

is connected to one 
,o)•i penetration.

DA11v ame * 4 4 _ A e- f-. Shutdownp Cololing System Isolation 
zwfz iso/afe.! i•d sb / Group ( valvesf 

tef-urN eede'*fi.,J (S C

Functions isolate

L+'oIAn- yaIlves)

(continued)
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W1 Insert BKGD-6 
One channel associated with each Function inputs to one of four trip stings.  
Two trip strings make up a trip system and both trip systems must trip to 
cause an isolation of the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) valves. Any channel 
will trip the associated trip string. Only one trip string must trip to trip 
the associated trip system. The trip strings are arranged in a one-out-of-two 
taken twice logic to initiate isolation.  

-- Insert BKGD-7 

the SLC initiation switch. The switch provides trip signal inputs to both 
trip systems in any position other than "OFF". The other switch positions are 
SYS 1, SYS 2, SYS 1+2 and SYS 2+1. For the purpose of this Specification, the 
SLC initiation switch is considered to provide 1 channel input into each trip 
system.  

rn Insert BKGD-8 

One channel associated with each Function inputs to one of four trip stings.  
Two trip strings make up a trip system and both trip systems must trip to 
cause an isolation of the SDC suction isolation valves. Any channel will trip 
the associated trip string. Only one trip string must trip to trip the 
associated trip system. The trip strings are arranged in a one-out-of-two 
taken twice logic to initiate isolation.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

The isolation signals generated by the primary containment 
isolation instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the e •L- T 
safety analyses of References(Aand•2)to initiate closure JL.  
of valves to limit offsite doses.-R er to LCO 3.6.1.3, 
"Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)," Applicable 
Safety Analyses Bases for more detail pf the safety 
analyses.  

Primary containment isolation instrumentation satisfies 
Criterion 3 of/thi NRCIPolicy/Stateý en. Certain 
instrumentation Functions are retained for other reasons and 
are described below in the individual Functions discussion.  

The OPERABILITY of the primary containment instrumentation 
is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the individual 
instrumentation channel Functions specified in 
Table 3.3.6.1-1. Each Function must have a required number of OPERABLE channels, with their setpoints within the 

specified Allowable Values, where appropriate.m A channelnt 
Iinoperable if its actual trin et nt is not within itsri 

setoitsar spciie i te as 1setpoint cluaios. cairthed 

drequired Allowable Valu e e Cctuateen iN l consistent with applicae trpi ethodology assumptions.  
Each channel must also respond within its assumed wresponse time, where appropriate.  

Allowable Values are specified for each Primary Containment 
Isolation Function specified in the Table. Nominal tripj 
setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations. The 
nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints 
do not exceed the Allowable Value between CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less 
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its

Allowable Value, is acceptable. ATrip setpoints are those 
predetermined values of output at which an action should 
take place. The setpoints are compared to the actual 
process parameter (e.g., reactor vessel water level), and 
when the measured output value of the process parameter 
exceeds the setpoint, the associated device (e.g., trip 
unit) changes state. The analytic limits are derived from 
the limiting values of the rocess parameters obtained from 
the safety analysis. e a l e au are deri e rom 

e <dA__ the aneytlc lmi s, correct for cali ation, pr cess, and 
.somef the ins ument erro . The tro setpoint are then 
detemined acc nting for e remaini instrume errors 
(e ., drift)/ The trip tpoints drived in t is manner 
ppbvide ade ate protection because nstrument tion 

(continued)
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In Insert ASA

The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 
defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 
then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 
calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 
reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 
test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 
setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 
protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 
tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 
for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.

Insert Page B 3.3-156
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE uncertainties, process effects, cl ibration tolera es, 
SAFETY ANALYSES, pinstrument drft, and severe envftonment errors ( r 
LCO, and channels th must function n ifash environment as defined 
APPLICABILITY b 10 CFR .49 are acc nte f 

(continued) Certain Emergency Corq Cooling Systems (ECCS) L• 
Icoprý1• A valves (e.g.,Lm•w [)also serve the dual function of 

spray 1soito automatic PCIVs. The signals that isolate these valves are 
also associated with the automatic initiation of the ECCS 
jad instrumentation requirements and ACTIONS 

L J associatedwith these signals are addressed in LCO 3.3.5.1, 
"Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) Instrumentation' a-n 
LCO T.3.5.Z, 7Keac or Coriy isolat on Cooing (KCIC)/System 

(Ins rumentaton, and are not included in this LCO.  

In general, the individual Functions are required to be 
OPERABLE in NODES 1, 2, and 3 consistent with the 
Applicability for LCO 3.6.1.1, 'Primary Containment." 
Functions that have different Applicabilities are discussed 
below in the individual Functions discussion.  

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and 
Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by 
Function basis.  

Main Steam Line Isolation 

I.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low(Lo4. Lovel 

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that 
the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should 
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result.  
Therefore, isolation of the MSIVs and other interfaces with 
the reactor vessel occurs to prevent offsite dose limits 
from bein exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low 

ye (Function is one of the many Functions assumed 
to be OPERABLE and capable of providing isolation signals.  
The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low/LoQ, LyveV13 
Function associated with isolation is assumed in the 

= analysis of the recirculation line break (Ref. The 
isolation of the KSLs(od Lele supports actions to ensure 
that offsite dose limits are not exceeded for a DBA.  

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from four 
e transmitters that sense the difference between the 

d - , (continued)
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Primary-Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE I.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low(Liw./Lev 1 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg) 

and the pressure due to the. actual water level (variable 

leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water 
Level-Low Low(Loi. Level/1)Function are available and are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument 
failure can preclude the isolation function.  

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low L w, Lev 1 __• vt- LoU 
Allowable Value is chosen to be the same as the ECCS 
Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1) to ensure that the MSLs 
isolate on a potential loss of coolant accident (LOCA) to 
prevent offsite doses from exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits.  

This Function isolates the Group I valves.  

1.b. Main Steam Line Pressure-Low 

Low MSL pressure indicates that there may be a problem with 
the turbine pressure regulation,ý which could result in a low 
reactor vessel water level condition and the RPV cooling 
down more than 100"F/hr if the pressure loss is allowed to 
continue. The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low Function is 
directly assumed in the analysis of the pressure regulator 
failure Ref. . For this event, the closure of the MSIVs 
-i ensures at he RPV temperature change limit (100"F/hr) is 
not reached. In addition, this Function supports actions to 
ensure that Safety Limit 2.1.1.1 is not exceeded. (This 
Function closes the ISIVs prior to pressure decreasing below 
785 psig, which results in a scram due to MSIV closure, thus 
reducing reactor power to < 25% RTP.) 

The ASL low Pressure signals are initiated from four F'( 1 Is r• 
- athat are connected to the MSL headert The 

eare arranged such that, even though physically 
separated from each other, each ttanitnetjs able to 
detect low MSL pressure. Four channels of Main Steam Line 
Pressure-Low Function are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can direc(• +Iy d 
preclude the isolation function.  

The Allowable Value was selected to be high enough to 
prevent excessive RPV depressurization.  

(continued)
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Primary Containment isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE •A•FfY ANAl YFSES
1.b. Main Steam Line Pressure-Low (continued)

.CO, and The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low Function is only required 
APPLICABILITY to be OPERABLE in MODE I since this is when the assumed 

transient can occur (Ref./?% 

- • /. ~ This Function isolates the Group 1 valves.  

Main Steam Line Flow-High

((+ke.. d-ifereA,*- o ecu•rC.  

e e • sLAe • 5 o q too

Main Steam Line Flow-High is provided to detect a break of 
the MSL and to initiate closure of the MSIVs. If the steam 
were allowed to continue flowing out of the break, the 
reactor would depressurize and the core could uncover. If 
the RPV water level decreases too far, fuel damage could 
occur. Therefore, the isolation is initiated on high flow 
to prevent or minimize core damage. The Main Steam Line 
Flow-High Function is directly assumed in the analysis of 
the main steam line break (MSLB) (Ref.(U. The isolation 
action, along with the scram function of the Reactor 
Protection System (RPS), ensures that the fuel peak cladding 
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46 and 
offsite doses do not exceed the 10 CFR 100 limits.  

The MSL flow signals are initiated from 16 e•that ; f Cc 
are connected to the four MSLsk The fan•mit r are *5w' Ckes 
arranged such that, even though physically separated from 
each other, all four connected to one MSL would be able to 
detect the high flow. Four channels of Main Steam Line 
Flow-High Function for each u• at MSL (two channels 
per trip system) are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE so that no single instrument failure will preclude 
detecting a break in any individual MSL.

The Allowable Value is chosen to ensure that off'site dose 
limits are not exceeded due to the break.  

This Function isolates the Group 1 valves.

I.d. Conde6ser Vacuum--//, 

The Con nser Vacuum-L Function is ovided to prev t 4+ 
overpr surization of he main conden r in the event of a 
loss the main cond nser vacuum. nce the.integr' y of 
the ondenser is an ssumption in of site dose calc ations, 
th Condenser Vacu -Low Function s assumed to b OPERABLE 

(continued)
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W] Insert Function 1.c 

1.c. Main Steam Line Pressure-Timer 

Main Steam Line Pressure-Timer is provided to prevent false isolations on low 

MSL pressure as a result of pressure transients, however, the'timer must 

function in a limited time period to support the OPERABILITY of the Main Steam 

Line Pressure-Low Function by enabling the associated channels after a certain 

time delay. The Main Steam Line Pressure-Timer is directly assumed in the 

analysis of the pressure regulator failure (Ref. 5). For this event, the 

closure of the MSIVs ensures that the RPV temperature limit (100°F/hr) is not 

reached. In addition, this Function supports actions to ensure that Safety 

Limit 2.1.1.1 is not exceeded.  

'The MSL low pressure timer signals are initiated when the associated MSL low 

pressure switch actuates. Four channels of Main Steam Line Pressure-Timer 

Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 

single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function.  

The Allowable Value is chosen to be long enough to prevent false isolations 

due to pressure transients but short enough to prevent excessive RPV 

depressurization.  

This Function isolates the Group 1 valves.
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Primary Containment I sol at ion I nstrumentat ion 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

and cap le of initi ing closure a the MSIVs. The closur 
of the •ls is ini ated to preve the addition of steam 
that uld lead to dditional conZnser pressuri ation and 
possi le rupture the diaphrag installed to potect the 
tur ne exhaust ad, thereby pr venting a pot tial 
ra ation leaka path followin an accident' 

ndenser vac m pressure sig ls are derive from four 
ressure tra mitters that s se the pressue in the 

condenser. our channels of Condenser Vacuum-Low Functi 
are availab e and are requi ed to be OPERA LE to ensure t at 
no single nstrument failu e can preclude the isolation 

The All wable Value is asen to preve damage to the 
conden er due to press ization, there y ensuring its 
integ ity for offsite ose analysis. As noted (foot ote (a) 
to T le 3.3.6.1-1), he channels ar not required be 
OPE BLE in NODES 2 nd 3 when all- rbine stop val es 
(T s) are closed, ince the !!tent.! a o~r !c~ond~ens r 
A "nAe.r. 4!!.

4
, -4 e 4nma ; u4~.a nia 4AaA

-4-E

S lamnually bypass t channels whe all TSVs are c sed.  
G __ "This Functn ;s/ lates the Grou/ Vave" ! une.•_+--' 

(Ara nd iff re••iJ temperature is provided to detect a avt,.^n 1.5 

, •T leakjin the RCPB~and provides diversity to the high flow , 
instrumentation. JThe isolation occurs when a very small 
leak has occurred. If the small leak is allowed to continue nrvaz zn/4 c 

"•ny ore O• without isolation, offsite dose limits may be reached. -/'1j/,14.  
S+he ýo'rrea However, credit for these instruments is not taken in any 

transient or accident analysis in the FSAR, since bounding 
analyses are performed for large s such as NSLBs. - 7 . . ..  

. C e temperaturelsi l s/ra initiatee rom etbemg'coupl~s)

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

L�J
APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

I.e.. 2'f.! IJ /Arei and . fe Vti Temperature-High (continued)
'I

Eight therm ouples provide/4nput to the fferential Temperatur--High Function The output these 

thermocou es is used to etermine the fferential 
tempera re. Each channe consists of. differenti I 
temper ure instrument hat receives puts from 
therm / ouples that arelocated in th inlet and o tlet of 
the rea cooling sys m for a total f four avai able 
ch nels. /l/4

These Functions isolate the Group I valves.  

7.h. Ma al Initiation 
The Man al initiation/push button ch nnels introdu• signals 
into t e ML isolati n logic that a e redundant toathe 
autom tic protectiv¢ instrumentati• and provide @anualI isol tion capabili . There is n specific FSAR/safety S~ana ysis thattak credit for th s Function. I• is / .re ained for the •verall redunda cy and diversi y of the / :i oato functin as required ytheNRC in te plant / 

initiation p sh button per t ip system. Th e is no Allowable V ue for this Fu tion since th channels are mechanicall• actuated base, solely on the •osition of t• 

Two chan els of Manual l itiation Funct in are availa e andl are req ired to b• OPER LE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, si e these •re the MODES in hich the MSL i olation auto tic Funct ns are required to be OPERABLE/ j 

(continued) 
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE Primary Containment Isolation 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and ?.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low vel 

APPLICABILITY 
(continued) Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool 

the fuel may be threatened. The valves 7whose penetrations 

communicate with the primary containment-are isolated to 
limit the release of fission roducts. The isolation of the pV ý 
primary containment on Leqel13 supports actions to ensuree 
that offsite dose limits of 10 CFR 100 are not exceeded.  
The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Lo e Function 
associated with isolation is implicitl-y--assumed in the FSAR 

analysis as these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated 
post LOCA. r-

_ RLevel--Low _ evl 3)signals are 
LPreS &e./ initiated froA.•v•j1 transmitters that sense the difference 

between the pressure due to a constant column of water 
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual water 
level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of 
Reactor Vessel Water Level -Lowj? e Function are 
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation 
function.  

~~~~~I W 11h A.. . . . .. . .. -I -I. I'.I/ \ ll^ .l U5 "m,= ,

U

I .1 J '

The Reactor vessel water Level--LkO eve- .,o V,0

was chosen to be the same as the RPS v e cram Allowab e • Lev-I 
Value (LCO 3.3.1.1), since isolation of these valves is not Low 
critical to orderly plant shutdown. A) 

This Function isolates the Group 2 l ,and f3vlves.  

2.b. Drywell Pressure-High 

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB 
inside the primary containment. The isolation of some of 
the primary containment isolation valves on high drywell 
pressure supports actions to ensure that offsite dose limits 
of 10 CFR 100 are not exceeded. The Drywell Pressure-High 
Function, associated with isolation of the primary 
containment, is implicitly assumed in the FSAR accident 
analysis as these leakage paths are assumed to be isolated 
post LOCA.  

High dr well pressure signals are initiated from pressure 
si - jan terthat sense the pressure in the drywell. Four 

(continued)

J
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

2.b. Drywell Pressure-High (continued) 

channels of Drywell Pressure-High per Function are 
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation 
function. Old Rps 

-D,,j wdI/ IPhs s u r 
The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS /1/h4' i( z3.3./.1) 
Drywell Pressure-High Q•ob(able/V (LCO 3.3.5.1) , since V',/uf_.  
this may be indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.  

This Function isolates the Group 2 12 valves.  

2.c. Drvwell Radiation-High

High drywell radiation indicates possible gross failure of 
the fuel cladding. Therefore, when Drywell Radiation-High 
is detected, an isolation is initiated to limit the release 
of fission products. However, this Function is not assumed 
in any accident or transient analysis in thekFSAR because IL 
other leakage paths (e.g., MSIVs) are more limiting.  

The drywell radiation signals are initiated from radiation 
detectors that are located inW drywell. Two channels of 

_ r3we adiation--igh Function are available and are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument 
failure can preclude the isolation function.

The Allowable Value is low enough to promptly detect gross 
failures in the fuel cladding. Grou .  

This Function isolates the(cdntairment /ent apd vu .e 
valves.  

.d. Reaco -iA andReuelino loor Exhaust 
Ra iati -Hi h 

High s condary containim t exhaust radia on is an 
indic ion of possible ross failure of he fuel claddin 
The melease f have ginated from th primary contain gent

(continued)

F,
a aueeto a brear in the/RCPB. When Exha st Radiation-Hi is udefected, valves whot e penetrations c unicate with th',k 

)p imary containment/atmosphere are i •lated to limit tie 
Iy'elease of fission products. Additi 6nally, the Refue Iing ~loor Exhaust Radi tion--High Functfon is assumed to
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

ed.. 2a . Rpii or Boi ldino and Refuelt no Floor Exhaust 
R fuieatiin-gHich (co epinued) y Tl 

initi e isolation the primary con ainment during a fune 
handf ng accident ef. 2). F a o n 

S RThe fExhaust Radia ion EHi gh signal are initiated 
from 

ar req i to be OPRBE toenuetano ge 

ra ation detect rs that ar e c to tly vent gatio 

faiusr pi int oming frou le ctr building 
fueling floozones, res vy. The signal froni each 

Tetector is inut to an individbt monitor whose tro ignal 
iotputs are signed to an isolation channel. Fou channels 

/of Reactor B ilding Exhaust-H-Hgh Function and fou) channels 

of Refuelin Floor Exhaust--Hgh Function are aval able and 
are requi al to be OPERABLE t ensure that no sipgle c 
iSstraet nailure can prectade the fsolation fnction.  

The Allo able Values are c dosen to promptly deiect gross h 
failureaof the fuel cl add bgyt N n h p 

These unctions iusol ate the Group 6t , oan12 valves.  
2 .f . M a n u a l ln i t i a t i o ý 

i Th/Manual Initiatio push button channe s introduce signal 
iAlo the primary conrainment isolation sin gic that are 
r {dundant to the au •omatic protective i strumentation and/ 

Twrovide manual iso ation capability. here isano specifac /,SAR safety :aaalys that t akes crediX for t hi s unctio .  
It is rtied fo overall redundancy and diversity of/ he 

isolation functian as required by tbe NRC in the pland 3 

There are two ush buttons for the logic, one manuent 
initiation a uto n per trip eystem. There is b o O 
Allowable Va ue for this Functi n since the channc~s are 

mechanicall) actuated based so /ly on the positi Jn of the 

Two channels of the Manual Iltitin unctio /are available 

and are •equired to be OPERALE in MODES 1, , and 3, since! 

these a e the MODES in whih the Primary Coniainment 

•Isolat" on automatic Functions are required yo be OPERABLE.j

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE High Pressure Coolant Iniectionan.Reactr Core/Isolaon 
SAFETY ANALYSES, a in v$ystem0 Isolation 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY da HPCIa Steam Line Flow-High 
(co inued 

on u 1 ,Steam Line Flow-si h Function§ provided to detect a 
(tzH lbreak of the R rHPCI steam lines and initiate closure 
HCH of thelsteam line isolation valvesof he A rn 

•I. If the steam is allowed to continue flowing out of 
the break, the reactor will depressurize and the core can 

.uncover. Therefore, the isolations are initiated on high 
flow to prevent or minimize core damage. The isolation 
action, along with the scram function of the RPS, ensures 
that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the 
limits of 10 CFR 50.46. Specific credit for these Functions 
is not assumed in anyJFSAR accident analyses since the 
bounding analysis is performed for large breaks such as 
recirculation and MSL breaks. However, these instruments 
prevent the HPCI steam line breaks from becoming 
bounding.  

The HPCIGaiLýdtC)Steam Line Flow--Hih sinals are 
[tuJ •,fferevda,. ) initiated from transmitters ((Xwo f& HPCI And tw% for rIC)) 

(e~tr•e J that are connected to the system steam lines. Two channels 
of HPCI[ad RP IC Steam Line Flow-High Functiona are 

•__ --i•available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation 
function.  

The Allowable Values are chosen to be low enough to ensure 
that the trip occurs to prevent fuel damage and maintains 

f the *4SLB event as the bounding event.  

(Inser+ rtnc.Aton 3b ThM Functiond isolatetbe Group a 4 valves•-j 
r rtA 

3 . . HPCIga1j Steam Supnly Line Pressure-Low 
(HPCI s-sea., si&ppl• Ii 

Lowl Mpressure indicates that the pressure of'the steam in 
the HPCIo turbine may be too low to continue 
operation of the(a ocisted s stems)turbine. These 
isolations are for equipment protection and are not assumed 
in any transient or accident analysis in the FSAR. However, 
they also provide a diverse signal to indicate a possible 
system break. These instruments are included in Technical 
Specifications (TS) because of the potential for risk due to 

(continued)
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Wj Insert FUNCTION 3b 
3.b HPCI Steam Line Flow-Timer 

The HPCI Steam Line flow-Timer is provided to prevent false isolations on 
HPCI Steam Line Flow-High during system startup transients and therefore 
improves system reliability. This Function is not assumed in any UFSAR 
transient or accident analyses since the bounding analysis is performed for 
large breaks such as recirculation and MSL breaks. However, these instruments 
support prevention of HPCI steam line breaks from becoming bounding.  

The HPCI Steam Line Flow-Timer Function delays the HPCI Steam Line 
Flow-High signal by use of time delay relays. When a HPCI Steam Line 
Flow-H:igh signal is generated, the time delay relays delay the tripping of 
the associated HPCI isolation trip system for short time. Two channels of 
HPCI Steam Line Flow-Timer Function are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the 
isolation function.  

The Allowable Value is chosen to be long-enough to prevent false isolations 
due to system starts but no so long as to impact offsite dose calculation.  

This Function, in conjunction with the HPCI Steam Line Flow-High Function, 
isolates the Group 4 valves.
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(fZ'ou.r pressLrC-/

3A.4.b aHPCI,- ý CTSteam Supolv Line Pressure-Low 
(continued) 

possible failure of the instruments preventing HPCI 
initiations d7f/2J. ýThcre'or +k vee 

The HPCI R C )Steam Supply Line Pressure- -Low signals • ,+÷e ,oV 0. 4 
are inltiate d rroml transmitters fj rfjr HP L and/four /fer) \ •oC .3 (')Lz)LL 

(= that are connected to the system steam line. Four 
channels ofOEMJ}HPCI •-i-d- Steam Supply Line 
Pressure-Low FunctionM are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can 
preclude the isolation function.  

The Allowable Values are selected to be high enough to FT 
prevent damage to the systemIR turbine. 9_• 

These Functions isolate the Group Fjai14 valvesoj)

-Il -w

(continued)

3... 4 HPC and RC C Turbine Exhauit Diaphracm 
Pr ure Hi h 

High tu ine exhaust aphragm pressu e indicates th t the 
pressur may be too h gh to continue peration of t 
associ ted system's rbine. That i , one of two e haust 
diaph gms has ruptu ed and pressure is reaching t bine 
casin pressure limf s. These isol tions are for quipment 
prot ction and are ot assumed in a y transient or accident 
anal sis in the FS . These instr ents are incl ded in the 
TS cause of the otential for ri k due to possi le failure 
of he instrument preventing HPC and RCIC initations 
(f. 3).  

e HPCI and RCI Turbine Exhaus Diaphragm PreSsure-High 
ignals are in iiated from tran itters (four fOr HPCI and 

four for RCIC) hat are connect d to the area between the 
rupture diaphr gms on each sys em's turbine exaust line.  
Four channels f both HPCI and RCIC Turbine E haust 
Diaphragm Pre sure-High Func ons are;avail; l e and are 
required to OPERABLE to en ure that no si0gle instrument 
failure can reclude the iso ation function.  

The Allowab e Values are hi enough to pre/ent damage to 
\the system's turbine. jI
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 4 HPCInd RCIC Turbine Exhaust ihram 

SAFETY ANALYSES, | r r--inh /(continued) / 

APPLICABILITY T se Functio isolate th Group 3 and valves, s 
\ ipropriate.s S a.  

r3d]4.d Drvwell/ Pressure--High/ 

Hig drywell pres re can indicat a break in th RCPB. The 
HP and RCIC iso ation of the turbine exhaust i provided 
to prevent conmu *cation with th drywell when igh drywell 
p ssure exists. A potential le kage path exi s via the 
t rbine exhaust The isolationeis delayed unt 1 the system 

comes unavail ble for injecti n (i.e., low eam line 
ressure). Th isolation of t e HPCI and RCI turbine 

exhaust by Dr ell Pressure-H gh is indirecty assumed in 
the FSAR accii ent analysis be;ause the turbii e exhaust 
leakage path s not assumed t contribute t offsite dose 

.High drywell pressure signal are initiate from pressur 
transmitter that sense the ressure in th drywell. T o 
channels of/both HPCI and R IC Drywell Pr sure-High 
Functions #re available an are required o be OPERABL to 
ensure thf. no single inst ument failure an preclude he 
isolation function.  

The Allo able Value was lected to be he same as t ECCS 
Drywell ressure-High A lowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1) since 
this is indicative of a OCA inside pr mary contain nt.  

-- • rea _ " . temperatures are provided to detect a HPC_ leak from th a at system steam piping. The isolation 
occurs when a very small leak has occurred and is diverse to 

Iqi the high flow instrumentation. If the small leak is allowed 
to continue without isolation, offsite dose limits may be reached. These Functions are not assumed in anyFSAR.  
transient or accident analysis, since bounding analyses are 
performed for large breaks such as recirculation or NSL 
breaks.  

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE L__ 3 A 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 

W Hrs APPLICABILITY .4rea 
init
tn Cn-

Dif erentiallTemperatuye--High Function. TI 
t fse the couples is used to determine th! 

mperatur . Each channel cons /sts of a d' 
emperatu e instrument that rec ives input• 

thermoco les that •e located/in the inlet 
/the area cooling sttem for a total of four 

channel (two for CIC and tw for HPCI) 

The Allowable Value4d set'low enough to detec', %=

Inese Functions Isolate the Groupi3 jln4 valvegsj,_o

3. . 4.f. Suppression jool Area Temoe/ature- ime Del 
Relay 

e 
t 

y e /Inak j 
n 2 

The Su ression Pool rea Temperatur Time Delay Reu'ys are 

ay 
Re 

dys 
are 

deres Time D=el 
provi ed to allow a the other sys ms that may be/leaking h P 

I 
into he pool area as indicated b the high temperAture) to ed toý sr ms.  he pol y the 

i 0 

a 00d be 

e i 0 p 

be "solated befor HPCI and/or RCI are automaticq ly 

s 

T.  
Sol ated 

are 

c 

is ated. This sures maximum HPCI and RCIC System 

ystems . Tjh Fun 
Van brtnb 

T 
eration by pr enting isolatioAs due to leaks n other 

tra s - nt oI 
ystems. Thes Functions are nOt assumed in an FSAR 

's 

.  
r 
t 

t 

i n iet or c j dent ar transi ent or cident analysis-,' 

Th f r I la P i 

ent 

d 
i n 

an 

a 
a C;r are f r time delay re aýys (two.for HP and two for 

rsf PrI C;. Tw channels each f9 both HPCI a./ndCIC Suppressi 

r r q.  
Pool Area emperature-Timf Delay Rel y Fun tions are 0s 

a 
ý.t 

availabl and are requirefto be OPERABLE o ensure that o 
single strument failur can preclude th isolation 

\,functi 

(continued)
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I1eý 
.t n 

.. .  

4o , b- - tn- r

.Q . 4 .f . S u ir e s so n o o l A r e a T e e r a t u r e -- T im e b l a y 
Relay (c• eir nd ed 

The A ll able Valu e ae based o n ximizing th e " 

avail.•ilty o th• Plan RI s te .Th shy 

gsources• 
thesprsmnpo 

ra 
Fr PIa 

a a l into of t HPCI and RCIC syte s temiso.o log is , tht aey 

readun ftoatC p tet e ns trmntty In 
p ~ ua soaio apbliy.Ter s ospcfih 

• aysistat t~ke c~editfor thee/Fntin 

t roie i sol t io in un ti m ton i o -t all roue - y the r NR p te plntia 

There te t ps u on T e aho te a 

•gics(yeC 

lheakr e s ouAllowab he sauppfr tess uion s pooinea fo e tP I n 

hannel s/r ehni Sol ly tat ed aae/oeyo h 

Fu~ osare avala bltn r eurdt eOEJL 

3-)E M,2,anua I snetes ar t ~ OE nwi~ h 

tHSo an nCI syt1s Islto ajtai Fu ctos h r 

•,uired~ 
~ eob 

P•L. /

Reactor Water Cleanup-System Isolation

"5.a. ifferentia Flow-Hi h 

The igh differe tial flow si al is provi d to detec a 
Sbre in the RW System. Th s will detec leaks in t e 
*RWC System whe area or diff rential tem rature wou d not 
pr ide detect r n(i.e., a.c ld leg break . Should t e 
r ctor coolan continue to low out of t e break, o site 

se limits rn be exceeded Thereforeisolation o the 

(continued)
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Insert Function 4a. 4b 

Isolation Condenser System Isolation 

4.a. 4.b. Isolation Condenser Steam Flow-High and Return Flow- High 

The Isolation Condenser Flow-High Functions are provided to detect a break 

of the isolation condenser lines and initiate closure of the inboard and 
outboard steam line and condensate return line isolation valves and vent line 

isolation valves. If steam or condensate is allowed to continue flowing out 

of the break, the reactor may depressurize and the core can uncover.  
Therefore, the isolation is initiated on high flow to prevent or minimize core 

damage. The isolation action, along with the scram function of the RPS, 

ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of 

10 CFR 50.46. Specific credit for these Functions is not assumed in any UFSAR 

accident analyses since the bounding analysis is performed for large breaks 

such as recirculation and MSL breaks. However, these instruments prevent the 

Isolation Condenser steam flow or return flow breaks from becoming bounding.  

The Isolation Condenser Flow-High signals are initiated from four 

differential pressure switches (two in the steam line and two in the 

condensate return line). Two channels of both Functions are available and are 

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can 
preclude the isolation function.  

The Allowable Values are chosen to be low enough to ensure that the trip 

occurs to prevent fuel damage and maintains the MSLB event as the bounding 
event.  

These Functions isolate the Group 5 valves.
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fre i Flow- h (continued 

RWCU System is initiated when high diff ential flow is 
sensed to revent excee ing offsite do s. A time dela is 
provided o prevent spyrious trips du ing most RWCU 

loperatio al transient%. This Functi is not assumed in any 
iFSAR tr nsient or acgident analysis since bounding alyses 
are pe ormed for lArge breaks suc as MSLBs.  

1The igh differen~ial flow signa s are initiated rom 
tr smitters thai are connected o the inlet (fr m the 
r ctor vessel)/and outlets (t condenser and f edwater) of 

e RWCU Systeji. The outputs of the transmitt rs are 
;nompar i A common summer and the resulti g output is 
sent to twofiigh flow trip nits. If the diiference between 
the inlet 2Ad outlet flow As too large, eac trip unit 
generates •n isolation sinal. Two channe s of Differential 

Flow-Higfi Function are Available and are equired to be 
OPEAEBLi to ensure tha no single instruent failure 
downst am of the co n summer can ude the 
funct n. e 

The/Differential F w-High Allowablý value ensures that a 
break of the RWCU iping is detected.  

this Function i 1at the Grou valves. ; 

5.b.. 5.c. A ea and Area Venti ation Differentia 
Te( eaur Min on epraue 

RWCU area id area ventilati n differential temperatures are 
provided •o detect a leak f om the RWCU System. The 

1-isolatio7n occurs even whe very small leaks bave occurred 
land is iverse to the hi differential flowt instrumentatio 
for thk hot portions of he RWCU System. Yf the small lea 
conti ues without isol ion, offsite dose/limits may be 
rea ed. Credit for ese instruments i not taken in a y 
tr sient or acciden analysis in the F AR, since bounding 
aalyses are perfo d for large break such as 

circulation or M4 breaks.  

Area and area vegilation different al temperature ignals 
are initiated f om temperature ele ents that are 1 cated in 
the room that *s being monitored. Six thermocoup es provide 
input to the •,rea lemperature-H gh Function (tw per area).  
Six channels are required to be OPERABLE to ens re that no

(continued)

-w 
+1
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BASES

APPLICABLE . . Area and/Area Ventilatiin Differentil1 
SAFETY ANALYSES, T m era -Hi h continued) 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY singl instrument ailure can pre lude the iso ation 

funct on.n 

I~ 7"°o t h t Twel e thermocou les provide in ut to the Ar Ventilation 
fDif erential Te7 erature-High unction. Th output of 
uth se thermocouiles is used to determine th differential 

t perature. Pach channel coosists of a di ferential 
t mperature iqstrument that ceives input from 

ermocouples/that are locat d in the inl and outlet 
he area coofing system and or a total o six availabl 

channels (two per area). S x channels a required to e 
OPERABLE to/ensure that no single instru ent failure n 
preclude t1le isolation fu tion.  

The Area ind Area Ventil ion Differenia1 Temperatu e-High 
Allowabl9 ' Values are set low enough to detect a lea 

" ~equivale t to 25 gpm.  

hýese Znctions isola the Group 5 alves. - - _-
5.---. SLC System Initiation

The isolation of the RWCU System is required when the SLC 
System has been initiated to prevent dilution and removal of '1 
the boron solution by the RWCU System (Ref. QW.- SLC Sstem 

SLC, +n-oia-+A initiation signals are initiated from the (ltv S. DU#m Stet) 

There is no Allowable Value associated with this Function 
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on 
the osition of the SLC Systerm initiation switch.  

Two channels o(_ at pm) of the SLC System 
Initiation Func are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE only in MODES I and 2, since these are the only 
MODES where the reactor can be critical, and these MODES are 
consistent with the Applicability for the SLC System 
(LCO 3.1.7).  

AS note (footnote (b) t lable t This ýunct n is 
only equired to close ne of the RWCU jsolation valyels 
si e the signals o provide input jjI'to one of to two 
tip systems. 7 

T L jb w s ' l la+ i r i sA-V ho ro je a V c ve -. ) r ( c o n t i n u e d ) 

BWR/ 515B 3.-171Rev , 0407/9
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
•AF~rTr ANAl Y•F•. SA Reac~tor Vessel Water Level- Low eL . I/eve

ICO, and Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool 
APPLICABILITY the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease 

(continued) too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of 
some interfaces with the reactor vessel occurs to isolate 

/eoj 2?Pv the potential sources of a break. The isolation of the RWCU 
wer eevi Sysem o n R supports actions to ensure that the fuel 

peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of 
10 CFR 50.46. The Reactor Vessel Water L ( @ 2 2)Fun dftion associa e With RWCU isolation is not 

directly assumed in the FSAR safety analyses because the 
RWCU System line break is bounded by breaks of larger 
systems (recirculation and MSL breaks are more limiting).

Reactor Vessel Water Level;-Low(L~oL. eel)l signals are 
initiated from fou? j transmitters that sense the 
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of 
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual 
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of 
Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low(Lo ,,LeveI •IFunction are 
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation 
function.  

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low(L evel Allowable 
Value was chosen to be the same as the eactor Vesse 
Water Level--LowL L y! e li2Allowable Value (LCO 3.3. .1), 
since the capabi ity to cool the fuel may be threatened.  

This Function isolates the Group v~alves.  

Jf Man al InitiatioN 

The Man al Initiatio push button annels intr duce signals 
into t e RWCU Syste isolation lo c that are dundant to 
the ~tomatic prot ttive instrum tation and p ovide manual/ 

isol tion capabilVty. There is •o specific F AR safety / 

an ysis that ta ls credit for his Function/ It is / - L_ 

r ained for ov ~all redundanc 
and diversi) 

of the 

olaion fun °n as requir by the NRC the plant/--q.  icnsn naadn 

There ate t o push buttons for the logic one.manual 

initiation push button pe• trip system. There is no 

Ah el w b ealue for this unction, 
sin the channels 

are

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

BASES 

APPLICABLE f. M ual InitiatiAn (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and mecha cally actuate based solely o the position f the 

APPLICABILITY push uttons.  

"Two channels of t Manual Initiat on Function ar available' 1_iJ 
jan are required Xo be OPERABLE in/MODES 1, 2,"a ard 3 since I 

t -se are the MO S in which the WCU System Iso ation 
2 - -tomatic Functi ns are required o be OPERABLE 

Shutdown Cooling System Isolation N.

to i ensue thatdnooling instr e failuan H 

precslude the iOlation funcion. TheFuton is ony 

are the on MO ES in hic t e r 
ac or e s surov e 

Q23ftfQ System. This inte-rlock is provided qjK5• for 

t equipment protection to prevent TAhAonterst b eMV, u gpoae fVao, and credit for tht interlock is not assumed in the 

Saccident or transient analysis in the tSAR.  

\Wa~erceF e-/rfaire- Tferectormpteamsrome PresseHighsignals* are initiated 
LfromfwtP watsmietr lee ates tha t thecapteablityto oeapsl 
the fuel mev 

reas 

+-ohe- fas recfruel' da could result.Te-f inneole ofscolo of 

;.J , HighLvFel-Lwgn[)unction/re avaisaole and are required to be wn ,Oe
•lap 4emperr_ý " LA f- COPERABLE i to ensure that ino single instrument fadlure can sa fetfyyms) 

odarr ~~to fa1Lrecl ud e l dth e is o ulato f eunc tio . ThereFuntone isonlatono 
roequredctor bessPERALE intrce MODEuS 1, 2,gind 3,soing thes 

analyses because a break of thec(• Shutdown Cooling System 

(continued) 
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BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

6.b. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low/ fevel/3 ) (continued) [2 

is bounded by breaks of the recirculation and MSL. 10' RP , 
The �f Shutdown Cooling System isolation V 

supports actions to ensure that the RPV water level does not 
drop below the top of the active fuel during a vessel 
draindown event caused by a leak (e.g., pipe break or 
inadvertent valve opening) in the W Shutdown.Cooling 
System.

/; eJ •,ocL • Reactor Vessel Water Level-Lowh .evel/3)signals are 
initiated froa ou vtransmitters that sense the 
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of 
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual 
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels 
(two channels er trip system) of the Reactor Vessel Water 
Level -Low_ Levdl A)Function are available and are required 
to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure 
can preclude the isolation function. As noted (footnote (c)V 
to Table 3.3.6.h-e ),aon y a the s he React esser 

•-n•_tL • P Er Iee-win MO vel 3 Fu rtion ire r quired to e\ 

piL n evel-Lo wisin Llean e Value (LW being sined th3' e 
c i t oe oottal f drining t he fu•el ayt eslthretnd • e sy te , 

trip 

ph eatr Vesse Water Leve -- own/~~~l• 1 Coob ng ~~em Valeg 

ws. ch se to b th sa e a th R Re c o V s el a te 

Th eco eslWtrLevel--Lowjieev;el )Allowable Value (C ... ) ic h 

capability to cool the fuel may be threatened.

Re r; t, =cu(oH oj 

T 
L i Waf e ;M ýi 'j 

C "'ýt 1401TemiP--e-e-ct,4rP

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low -ev Function is 
only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 to prevent 
this potential flow path from lowering the reactor vessel 
level to the top of the fuel. In MODES 1 and 2, another 
isolation (i.e., Ultor Steag Dome PrIsur -High) and 
administrative controls ensure that this flow path remains 
isolated to prevent unexpected loss of inventory via this 
flow path.  

This Function isolates the Grou alves.

(continued)
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W Insert 6.b 
only one channel per trip system (with an isolation signal available to one 
shutdown cooling pump suction isolation valve) of the Reactor Vessel Water 
Level-Low Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5, provided the 
Shutdown Cooling System integrity is maintained. System integrity is 
maintained provided the piping is intact and no maintenance is being performed 
that has the potential for draining the reactor vessel through the system.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

( LReviewer's Note: Certa n LCO Completio Times are base on 

approv topical repor s. In order fo a licensee to se 
the tf s, the licens e must justify e Completion Ty es as 
requ red by the staf Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the 

(-to pcal report.  

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 
primary containment isolation instrumentation channels.  
Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that once a 
Condition has been entered, subsequent divisions, 
subsystems, components, or variables expressed in the 
Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, 
will not result in separate entry into the Condition.  
Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions of the 
Condition continue to apply for each additional failure, 
with Completion Times based on initial entry into the 
Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable 
primary containment isolation instrumentation channels 
provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate 
inoperable channels. As such, a Note has been provided that 
allows separate Condition entry for each inoperable primary 
containment isolation instrumentation channel.  

A.1

de-O-dlgýon+b 

4 e,r those Fu.-4AO104 

-0,4 have- cuianeA 
Co pnenis etm•oi 

t-b s 10?S .5f&firurne IOVlo 

an& a.'z howrs 4'or 

+ho-se.F, 
VC+-ID-S 

-fjhaJ 
cto n0 hie chonnae.J 

d~r~onee\JS C~oMMOVaf 

PS Ytrt ei 10 )

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 
isolation signals and the redundancy of the isolation 
design, an allowable out ofervice time of 12 hours r 
Fungtions Za, Z.b, And 6.p "f24 hours un 0 9 
tia'n Functons 2.a 42.b, (ndY.-b)has been shown to be

inoperable channellto OPERABLE status. This out of service 
time is only acceptable provided the associated Function is 
still maintaining isolation capability (refer to Required 
Action B.1 Bases). If the inoperable channel cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of 
service time, the channel must be placed in the tripped 
condition per Required Action A.I. Placing the inoperable 
channel in trip would conservatively compensate for the 
inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a single 
failure, and allow operation to continue with no further 
restrictions. Alternately, if it is not desired to place 
the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the 
inoperable channel in trip would result in an isolation), 
Condition C must be entered and its Required Action taken.

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS 1C.1 (continued) 
Cn• .-

Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate/ 
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 
channels within the same Function result in redundant and Dr ponIOVV Of 

automatic isolation capability being lost for the associated bf-her c5yr fr-
penetration flow path(s). The MSL solation Functions are 
considered to be maintaining isolation capability when 
sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip, such that both 
trip systems will generate a trip signal from the given 

[-ýý 1-• cr Q por-,o0 Fuctrio on a valid signal. r iOPlatiBL ouortiop. F) 
! • •' • n• i(.areconsiaered to be maintaining isolation capability whenen 

u n c n sT / , 2 , ,.- , 3 b, c ,-4 , 4.T 5 .  

sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip, such Fhrt one \-•o•,o F-.cY/~t•/ •trip system will generate a trip signal from the givnen 

4Function on valid signal. This ensures that one of ther 
atwo PCIVs in the associated penetration flow path cana 
receive an isolation signal from the given Function.a For CL) Z,2.6,b2x_, Q, 4&,• a • unctions I..a, .b, • , n/.rthis would requiree bbothh 

trop seslems and one channel OPERABLE or in trip. For 
1 Function mli this would require both trip systems to havee oechannel, associated with each HSL, OPERABLE or in trip.  

CE)FunctionM) ] .e Cjý reatly Fbn~rUW consists ofr 

channels that monitor several locations within a given area 

(e.g.( different locations within the main steam tunnel 
area). Therefore, this would require both trip systems to have one channel per location OPERABLE or in trip-_. /FfbVl 

/F n t o s ý 2.b( 2', . Z. , 3.b, • c, &4 b, ,4. 5 ;.e/ 

\cha nels. Vach OPE )BLE o! in tr'p. For FunctionsCU,3.a, • 

1 3 /," • e , .f,_ 3 g ( h . 4 . a , M o . a/.e . f.l .f . ,, A .j1 , 
t4/ 4.j .a 5his would require one trip 

system t aeo & nell OPERABLE or in trip. FOR 

Fc ~_F•/'iuncsI -s 5.by nd .c /each Fun tion cons ists of c nnels 
woul F eviro ne .2h, tht ,nitorevral •ifferent/locations/ Theref e, tis/ 

wo~l re•,,r_ n• woucJ/equr on: ch innel per •ocation /obe OPERABLE or i• 

kixii s 00* DIV- T trp(theu cannels (re not re uired to •bin the/same triN/ 

M~• ore 0-oy•-ei ýgi The/Condnltioln oes not ncludde t~ Manual 
-0r P;19AZL_ orr [s /Init'ation F lnction uctions .h, 2.d •j, 4.k, 

oP• • r (and JS~), siyhce they ire not assumed in an accident/or 
J~;( (~i) on•s (transient a alysis. Thus, a toyal loss of manual t itiation) 

Zs -)o o , 23 ,71' o-nJ ca ~ability/for 24 hoirs (as all/wed by R qu mired Act on A.1) 

2 1' 7 ?. o r - 3 -73 ) . .i a l l ow e d .  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the-operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The 
I hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes 

(continued)
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L.d (continued) 

risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of 
channels.

5 

%•nerc=-I only be v6se-d 

be. iolo•e 2.: Qt- "'h s 

F _M15 
e L 

Srec 
vAJL0n U 

he 1 1c0,itA I w 

.o11 l4dUic 

F •- " . " ( ate'

Required Action C.1 directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.6.1-1. The applicable 
Condition specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1 is Function and MODE 
or other specified condition dependent and may change as the 

Required Action of a previous Condition is completed. Each 
time an inoperable channel has not met any Required Action 
of Condition A or B and the associated Completion Time has 
expired, Condition C will be entered for that.channel and 
provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent 
Condition.  

D.]. D.2.1. and D.2.2 

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed 
in trip within the allowed Completion Timq7,1the plant must 

be placed in a MODE or other specifiedo oition in which 
the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the plant 
in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 

36 hours (Required Actions D.r.I and D.2.2). codioers tel 
[The associated M~LS may be isolated -(Required ActionO.)' 

Sand, if allowed (i.e., plant .safety analysis allows'o 

/operation with an t•SL isolated), operation with that MSL| 

Sisolated may continue. Isolating the affected MSL 

\accomplishes the safety function-of the inoperable channel.  

The Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full 

power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems.

L.  
If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed 
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must 
be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which 
the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the plant 
in at least MODE 2 within hours. ( u 

BWR/4 TS B 33-177(evn1, i4/07/9
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ACTIONS E (continued) 

The allowed Completion Time ofq4hours is reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to reach MODE 2 from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
plant systems.  

F1 

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed 
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, plant operations 
may continue if the affected penetration flow path(s) is 
isolated. Isolating the affected penetration flow path(s) 
accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable channe 

For th RWCU Areaand Area Ve tilation Di ferential 
Tempeature--Hig Functions, he affected penetrationlow 
path ) may be nsidered is lated by isgating only at 
par on of the ystem in th associated oom monitore by 
the/inoperable channel. T t is, if th RWCU pump r m A 
Sar a channel inoperable the pump ro m A area can be 
i lated whil allowing c tinued RWCU operation ut*izing 

e B RWCU p p. For the RWCU'Differ tial Flow-Hgh 
unction, if the flow el ent/transmi ter monitori RWCU 

flow to rad aste and co ensate is t only portio of the 
channel in perable, the the affecte penetration low 
path(s) m be conside d isolated isolating t e RWCU 

to radwaste and condensate.  

Alternately, if it is not desired to isolate the affected 
penetration flow path(s) (e.g., as in-the case where 
isolating the penetration flow path(s) could result in a 
reactor scram), Condition H must be entered and its Required 
Actions taken.  

The 1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it 
minimizes risk while allowing sufficient time for plant 
operations personnel to isolate the affected penetration 
flow path(s).  

If the hannel iW/not restorid to OPEP*LE status r placed 
in tri within the allowed gompletion /ime, plant operations 

(continued)
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ACTIONS fi, (cont nued) is 

may continue if the aff eted penetratBon flow Patu(s) o l 
isolated Isolating the affected pen tration flor patni(s) 

acconpli hes the safetyfunction of t e inoperabl channels.  

The 24 our Completion ime is acceptable du t e pl fact 

t Dth oat r th se Func ii ed con ditiniat on) are not assumed in 
any accident or trans* nt analysis '/ the FSAR./ 

Alter ely, is t s d not desired t isolate thi affected 

penet ation flow patre r egbas on perat inhere 
isoleing the penetrhtion req e pat(s) could ri ult in a 

reacpor scnditionsin n o y entered and its Required 
Acti ns takn 

.1and 2 

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed 

in trip within the allowed Completion Time, or any Required 

Action of Condition Fd ais notpmet and the associated m __2 
Completion Time has expired, the plant must be placed in a 
MODE or other specified condition in which the LCO does not 

apply. This is done by prvide bdeclarin at least MODE 3 

within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed 

Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full 

power conditions in an orderly manner and without 

challenging plant systems.  

•-If the channel is not re stored to OPERABLE status or placed 

in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the associated 
SLC subsystem(s) is declared inoperable or the RWCU System 
is isolated. Since this Function is required to ensure that 
the SLC System performs its intended function, sufficient 
remedial measures are provided by declaring the associated 
SLC subsystems inoperable or isolating the RWCU System.  

The I hour Completion Time is acceptable because it 
minimizes risk while allowing sufficient time for personnel 

to isolate the RWCU System.  

(continued)
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I�1
ACTIONS 

+.;I IEI 4U

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed' 
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the associated 
penetration flow path should be closed. However, if the 
shutdown cooling function is needed to. provide core cooling, 
these Required Actions allow the penetration flow path to 
remain unisolated provided action is immediately initiated 
to restore the channel to OPERABLE. status or to isolate the 

-MShutdown Cooling System (i.e., provide alternate decay 
Feat removal capabilities so the penetration flow path can 
be isolated). Actions must continue until the channel is 
restored to OPERABLE status or theMShutdown Cooling 
System is isolated.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

5
Rev ewer's Note Certain F quencies a e based on approved 
to ical report . In order or a licen ee to use ese 
F equencies, e licensee ust justif the Frequ cies as 
equired by e staff SER for the to 'cal repor

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each 
Primary Containment Isolation instrumentation Function are 
found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.1-1.  

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for upto 
6 hours provided the associated Function maintains Ik~ o---..J 
capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or 
expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be 
returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition 
entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is based on 
the reliability analysis (Refs. Sand( ýassumption of the 
average time required to perform caannel surveillance. Ihat 
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does 
not significantly reduce the probability that the PCIVs will 
isolate the penetration flow path(s) when necessary.  

SR 3.3.6.1.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
instrument has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
channels during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the channels required by the LCO.  

SR ~ 336 -2a(d S 3 6.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is erformed on each required 
channel to ensure that the techannel will perform the 
intended function.  

ny setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology. nco_ 
The 92 day Frequen of SR 3.3.6.1.2 is base nd t, 
reliability analys described in References •and(. e_ 

f184 •ly Freque•: of SR 3•6.1.5 i based on/engineeri g • • (judent andt e reliabi) ty of t claJne (tie _l 
r.r•ays exhI t minimal • 

(continued)
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SURVEILI 
REQUIREP 

(cont

LANCE SR 3.3.6.1.3
4ENTS 
inued) Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual 

trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if 

the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 

the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1. If the 

trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 

accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but 

is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance 

is still within the requirements of the plant safety 

analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be 

readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than that 

accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.  

The Frequency of 92 days s based on the reliability 

@i-i~i y3Ik of Referencesq and(wU 

SR 3.3.6 ,4 and SR 3 3.6 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel 

responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 

range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 

adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 

calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.4 is based on the assumption of 

a 92 day calibration interval in the determination of the 
hj magnitude of equipment drft in the setpoint analysis. The 

F equency of SR 3.3.6.1(V s based on the assumption of 

4 month calibration interval in the determination of the 

agnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6.1 

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
SOPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific 

channel. The system functional testing performed on PCIVs 

in LCO 3.6.1.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide 

omplete testing of the assumed safety function. The 

month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 

urveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 

(continued)
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Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the

SSURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS
sg3361ý(continued) 6 

Surveillance were perfor e with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown these cornponents usually pass 
the Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency.

3.3.6.1/8 

This SR sures thatthe individ al channel re/ponse times 
are les than or eq 1 to the m mum values ssumed in the 
accide analysis./Testing is performed onl on channels 
where he assumed, response ti does not co respond to t 
dies generator/(DG) start mime. For chaylnels assumed o 
res ond within the DG start time, sufficient margin exists 
in he [10] sec'ond start time when compared to the tyvncal 
c annel respo se time (milliseconds) so/as to assure/ 
dequate res onse withouA a specific m•asurement te 7. The 

instrument sesponse ti s must be addcd to the PCIV, closure 
times to otamn the IS LTION SYSTEM/ 'ESPONSE TI Mý 

/ ISOLATI SYSTEM RE ONSE TIME acc ptance criteria are 
includ in Refere i e 7. This te t may be perfrmed in one 
measu ment, or i!overlapping segments, with ierification 
that 11 compone s are tested.  

A ote to the rveillance sta/tes that the adiation 
d ectors may e excluded fr ISOLATION STEM RESPON 

IME testing This Note is necessary be use of the 
difficulty generating a appropriate etector inp t 
/ signal and/ecause the pr nciples of d ector opera ion 
virtually ensure an inst ntaneous res onse time. Response 
times fo radiation de ctor channel shall be mea(sured from 
detecto output or the input of the first electronic 
compon nt in the chan el.  

ISOL ION SYSTEM RVPONSE TIME t sts are conducted on an/ 
18Eonth STAGGERED TEST BASIS. he 18 month Frequency is 
co sistent with t e typical in ustry refueling cycle and •s 
b sed upon plant operating ex erience thatshows that r ddomn 
ailures of ins rumentation omponents c psing serious / 

response time egradation, ut not chan 1 failure, ar 
infre uent o urrences.  

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 

reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 

description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

2. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 

in other places in the Bases.  

3. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the Specification requirements.  

4. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 

following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 

changes.  

5. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 

be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 

retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

6. Typographical/grammatical/format error corrected.  

7. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 

been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1
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Secondary Containment isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.6.2 Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The secondary containment isolation instrumentation 
automatically initiates closure of appropriate secondary 

containment isolation valves (SCIVs) and starts the Standby 

Gas Treatment (SGT) System. The function of these systems, 

in combination with other accident mitigation systems, is to 

limit fission product release during and following 
postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) (Ref. 1).  

Secondary containment isolation and establishment of vacuum 

with the SGT System in ssume e lim 1 ensures 

that fission products that leak from primary containment 
following a DBA, or are released outside primary 
containment, or are released during certain operations when 

primary containment is not required to be OPERABLE are 
maintained within applicable limits.  

The isolation instrumentation includes the sensors, relays, 
and switches that are necessary to cause initiation of 

secondary containment isolation. Most channels include 
electronic equipment (e.g., trip units) that compares 
measured input signals with pre-established setpoints. When 

the setpoint is exceeded, the channel output relay actuates, 

which then outputs a secondary containment isolation signal 

to the isolation logic. Functional diversity is provided by 

monitoring a wide range of independent parameters. The 

(•i7• 7~i input parameters to the isolation logic are (1) reactor 
vessel water level, (2) drywell pressure, (3) reactor 

"" u l, , and (4) refueling floor high 

radiation. Redundant sensor input signals from each 
parameter are provided for initiation of isolation._ n 

tfd~~6,fui;_ ito fM lqKc is p~~jvid ~ T 

outjputstof Ihe logic channe, in a trip sy e~m are' 
agdint wooeou-ft trip system gIcs. 0 

frip system initiates isolat n of one auto tic isolation 
valve (da er) and-starts- e SGT subsyst while the oth 

c ates t s e d cnm ti a nd 
troides for inthineessa fis t tion of th i e r atoducts.  

(cotiud 
aW/ Sa B 3.3ls
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For both the Reactor Vessel Water Level -Low and Drywell Pressure-High 
Function, the secondary containment isolation logic receives input from four 
channels. One channel associated with each Function inputs to one of four 
trip strings. Two trip strings make up a trip system and both trip systems 
must trip to initiate the secondary containment isolation function. Any 
channel will trip the associated trip string. Any trip string will trip the 
associated trip system. The trip strings are arranged in a one-out-of-two 
taken twice logic to initiate the secondary containment isolation function.  
For both Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation-High and Refueling Floor 
Radiation-High Functions, the secondary containment isolation trip system 
logic receives input from four channels. Two channels of Reactor Building 
Exhaust Radiation-High are located in each of the unit reactor building 
exhaust ducts and two channels of Refueling Floor Radiation-High are located 
where they can monitor the environment of each of the unit spent fuel pools.  
The output of the channels associated with Unit 1 are provided to one trip 
system while the output of the channels associated with Unit 2 are provided to 
the other trip system. The output from these channels are arranged in two 
one-out-of-two trip system logics for each Function to initiate the secondary 
containment isolation function. Any Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation-High 
or Refueling Floor Radiation-High channel will initiate the secondary 
containment isolation function. Initiating the secondary containment 
isolation function provides an input to both secondary containment Train A and 
Train B logic. Either train initiates isolation of all secondary containment 
isolation valves and provides a start signal to the associated SGT subsystem.

Insert Page B 3.3-185
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BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The isolation signals generatedby the secondary containment 

SAFETY ANALYSES, isolation instrumentation are implicitl assumed in the 

LCO, and safety analyses of References; and to initiate closure 

APPLICABILITY of v and start the SGT System to limit offsite doses.  

2. . I'iIS Refer to LCO 3.6.4;2, "Secondary Containment Isolation 

Valves (SCIVs)," and LCO 3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment 
(SGT) System," Applicable Safety Analyses Bases for more 
detail of the safety analyses. ý CC ) CX) 

The secondary containment isolation instrumentation 
satisfies Criterion 3 of RS 11n Certain 
instrumentation Functions are retained for other reasons and 

are described below in the individual Functions discussion.  

The OPERABILITY of the secondary containment isolation 
instrumentation is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the 
individual instrumentation channel Functions. Each Function 
must have the required number of OPERABLE channels with 
their setpoints set within the specified Allowable Values, 
as shown in Table 3.3.6.2-1. The actual setpoint is 
calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology 

Sassumptions. (A channel is inoperable if 1i 5actual trI_ 
I--(ietUbTht isnot within its required Allawaiii'aIue.. a 

L {•4 ~ Tmelft -a-irTs-on~d j in t assumeares e ti 
S -- "ýMre 4t 

e 

Allowable Values are specified for each Function specified 
in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the 
setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected 
to ensure that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable 
Value between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip 
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, 
but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable. .  

Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at 
which an action should take place. The setpoints are 
compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor 
vessel water level ), and when the measured output value of 
the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated 
device (e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits 
are derived from the limiting values of the process 
parameters obtained from the safety analysis. ý o ie 
a vaue are aerive trom tieana yic limits, corr ~ed for/ 

-•ei•-ASA ---- calli ration, process, an s/ome of the instrumen /errors.( 
S•1• ~trip setpoints are •en determined accoun tng for the , 

(continued)
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The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 
defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 
then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 
calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 
reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 
test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 
setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 
protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 
tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 
for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.

Insert Page B 3.3-186
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE /remaining I rument errors (e.g., dr t), The trip 
SAFETY ANALYSES, setpoint erived in this manner pr ide adequate protecti 
LCO, and ibecaus nstrumentation uncertai ies, process effects, 
APPLICABILITY cali ation tolerances, instru nt drift, and severe 

(continued) en ronment errors (for chan s that must function harsh 
Ipvironments as defined by-AD CFR 50.49) are acco ed for.  

In general, the individual Functions are required tobe 
OPERABLE in the MODES or other specified conditions when 
SCIVs and the SGT System are required.  

The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and 
Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by 
Function basis.  

W. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Lwl-o Levis on o 

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that 
the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should 
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result.  
An isolation of the secondary containment and actuation of 
the SGT System are initiated in order to minimize the 
potential of an offsite dose release. The Reactor Vessel 

ator Vesel Water Level-FunctIon Is one of the 
Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of providing 
isolation and initiation signals. The isolation an 
in tiationsystems on Reactor Vessel Water Level--Lowa 

(support actions to ensure that any offsite releases 
are within the limits calculated in the safety analysisr ,eý J 

•a•a~r ,• -VA/p±• )-Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low(GW, Lev• signal s are 
. initiated from`ý transmitters that sense the difference 

between the pressure due to a constant column of water 
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual water 
level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of 
Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low(Lw Leyl Function are 
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no 
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation 
function."• 

[• . • . '\The Reactor Vessel Watt! ~evel--Low djyQ, Le~rel I l ale 
( cl-, Pr D) Value was chosen to be t e a the aHigh Pressure Loolant) 
\fysiem.~eto!Ratr oeIsltono~n (HPCI/RCIC• Reactor 

Vessel Water Level--Low •:Low-e UalAllowable Value 

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

V 1 Reactor Vessel Water Level--LowlLow, Leve]•

(continued) 1,I• " o feo•;o 'Vtef PSJ T n" 

(LCO 3.3.5 an L . , since this could indicate 
that the capability to cool the fuel is being threatened.  

The Reactor Vessel-Water Level-Low' unction is 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 where 
considerable energy exists in the Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS); thus, there is a probability of pipe breaks resulting 
in significant releases of radioactive steam and gas. In 
NODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these 
events are low due to the RCS pressure and temperature 
limitations of these MODES; thus, this Function is not 
required. In addition, the Function is also required to be 
OPERABLE during operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs) ecause te capabil)Xt of isqnltinqý 

(D~nti| euresof/qeakage pst be- proi Fed~to ensure that 

offsite dose limits- are not exceeded if core damage occurs.  

_ nrvwpll Pressure-Hiah

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). An isolation of the 
secondary containment and actuation of the SGT System are 

aJ Lv.Ni4i;zJ itiated in order to minimize the potential of an offsite 
systcr-is dose release. The isolation on(Qj ywell 'essureAr-2:: DN 

supports actions to ensure that any offsite releases are 
within the limits calculated in the safety analysisE - -7 

oweveri the Drywell Pressu e-High Function associated wie h 
ol on is not.assumed i *any FSAR accident transiewt 

mna3ses. It is retaine for the overall redndancy an 
i/ersity of the second, y containment isola ion 
strumentation as required b the NRC apprdved lice in 

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure 
LS.-; 1 ,_II that sense the pressure in the drywell. Four 

channels of Drywell Pressure-High Functions are available 
and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single 
instrument failure can preclude performance of the isolation 
function.  

The Allowable Value was chosen to be the same as the 
Drywell Pressure-High Function Allowable Value 

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.2 

TAeve re,ie fAe-rA~.CA,,iewt. Ininc be etecd&oeo iij,ori~le 4 9ALoe.c.+ 

BASES ed. jg,;Ju I - ve 1 L+ r g.  

APPLICABLE 2. Drywell Pressure-High (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, ýTý 
LCO, -and (LCO 3.3 t.I)since this is indicative of a loss of coolant 
APPLICABILITY accident (LOCA).  

The Drywell Pressure-High Function is required to be 
OPERABLE in NODES 1, 2, and 3 where considerable energy 
exists in the RCS; thus, there is a probability of pipe 
breaks resulting in significant releases of radioactive 
steam and gas. This Function is not required in MODES 4 
and 5 because the probability and consequences of these 
events are low due to the RCS pressure and temperature 
limitations of these MODES.  

. 4. Reactor Buildino and Refueling Floor ) r P "'j 
Radiation-High ________e____________;F4•wv 

H igh s nnar nn tainmen1 exhaust radiationtis an 
i ication of possible gross failure of the fuel cladding.  
The release may have originated from the primary containment 2 
due to a break in the RCPB or the refueling floor due to a 

•e.c' E4_ fuel handling accident. WheMnExhaust Radiation-High is " t 
adetected, secondary containment isolation and actuation of -" s fo 
the SGT System are initiated to limit the release of fission ° 
products as assumed in theFSAR safety analyses (Ref..  

Ioc .- "d C~ of RThea Exhaust Radiation-High signals are initiated m 
/'f•e1• P(cr %d;0i0 f radiatinn detectors that are located on the ventilation -Higlhd 41-h 5;.5u i,'dep_ iDR "O• \ exhaust beU coming from thereactor building Wff_ tWe 

isoeling flf zone./' respe¢tely).t• The signal fro 

P. T•e • o is |1 a re- outputs are assigned-to an isolation channel. Four channels \ l• • e••h• we(;• Jof Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation--High Function and 

\~ ~ ~~l e-~ o•c h• four channels of Refueling Floor Radiation--High 

e l f We 5+o/, Pe- / Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to 
S•/ 

. ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the 

• _• isolation function.  

The Allowable Values are c hosen to promptly detect gross 

failure of the fuel cladding.  

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation B 3.3.6.2 

PPLICABILITY The Reactor Building and Refueling Floor z 

Radiation-High Functions are required to be OPERABLE in 

MODES 1, 2, and 3 where considerable energy exist. thus, 

there is a probability of pipe breaks resulting in 

significant releases of radioactive steam and gas. In 

NODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these 

events are low due to the RCS pressure and temperature 

limitations of these MODES; thus, these Functions are not 

required. In addition, the Functions are also required to 

be OPERABLE during CORE ALTERATIONS, OPDRVs, and movement of 

irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment, 
because the capability of detecting radiation releases due 

to fuel failures (due to fuel uncovery or dropped fuel 

assemblies) must be provided to ensure that offsite dose 

limits are not exceeded.  

F, Manual Lnltia~on• 
-Ie ana niti/i on push buttony hannels introduce s~gnals 

into the second ary containment isolation logic that a 

redundant to thpsautomatic prote ginstrumentationL 
channels and ide manual isoletion capability. T here is 
Two hannefsc FoR safety analysin that takes creailabletand 

Function. I is retained for Mhe overall redunda c and 

diversity oi the secondary containment isolation t 

instrumentation as required the NRC approved 1 ensing 

There ar two push buttons or the logic, one m !ual 
initiati n push button pesr/trip system. There /s no 
Allowab e value for this Function, since the c annels are\ 

mechan call y actuated ba ed solely on the pos' ion of the \ 

T wo •hannels of Manual InitiationFunction ;re available and\ 

COALE~RATIONS, OP[•RVs. and movement of ýrradiated fuel 

|as emblies in the secondary containment. •Sh~resdare th 
MODES and other specified conditions in Oih" th /eoda 

|tontainment Isolation automatic Functions are-required to be/ 

/OPERABLE.-

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 

dePo2fiifoi 

tf oo eF6iv 1 LJ4 

Fwjjct.0; Zhý ~1 
Pt c.'se h~.di~5~ v~ 
C6AjA/JA~ COmorl pOdflt 

Cf1IAj 4-oR ~PS 
jjstcJ\e,~'Cat AA ~ 2 

houts 4Jh~se FL4~.cf# 

t A .1 have

a h'A/j/7- 4o FWj3 

tr M l~ejta It ID&)

,p~ ae bse on•7' 
• Rvwer's Note: Certain IV0 Completion Tim on i 

a e b sed 

a roved topical reports./ In order for a censee to use V times, the licensee/Aust justify the ompletion Times s 
required by the staff afety Evaluation eport (SER) for he 
t topical report.  

A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 
secondary containment isolation instrumentation channels.  
Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that once a 
Condition has been entered,.subsequent divisions, 
subsystems, components, or variables expressed in the 
Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, 
will not result in separate entry into the Condition.  
Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions of the 
Condition continue to apply for each additional failure, 
with Completion Times based on initial entry into the 
Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable 
secondary containment isolation instrumentation channels 
provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate 
inoperable channels. As such, a Note has been provided that 
allows separate Condition entry for each inoperable 
secondary containment isolation instrumentation channel.  

A.] 

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide 

, isolation signals and the redundancy of the isolation

et 

S(

~~as been shown to be acceptable (Refi. Trand ak
to permit restoration of any inoperable channel to OPERABLE 
status. This out of service time is only acceptable 
provided the associated Function is still maintaining 
isolation capability (refer to Required Action B.1 Bases).  
If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the allowable out of service time, the channel 
must be placed in the tripped condition per Required 
Action A.1. Placing the inoperable channel in trip would 
conservatively compensate for the inoperability, restore 
capability to accommodate a single failure, and allow 
operation to continue. Alternately, if it is not desired to 
place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where 
placing the inoperable channel in trip would result in an 
isolation), Condition C must be entered and its Required 
Actions taken.

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS .  
(continued) Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate 

actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped 

channels within the same Function result in a complete loU_ 

of •oRiIOa isolation capability for the associated 

penetration flow path(s) or a complete loss of_ oma3 

initiation capability for the SGT System. A Function is 

considered to be maintaining oa n nme isolation 
capabilit when sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip,1.--T1 

e such tat ri syem wll ener a trip signal from 
the given Function on a valid signal. This ensures that(M 

(§Dthe two Vs in the associated penetration flow path and l 

( 7 SGT M-U0tem can be initiated on an isolation signal 

from thegwn Function. For the Functions with two 

one-out-of-two logic trip systems (Functions 1C 
@ an---• , this would require one trip system to have one 

channels.o f----

Schannel e OPERABLE or in tri t the SConTdiyteio n not benlud• 
e ans Initiation Ftunrth n (function 5)mu since it is to 

Sassuee 

in any accident o •transient anal Wis. Thus, is 

to loss of manual in iotion capabilonay c2 houtin ast 

oweeds Asso iatd A ST isub s wed.m 

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The 

1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes 

risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of 
channels.  

sby m). C.i. n r C.2.1. and C.2.2 

If any Required Action and associatedsCo pletion Time 
•n~iWA.o/Bare not met, the ability to isolate the 

• <,,o L*J ef•oe secondary containment and start the SGT System cannot be 

to /-, Pat , i. ensured. Therefore, further actions must be performed to 

S•ensure the abilt to iti hescnaycontaimn 

(function_ osonaIng 
(ensuetihtoesal ndeh abiiyto maitan the Xseondary ontoaiment A 

ndRsriTSh 3ss3ciaed SRevui 1, 04/079 

o A ctiose f .1.1 P~anJ C.2.1 perors te~ inened'fuction of t 

~rfcith~e inhstrumentation an alow opeato Cto conine.~ 

susyte .s ....rbl (Rnure Atos .. 2ad o.p.2) 

Acios C.1.1 a ndC .2.)l sin erom the intenred fuctions ofth 

(continued) 
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For Functions 3 and 4, this would require each trip system to have one channel 
OPERABLE or in trip.
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.2

BASES 

ACTIONS C.l. C.1.2. C.2.1. and C.2.2 (continued) 

respective LCOs (LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3) provide 
appropriate actions for the inoperable components.  

One hour is sufficient for plant operations personnel to 
establish required plant conditions or to declare the 
associated components inoperable without unnecessarily 
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS Revie s Note: Certain Frequenc s are based on approved to al reports. In order for icensee to use these 

Ftequencies, the licensee mu justify the Frequencies s 
required by the staff SER,, Ur the topical report.  

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each 
Secondary Containment Isolation instrumentation Function are 
located in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.2-1.  

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 
6 hours Drovided the associated Function maintains 
(c6Daftainmeit) isolation capability. Upon completion of the 

Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the 
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the 
applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.  
This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Refs. iiý_z 
a assumption of the average time required to perform 5 -
channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated the.6 hour 
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the 
probability that the SCIVs will isolate the associated 
penetration flow paths and that the SGT System will initiate 
when necessary.  

SR 3.3.6.2.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.2.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 

channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
instrument has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
channel status during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with channels required by the LCO.  

SR 3.3.6.2.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required 
channel to ensure that the &• channel will perform the 
intended function. e 

yAn setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequency of 92 day is based on the reliability 
analysis of References nd 

SR 3.3.6.2.3 

Calibration of trip units provides a check of the actual 
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if 
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If the 
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than 

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentat-ion 
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3..6.2I (continued) 

accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but 
is not beyond the Allowable Value, performance is still 
within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under 
these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be 
equal to or more conservative than accounted for in the 
appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability 
analysis of Referencis and J 

SR 3.3.6.2.4 and SR 3.3.6.2.5 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel 
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequencies of SR 3.3.6.2.4 and SR 3.3.6.2.5 are based 3 
on the assumption of a 92 day and -an, J1onth caliration 2 

interval, respectively, in the determination of the 
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.6.2.6 

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific 
channel. The system functional testing performed on SCIVs 
and the SGT System in LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3, 
respectively, overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete 
testing of the assumed safety function.  

The Q)onth Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  

(continued)
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B 3.3.6.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.2.6 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS Operating experience has shown that these comr onents usu .pas thISureilanc when performed at the •monthusal 

Frequency.  

S R en..27 

are less than or ual to the maximum val e assumed in the 
accident analysis Testing is performed/only on channels 
where the assume response time does not correspond to the 

diesel generator/(DG) start time. For hannels assumed to 
respond within he DG start time, suff ient margin exists 
in the [10] se /nd start time when Co, ared to the typical/ channel respon e tim (milliseconds) o as to assure 

adequate resp nse without a specific easurement test. e instrument re ponse times must be ad ed to the SCIV s ou re 

times to obt in the ISOLATION SYSTE RESPONSE TIME.  
ISOLATION S EM RESPONSE TIME acc tance criteria are 

uded i Reference 7.  

A Note to he Surveillance state that the radiation 
detectors may be excluded from I OLATION SYSTEM RESP NSE 
TIME tes ing. This Note is nec ssary because of th 
difficu y of generating an ap opriate detector i ut 
signal nd because the princip es of detector oper tion 
virtua y ensure an instantan ous response time. Response 

time f r radiation detector annels shall be me sured from 
detec or output or the input of the first electr nic 
camp nent in the channel.  

ISO TION SYSTEM RESPONSE IME tests are conducted on an 
E8 onth STAGGERED TEST BinIS..The IS month Frequency is 
co sistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is 
b sed on plant operating experience, which shows that random 
•ailures of instrumenta ion components causing serious 
•esponse time degradati n, but not channel /failure, are 

linfrequent occurrences• 

REFERENCES I- SAR, Section• 13• 

2. FSAR, VW 6t-J4ac' 0/i K.L. S

(continued)
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3•. FSAR, Section 
SFSAR, Seol'ons 115.1..39 andI 15,•.]]

REFERENCES 
(continued)

JD. NEDC-31677P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement 
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation," 
July 1990.  

SNEDC-30851P-A Supplement 2, "Technical Specifications 
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentation 
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," March 1989.

t- FSAR, S-ion [7_,J)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

2. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

3. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification or to be 
consistent with the Specification. The following requirements have been renumbered, 
where applicable, to reflect the changes.  

4. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

5. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 I



Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.3 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATIONM - let4'Vo/vs [f 

B 3.3.6.3 (L[-L* Se (LKS Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The 0 instrumentation is designed to mitigate 
the effects of postulated thrust loads on the 6i lrelief 

1VW/ L.Sdi40 •valve - discharge lines by preventing subsequent 

rdt va/' lw/_. sruwnm i&.d actuations with an elevated water leg in the M discharge 

isCom ai,,i 4 'ii-o IA& line. It also mitigates the effects of postulated pressure 
e.4,-//o ;I o -_-itf 4bri/w6 loads on the torus shell or suppression pool by'preventing 
we~lva. 4-914 A m\st4 4o j-0 multiple actuations in rapid succession of the 
,Cir ,nm am ovarp.re-su v.4. ]subsequent to their initial actuation.  

h, /-Upon itiation, e LLS loic eill as/gn preset/opening 
and Flosing setp 1ints to f r presele ed S/RVs. These 

DviYp*rLas•;rZ4io& 44I b4;dMs set oints are s lected su that the LS S/RVs ill stay 
vti.4/a rx&h4'4id L.• iv• open longer; t)us. relea ng more s am (energ ) to the 
r,,/L.* v,/v,.s. s, ppression pool, and h ce more e ergy (and ime) will be 

teouired for/repressur* ation and subse uent/S /RV open n- s 
• J••D-I•-' •increases the time between (or prevents) 

subsequent actuations to allow the high water le created 
from the initial gn opening to return to (or fa below) VAUV4 

its normal water level; thus, reducing thrust loads from 
subsequent actuations to within their design limits.  
a ion, the LLS is es ned to imi su sequen 
a uations to one valve/so torus 1oas will also be 
Y'educed. / / /" 

The L/ instrumentaton logic is ranged in two ivisions 
with ogic channels/A and C in o e division and ogic 
chanels B and D the other division (Ref. I . Each LLS 
I loic channel (e/g., Logic A annel) contro;l one LLS 
Zive. The LLS/logic channe will not act te their 

ssociated LLvalves at th r LLS setpoin until the 
arming porti of the assoiated ILS logi is satisfied.  
Arming occu s when any on of the I1 S/R s opens as 
indicated y a signal fr m one of the r dundant press e 
switches Tocated on it;/tailpipe coin dent with a high 
reactor ressure sign . Each divis' n receives ta lpipe 
arming,/ignals from edicated tailp e pressure s w/tches on 
each the 11 S/RV , six in Logic and five in/he other 

LLS ogic (e.g., gic A). Each S logic (e.g , Logic A) 
rec ives the rea or pressure a ing signal fr) m a different/ 
r ctor pressur transmitter a trip unit. 1 ese arming / 

gnals seal ip until reset. he arming sioal from one 

(cont' ued) BW/4ST B3.-18 ev1,0/079
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IJ Insert BKGD-1 
The relief valve instrumentation logic consists of separate channels for each 
of the five relief valves with each channel controlling one associated relief 
valve. Each channel contains a high pressure (PSH) switch and a low pressure 
(PSL) switch. The pressure switches sense reactor pressure from the upstream 
side of the relief valve to open the associated relief valve on a sensed high 
reactor pressure and close the valve following a reduction in reactor 
pressure. Actuation of the associated relief valve is accomplished via 
closure of the PS, on a sensed high reactor pressure, which energizes the 
relief valve solenoid to open the valve. The PSL closes to seal in the 
actuation signal and opens when reactor pressure has decreased below the low 
pressure setpoint of the switch to de-energize the solenoid and allow the 
relief valve to close.  

The relief valve high pressure setpoints are set such that two of the five 
relief valves (i.e., the Low Set Relief Valves) will actuate at a pressure 
that is approximately twenty pounds lower than the remaining three relief 
valves (i.e., the Relief Valves). The lower pressure settings are intended to 
reduce the frequency of multiple relief discharges.  

Two Low Set Relief Valve Reactuation Time Delay Function channels are included 
in the associated control logic for the two relief valves designated to open 
at the lower reactor pressure (i.e., the Low Set Relief Valves). Each channel 
consists of a time delay dropout relay and its associated contacts. The 
channels are arranged in a two-out-of-two logic for each low set relief valve.  
The Low Set Relief Valve Reactuation Time Delay Function ensures a time delay 
of approximately 10 seconds occurs between the closure of the associated 
relief valve and any subsequent opening of the valve by preventing the 
reopening of the valve. In this fashion, the low set portion of relief valve 
instrumentation

Insert Page B 3.3-198
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B 3.3.6.3

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

dogic is sent to theer logic within the me division 
and perfous the sve function as the tailpoe aring signac).  
This 1Logic A wrn am if it has receiveda i uhigh reactor 
precsudsignal nd LogicC has af ed). T i 

After arming, pening of each LLS valve is by a 

two-out-of-t logic frp m one reactor u ressure transmitr 
and two tri units set to.trip at the/required LLS open ng 
setpoint. he LLS valve reclosesd wh cce prea y atssur has, decreased o the reclose setpoint of one of the two t ip 
units us~ to open the valve (one-put-of-two logic) 

This I gic arrangement prevents single instrument hilures 
from (recluding the LLS S/RV fu'n~ction. The chann@ls include 
elec ronic equipment (e.g., trip units) that compares 
me ured input signals with pre-established setlpints. When 
th, setpoint is exceeded, tho channel output r .ay actuates, 

which then outputs a LLS initiation signal to rhe initiatio

The LCO requires OPERABILITY of sufficient l ,(Ve" 
instrumentation channels to'ensure successfully 
accomplishing the U3function assuming any single r 
instrumentation channel failure (it-in the U 1 22:.  
Therefore, the OPERABILITY of the 025Finstrumentation is 
dependent on the OPERABILITY of the instrumentation channel 
Function specified in Table 3.3.6.3-1. Each Function must 
have a required number of OPERABLE channels, with their 
setpoints within the specified Allowable Value. A channel 
is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its 
required Allowable Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated 
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.  

Allowable Values are specified for each W ctuati on pell iva 
Function in Table 3.3.6.3-1. Nominal trip setpoints are 

(continued)
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W Insert ASA 

The opening setpoints of the relief valves also ensure that the transient 

analyses of Reference 3 can be met.

Insert Page B 3.3-199
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D•--[•e(;•• ¥•¢• -•(• Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.3 

BASES 

LCO specified in the setpoint calculations. The nominal 
(continued) setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoints do not exceed 

the Allowable Value between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation 
with a trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip 
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable.  
Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at 
which an action should take place. The setpoints are 

to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor 

ý veessse ae e ), and when the measured output value of 
the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated 
device (e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits 
are derived from the limiting values of the process parameters obtained from the safety analysis. ~e Alowable 

V'alums are erived from the nalytic limits, coirrcted for _ • 

calibratio, process, and s fe of the instrumeny errors. /:]• T 

The trip eetpoints are the determined accoun for the 

rh ipie Prssure wtche deoal~Vlei b n 

s t ha t a tr a m n s ig a iheteo 
t~ 

remaoinip instrument err s (e.g., drift).. e trip / 

T ha is e ane presurvsi de iintatd onyuhn 

etpoi as terived in theo Syste m pr ) a ate protection 
beca e instrumentatiLL uncertainties, pr ess effects, 
cal iration toleranc , instrument drift and severe- / 

enironment erro s ffor channels that st function i harsh 
Vvironments as de/ined by 10OCFR 50. ) are accounted for,.  

e pipe 
Aressure/Switc ll owable Val ue ar b a sd on th 

Aensing that a pro e r arming signal is sent to t ie LLS -i 
|MicOD That is, d e 3 ressure swit energ isnitiat only whe 

•anSRV has p: d.C•:LETLOZ 

Thejte u eaor sy eam Doa e yow beb tv 
[same a the Reactor Protection System (RPS) R/actor Ste m 

••Domee •eeressure Allowable V ue (LCO 3.3.1.1)/because iwould 

pbe spected that LLS oud be needed for p thessur 
S(~~eyvnts. 

Providing LLS •fter a scram has •been init*Le• 

function•vav i required t Allowable Values are based on the 
safety analysis performed in ReferenceS 

APPLICABILITY The • instrumenta iots required to be OPERABLE in r ?v e 

MODES 1, 2, aand 3 ssiinc considerable energy is in the 
•]-•#•,'••/,v•) nuclear systeem aand te may be needed to provide / m 

pp r Ce R ssu r e Me le .i t tWe-e Z are needed, the .. ....  

function is required to ensure that the primary containment 

design basis is maintained. In MODES 4 and 5, the reactor 

pressure is low enough that the overpressure limit cannot be 

(continued)
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-2] Insert LCO-1 

The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 

defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 

then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 

calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 

reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 

test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 

setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 

protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 

tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 

must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 

for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.  

W] Insert LCO-2 

The Low Set Relief Valve Reactuation Time Delay is based on preventing 

unacceptable thrust loads on relief valve discharge piping due to relief valve 

openings with elevated water leg conditions. The time delay setpoint was 

chosen to ensure the two low set relief valves will remain closed following 

their initial opening, until normal water level in the discharge line is 

restored and is based on the calculated worst case elevated water leg 

duration.

Insert Page B 3.3-200
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Instrumentation 

B 3.3.6.3 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY approached by assumed operational transients or accidents.  
(continued) Thus.JE Minstrumentation and associated pressure relief is 

if 'Vcve...',•" not required.  

ACTIONS Reviewe s Note: Certain LCOCof•tion Times are ba d on 

appred topical reports. In der for a licensee use Al 
| times, the licensee must ustify the Completio Times as 

I lequired by the staff Safe Evaluation Report ( R) for the/Is 
topical report. L"/ 

A Cr IoL s cf i e-dP yeI y. VI1 

The failure of anyam o f instrument 
channel to provide he In "-pressure setpoint. or an individual va ye oes not 
a ect the abili of the other o per orm their 

t function. valve is OPERABLE.if he associated if6- 
3J40  D0 Itje+ PeNe.U logic, (W4., l.aic has one Function 1 channel•, !

Va(vc•, Wo FuJ~C+IOJ (.b Therefore o is provided to restore the inoperable 
f,,/ ( channel(s) to OPERABLE status (Required Action A.I). If the 

inoperable channel(s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
within the allowable out of service time, Condition ilust be entered and its Required Action taken. one I 1-qreo•_• 

S/Echeons do not a Xow placing the/hannel in t;' suince t 
C/ J • -4- dldtion could rX ult in an inst I~ted Ls v e a t a i n 
cIIIIIL.Tmne 5& Completion Time is considered appropriate 

I-,ro, rel; ef because of the redundancy in the design (w U-valves areA 
D"PprovideT an-anv-1RF&--" valv can perform the unc io nel 

Ef";- U- C-F( %/,x v e( • nd the very low probability of multinple • instrumentation\ 
l' [ • ,; - , \channel failures, which rendler the remainingA~ !r 

inoperable, occurring together with an event reguirina thejj 
eIsde •f .,a-•]_, )b function during th' Completion Time. l 

fZ4 Wor Completion ~e is LsoDsd terliaolt 
ysis of Refer'c 3Pl _as-bse o h- -m 

Alt ou the LLS circuitry is $Wsigned so that operat on of 
a si e tailpipe pressure .wftch will result in a ng both 
LL ogics in its associ ad division, each tail pe 

P/essure switch provide 'a direct input to onl 'one 

(continued) 
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B 3.3.6.3 

BASES 

ACTIONS Li. (continued) 

logic (e.g., Logic A). ince each LLS logic normally 
receives at least five /RV pressure switch inputs (and so 

receives the other S/RY signals from the other logic in he 

same.division by an a ing signal), the LLS logic and 

instrumentation remail capable of performing its safe 
function if any S/RV atlpipe pressure switch instrume t 

channel becomes inope -able. Therefore, it is accepta e for 
plant operation to c ntinue with only one tailpipe pr ssure 
switch OPERABLE on ach S/RV.. However, this is only 
acceptable provided/each LLS valve is OPERABLE. (R er to 
Required Action A and D.1 Bases).  

Required Action B I requires restoration of the t lpipe 
pressure switches to OPERABLE status prior to ent ring 
MODE 2 or 3 from ODE 4 to ensure that all switc s are 
OPERABLE at the eginning of a reactor startup ( his is 
because the swi ches are not accessible during ant 
operation). T Required Actions do not allow lacing the 
channel in tri since this. action could result in a LLS 
valve actuati . As noted, LCO 3.0.4 is not plicable, 
thus allowing entry into MODE I from MODE 2 w th inoperable 
channels. T is allowance is needed since th channels only 
have to be r paired prior to entering MODE 2 from MODE 3 or 
MODE 4. Ye , LCO 3.0.4 would preclude entr into MODE 1 
from MODE Y since the Required Action does ot allow 
unlimited perations.  

A failu e of two pressure switch channe s associated with 
one S/ tailpipe could result in the lss of the LLS 
functi n (i.e., multiple actuations of/the S/RV would go 
undet ted by the LLS logic). HoweveV, the S/RVs are 
organ zed in groups and, during an event, groups of S/RV 
init ally open (setpoints are at sam settings for a to 1 

of 1 $/RVs in three groups). Ther ore, it would be v'ry 
unl• ely that a single S/RV would bXrequired to arm avl the 
LLS logic. Therefore, it is acceptable to allow 14 da/ys to 
re tore one pressure switch of th associated S/RV to/ 
OP RABLE status (Required Action .1). However, thi 

,a lowable out of service time is only acceptable pr/Vided 
ch LLS is OPERABLE (Refer to quired Action A.1 ind D.1 

ases). If one inoperable tail ipe pressure switcU( cannot

BWR/4 STS 
B 3.3-202 
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{ • ll '• /c,/ e..) • Instrumentation 8 3.3.6.3 

BASES 
ERBEsauwthnth 

aloal ou of 
ACTIONS/L(cniu 

[service time Condition D must be e iered and its Require• |Action take n/ The Required Action ,/do not allow placing /the I chan els i /trips in e t i c i n c u d r sl n a L 
LLFutin3channels. intipsne tiction 1.,coupldesution ai LL 

valvenaiti n e tion 1.nCl o s e i i s t at R q~ e c i n 
faI u e d withj Co mpl tind T e I a e o n i ti e ry n o ( SFunct Ion 3 channels.povd 

aprpitectpnstr 

N ote s ue s h o b e e n p r o v i e d ,i n o p e t h e Co n d i t i o n lt r y m d f y r t e a h 
/ /R wi th i o e al f ai p p pess r 

that onches.)j 
Requi red Actions an d soitd Completion Times c netiV sy t dtof are Fu i ono e bl 3 u o i o e a l c h annels. e t o . , C m lt io n T vl ve' s f ^ 

spay be in ha tal o perfCo rmit n thas beir entended~t n t o, s s e •{uent Therefore, t elsusys items c p L v le musto va ib le s de xare ssd in\ he n iino er ,l i edisc veedy t LLb vle ino e a l oPrAnot ifth en 
C o tw i dF n . Sctio n 1 .3a m s al d o t h rec fe s t htu nu rct i on3c h n e s 

SURVE LLANf lure weie Nteh Co p e rtaion Fr quni.esar based on in t a ppnry nov d / RE UIREMENTS Funtol i~a eorn s 3 ha ne slor der o appropiaense to upse the/ ry_ S/R wfqu ni e ,thin p r be l pice s e pressu reif th Fr q ees.a/ [ If Required Ac t ion taff asso ciathe d Compicl retiont Tim of-

are inopedrabl due togiinnopeal channels, the SUs for eahLS 
inTh r fruent heti son uc ti o r loated 5n va v u t hbe Sd sc olumn of-ý4 
Taberle 3.3.6.3-I y. LSvlei PR Ei h 

(contnued ~ ~~s BW /4 
logi (e g.3-0 Logi A) 
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. /Pef V-/.. Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.3 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued

ha 
ly 
c 

!Fýve modified by a Not t indicate that 
n es are e or 

c:n:n 

nla 
w :n :rv, 

e e 

S 

C:!,, is placed in an inoperabl e , atus solely for 
s 

n 

n 

ehh en 

v 

an 
a 

orm n, f required Surveillances, 
e!t into associated 

it, 
acv 
0 

e rm n 
CZ :n ed Actions may be e , ;Yyed for up to 

i 

n n 
p 

d 

p 
6Cp hhours p vided the associated Functi n maintains LLS 

t 
xp 0 9 . I 

i n 

t d 

initiati capability. Upon completi n of the Surveillanci 

P 

to 

y 

0 iarituu0 a 
or 
o or xp a ti ýInl anc 
r'expi tionn of the 6 hour allowan 

the channel must bea/ 

, / 

(R 

t 0 he 

ret:rn to OPERABLE status or t P;Iicable*Condition 

t r 
o 9 

t d eq 
rf s 

en er d and Required Actiohs:f!take . This Note is based n 
the eliability analysis 3 assumption of the av age 
ti required to perform channýe surveillance. That 

lysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowa e does 
t:significantly reduce the/probability that the Llý valve 
ill initiate when neHH!2ý5

aPerformance o t he C sA NNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
b ethat rosfaiue i instrumentation has not ocgcrred. Abela-i 

exceagrssiv finsuetditi n fteca eso 

CHANNEL CHECK i s rioumsly a comparison of the pareterc 
indicated on ont nuel to a similar parameter oe another 
channel. In a he the assumption that instrumentu a channels monitorin the same parameter should read/ 

approximately tie same value. Significant devhations 
between the inytrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one t chaels or 
something evh more serious.r A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channifailure; thus, it is key to (rifying the d) 
instrumenta ion continues to operate propeoly between each 
CHANNEL CA IBRATIO0N.  

Agreemen criteria are determined-by the/pant staff based 

on a co ibnation of the channel instrument uncertainties,/ 
includi g indication and readability./If a channel is/ 

outsidj the criteria, it may be an in~ication that the/ 

/instriment 
has drifted 

outside 
its IAmit.  

Thhe/frequency is based upon operating experience that 

demonstrates channel failure is r~re.- The CHANNEL CHECK/ 

sqplements less formal, but more efrequent, checks of/ 
cc annels during normal operatio~al use of the displays/ 
•sseciated with channels required by the LCO.  

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) e, 
CHANNEL FUNCTIO TEST is performed qA each require" 

n 
e' 

e Jdj _I will per 
channel to ensure that the entire ch:ný form he e0 h 'er 

t 

eU 

w 

ne 
n 

y 

h 
n 
0 pl ant 

intended functi . Any setpoint ; nt shall bebe0fu 

t 

'y nal ysi 

d 
s 
e 
t 
d 

consistent wit the assumptions of t current plant 
e 

r 

enaspecific setp nt methodology.  

eThe 92 day requency is based on e reliability nalysis of 

sepReferencee 

e S P 

t i g d h d 

c porti of the S/RV tailpip pressure switc instrumen 

6 t _ Y d/ g > 2 u 

c mp t i I i ty W1 t t omp m 0 1 

channe are located inside e prim tnment. T e 

t -
T 
e 

0 Note: r SR 3.3.6.33.3, "Onl requir:ilo-6e erformed rior 

t t 1 0 t io 0 t 5 r : Re A co ; s i derat ons , and 

n trumen 

irc uT mt 

e ul r ct i 0 ( 

he ry j s made j ar e j bas d n 

n' 
-be erformed 

r i or 
nVering IM400DEE 2 during ch-scle u e o age >.722 ours 0ftCwhe entry is made into p mary containme is bas on 

. i 

tocationn of these innp ruments, ALARA onsiderat ons, and 

c f . t f t c mpatibility with the ompletion Ti e the assR iated 

hquired Action (Requiýid Action 

SR .3.3.b.3.  

The calibr tion of tr vid s a check of 1al 
[trip setp ints. The 2aunnils tZ be declared 4 ý!bleýtiff 
the trip ing is discov:r d be less conse cative.thani etle Value. I ri; setting is di overed to the All a:tt f t. ýi tp ir PYabl 

e be less/conservative than counted for inn tthh :ppropriate 

setpoi t methodology, but s not beyond the A wable Value, 

p r 

J u 

ance 

t mu t a 
a ys I 

the c annel performance i still within the equirements of 

gy 
t i v 

nt s f t farm 

t t 0 
. i 5 j s 

less 

/con 

servat 
the ant safeety analysi . Under these con itions, the 
set int must bbee readju ed to be equal to r more 1 n!, ineaded 

9 s f r S 
riate setpo 

c al ierv the tt in con ervativee thann the tting accounted f in the 

n 6 
o o appropriate setp I h d logy. The F quency of eve 

for SR 3.3.6. .5 is based on the reliabilit ; L c I s 0 r3 
9;* day R 3 v 
an 1 s i s of 
anal sis of Refereenc 3.  

ýSR3 3ý.6ýý 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 

loop and sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to 

the measured parameter within the necessary range and 

accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted 
to account for instrument drifts between successive 

(continued)
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all cAhi.'cr are- F. E l s otherwirc Zdeufi-fied 

R-Instrumentation 
B 3.3.6.3 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.63 2 continued) REQUIREMENTS 

/Tht FreGAW-P4-*R eQURENYTS calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 

methodology. 
.j 

bkse-(cI feta•sup4io,J The Frequency of once every W(•- h for SR 3.3.6.3.6is 

I e IdLt d b•,J based on the assumption of a& Jlonth calibration interval 
| •L la~y (mr~~o• in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drifT in 

| jsJ4~vwi ;uJY$I de~tev~#iioathe setpoint analysis.  

pt4n~evf tde i o-(,

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 

OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specified 
channel." The syst m functional testing performed in 
LCO 3.4. aet elief Valves and LCO 

1-----Low Set a Relief Valves , / 

overl-aps this test to provide complete testing of the 
assumed safety function.  

The Frequency of once every Q0months for SR 3.3.6.34 is 

based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the 

conditions that apply during a plant outage and the 

potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating 

experience has shown these components usually pass the 

Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency.

REFERENCES

2..FSAR, V "l.)FSAR, Section (. .k)--• 2/3 /

E-770-6-1, "Bases for anges to survel 
erv)s and Allowed O0tof-Service Times 
®red Instrumentatbon Technical Specify

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.3-206BWR/4 STS



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.6.3 - RELIEF VALVE INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification.  
Subsequent requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

3. Changes have been made to be consistent with other places in the Bases.  

4.- This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

5. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.7.1 (Rib Control Room avronmen ýlControl MC System 

Instrumentati on 

BASES " ••. . . .... .  

BACKrGROUND " The system is designed to provide a radiologically 

controlled environment to ensure the habitability of the 

ntrol'room for the safety of contr rooe a rate s w undh__-t_ 

•inTst capable of fulfilling the stated safety function. The V - 5 ; 

utrutmen ation the instthem { 
-prssur zethe contiud 

BWR/4 SISeB 3.30 Rte 1in0i/7c/t 9 4-,,eK t4= iimz the consequences of rd 
S4•- ra erial in the control room environment.  

SIn the event of a•• ftvy-ff-plaf coet.gn 

_c or-- aco LesseL ow Low, Level , 1 ,D-,, 

------- •-i M u Radia et 
Air Inal 

_g ignal I~ ; PIC tertiC-7 
aThe al t~o 

'side air i wran el thrrumal in a toL 

111A nte9%slight1y pressurized wIt respect to the ox•v v~ur.

/ThefM System instrumentation has tw rp systems, LeMo 3 "1 •.  

At( V eithe., . hi ±an:%tM=9 bth FRC ubftems.(e._.  

ie ctrpsystem receives input from mc rz uca •wvec 

4e Sul;tion rr arran ed/a OILOSor 
: ••. P• 3 •15e.* Ti/ Reactor Vesse "a~ Lee--o Low V*"t(• 

•. (' ~~Low, Leve~l 1 and Dr ell Pressure--High re~each arranged in _••) 

•,• •ma o~ne-out-of-two t den twice logi c (the e signals are the 

ar•e • C1sa sa~me th~at start thl low pressure Emergnc Core Cooling.  

•-hr • JSystems' (ECCS) s systems).. The Main/Steam Line Flow-•High 

• r # is arranged in a [ne-out-of-four take ( twice logic (each 

_. •_ •_• main-steam line •as two high flow in ~ts to the trip 

4--•e••"' system). The R fueling Floor, Area Pdiation--High and 

SControl Room Ai 'Inlet- Radiation--H. -L --- e~ach arranoed in 

a 0 -' " Te channels include electronic 
equipment" (e.g., trip units) that compares measured input 

signals with pre-established setpoints. When the setpoint 

is exceeded, the channel output relay actuates, which then 

outputs a Rn*s~ inijio signal to the (-___-

logic.  

(continued) 
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W7 Insert BKGD 

a radiation monitor channel. There are four trip systems and associated 
radiation monitor channels available, however, only two channels are required.  
Two detectors (one detector for each radiation monitor channel) are located in 
each reactor building exhaust duct. The output of each channel is provided to 
one trip system (i.e., one radiation monitor channel per trip system). The 
output from each channel is arranged in a one-out-of-one trip (alarm) system.  
A trip of any trip system will initiate a Reactor Building Ventilation System 
- High High Radiation Alarm (from either Unit 2 or Unit 3) in the control 
room.

Insert Page B 3.3-207
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di6System Instrumentation % B 3.3.7.1 

BAES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The ability of the taJb System to maintain the habitability..  

SAFETY ANALYSE of the .is explicitly assumed for certain accidents al---D 
LC, an# • discussed in the)FSAR safety analyses (Refs. , a and w.  

PPLIAC•BIL9 - -System operation ensures that the radiation exposure 
of control room personnel, through the duration of any one U /of the postulated accidents, does not exceed the limits set 
by GDC 19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. 2. .  

S system instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 

e uT1eY Oa t CRECtSystem instu on IS ca-T 
--5 ctf~~.• copensistent u the a cRABILITY of th o dlsogy asumtin 

instrum.t loabentatinh nes areton specifie fn 

cof OPERAtLE chan /th with their setpointwibt witin 7ts 
prne2ifi8L ermevaW ues o h ich an actio annel isshoul 
take Inope . its actual tri et t is not within itu wen te measured l tpt w value.Jhe actual setpoint is caribrated " 

'I do no /E 1 

eceed the saetpoint, tte d ole ate ssumpti.. t 
AJllowable Value s arespecified Ti sftponts r e hs 
spreci et in ted saes poi cuu atios Th e anomionasold 
tkpae.Tesetpoints are selected toenueta the aetoituas _.- / . •" dono 
wexce the Alloasured Vapulue ofetween successiv CHAramELe 
eCALIRAIOS . Ope rtowiharp setpoint, thlsoiae ei e ss.,ti 

unit) changes state. The analytic limits are derived from 

the limiting values of the process parameters obtained from 
the safety analysis. ne 0 aow e vaues are dei-v( e rom 

iL~enal~i~imis, corrected or calibration, proce ý, and• 
bO_2• some of the/instrument errors./ The trip setpoints a•ten 

(eg. dif). The trip set ints derived in this anner 
provide afiequate protection ecause instrumentatio• 
uncertai~ties, process effe ts, calibration toler ces, 
instrumqht drift, and seve e environment errors •or" 
channel# that must functi• in harsh environment• as defined 
b y 1 0_ . _ _ R 5 0 . 4 9 ) a_ r e a c c n t e d f o r . /- - - -

(continued)
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17 Insert LCO-1 

High reactor building ventilation exhaust radiation is an indication of 
possible gross failure of the fuel cladding. The release may have originated 
from the primary containment due to a break in the RCPB or the refueling floor 
due to a fuel handling accident. When high reactor building ventilation 
exhaust radiation is alarmed in the control room, the CREV System is manually 
initiated in the isolation/pressurization mode and required dampers are closed 
since this condition could result in radiation exposure to control room 
personnel.  

The Reactor Building Ventilation System - High High Radiation Alarm Function 
signals are initiated from radiation detectors that are located in the 
ventilation exhaust ducting coming from the reactor building and refueling 
zones. The signals from each detector are input to individual monitors whose 
trip outputs are assigned to a control room alarm. Two channels of Reactor 
Building Ventilation System - High High Radiation Alarm Function, one in each 
reactor building ventilation exhaust duct, are available and are required to 
be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the alarm 
function. The Allowable Value was selected to promptly detect gross failure 
of the fuel cladding and to ensure protection of control room personnel.  

WD Insert LCO-2 

The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 
defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 
then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 
calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 
reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 
test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 
setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 
protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 
tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 
for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.

Insert Page B 3.3-208



Stem Instrumentation 
B 3.3.7.1

BASES

AP/LICABLE The sfcific App cable Safety Analyses,/LC0, and 
ET ANALY S, Appl cabiltty dyscussions are listed be ow on a Function by 

CO, and Fu tion basis 
\APPLICABI TY 

I pnymt, or"4

-4i1

(continued)

1. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low. Level I " 

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates th 
the capability of cooling he fuel may be threatened. A I w 
reactor vessel water level could indicate a LOCA and will 
automatically initiate th MCREC System, since this coul be 
a precursor to a potenti radiation release and subsequ nt 
radiation exposure to co trol room personnel.  

Reactor Vessel Water Le el-Low Low Low, Level I signa s are 
initiated from four le 1 transmitters that sense the 
difference between the pressure due to a constant col mn of 
water (reference leg) nd the pressure due to the ac al 
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four cha els of 
Reactor Vessel Water evel-Low Low Low, Level I Fu ction 
are available (two annels per trip system) and a e 
required to be OPE LE to ensure that a single i strument 
failure can preclu MCREC System initiation. T Reactor 
Vessel Water Level Low Low Low, Level I Allowab e Value was 
chosen to be the s me as the ECCS Reactor Vesse Water 
Level--Low Low Lo , Level 1 Allowable Value (L 3.3.5.1, 
"ECCS Instrumenta ion").  

The Reactor Vess 1 Water Level-Low Low Low, evel I 
Function is req ired to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
and during oper tions with a potential for raining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs) to ensure that the control room 
personnel are rotected.during a LOCA. I MODES 4 and 5 at 
times other t n OPDRVs, the probability f a vessel 
draindown eve t resulting in a release o radioactive 
material int the environment is minima . In addition, 
adequate pro ection is performed by th Control Room Air 
Inlet Radia on-High Function. There ore, this Function is 
not require in other MODES and speci ied conditions.  

2. Drvweli Pressure- -High 
" 

High pres ure in the drywell coul indicate a.break in the 
reactor colant pressure boundar. A high drywell pressure

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-209 Rev 1, 04/07/95



System Instrumentation 
B 3.3.7.1

BASES

'PLICABLE 
AFETY ANALYSE 

LCO, and'C ' APPLICABILI

2 r riuri-Hiih (co inued) 

signal cou d indicate a LOCA d will automatically initiate 
the MCREC System, since this ould be a precursor to a 
potentia radiation release nd subsequent radiation 
exposur to control room pe sonnel.  

Drywel Pressure-High sig als are initiated from four 
press re transmitters tha sense drywell pressure. Four 
han els of Drywell Pres re-High Function are availabl 

(tw channels per trip s stem) and are required to be 
OP BLE to ensure that o single instrument failure c 
p d clude MCREC System i itiation. The Drywell 
essure-High Allowab e Value was chosen to be the s e as 

he ECCS Drywell Pres re-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1). i 

The Drywell Pressur -High Function is required to e 
OPERABLE in MODES 1 2, and 3 to ensure that cont 1 room 
personnel are prot cted in the event of a LOCA. n MODES 4 
and 5i the Drywell Pressure-IHigh Function is no required 
since there is in ufficient energy in the react r to 
pressurize the d ell to the Drywell Pressure High 
setpoint.  

3. Main Steam /e Flow-Hiah

High main ste m line (MSL) flow could mdi ate a break in 
the MSL and 11 automatically initiate t MCREC System, 
since this c uld be a precursor to a pote tial radiation 
release and ubsequent radiation exposur to control room 
personnel.  

The Main S eam Line Flow-High signals re initiated from 
16 transm ters that are connected to he four MSLs. Four 
channels f Main Steam Line Flow-Hig Function for each MSL 
(two cha els per trip system) are a ilable and required to 
be OPERA LE so that no single instru ent failure will 
preclude MCREC System initiation.  

The All wable Value was chosen to e the same as the Primary 
Contai ent Isolation Main Steam mie Flow-High Allowable 
Value LCO 3.3.6.1, *Primary Con ainment Isolation 
Instr ntation").

(continued)

1

PLICABLE 

/ FETY ANALYSE•, 
, and 

/ 

PLICABILIT•/
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System Instrumentation 

B 3.3.7.1 

BASES 

PLICABLE 3.--Mai Steam Line Flow-Hiqh (continued) 

AFETY ANA SES, 
LCO and The in Steam Line Flow- *gh Function is required to APPLICABILITY OP LE in MODES 1, 2, d 3 to ensure that control om 

p7rsonnel are protecte during a main steam line br k 
MSLB) accident. In DES 4 and 5, the reactor i 

depressurized; thu , I4SLB protection is not re red.  

High radi ion in the refueling floor rea could be the result a fuel handling accident. A refueling floor high 
radia on signal will automatical initiate the MCREC 
Sys m, since this radiation re ase could result in r iation exposure to control oom personnel.  

he refueling floor area iation equipment consi of two independent monitors an channels located in th efueling 
floor area. Two chan s of Refueling Floor ea 
Radiation-High Fun ion are availabl and e required to be OPERABLE to en re that no single ins ument failure can preclude MCREC stem initiation. The lowable Value was selected to eueta teFnton 11l promptly detect 
high activi that could threaten e •osure to control-room 
personnel. 

----- ; . ; 

- ~u;aA.The f li r r ýýd 
required to e E BLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 and during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary 
containment, CORE ALTERATIONS, and operations with a -potential for draining the reactor vessel OPDRVs to 
ensure that control room personnel rotected during a 
LOCA, fuel handling event, or vessel draindown event.  
During MODES 4 and 5, when these specified conditions are 
not in progress (e.g., CORE ALTERATIONS), the probability of a LOCA or fuel damage is low; thus, the Function is not 
required.  

(5". Control R°°o/•ir Inlet Radiation--High

IThe control ronair inlet radiation monitors measure- -
(radiation le/veosexterior to the inlet ducking of the MCR.  

JAhigh radiat_ on level may pose a threat •o MCR personnel; 
thus, automa cal ly initiating the MCRJECystem.  

(continued)
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K5ystem Instrumentation 
B 3.3.7.1

BASES

PPLICA E 5. Centcle Room Aires Inlet Radiation-oHit h (onr nued) l.  

LAFO, /•aLYSS, dThe ontrol Roo Ai Inlet Radiation-High Func ion consists 
PPLIBILITY ofEwo independent aonitors. Two channels of ontrol Room 

A Ai Inlet'Radiation--High are available and a e required to 

OPERABLE to en t re that no single instrum t failure can 
cretlude mCREC Syotem initiation. The Allo ble Value was 

aelectieed torensu protection of the cont. roompersonne 1 

The Control Rooh Air Inlet Radiation-aHi9 nction is ss 
required to be PERABLE in MODES 1, 2 , a• 3 and during CO• 
ALTERATIONS, •DRVs, and movement of irraiated fuel 
assemblies in the secondary containmentI to ensure that/ 
control room ersonnel are protected d ing a LOCA, fuel/ 
handling eve, t, or vessel draindown ev nt. During MODE 4 
and 5, when hese specified condition• are not in prog ssJ 

(e.g., COR ALTERATIONS),.the probabi ity of a LOCA o fuel 
damage is ow; thus, the Function is ot re uired.

"Reviewer's Note: Certain LCO Completion Ti s are based on 
approved topical reports. In order for a icensee to use 
the times, the icensee must justify the ompletion Times as 
required by th staff Safety Evaluation eport (SER) for the 
topical repor

fT-Ntehas been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 
- System instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, 

Completion Times, specifies that once a Condition has been 
entered, subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or 
variables expressed in the Condition, discovered to be 
inoperable or not within limits, will not result in separate 
entry into the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that 
Required Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each 
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial 
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for 
inoperabIM System instrumentation channels provide 
appropriate compensatory measures for separate inoperable 
channels. As such, a Note has been provided that allows 
-reparate Condition entry for each inoperable'-aOK System 
instrumentation channel.

(continued)
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System Instrumentation 

B 3.3.7.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS 
(continued) Required Actio A.1 directs entry into the ppropriate 

Zodiio efrecd in Tabl e 3.3.7.1-1. Te applicable J 

Condition speafied in the Table is Functio n dependent.red t 

gvn Fuit i n one aa eai siga. o Fun ios1ad2 

Eth twme ould nnel is discovered inoperave, Condition n is 
l ogic s trin OP hannel and provides fog trans the 

ýappropriate subsequent Condition.  

B.1 and 8.2 

Because of the piverti of sensors available to provide 
initiation sig3ls and the redundancy of the MoREC System 
design, an all wable out of service time of 24 hours has 

been shown to ae onlechanle (Refs. 5 and 6) ta spermit 
restoration of any inoperable channel to OPE kBLE status.  

However, thisEut of service time is only act (table 
provided the •ssociated Function is still ma ntaining MCREC 

System initia ion capability. A Function is considered to 

be maintaining MCREC System initiation capa b lity when 
sufficient c s nelsm are OPERABLE or in trip such that one 

trip system sillof generate an initiation sigcal from the 
given Functi n on a valid signal.. For Fun ions 1 and 2, 

this would equire one trip system sto haveone channel per 
logic strin OPERABLE or in trip (a loic r tring is the 

on-out-of- wo portion of a one-out-of-tw• taken twice logic 

tangemen . For Functionn3, this woulb rered e one trip 
system to w ve one channel per logic strv ig, associated with 
each MSL, PERABLE or in trip. In this ituation (loss of MCREC Sys emd initiation capability), the 24 hour allowance 

of Requir dAction B.2 is not appropria' e. If the Function 
is not ma ntaining MCREC System inititt on capability, the 

ACREC Sysem must be declared inoperab e within t hour of 

jd~is~cov~er of the loss of MCREC System n•itiation capability in both rip systems./ 

The 1 h /r Completion Time (8.1) is aceptable because it 

minimiz s risk while allowing time f r restoring or tripping 
'of chan eIs./ 

If the rinoperable channel cannot b• restored to OPERABLE 

status within the allowable out of service time, the channel 
must placed in the tripped con tion per Required 

Actioa B.2. Placing the inoperab e channel in trip would .  

(continued)
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System Instrumentation B 3.3.7.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 nd B.2 (cont nued)d 

conservativeo y c pensate/for the inop ability, restoreo 
capability tow aommodate a single faiure, and allow 
operation to coptinue. Alternately, f ia t s not desi ch d to 
place the chanel in r ,n hi s out os evcthe case whereonl 

Iscnt r mai n aini Syte 

cplacing the i sferable channel s in tip would result iO an 
s inictiatione n tip sy ste wl e ered and its Re ir 

) B,,ecause of the 5d of sensors available to pro "~ 
0,1signals w oune tripdn syst eam 

3, an allowable-out of service time of 6 hours is 
provided to permit restoration of any inoperable channel to 

~~OPERABLE status. However, this out of service time is only , 

accpuibe Act ided the ýisnojt• X• Func tho n ction is stil -r

nomaintaining - System £ ¶1I•Zinicapability. tFunctn 
is considered to be maintaininVlý System capability capability when sufficient channels are 0PERABLE.•.!• 2.= Pd- L•,,• 

nuchthat one trip system will generate an q Wtsignal '- A ÷•4 
2 ~T he 1 l vehou r C Mpe on a val(id s ignalc c b it minimzhis wouldrequire one trip system one 

channel OPERABLEs.. M th.S tuftio moss Of 
System withinpthe all pable t o sihe 6 hour allownne of 

equired Actionp.2 is not appropriate. If te unction is -- / ~not maintaining• System i icaability, the (•.• J 

SSystem must be declared inoperable within I houpr fo s 
theins•ery of the loss c e (stem at•pability 
sin both trin systems i mt4ernael ifi 

ý_jThe 1 hour Completion Time (Ci) is acceptable because it 

minimizes risk while allowing time for restoringpa in th 

cIf the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OE •status within the allowable out of ser~vice hie( hechannel 

muso e p ed in the treed condition pe R equired A 
Actio C.2. Placing thinoperable channe in ti e "Fthe intended functin o- the channel (starts both HCREC 

• subsystems in the pres urization mode). Alterna ely, if it 
is not desired to pla e the channel in trip (e.•. as in the 
case where it is not esired to st rt the subs stem, 
Condition must be entere-d and its Required Action taken.  

• / (continued)
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W] INSERT A.1 and A.2 

(Required Action A.1). This Completion Time also allows for an exception to 
the normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." For 
Required Action A.1, the Completion Time only begins upon discovery that the 
CREV System Instrumentation alarm capability is lost in both trip systems.

Insert Page B 3.3-214
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System Instrumentation 
B 3.3.7.1

With Qrkequired Actaionnd associated/Completion Time not 
met, the 4M3I Z•1I must be placed in the B 1(f 

(Qso/ ±/-pressurization mode of operation per Required Action to 
. ensure that control room personnel will be protected in the 

Eevent of a Design Basis Accident. The method used to place 
tt e <•}E ýin operation must provide for 

,• automatically re-initiating the QNR5EE~s•Z- upon 

restoration of power following a loss of power to thez 
s .t ti non re e tb ic gas pefotctio I 

/instr/smnttoi onyrenty i operable then t MCREC.  
.$ubs-stem~s) ihould be placed i the ti gas MCI instep\ 
IUOf he pre rizaton mode. l•s prv s proer/protect o~n 

[ofthe control room ersonneli f both O•xic gas/ 
l~ltrumen tion (nq( require• by Techo cal Spe -f icat i s)/

The'l hour CompletionTime 'Isintendedto allow the operator /AL i time to place the • 4 2 0 Q E(•M?ý`I.peýrds U • L v t 

The 1 hour mLsLJ 
Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes risk 
while allowing time for restoration of channels, 
for placing the associated i in oeration, 
ffor -lOingthe assoae ___s or for entering tfe • 
applicable Conditions and Required Actions for the 
inoperable a

(continued)
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O System instrumentation 
B 3.3.7.1 

BASES (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE (- Reviewer's N e: Certain Frequ ncies are based on ap oved 

REQUIREMENTS (I topical rep s. In order for a licensee to use the: 
Frequencie the licensee mus justify the Frequenci s as 

IL reurd the staff WSER fo tjhe topical report. ] As noted at 'he beginning o the SRs, the SRs for each R ,_ 
System inst umentation Fun tion are located in t e SR 

olumn of able 3.3.7.1-1/J 

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 

I --. ~ •performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
(•-•weConditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 

AIhr. ours-, provided the associated Function maintainsh Ei-I 
System capability. Upon completion of the 

WI Surveillance, or expiration of.the 6 hour allowance, the 
I-'. channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the 

applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken. • -
TiNote is based on the reliability analysis (Refs. -3 
'and6assumption of the average time required to perform 
channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 
6 hour testing allowance does not significantly reduce the 
probability that the •]EDSystemwill initiate when 
necessary.-. , 

SR 3.3.7.1.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the instrument channels could .be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 

(continued)
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tem Instrumentation 
B 3.3.7.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 

instrument has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that 

demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 

supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 

channel status during normal operational use of the displays 

associated with channels required by the LCO.  

SR 3.3.7.1.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required 

channel to ensure that the dfEt channel will perform the 
intended function.  

(-Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 

\assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequency of 92 daYs is based on the reliability 
analyses of ReferencesL and 

AsR 3ai3a.7a.1331 

f 

The calibration co trip units provnses a ctec the actuane 
trip setpointsh aptny setpoint adjustment sha be consistent 

with the assumpeons of the current plant saecific setpoint 

methodology. T he epinnel must be declaredjinoperable if the 
trip setting ii disoee tuels ofra e than the 

Allowable Vaq spcfed in Table 3.3.7 /-1. If the trip 

setting is diqcovered to be less conservative than accounted 

for in the a ropriate setpoint method ogy, but is not 
beyond the •lowable Value, the chann performance is still 

within the equirements of the plant safety analysis. Under 

these cond tions, the setpoint must e readjusted to be 

ealt rmore conservative than he setting accounted for 

nthe a ropriate setpoint metho logy..  

The Fre uency of 92 days is base on the reliability 
analys s of References 5 and 6.  

(continued) 
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stem Instrumentation T yB 3.3.7.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE R3...1.LC 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel 
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of a( _ 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

TeLGCSS FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstratsh ' 

OEAIIYo herequired initiation ogcor a specific 
channel. The sstem functional testing perf ~md in 

LCO 3.7.4, Ma n Control Room Environmental ontrol (MCREC) 
System, over aps this Surveillance to provide complete 

testing of t assumed safety function.  

The 18 mont Frequency is based on the n ed to perform this 
Surveillanc under the conditions that ply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplan d transient if the 
Surveilla e were performed with the r actor at power.  
Operating experience has shown these omponents usually pass 
the Surv illance when performed at t e 18 month Frequency.  

REFERENCES (. /FSAR(Fure [jl 

ao. FSAR, Section 0 

GENE-770-06- Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test 
Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for 
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,* 

(continued)
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l System Instrumentati on 

B 3.3.7.1 

BASES 

REFERENCES ). NEDC-31677P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement 

(continued) Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation," 
July 1990.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.7.1 - CREV SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

2. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

3. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification.  

4. This Reviewer's Note has been deleted. This information is for the NRC reviewer to 
be keyed in to what is needed to meet this requirement. This is not meant to be 
retained in the final version of the plant specific submittal.  

5. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



LOP Instrumentation 
B 3.3.8.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.8.1 Loss of Power (LOP) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Successful operation of the required safety functions of the 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) is dependent upon the 
availability of adequate power sources for energizing the = 

various components such as pump motors, motor operated -7/ O V Fusw jrtLwt 
valves, and the associated control components. The LOP e r vice T Yse;v/ 
instrumentation monitors the buses. \ gE=J 5 s s 
Offsite power is the preferred source of power for the 

sl ..G KV emer buses. If the monitors determine that 
1-II&O V 7L: insufficient s available, the buses are disconnected 

from the offsite power sources and connected to the onsite 
diesel generator (DG) power sources.  

ac r ere bus has its own independent LOP 
instrumentation and associated trip logic. The voltage for 
each bus is monitored at two levels, which can be considered 
as two different undervoltage Functions: Loss of Voltage 
and W. Emordenzy Bus Undervolt •TDegraded voltage.  :/• •~(acbl FunctLion tauses Various bus t/ransfo~rs and' dis~ncs 

'&EachyFunction is monitored by two undervoltage relays for 
,v:.S; /eac 2 /ech er enn bus, whose outputs are arranged in a 

/ vI/6'O = S two-out-of-two logic configuration (Ref. 1). e c an e s 
B2 u Lr-ss-P V•/2*ia jincyu elec ronic equipment e.g., tr p units that 
tamri ci co'pares msured i ut sig ýls with re-est lished 

. toin s When t setpo t is ex eeded, e chan el 
•utput ýray attu es, wh" h then •utputs .!O tlp nga• 

:o the •iplogi J 

APPLICABLE The LOP instrumentation is required for Engineered Safety 
SAFETY ANALYSES, Features to function in any accident with a loss of offsite 
LCO, and power. The required channels of LOP instrumentation ensure 
APPLICABILITY that-the ECCS and other assumed systems powered from the 

DGs, provide plant protection in the event of any of the 
Reference 2, 3, and 4 analyzed accidents in which a loss of 
offsite power is assumed. The initiation of the DGs on loss 
of offsite power, and subsequent initiation of the ECCS, 
ensure that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below 
the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.  

(continued)
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77- Insert BKGD 

When, on decreasing voltage, the 4160 V ESS Bus Undervoltage (Loss of Voltage) 
Function setpoint has been exceeded on both relay channels, the Loss of 

Voltage Function sends a LOP signal to the respective bus load shedding scheme 

and starts the associated DG. For the Degraded Voltage Function, one Bus 

Undervoltage/Time Delay Function (two channels) and one Time Delay Function 

(one channel) are included. The Time Delay Function associated with the Bus 

Undervoltage relay is inherent to the Bus Undervoltage - Degraded Voltage 
relay and is nominally adjusted to seven seconds to prevent circuit initiation 

caused by grid disturbances and motor starting transients. The Bus 
Undervoltage/Time Delay Function provides input to the Time Delay Function.  

The Time Delay Function relay is nominally adjusted to five minutes to allow 

time for the operator to attempt to restore normal bus voltage. When a Bus 

Undervoltage/Time Delay Function setpoint has been exceeded and persists for 

seven seconds on both relay channels, a control room annunicator alerts the 

operator of the degraded voltage condition and the five minute Time Delay 

Function timer is initiated. If the degraded voltage condition does not clear 

within five minutes, the five minute Time Delay Function relay sends a LOP 

signal to the respective bus load shedding scheme and starts the associated 

DG. If a degraded voltage condition exists coincident with an ECCS actuation 

signal, the five minute Time Delay Function is bypassed such that load 

shedding and the associated DG start will be initiated following the seven 

second time delay (Bus Undervoltage/Time Delay Function).
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APPLICABLE Accident analyses credit the loading of the DGI based ont 

SAFETY ANALYSES, loss of offsite power a loss of coolant acciden• • 

LCO, and /The diesel starting and loading times have been included in 

APPLICABILITY the delay time associated with each safety system component 

(continued) requiring DG supplied power following a loss of offsite 
C O Ct4 + jf power. .. .  

The LOP instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 ofI• 

The OPERABILITY of the LOP instrumentation is dependent upon 

7- 1the OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel 
Functions specified in Table.3.3.8.1-1. Each Function must "haearequiredhe number of OPERABLE channels per Lli '•• 

lOr eVc 'us, wit ir set points wit in the s cified 
Allowable VNalues. A hne si•-eaei ~sata -E 

ccrip setpoint is not within its eauired As lec 
The actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable 
setpoint methodology assumptions.  

Th ive Values are specified for each Function in the 

Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint 
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure 
that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value between 
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less 
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within the 

Allowable Value, is acceptable. Trip setpoints are those 

predetermined values of output at which an action should 
take place. The setpoints are compared to the actual 
process parameter (e.g., degraded voltage), and when the 
measured output value of the process parameter exceeds the 
setpoint, the associated device (e j.,/ri uit changes 
state. The analytic limits are derived from the limiting 
values of the process arameters obtained from the safety 

~etermi d accouing for b e reminig instruent errorsd

inrument ift, and evere env f onment erors (for _ 

r2a nnel tht must fu ction in arsh envi onments a defined

(continued)
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The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 
defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 
then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 
calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 
reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 
test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 
setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 
protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 
tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 
for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.
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LOP Instrumentation 
B 3.3.8.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE The specific Applicable Safety Analyses, LCO, and 

SAFETY ANALYSES, Applicability discussions are listed below on a Function by 

LCO, and Function b 
APPLICABILITY (continued) 

2 r..r-.Ckmerarenc Bus Undervoltaqe (Loss of Voltaoe) 

416 V E'7ýLoss of voltage on a'4A kymerc bus indicates that 
- offsite power may be completely lost to the respective 

Sbus and is unable to supply sufficient power for 
proper operation of the applicable equipment. Therefore, 
the power su Dly to the bus is transferred from offsite 

0 power to Dpowert the voltage on the bus dr•op- belo 
he*Loss of Voltage Function Allowable Valu •ss l~ ~ { ;M ;M OM f 0 v •J re w i •J short -ýý ]D.I This ensure s that ( u , + •r • • 

a equate power will be available to the required equipment. vý'/.Ota/2rps 

The Bus Undervoltage Allowable Values are low enough to ia uniu Lnýi 
prevent inadvertent power supply transfer, but high enough .* V./,- L_.a 

to ensure that power is available to the required equipment. F"oL4-hL .AIML'J/lz1L 

he i De ay llowabl a ues e ong ough oprovi e / 

S iomeu r the s-Or e pag er supp y to rec ver to wrmal f 

Aplcaii t Bae for th D r s.  

ndvoltces, but hort ewough to f nsure ther powerms avai ble 
rt g e re uj, ed eg ij men tt ; 

NILO V E 'S-) Two channel s_0f% kvmeý ýeBus Undervoltage (Loss of 

Voltage) Function per associated emergency bus are 
required to be OPERABLE when the associated DG is required 

Ua to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure 

Sources--Operat ing,"' and 3.8.2, "AC Sources -- Sutdown," -or 

Applicability Bases for the DGs.  

2. k_ Bus Undervolta e (De raded Volta ae 

QLL((O V F_2ý A reduced voltage condition on a-'4 KkV eýMgen bus 
indicates that, while offsite power may not be completely 
lost to the respective emergency bus, available power may be 
insufficient for starting large ECCS motors without risking 
damage to the motors that could disable the ECCS function.  
Therefore, power supply to the bus is transferred from 

offsite power to onsite DG power when the voltage on the bus 
drops below the Degraded Voltage Function Allowable Value53k

(continued) 
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LOP Instrumentation 
B 3.3.8.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE -kV r Di Bus Undervolta e (Degraded Voltage) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) 
LCO, and 

APPLICABILITY (deg raded vol age with/a time Olay)) This ensures that 
!ý adequate power will be available to the required equipment.  

The Bus Undervoltage Allowable Values are low enough to 
prevent inadvertent power supply transfer, but high enough 
to ensure that sufficient power is available to the required 
equipment. The Time Delay Allowable Values are long enough ora D 
to provide time for the offsite power supply to recover to rr t av-•.A,1 
normal voltages, but short enough to ensure that sufficient 

liiO V ESS_ power is available to the required equipment. / T 

6w1 .00L 0dL/ r Two channels o Bus Undervolta el(Degraded 
4 -Dg~wraaJ V.IVql a - Voltage) Function per associated bus are( ] required to be 

Ti \•,• •l•),t OPERABLE when the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE 
F7 to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the S/, , . /• \ ,W function4 K•wo chadnnelt input/ to eath of t~he thrs 

e• gencY busei and IGs.y Refer to LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2 
4K2 41 •for Applicability Bases for the DGs.  

ACTIONS A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to 
LOP instrumentation channels. Section 1.3, Completion 
Times, specifies that once a Condition has been entered, 
subsequent divisions, subsystems, components, or variables 
expressed in the Condition, discovered to be inoperable or 
not within limits, will not result in separate entry into 
the Condition. Section 1.3 also specifies that Required 
Actions of the Condition continue to apply for each 
additional failure, with Completion Times based on-initial 
entry into the Condition. However, the Required Actions for 
inoperable LOP instrumentation channels provide appropriate 
compensatory measures for separate inoperable channels. As 
such, a Note has been provided that allows separate 
Condition entry for each inoperable LOP instrumentation 
channel.  

A.1 

With one or more channels of a Function inoperable, the 
Function is not capable of performing the intended function.  
Therefore, only 1 hour is allowed to restore the inoperable 

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation 
B 3.3.8.1

BASES

A.1 (continued) 

channel to OPERABLE status. If the inoperable channel 
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable 
out of service time, the channel must be placed in the 
tripped condition per Required Action A.1. Placing the 
inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate 
for the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a 
single failure (within the LOP instrumentation), and allow 
operation to continue. Alternately, if it is not desired to 
place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where 
placing the channel in trip would result in a DG 
initiation), Condition B must be entered and its Required 
Action taken.  

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time 
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The 
1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes 
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of 
channels.  

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time are 
not met, the associated Function is not capable of 
performing the intended function. Therefore, the associated 
DG(s) is declared inoperable immediately. This requires 
entry into applicable Conditions and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2, which provide appropriate actions 
for the inoperable DG(s).

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each LOP 
instrumentation Function are located in the SRs column of 
Table 3.3.8.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that 
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for 
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 
2 hours provided the associated Function maintains '" 

initiation capability. fUpon completion of the Surveillance, 
or expiration of the 2 hour allowance, the channel must be 

(continued) 
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LOP Instrumentation 
8 3.3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition 

REQUIREMENTS entered and Required Actions taken.  
(continued) 

Performapce of the CHANNEV CHECK once every 12 hours ensur 
/ that aqoss failure of nstrumen ato h• no occurred. A) 

CHANNE CHECK is normal y a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channl to a similar p -ameter on otheer\ 

chan~ilels. It is base• on theasuti thtntret\ 

ch unels monitoring he same paaete should read \ 

a roximately the me value. Signi icant deviation 
btween the instr Jmnt channels cou d be an indicatA'on of 

•xcessive instru ent drift in one •f the channelsr 

, something even •ore serious. A C •NNEL CHECK wil• detect 

S/gross channel •ailure; thus, it is key to verif ng the 

)/ instrumentati 
n continues to op rate properly t)•ween each 

I' CHANNEL CALB. RATION. // 
_ 

Ar 
dete ned by the plnt staff based/ 

on a fthe chrnel instrumentuncertainties, 

Sincludiipg indication and •eadability. If/a channel is/ 
Soutsid' the criteria, it may be an ndiction that the of 

\ instr/'ment has drifted utside its li c. anni 

Th Fe unc i bae upon operatin experienceth 

grossociae ih annel s al re;: utite by thheO.  

"A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is ormed on each required1_ 

channel to ensure tha the n channel will perform theT--l 

intended function: Any setpoint adjustment shall be 

consistent with the assumptions of the current plant 

specific setpoint methodology.  

The Frequency ofis based on operating experience 

with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which 

pdemonstrates that failure of more than one channel of a 

given Function in any e interval is a rare event.  

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation 
B 3.3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8,1,d 0 

REQUIREMENTS 
(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 

loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel 
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted-to account for instrument drifts between successive 
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

(Any' suetpoirqf adjust ent sh#11 be cgfisister• with ýh~e, 
asmptio I of the/currenp'plant Opecifir,/setpoiytjt 

ethnodol Z4y.  

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.8.1.  

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the 
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific 
channel. The system functional testing performed in 
LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2 overlaps this Surveillance to 
provide complete testing of the assumed safety functions.  

The wmonth Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. 7 
Operating experience has shown these components usually passt 
the Surveillance when performed at the (mon Frequency.  

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, F gu e 

2. fFSAR, Section 5.2 

3. j•FSAR, Section 6.  

4. 'FSAR, Chapter 15.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.8.1 - LOSS OF POWER INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number, reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

3. Changes have been made to more closely reflect the Specification requirements.  

4. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification. The 
following requirements have been renumbered, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

5. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

Dresden 2 and 3 1



RPS Electric.Power Monitoring 
B 3.3.8.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.8.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electric Power Monitoring 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS Electric Power Monitoring System is provided to isolate 
the RPS bus from the motor generator (MG) set or an 
alternate power supply in the event of overvoltage, 
undervoltage, or underfrequency. This system protects the 
loads connected to the RPS bus against unacceptable voltage 
and frequency conditions (Ref. 1) and forms an important 
part of the primary success, path of the essential safety 
circuits. Some of the essential equipment powered from the 
RPS buses includes the RPS logicoscram solenoids• ° 

IRPS electric power monitoring assembly will detect any 
abnormal high or low voltage or low frequency condition in 
the outputs of the two MG sets or the alternate power supply 
and will de-energize its respective RPS bus, thereby causing 
all safety functions normally powered by this bus to 
de-energize.  

In the.event of failure of an RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
System (e.g., both inseries electric power monitoring 
assemblies), the RPS loads may experience significant 
effects from the unregulated power supply. Deviation from 
"the nominal conditions can potentially cause damage to the 
scram solenoids and other Class 1E devices.  

In the event of a low voltage condition for an extended 
period of time, the scram solenoids can chatter and 
1potentially lose their pneumatic control capability, 
resulting in a loss of primary scram action.  

In the event of an overvoltage condition, the RPS logic relays and scram solenoids• as/wefl/as %he mAin sta ] 
iso tion/va lve S soX eno ds may experience a voltage 
higher than their design voltage. If the overvoltage 
condition persists for an extended time period, it may cause 
equipment degradation and the loss of plant safety function.  

Two redundant Class IE circuit breakers are connected in 
series between each RPS bus and its MG set, and between each 
RPS bus and its alternate power supply. Each of these 

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
B 3.3.8.2 

BASES 

BACKGROUND circuit breakers has an associated independent set of 

(continued) Class 1E overvoltage, undervoltage, and underfrequency 
sensing logic. Together, a circuit breaker and its sensing 
logic constitute an electric power monitoring assembly. If [lr L 

f - I h the output of theIntG setUexceeds predetermined limits o cr•=•sUpp/

overvoltage, undervoltage, or underfrequency, a trip coil -
driven by this logic circuitry opens the circuit breaker, (Lind_ w/A,, 
which removes the associated power supply from service. e( /,f, ', 

APPLICABLE - The RPS 4lectric ,ower Aonitoring is necessary to meet the 

SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions of the safety analyses by ensuring that the 
equipment powered from the RPS busas can perform its 
intended function. RPS 4lectric jowergonitoring provides 
protection to the RPS and other systems that receive power 
from the RPS buses, by acting to disconnect the RPS from the 
power supply under specified conditions that could damage 
the RPS bus powered equipment.  

SRPS lectric ower ýonitoring satisfies Criterion 3 of )% 
•R(Polcy l~eme• 

LCO The OPERABILITY of each RPS electric power monitoring 
assembly is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the overvoltage, 
undervoltage, and underfrequency logic, as well as the 
OPERABILITY of the associated circuit breaker. Two electric 
power monitoring assemblies are required to be OPERABLE for 
each inservice power supply. This provides redundant 
protection against any abnormal voltage or frequency 
conditions to ensure that no single RPS electric power 
monitoring assembly failure can preclude the function of RPS 
bus powered components. Eachlinservice electric power 
monitoring assembly5 trip logic setpoints Giff.required to 
be within the specified Allowable Value. The actual 
setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint 
methodology assumptions.  

Allowable Values are specified for each RPS electric power 
monitoring assembly trip logic (refer to SR 3.3.8.2.2).  
Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint 
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure 
that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable Value between 
CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Operation with a trip setpoint less 

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
B 3.3.8.2

BASES

LCO conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its 
(continued) Allowable Value, is acceptable. A channel is inoperable if 

its actual trip setpoint is not within its required 
Allowable Value. Trip setpoints are those predetermined 
values of output at which an action should take place. The 
setpoints are compared to the actual process parameter 
(e.g., overvoltage), and when the measured output value of 
the process parameter eceeds the setpoint, the associated 
device (e.g., trip unt•.'changes state. The analytic limits 
are derived from the limiting values of the process 
arnaieters obtained from the safety analusis.t fn on 
ves K derivet from tb fRanalyti F limits, ca rected Tr 

Cali br The n, prw ess, anf some of the instrum nt errore b 

________~e on the RPSn prviin the _ 

The op sttp i nts a o el ger intd, ac i inting fo±2the 

loses dtrietestig ofhe elcrict) powetri 

rem o ining instrument e lrors (e The s ti ngs. are ca lc baedonthe 
loaived in this bnus provide R sequate pt otection 

---- - ae-qtrrumental on uncerainties, pHocess effzcts, :alibrat' n tolerances, inst) bent drifX and sev •re 
environ int errors' (for cha~nels that •st func ~on in h 'sh/ 
nnviro ients as Aefined by/1O CFR So. 9) are a ounted fr_.  

/?P-- s •p Z-- The Allowable V alues for the instrument settings are based 
•,• w;•,F-• •---T•the RPS providing(•5/Z/Z '±1•(o•( .. . (H .• .  

* " ~~(eqdpmnt)j andi]15• x V± t AUra and MS/IV soljn-oi(fs-*:-. /z6.--vl Z.ýýO,L 
The most limiting voltage requirement and associated line \a",d 108..')V 2.%FL 
losses determine the settings of the electric power 
monitoring instrument channels. The settings are calculated 
based on the loads on the buses and RPS MG set or alternate 
power supply being 120 VAC and 60 Hz.

APPLICABILITY The operation of the RPS electric power monitoring 
assemblies is essential to disconnect the RPS bus powered 
Scomponents from theMG set or alternate power supply during 
abnormal voltage or frequency conditions. Since the 
degradation of a nonclass lE source supplying power to the 
RPS bus can occur as a result of any random single failure, 
the OPERABILITY of the RPS electric power monitoring 
assemblies is required when the RPS bus powered components 
are required to be OPERABLE. This results in the RPS 
Electric Power Monitoring System OPERABILITY being required 
in MODES lk 2FO 10(Z; and in MODEZJ]•ZI 5 with any control 
rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one-or more fuel 
assemblies(or/with /both sidu4 heat/remova (RR)/shutdwn 
(c olin iso)ation/Valve opený

(continued)
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The trip setpoints are determined from the analytic limits, corrected for 
defined process, calibration, and instrument errors. The Allowable Values are 
then determined, based on the trip setpoint values, by accounting for the 
calibration based errors. These calibration based errors are limited to 
reference accuracy, instrument drift, errors associated with measurement and 
test equipment, and calibration tolerance of loop components. The trip 
setpoints and Allowable Values determined in this manner provide adequate 
protection because instrument uncertainties, process effects, calibration 
tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors (for channels that 
must function in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49) are accounted 
for and appropriately applied for the instrumentation.
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RPS Electric. Power Monitoring 
B 3.3.8.2 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.] 

If one RPS electric power monitoring assembly for an 
inservice power supply (MG set or alternate) is inoperable, 
or one RPS electric power monitoring assembly on each 
inservice power supply is inoperable, the OPERABLE assembly 
will still provide protection to the RPS bus powered 
components under degraded voltage or frequency conditions.  
However, the reliability and redundancy of the RPS Electric 
Power Monitoring System is reduced, and only a limited time 
(72 hours) is allowed to restore the inoperable assembly to 
OPERABLE status. If the inoperable assembly cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status, the associated power supply(s) 
must be removed from service (Required Action A.1). This 
places the RPS bus in a safe condition. An alternate power 
supply with OPERABLE powerkjmonitoring assemblies may then 
be used to power the RPS bus.  

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the remaining 
OPERABLE electric power monitoring assembly and the low 
probability of an event requiring RPS electric power 
monitoring protection occurring during this period. It 
allows time for plant operations personnel to take 
corrective actions or to place the plant in the required 
condition in an orderly manner and without challenging plant 
systems.  

Alternately, if it is not desired to remove the power supply 
from service (e.g., as in the case where-removing the power supply(s) from service would result in asrm~1• 

Uf~lat ), Condition C or D, as applicable, must be entered 
and its Required Actions taken.  

B.I 

If both power monitoring assemblies for an inservice power 
supply (MG set or alternate) are inoperable or both power 
monitoring assemblies in each inservice power supply are 
inoperable, the system protective function is lost. In this 
condition, 1 hour is allowed to restore one assembly to 
OPERABLE status for each inservice power supply. If one 
inoperable assembly for each inservice power supply cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status, the associated power 
supply(s) must be removed from service within 1 hour 
(Required Action B.1). An alternate power supply with 

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
B 3.3.8.2

BASES

A.I (continued) 

OPERABLE assemblies may then be used to power one RPS bus.  
The I hour Completion Time is sufficient for the plant 
operations personnel to take corrective actions and is 
acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for 
restoration or removal from service of the electric power 
monitoring assemblies.  

Alternately, if it is not desired to remove the power 
lsupply(s) from service (e.g., as in the case where removing 
the power supply(s) from service would result in a scramta •Slato•),Condition C or D, as applicable, must be entered 
and its Required Actions taken.

C.1 a d-

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A or B are not met in MODE l 20 6, a plant 
shutdown must be performed. This places the plant in a 
condition where minimal equipment, powered through the 
inoperable RPS electric power monitoring assembly(s), is 
required and ensures that the safety function of the RPS 
(e.g., scram of control rods) is not required. The plant 
shutdown is accomplished by placing the plant in MODE 3 
within 12 hours 4 within 36 hou0' . The allowed 

( Completion Timerzg reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems.

D.I( . 2.I Dn•.• 2OE]• 5 wt n 
If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A or B are not met in MOE@jý q wt n 
control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or 
more fuel assemblies,ori*ith both-OtR stdowWcoolin¢ 
(v~lve9 oa e, the operator must immediately initiate actionj 
to fully insert all insertable control rods in core cells 
containing one or more fuel assemblies. Required Action D.1 
results in the least reactive condition for the reactor core 
and ensures that the safety function of the RPS (e.g., scram 
of control rods) is not required.  

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
B 3.3.8.2

BASES

ACTIONS

( resto e one eleci'ic powerniting a sembly to PEIe 
stat s for the fnservice power source upplying fhe rei 
in rumentatio% powered fri4m the RPS us (Requied~ed 
A ion D.2.1)ior to isol ote the RHR hutdown C oling S' 

equired Ation D.2.2)/ Required ction D.2/1 is pro, 
cause the/RHR Shutd9#n Cooling stem may Ve needed 

provide co e cooling.,/ All actions must coitinue until 
.apolicable RequirediActions arecomp-leted.

SURVEILLANCE REOUI RENENTS SR 3.3.8.2.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each overvoltage, 
undervoltage, and underfrequency channel to ensure that the 

SBII• channel will perform the intended function. Any 
setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions 
of the current plant specific setpoint methodology.  

As noted in the Surveillance, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is 
only required to be performed while the plant is in a 
condition in which the loss of the RPS bus will not 
jeopardize steady state power operation (the design of the 
system is such that the power source must be removed from 
service to conduct the Surveillance). The 24 hours is 
intended to indicate an outage of sufficient duration to 
allow for scheduling and proper. performance of the 
Surveillance.  

The 184 day Frequency and the Note in the Surveillance are 
based on guidance provided in Generic Letter 91-09 (Ref. 2).  

SR 3.3.8.2.2 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel 
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint 
methodology.  

(continued)
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring 
B 3.3.8.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.2.2 (continued) 24 
REQUIREMENTS 

The Frequency is based on the assumption of month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

SR 3.3.8.2.3 

Performance of a system functional test demonstrates that, Tho- ss tS_7 

with a required system actuation (simulated or actual) 
signal, the logic of the system will automatically trip open .ShJIafek 
the associated power monitoring assembly.X Only one signal aJ, L- e

4 

per power monitoring assembly is required to be tested. A e 4,',14E 

This Surveillance overlaps with the CHANNEL CALIBRATION'to 4r
provide complete testing of the safety function. The system /; a .  

functional test of the Class 1E circuit breakers is included IU re4A,' 

as part of this test to provide complete testing of the cdc/fK.  
safety function. If the breakers are incapable of 
operating, the associated electric power monitoring issembly 
would be inoperable.  

The 'month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
SSurveillance under the conditions that apply during'a plant 
\ outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these components usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed at the'I_ month 
Frequency.  

SREFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section QB3, .1 .44 72 

2. NRC Generic Letter 91-09, "Modification of 
Surveillance Interval for the Electrical Protective 
Assemblies in Power Supplies for the Reactor 
Protection System- '
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1433, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRICAL POWER MONITORING 

1. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific methodology, nomenclature, number reference, system 
description, analysis description, or licensing basis description.  

2. Typographical error corrected.  

3. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

4. Changes have been made to reflect those changes made to the Specification.  

5. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES 
("A.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting, renumbering, and rewording the existing 
Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process 

involves no technical changes to the existing Technical Specifications. As such, this 
change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed events or 

assumed mitigation of accident or transient events. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 

different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in methods governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old 
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on 
any safety analyses assumptions. This change is administrative in nature. Therefore, 
the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 
("R.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 

Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

I1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, 
components or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical 
Specifications as identified in the Application of Selection Criteria to the Dresden 2 
and 3 Technical Specifications. The affected structures, systems, components or 
variables are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to 
mitigate accident or transient events. The requirements and surveillances for these 
affected structures, systems, components or variables will be relocated from the 
Technical Specifications to an appropriate administratively controlled document which 

will be maintained pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. In addition, the affected structures, 

systems, components or variables are addressed in existing surveillance procedures 
which are also controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 and subject to the change control provisions 

imposed by plant administrative procedures, which endorse applicable regulations and 
standards. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or a change in the methods governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate any 

requirements and adequate control of existing requirements will be maintained. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 

safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated requirements and surveillances 
for the affected structure, system, component or variable remain the same as the 

existing Technical Specifications. Since any future changes to these requirements or 

the surveillance procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no 
reduction in a margin of safety will be permitted.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 
("R.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions 

3. (continued) 

The existing requirement for NRC review and approval of revisions, in accordance with 

10 CFR 50.92, to these details proposed for relocation does not have a specific margin 

of safety upon which to evaluate. However, since the proposed change is consistent 

with the BWR Standard Technical Specification, NUREG-1433, Rev. 1, approved by 

the NRC Staff, revising the Technical Specifications to reflect the approved level of 

detail ensures no significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 
("M.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 

consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more stringent requirements for operation of the facility.  

These more stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the 

probability of initiating an analyzed event and do not alter assumptions relative to 

mitigation of an accident or transient event. The more restrictive requirements continue 

to ensure process variables, structures, systems, and components are maintained 

consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not 

involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 

different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in the methods governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements.  

However, these changes are consistent with the assumptions in the safety analyses and 

licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more restrictive requirements either has no impact on or increases 

the margin of plant safety. As provided in the discussion of the change, each change in 

this category is by definition, providing additional restrictions to enhance plant safety.  

The change maintains requirements within the safety analyses and licensing basis.  

Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
RELOCATING DETAILS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES, UFSAR, TRM, OR 
OTHER PLANT CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS 
("LA.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates certain details from the Technical Specifications to the 
Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled documents. The Bases, UFSAR, 
TRM, and other plant controlled documents containing the relocated information will 
be maintained in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. In addition to 10 CFR 50.59 
provisions, the Technical Specification Bases are subject to the change control 
provisions in the Administrative Controls Chapter of the ITS. The UFSAR is subject to 
the change control provisions of 10 CFR 50.71(e), and the plant procedures and other 
plant controlled documents are subject to controls imposed by plant administrative 
procedures, which endorse applicable regulations and standards. Since any changes to 
the Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled documents will be evaluated per the 
requirements of the Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS or 10 CFR 50.59, 
no increase (significant or insignificant) in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated will be allowed. Therefore, this change does not involve 
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or a change in the methods governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate any 
requirements, and adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the details to be transposed from the 
Technical Specifications to the Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
RELOCATING DETAILS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES, UFSAR, TRM, OR 
OTHER PLANT CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS 
("LA.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

3. (continued) 

documents are the same as the existing Technical Specifications. Since any future 
changes to these details in the Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled 
documents will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no reduction 
(significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety will be allowed. Based on 
10 CFR 50.92, the existing requirement for NRC review and approval of revisions, to 
these details proposed for relocation, does not have a specific margin of safety upon 
which to evaluate. However, since the proposed change is consistent with the BWR 
ISTS, NUREG-1433, Rev. 1, approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical 
Specifications to reflect the approved level of detail ensures no significant reduction in 
the margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
EXTENDING SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES FROM 18 MONTHS TO 24 MONTHS 
FOR SURVEILLANCES OTHER THAN CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
("LD.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 

consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the surveillance testing intervals from 
18 months to 24 months. The proposed change does not physically impact the plant 
nor does it impact any design or functional requirements of the associated systems.  
That is, the proposed change does not degrade the performance or increase the 
challenges of any safety systems assumed to function in the accident analysis. The 
proposed change does not impact the Surveillance Requirements themselves nor the 
way in which the Surveillances are performed. Additionally, the proposed change does 
not introduce any new accident initiators since no accidents previously evaluated have 
as their initiators anything related to the frequency of surveillance testing. The 
proposed change does not affect the availability of equipment or systems required to 
mitigate the consequences of an accident because of the availability of redundant 
systems or equipment and because other tests performed more frequently will identify 
potential equipment problems. Furthermore, an historical review of surveillance test 
results indicated that all failures identified were unique, non-repetitive, and not related 
to any time-based failure modes, and indicated no evidence of any failures that would 
invalidate the above conclusions. Therefore, the proposed change does not increase the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the surveillance testing intervals from 
18 months to 24 months. The proposed change does not introduce any failure 
mechanisms of a different type than those previously evaluated since there are no 
physical changes being made to the facility. In addition, the Surveillance Requirements 
themselves and the way Surveillances are performed will remain unchanged.  
Furthermore, an historical review of surveillance test results indicated no evidence of 
any failures that would invalidate the above conclusions. Therefore, the proposed 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
EXTENDING SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES FROM 18 MONTHS TO 24 MONTHS 
FOR SURVEILLANCES OTHER THAN CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
("LD.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Although the proposed change will result in an increase in the interval between 
surveillance tests, the impact on system availability is minimal based on other, more 
frequent testing or redundant systems or equipment, and there is no evidence of any 
failures that would impact the availability of the systems. Therefore, the assumptions 
in the licensing basis are not impacted, and the proposed change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
EXTENDING SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES FROM 18 MONTHS TO 24 MONTHS 
FOR CHANNEL CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCES 
("LE.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the instrumentation channel calibration 
surveillance testing intervals from 18 months to 24 months. The proposed change does 
not physically impact the plant nor does it impact any design or functional requirements 
of the associated systems. That is, the proposed change does not degrade the 
performance or increase the challenges of any safety systems assumed to function in the 
accident analysis. The proposed change does not impact the Surveillance Requirements 
themselves nor the way in which the Surveillances are performed. Additionally, the 
proposed change does not introduce any new accident initiators since no accidents 
previously evaluated have as their initiators anything related to the frequency of 
surveillance testing. The proposed change does not affect the availability of equipment 
or systems required to mitigate the consequences of an accident because of the 
availability of redundant systems or equipment and because other test performed more 
frequently will identify potential equipment problems. Furthermore, an historical 
review of surveillance test results indicated that all failures identified were unique, 
non-repetitive, and not related to any time-based failure modes, and indicated no 
evidence of any failures that would invalidate the above conclusions. Therefore, the 
proposed change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the instrumentation channel calobration 
surveillance testing intervals from 18 months to 24 months. The proposed change does 
not introduce any failure mechanisms of a different type than those previously 
evaluated since there are no physical changes being made to the facility. In addition, 
the Surveillance Requirements themselves and the way Surveillances are performed will 
remain unchanged. Furthermore, an historical review of surveillance test results 
indicated no evidence of any failures that would invalidate the above conclusions.  
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any previously evaluated.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
EXTENDING SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES FROM 18 MONTHS TO 24 MONTHS 
FOR CHANNEL CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCES 
("LE.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Although the proposed change will result in an increase in the interval between 
surveillance tests, the impact on system availability is minimal based on other, more 
frequent testing or redundant systems or equipment, and there is no evidence of any 
failures that would impact the availability of the systems. Therefore, the assumptions 
in the licensing basis are not impacted, and the proposed change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

GENERIC LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
CHANGING INSTRUMENTATION ALLOWABLE VALUES 
("LF.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes in selected Allowable Values for the instrumentation included in 
proposed Section 3.3 of the Technical Specifications are the result of application of the 
ComEd Instrumentation Setpoint Methodology. This methodology incorporates the 
guidance of ANSI/ISA S67.04-Part 1-1994 and RP67.04-Part 11-1994. Application of 
this methodology results in instrumentation selected Allowable Values which more 
accurately reflect total instrumentation loop accuracy as well as that of test equipment 
and setpoint drift between Surveillances. The proposed changes will not result in any 
hardware changes. The instrumentation included in proposed Section 3.3 of the 
Technical Specifications is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event.  
Existing operating margin between plant conditions and actual plant setpoints is not 
significantly reduced due to this change. As a result, the proposed changes will not 
result in unnecessary plant transients.  

The role of the proposed Section 3.3 instrumentation is in mitigating and thereby 
limiting the consequences of accidents. The Allowable Values have been developed to 
ensure that the design and safety analysis limits will be satisfied. The methodology 
used for the development of the Allowable Values ensures the affected instrumentation 
remains capable of mitigating design basis events as described in the safety analyses 
and that the results and consequences described in the safety analyses remain bounding.  
Additionally, the proposed change does not alter the plant's ability to detect and 
mitigate events. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes are the result of application of the Instrumentation Setpoint 
Methodology and do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated. This is based on the fact that the method and 
manner of plant operation is unchanged. The use of the proposed Allowable Values 
does not impact safe operation of the plant, in that, the safety analysis limits will be
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

GENERIC LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
CHANGING INSTRUMENTATION ALLOWABLE VALUES 
("LF. x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

2. (continued) 

maintained. The proposed Allowable Values involve no system additions or physical 
modifications to plant systems. These Allowable Values were developed using a 
methodology to ensure the affected instrumentation remains capable of mitigating 
accidents and transients. Plant equipment will not be operated in a manner different 
from previous operation, except that setpoints may be changed. Since operational 
methods remain unchanged and the operating parameters have been evaluated to 
maintain the station within existing design basis criteria, no different type of failure or 
accident is created.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety. The proposed 
changes have been developed using a methodology to ensure safety analysis limits are 
not exceeded. As such, this proposed change does not involve a significant reduction 
in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1 . Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change excludes neutron detectors from the RPS RESPONSE TIME 
Surveillance Requirements. The probability of an accident is not increased by these 
changes because the proposed change does not involve any physical changes to plant 
systems, structures, or components (SSC), or the manner in which these SSC are 
operated, maintained, or modified. The consequences of an accident will not be 
increased because the change will not affect the ability of the Local Power Range 
Monitor strings, the Average Power Range Monitors, and Intermediate Range Monitors 
to respond to core conditions. The neutron detectors of the APRMs are excluded from 
the Channel Calibrations and Response Time tests because they are passive devices, 
with minimal drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.  
Changes in neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for by performance of the 7 
day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the LPRM calibration against the TIPs 
(SR 3.3.1.1.9). This allowance is also acceptable because the principles of detector 
operation virtually ensure an instantaneous response time for all neutron detectors.  
Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to plant systems, 
structures, or components (SSCs), or the manner in which these SSCs are operated, 
maintained, modified, or inspected. The proposed change still provides adequate 
assurance the neutron detectors remain capable of performing their function.  
Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change excludes neutron detectors from the Response Time Surveillance 
Requirements. The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety because the change will not affect the ability of the Local Power Range 
Monitor strings, the Average Power Range Monitors, or Intermediate Range Monitors
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

3. (continued) 

to detect and respond to core conditions. The neutron detectors are excluded from the 
Response Time Tests because they are passive devices, with minimal drift, and because 
of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Changes in neutron detector 
sensitivity are compensated for by performance of the 7 day calorimetric calibration 
(SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the LPRM calibration against the TIPs (SR 3.3.1.1.9). This 
allowance is also acceptable because the principles of detector operation virtually 
ensure an instantaneous response time for all neutron detectors. As a result, the change 
does not affect the current analysis assumptions and adequate assurance is provided that 
the neutron detectors will be maintained Operable. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will remove normal operation requirements for OPERABILITY of the 
IRM, APRM, Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown Position, and Manual Scram RPS 
Functions in MODES 3 and 4. Control rod withdrawal is not allowed in these 
conditions and the RPS scram function serves no purpose. These RPS Functions are 
not considered as initiators for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this 
change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.  
Further, this change does not impact the capability of the system to perform its required 
function since the control rods are already inserted. Therefore, this change does not 
significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since other 
requirements prevent the withdrawal of control rods in these modes, thus making the 
RPS scram Functions unnecessary.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 

accident previously evaluated? 

This change will remove requirements for OPERABILITY of the IRM, Reactor Mode 

Switch Shutdown Position, and Manual Scram RPS Functions in MODE 5 with no 

control rods withdrawn from fueled core cells. Control rods are fully inserted in these 

conditions and the RPS scram function serves no purpose. These RPS Functions are 
not considered as initiators for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this 

change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.  

Further, this change does not impact the capability of the system to perform its required 
function since all control rods in core cells with fuel assemblies are inserted.  
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously 
analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 

involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 

of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since other 

requirements control the withdrawal of control rods in these modes, thus making the 

RPS scram Functions unnecessary.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.4 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will remove requirements for OPERABILITY of the Scram Discharge 
Volume Water Level-High RPS Function in MODE 5 unless a control rod is 
withdrawn from a core cell containing fuel assemblies. Control rod withdrawal from or 
insertion into core cells without fuel assemblies does not significantly affect core 
reactivity and therefore, the RPS scram function serves no purpose. The affected RPS 
Function is not considered as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed.  
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously 
analyzed accident. Further, this change does not impact the capability of the system to 
perform its required function, i.e., insert withdrawn control rods, since all control rods 
in core cells with fuel assemblies are already inserted. Therefore, this change does not 
significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
requirements continue to provide OPERABILITY of the Scram Discharge Volume 
Water Level-High RPS Function under all of the conditions in which it may be 
required.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.5 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change deletes the requirement in CTS Table 3. 1.A-I Action 13 and 19 to suspend 
LPRM replacement if SRM instrumentation is not OPERABLE per CTS 3. 10.B 
concurrent with the RPS Functions required to be Operable in MODE 5. The proposed 
requirements are adequate to minimize the reactivity of the core whenever SRM or 
other RPS Functions are inoperable in MODE 5. The current requirements impose 
restrictions (repair the SRMs prior to repairing the LPRMs) that are not necessary.  
Since the proposed Specifications adequately reduce the core reactivity when necessary, 
this change is acceptable. The RPS Functions and SRMs are not considered as 
initiators for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not 
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. Further, this 
change does not impact the capability of the system to perform its required function 
since the control rods will be required to be inserted immediately. Therefore, this 
change does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since other 
requirements will minimize the reactivity of the core when RPS Functions or SRMs are 
inoperable, thus making the RPS scram Functions and SRM indication unnecessary.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.6 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The RPS Instrumentation is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The 
change will not allow continuous operation such that a single failure will preclude the 
affected RPS Function from being performed. This change deletes the requirement to 
initiate a power reduction within 15 minutes when a channel is inoperable greater than 
the allowed outage time. The requirement to reduce power to below 45 % RTP (the 
power at which the RPS Functions are no longer applicable) is unchanged. Deletion of 
the 15 minute requirement provides time to perform an orderly reduction in power in a 
controlled manner. The consequences of an accident are unchanged, since this change 
does not affect the time to reach 45 % RTP. Therefore, the proposed change does not 
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated is not created because the proposed change does not introduce a new mode of 
plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

No reduction in a margin of safety is involved since this change does not affect the time 
allowed for operation with the RPS channels inoperable. Additionally, the 15 minute 
action initiation time is not an assumption of a design basis accident or transient 
analysis.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.7 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The APRM RPS instrumentation is not assumed in the initiation of any analyzed event.  
The role of this instrumentation is in mitigating and, thereby, limiting the consequences 
of analyzed events. The proposed change effectively extends the initial Surveillance 
Frequency until 12 hours after THERMAL POWER is Ž_ 25 % RTP regardless of the 
status of the APRMs. This allows time after the appropriate conditions are established 
to perform the Surveillance. The requirement to calibrate within 2 and 12 hours 
depending on the status of the APRMS has been included in proposed Note 2 to 
ITS 3.3.1.1 ACTIONS. The proposed time of 12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 
_Ž 25 % RTP is allowed because it is difficult to accurately determine core THERMAL 
POWER from a heat balance < 25% RTP. The 12 hours provides sufficient time to 
perform the Surveillance after THERMAL POWER >_ 25%. This is acceptable since at 
these low power levels, there is adequate margin to thermal limits (MCPR, APLGHR, 
LHGR). As a result, the consequences of an accident are not affected by this change.  
This change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or 
transient event. Therefore, these changes will not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, this change will not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety is not reduced by this change since the proposed change to the 
Surveillance Frequency provides the necessary assurance that the APRM 
instrumentation has been accurately calibrated at an early opportunity. This change
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.7 CHANGE 

3. (continued) 

extends the initial performance of the Surveillance Requirement to within 12 hours after 
reaching 25 % RTP regardless of the status of the APRMs. The requirement to 
calibrate within 2 and 12 hours depending on the status of the APRMS has been 
included in proposed Note 2 to ITS 3.3.1.1 ACTIONS. The proposed time of 12 hours 
after THERMAL POWER is Ž 25% RTP is allowed because it is difficult to accurately 
determine core THERMAL POWER from a heat balance < 25% RTP. The 12 hours 
provides sufficient time to perform the Surveillance after THERMAL POWER > 25 %.  
This is acceptable since at these low power levels, there is adequate margin to thermal 
limits (MCPR, APLGHR, LHGR). In addition, this change provides the benefit of 
allowing the Surveillance to be postponed until appropriate plant conditions exist for 
performing the Surveillance accurately. The safety analysis assumptions will still be 
maintained, thus no question of safety exists. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.8 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 

Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 

consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

I1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 

accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the instrumentation channel calibration 

surveillance testing intervals from 6 months to 24 months for the recirculation flow 

portion of the APRM Flow Biased Neutron Flux-High channels. The proposed 

change does not physically impact the plant nor does it impact any design or functional 

requirements of the associated systems. That is, the proposed change does not degrade 

the performance or increase the challenges of any safety systems assumed to function in 

the accident analysis. The proposed change does not impact the Surveillance 
Requirements themselves nor the way in which the Surveillances are performed.  

Additionally, the proposed change does not introduce any new accident initiators since 

no accidents previously evaluated have as their initiators anything related to the 

frequency of surveillance testing. The proposed change does not affect the availability 

of equipment or systems required to mitigate the consequences of an accident because 

of the availability of redundant systems or equipment and because other tests performed 

more frequently will identify potential equipment problems. Therefore, the proposed 

change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the instrumentation channel calibration 

surveillance testing intervals from 6 months to 24 months for the recirculation flow 

converters of the APRM Flow Biased Neutron Flux-High channels. The proposed 

change does not introduce any failure mechanisms of a different type than those 

previously evaluated since there are no physical changes being made to the facility. In 

addition, the Surveillance Requirements themselves and the way Surveillances are 

performed will remain unchanged. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the 

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.8 CHANGE (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Although the proposed change will result in an increase in the interval between 
surveillance tests for the recirculation flow portion of the APRM Flow Biased Neutron 
Flux-High channels, the impact on system availability is small based on other, more 
frequent testing or redundant systems or equipment, and there is no evidence of any 
failures that would impact the availability of the systems. Therefore, the assumptions 
in the licensing basis are not impacted, and the proposed change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.9 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1 . Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The RPS Instrumentation is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The 
change will not allow continuous operation such that a single failure will preclude the 
affected RPS Function from being performed. This change allows an additional 2 hours 
to reach 45 % RTP, which provides a reasonable amount of time to perform an orderly 
decrease in power, thus further minimizing a potential upset from a too rapid decrease 
in plant power. Additionally, the consequences of an event occurring while the unit is 
decreasing power during the extra time is the same as the consequences of an event 
occurring for the current time. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated is not created because the proposed change does not introduce a new mode of 
plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The increased time allowed for reaching the applicable condition with inoperable RPS 
channels is acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring the 
inoperable channels to function and the minimization of plant transients. The requested 
extension will provide sufficient time for the unit to reach the applicable condition in an 
orderly manner. As a result, the potential for human error will be reduced. As such, 
any reduction in a margin of safety will be insignificant and offset by the benefit gained 
from providing sufficient time to reach the applicable condition, thus avoiding potential 
plant transients from attempting to reach the applicable condition in the current time.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 10 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change excludes RPS RESPONSE TIME testing for certain RPS 
Functions. The probability of an accident is not increased by this change because the 
proposed change does not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or 
components (SSCs), or the manner in which these SSCs are operated, maintained, or 
modified. The consequences of an accident will not be increased because these 
Functions are not credited in any accident or transient analyses. The Functions 
excluded are the Manual Scram, Reactor Mode Switch, IRMs, APRM Neutron Flux 
Setdown, APRM INOP, and Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Water Level. This 
change is acceptable since the OPERABILITY of the channels associated with these 
Functions will still be confirmed during the performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM 
FUNCTIONAL TEST, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST or ,CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION, as applicable. Therefore, this change will not involve a significant 
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to plant SSCs, or the 
manner in which these SSCs are operated, maintained, modified, or inspected. The 
proposed change still provides adequate assurance the RPS Functions remain capable of 
performing their function, as assumed in the safety analyses. Therefore, this change 
will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change excludes RPS RESPONSE TIME testing for certain RPS 
Functions. The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety because these Functions are not credited in any accident or transient analyses.  
The Functions excluded are the Manual Scram, Reactor Mode Switch, IRMs, APRM 
Neutron Flux Setdown, APRM INOP, and Scram Discharge Volume (SDV) Water
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 10 CHANGE 

3. (continued) 

Level. This change is acceptable since the OPERABILITY of the channels associated 
with these Functions will still be confirmed during the performance of a LOGIC 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST or CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION, as applicable. The change does not affect the current analysis 
assumptions and adequate assurance is provided that the RPS Functions will be 
maintained Operable. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in 
a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION 

L.11 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

Reactor power is not considered as an initiator of any analyzed event. In addition, 
neither the failure to post a notice concerning the APRM gains, nor the APRM gains 

themselves are considered as an initiator of any analyzed event. While the initial power 
level is assumed as an initial condition of many accidents, this change will not affect the 

requirement to maintain power level within the assumptions of the accident analysis.  
The Dresden 2 and 3 Operating License will continue to require Dresden 2 and 3 to not 

exceed 100% of RTP. Therefore, the proposed change does not significantly increase 

the probability or consequences of a previously evaluated accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation nor does it require 
physical modification to the plant. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change has no impact on any safety analysis assumption since the requirement to 
maintain power less than or equal to 100% RTP, as specified in the Operating License, 
is unchanged. In addition, failure to post a notice that the APRM gains must be 
adjusted will not increase the potential for exceeding 100% RTP. Therefore, the 
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow short term continued operation with inoperable SRMs if the 
monitoring function capability is maintained, and short term continued operation with 
no OPERABLE channels if all positive reactivity changes due to control rod withdrawal 
are suspended. These instruments are not the initiator of any accidents previously 
evaluated. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of a 
previously analyzed accident. Further, this change does not further degrade the 
capability of the system to perform its required function under these circumstances.  
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously 
analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
required safety function capability or the Function will be maintained under the 
conditions during which it may be required.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The requirement to "lock" the mode switch in the Shutdown position is not assumed in 
the initiation of any analyzed event. This requirement was specified in the Technical 
Specifications to ensure that the reactor mode switch was not inadvertently moved from 
the Shutdown position resulting in an unauthorized MODE change. However, adequate 
administrative controls exist as a result of ITS Table 1.1-1 and the requirements of ITS 
3.0.4 to ensure the mode switch is maintained in the Shutdown position without the 
explicit requirement to "lock" the reactor mode switch in Shutdown. Reactor mode 
switch positions other than Shutdown result in the unit entering some other MODE; 
with the associated Technical Specification compliance requirements of that MODE and 
of ITS 3.0.4. As a result, the accident consequences are unaffected by this change.  
Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated is not created because the proposed change does not introduce a new mode of 
plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The requirement to "lock" the mode switch in the Shutdown position was specified in 
the Technical Specifications to ensure that the reactor mode switch was not 
inadvertently moved from the Shutdown position resulting in an unauthorized MODE 
change. However, adequate administrative controls exist as a result of ITS 
Table 1.1-1 and the requirements of ITS 3.0.4 to ensure the mode switch is maintained 
in the Shutdown position without the explicit requirement to "lock" the reactor mode 

switch in Shutdown. Reactor mode switch positions other than Shutdown result in the 
unit entering some other MODE; with the associated Technical Specification 
compliance requirements of that MODE and of ITS 3.0.4. Therefore, this change does 
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 

Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change would remove an unnecessary additional performance of a 
Surveillance which has been performed within its normally required Frequency. Not 
performing the Surveillance would not affect any equipment which is assumed to be an 

initiator of any analyzed event. Since the Surveillance continues to be performed on its 

normal Frequency, there is no impact on the capability of the system to perform its 
required safety function. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant 
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 

accident from any accident previously evaluated because the proposed change does not 
introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not involve physical modification to 
the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The normal Surveillance Frequency has been shown, based on operating experience, to 
be adequate for assuring the equipment is available and capable of performing its 
intended function. Additionally, the requirements of proposed SR 3.0.4 (CTS 4.0.D) 
provide assurance the equipment is OPERABLE prior to entering the MODES for 
which it is required. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L.4 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides the allowance for SRM count rate to be below 3 cps with 
less than of equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to the SRM. The SRMs are not 
considered as initiators of any analyzed event. This is considered acceptable since a 
provision of this allowance requires no other fuel assemblies to be located in the 
associated core quadrant. In this condition, even with a control rod withdrawn, the 
configuration will not be critical. In addition, after loading more than [four] fuel 
assemblies adjacent to the SRM or a fuel assembly in the associated core quadrant, the 
3 cps count rate must be met. As such, the Surveillance will continue to be performed 
at its normal Frequency which has been shown to be adequate for assuring the 
equipment is available and capable of performing its intended function and there is no 
impact on the capability of the system to perform its required safety function.  
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated because the change does not introduce 
a new mode of plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change extends the allowance for SRM count rate to be below 3 cps when 
less than or equal to four fuel assemblies are adjacent to the SRM. This is acceptable 
since this allowance only applies when no other fuel assemblies are located in the 
associated core quadrant. In this condition, even with a control rod withdrawn, the 
configuration will not be critical. At other times, when the provisions of the Note are 
not satisfied, ITS SR 3.3.1.2.4 requires the SRM minimum count rate of 3 cps to be 
met. In addition, the normal Surveillance Frequency has been shown, based on 
operating experience, to be adequate for assuring the equipment is available and capable 

of performing its intended function. The requirements of ITS 3.3.1.2 Required Action 
E. 1 preclude beginning CORE ALTERATIONS unless the required equipment is 
OPERABLE and all required Surveillances are met. Therefore, the proposed change 
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L.5 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The change extends the time period to insert all insertable control rods and provides a 
Required Action to immediately initiate action and continue attempts to insert all 
insertable control rods. The SRMs and requirements to fully insert all insertable 
control rods immediately during refueling conditions if one or more SRMs are 
inoperable are not assumed in the initiation of any previously analyzed accident. As 
such, the proposed change will not increase the probability of any accident previously 
evaluated. Therefore, this change ensures that actions are taken to insert all insertable 
control rods in a timely manner while continuing to provide direction if attempts fail to 
immediately insert all insertable control rods. In addition, the consequences of an event 
occurring under the proposed action are the same as the consequences of an event 
occurring under the current action. Therefore, this change does not involve an increase 
in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated because the change does not introduce 
a new mode of plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

During MODE 5, fully inserting all insertable control rods immediately may not always 
be possible. In this situation, the CTS do not provide direction as to the action to take.  

The proposed change provides a Required Action to immediately initiate action and 
continue attempts to insert all insertable control rods. This change ensures that actions 

are taken to insert all insertable control rods in a timely manner while continuing to 
provide direction if attempts fail to immediately insert all insertable control rods. This 

change is considered to be acceptable since ITS 3.3.1.2 Required Action E. 1 ensures 

the probability of occurrence of postulated events involving changes in reactivity in the 

MODE 5 is minimized by suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS. Therefore, the 

proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L.6 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This proposed change eliminates the requirement to fully insert control rods in core 
cells that do not contain fuel assemblies when the required SRM instrumentation is 
inoperable. Fully inserting control rods in core cells that contain no fuel assemblies has 

an insignificant impact on core reactivity and therefore, serves no purpose. The SRMs 

and associated actions are not considered as initiators for any accidents previously 
analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of a 
previously analyzed accident. Further, since control rods withdrawn from or inserted 
into a core cell containing no fuel assemblies have a negligible impact on the reactivity 
of the core, the consequences of an event occurring under the proposed action are the 
same as the consequences of an event occurring under the current action. Therefore, 
this change does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
operation. The proposed change still ensures that control rods which do have an impact 
on core reactivity are inserted in this condition. Therefore, it does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

During MODE 5, fully inserting all insertable control rods in core cells containing no 
fuel assemblies is not necessary. In this situation, the ITS actions are adequate to 

ensure that the reactor is maintained subcritical since control rods withdrawn from or 
inserted into a core cell containing no fuel assemblies have a negligible impact on the 

reactivity of the core. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L.7 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will limit the required applicability for source range monitors in MODE 5 
- to those monitors which are capable of providing the necessary function. SRMs are not 

considered as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change 

does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. Also, 

this change does not degrade the capability of the system to perform its design basis 
function. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the consequences of a 

previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change introduces no change to the intended monitoring function 
provided by the SRMs, and it does not involve physical modification to the plant.  
Therefore, it does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. The 
remaining SRM is adequate to assist the response to an inadvertent criticality since the 

core configuration must follow a spiral load/discharge for which the probability of an 
inadvertent criticality is negligible.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION 

L.8 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change adds an allowance to allow the SRM count rate to be reduced as long as its 
count rate is at least 0.7 cps with a signal to noise ratio Ž 20:1. The optional count rate 
of at least 0.7 cps with a signal to noise ratio _> 20:1 is acceptable since the SRMs 
could still monitor neutron counts with the same confidence as in the current value.  
The high signal to noise ratio is required so that the SRM can distinguish between 
actual counts and noise at the lower count rates. The SRMs are not considered as 
initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, this change does not result in a significant 
increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The SRMs will still be 
able to monitor changes in neutron flux. Therefore, the proposed change does not 
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated because the change does not introduce 
a new mode of plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change adds an allowance to allow the SRM count rate to be reduced as long as its 
count rate is at least 0.7 cps with a signal to noise ratio Ž_ 20:1. The optional count rate 
of at least 0.7 cps with a signal to noise ratio Ž 20:1 is acceptable since the SRMs 
could still monitor neutron counts with the same confidence as in the current value.  
The high signal to noise ratio is required so that the SRM can distinguish between 
actual counts and noise at the lower count rates. The SRMs will still be able to monitor 
changes in neutron flux. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 

consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1 . Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change removes an unnecessary additional performance of a Surveillance 
that has been performed within its normally required Frequency. The RBM 

Instrumentation and associated Surveillance Requirements are not assumed to be 

initiators of any analyzed event. Further, since the Surveillance continues to be 

performed on its normal Frequency (92 days), there is no impact on the capability of 

the RBM system to perform its required safety function. The consequences of an 

accident are not affected since the consequences of a design basis accident with the 

RBM Functions inoperable in the 7 day period (due to an undetected failure) are the 

same as the consequences of a design basis accident with the RBM Functions inoperable 
for the proposed 92 day period. Additionally, the most common outcome of the 
performance of a Surveillance is the successful demonstration that the acceptance 
criteria are satisfied. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant 
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 

accident from any accident previously evaluated because the proposed change does not 
introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not require physical modification to 
the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The normal Surveillance Frequency has been shown, per the reliability analysis of 

NEDO-30851P-A, "Technical Specifications Improvement Analysis for BWR Control 

Rod Block Instrumentation," dated October 1988, to be adequate for assuring the RBM 
Instrumentation is available and capable of performing its intended function.  

Additionally, the requirements of ITS SR 3.0.4 (CTS 4.0.D) provide assurance that the 

RBM is OPERABLE prior to entering conditions for which the RBM is required.  

Also, the change provides the benefit of eliminating unnecessary testing prior to a 

reactor startup thereby reducing the wear on the instruments and increasing overall 

reliability. As a result, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in 

a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will increase the surveillance interval of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to once every 92 days and allow the test to be performed 1 hour after the 
applicable condition is entered. The RWM is a highly accurate system, which has been 
shown to be reliable. In addition, other similar rod block Functions have a 92 day 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. This Frequency has been determined to be 
adequate in accordance with previously approved setpoint methodology. Also, the 
additional 1 hour allows time after the appropriate conditions are established to perform 
the test. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of a 
previously analyzed accident. An increase of the surveillance interval will not affect 
the capability of the component or system to perform its function nor alter assumptions 
relative to the mitigation of an accident. Therefore, this change does not significantly 
increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since 
experience has shown that the components usually pass the surveillance when 
performed at the proposed frequency.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The RBM is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The change deletes 
an unnecessary restriction when one RBM is inoperable. Since the other channel 
remains OPERABLE, the RBM is capable of performing its safety function. In 
addition, the change also deletes an unnecessary surveillance requirement. Since the 
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal, quarterly frequency, there is no 
impact on the capability of the RBM to perform its required safety function. Therefore, 
the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated, because the proposed change does not 
introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not require physical modification to 
the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Increasing the time (by deleting CTS 3.3.M Action 1.a) allowed to operate with one 
RBM inoperable while operating on a LIMITING CONTROL ROD PATTERN is 
acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring the RBM to function.  
One RBM continues to be OPERABLE during this time and is capable of performing 
the required safety function. In addition, the probability of actually operating on a 
LIMITING CONTROL ROD PATTERN is very low. The Surveillance Requirement 
deletion is acceptable, since the normal Surveillance Frequency has been shown, based 
on operating experience, to be adequate for assuring the RBM channels are 
OPERABLE. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction 
in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

L.4 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This proposed change reduces the power level at which the RWM must be OPERABLE 
from < 20% RTP to < 10% RTP. The RWM is not assumed to be an initiator of any 
analyzed event. The RWM serves to enforce control rod pre-stored control rod 
withdrawal sequences in order to minimize control rod worths during startups. The 
lower control rod worths result in lower fuel enthalpy values, which mitigate the 
consequences of a Control Rod Drop Accident (CRDA). This change does not 
eliminate any RWM testing requirements or alter any operational requirements 
regarding control rod movements, and OPERABILITY of the RWM will still be 
required when needed to ensure that the initial conditions of the CRDA are not 
violated. Furthermore, the reduction in the RWM Applicability will not significantly 
affect the probability of a CRDA occurring since the control rod and control rod 
coupling designs are not affected. Therefore, this change will not significantly increase 
the probability of a previously analyzed event. Siemens Power Corporation (SPC) has 
performed CRDA analyses for the SPC fuel in the Dresden 2 and 3 reactors in support 
of reducing the RWM Applicability to < 10% RTP. The analyses results show that the 
consequences of a CRDA above 10% RTP are mitigated by factors which reduce 
available rod worths and enhance the effective actions of the feedback mechanisms.  
The SPC CRDA analyses methodology was explicitly reviewed and approved by the 
NRC and, based on this methodology, SPC has concluded that the predicted 
consequences for the CRDA above zero power conditions would be reduced. As a 
result, OPERABILITY of the RWM is not needed to mitigate the consequences of a 
CRDA above 10% RTP. Therefore, this proposed change will not significantly 
increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

This proposed change does not involve any physical alterations to plant structures, 
systems, or components, nor will the change alter the mode of plant operation in a 
manner that could create a new precursor of an accident. Based on analyses, the RWM 
is not needed above 10% RTP since no significant CRDA can occur. As such, the
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

L.4 CHANGE 

2. (continued) 

proposed RWM Applicability of < 10% RTP will not violate any assumptions 
associated with the CRDA analyses and provides assurance that the RWM will be 
OPERABLE prior to it being needed. Therefore, this proposed change will not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of an accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This proposed change reduces the power level at which the RWM must be OPERABLE 
from < 20% RTP to < 10% RTP. The RWM serves to enforce pre-stored control rod 
withdrawal sequences to minimize the control rod worths during reactor startups. The 
lower control rod worths result in lower fuel enthalpy values, which mitigate the 
consequences of a CRDA. SPC has performed CRDA analyses for the SPC fuel in the 
Dresden 2 and 3 reactors in support of reducing the RWM Applicability to < 10% 
RTP. The analyses results show that no significant CRDA would occur above 10% 
RTP and the predicted consequences for a CRDA occurring above zero power 
conditions would be reduced. Moreover, the peak fuel enthalpies resulting from a 
CRDA occurring at 10% RTP remain well below the 280 cal/g limit (threshold for fuel 
melting). Thus, this proposed change provides assurance that the RWM will be 
OPERABLE such that fuel barrier performance and the consequences of a CRDA will 
not be adversely impacted. It is, therefore, concluded that this change does not involve 
a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.2.2 - FEEDWATER SYSTEM AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH WATER 

LEVEL TRIP INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will reduce the applicable conditions for the feedwater pump trip 
instrumentation to only > 25 % RTP. The feedwater pump trip instrumentation is 
provided to protect against violation of the MCPR Safety Limit. However, adequate 
margin exists such that MCPR is not a concern below 25 % RTP. The affected RPS 
function is not considered as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed.  
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously 
analyzed accident. Further, this function is not credited for mitigation of any accident 
in the omitted conditions. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the 
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and it does not involve 
physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility of a new 
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
function is not credited below 25 % RTP and the large safety margins in the thermal 
limits, inherent in the plant below 25 % RTP, are not affected.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.2.2 - FEEDWATER SYSTEM AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH WATER 

LEVEL TRIP INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow a feedwater pump to be removed from service to satisfy the 
Required Actions and allow continued operation. The Feedwater Pump Trip 
instrumentation is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. Therefore, this 
change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.  
Removing the feedwater pump from service, when the instrumentation is inoperable 
solely due to an inoperable feedwater pump breaker, provides the required safety 
function. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the consequences of a 
previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The purposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
safety function continues to provide the required Feedwater Pump Trip capability, 
including single failure conditions.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow entry into the applicable MODE with a Post Accident 
Monitoring (PAM) instrument inoperable. The PAM instrument channels are not 
assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The role of this instrumentation is in 
providing the operators information during and after an accident to allow them to take 
mitigating actions, thereby limiting consequences. With the proposed change, 
sufficient indication or alternate methods to monitor the parameter will remain 
OPERABLE to provide the operator with information necessary to evaluate potential 
plant conditions. In addition, the PAM instruments do not provide an active function to 
mitigate the consequences of any design basis accident or transient. Therefore, this 
change will not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing 
normal operation. Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
instrumentation is not required to provide automatic response to any design basis 
accident or transient and the Technical Specifications will ensure that adequate 
indication of the affected parameter(s) is maintained for use by the operators.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 

Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 

consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 

accident previously evaluated? 

The change modifies the Surveillance to indicate when a channel is placed in an 

inoperable status solely for performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated 

Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours, provided the other 

required channel in the associated Function are OPERABLE. The PAMs are not 

considered as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change 

does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. Also, 

this change does not further degrade the capability of the monitors to perform their 

required function under these circumstances since one channel is still OPERABLE. In 

addition, if an accident should occur while the Surveillance is being performed, the 

instrument can be restored to OPERABLE status in a short period of time. Therefore, 

this change does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 

accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 

involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 

of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 

monitors are not required to provide automatic response to any design basis accident.  

The additional time does not significantly affect the contribution of the monitors to risk 

reduction since the function is still being monitored by the other OPERABLE channel.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will revise the Required Actions for inoperable PAM channels that are not 
restored to service within the allowable outage time. The PAM instrument channels are 
not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The role of this instrumentation is 
in providing the operators information during and after an accident to allow them to 
take mitigating actions, thereby limiting consequences. The requested change does not 
allow continuous operation such that a single failure could result in a loss of function 
since the report requires an alternate means be established to monitor the affected 
parameter. Additionally, the consequences of an event occurring with the proposed 
actions are no worse than the consequences of an event occurring with the existing 
shutdown actions. Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing 
normal operation. The proposed change will allow alternate means for monitoring the 
parameters be credited when PAM instrument channels are inoperable. Therefore, this 
change will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed action allowing continued operation provided alternate means of 
monitoring the affected parameters are identified and justified in a report to the NRC is 
acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring the PAM 
instrumentation, the passive function of these instruments, and the alternate means of 
monitoring the affected parameter. This alternate means must be established and 
available to utilize the provisions of the proposed action. Providing this proposed 
action will minimize the potential for plant transients that can occur during plant 
shutdowns. As such, any reduction in a margin of safety will be offset by the benefit 
gained by avoiding an unnecessary plant shutdown transient when alternate monitoring 
capability exists. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

L.4 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow 7 days to restore one inoperable PAM instrument channel when 
two PAM instrument channels are inoperable, thus minimizing the potential for a 

shutdown transient. The PAM instrument channels are not assumed to be initiators of 

any analyzed event. The role of this instrumentation is in providing the operators 
information during and after an accident to allow them to take mitigating actions, 
thereby limiting consequences. The requested change does not allow continuous 
operation since the available alternate indications may not fully meet all performance 
qualification requirements applied to the instruments. Additionally, the consequences 
of an event occurring with the proposed actions are no worse than the consequences of 

an event occurring with the existing shutdown actions. Therefore, this change will not 
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing 
normal operation. Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed action is acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring 

the PAM instrumentation, the passive function of these instruments, and the alternate 
means of monitoring the affected parameter. Providing this proposed action will 

minimize the potential for plant transients that can occur during plant shutdowns by 

providing additional time for restoration of PAM instrument channel(s). As such, any 

reduction in a margin of safety will be offset by the benefit gained by avoiding an 
unnecessary plant shutdown transient when alternate monitoring capability exists.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

L.5 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The change allows 30 days to restore one inoperable drywell area radiation monitor 
when one monitor is inoperable and 7 days to restore one inoperable drywell area 
radiation monitor when two monitors are inoperable or to initiate the alternate method 
of monitoring, thus minimizing the potential for a shutdown transient. This change 
does not result in any hardware changes. The drywell area radiation monitors are not 
initiators of any analyzed event. The role of this instrumentation is in providing the 
operators information relative to primary containment radiation levels during and after 
an accident to allow them to take mitigating actions, thereby limiting consequences.  
The requested change does not allow continuous operation since the available alternate 
indications may not fully meet all performance qualification requirements applied to the 
drywell area radiation monitors. Additionally, the consequences of an event occurring 
with the proposed actions are the same as the consequences of an event occurring 
within the allowed outage time of the current actions. Therefore, this change will not 
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change is acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring 
the drywell area radiation monitors during the time period, the passive nature of the 
monitors, the availability of the redundant monitor (for the condition of one monitor 
inoperable) and the availability of alternate means to obtain the required information.  
Providing the proposed action will minimize the potential for plant transients that can 
occur during shutdown by providing additional time for the restoration of one monitor 
or the initiation of an alternate means of monitoring. As such, any reduction in a 
margin of safety resulting from the proposed change will be offset by the benefit gained 
by avoiding an unnecessary plant shutdown transient. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

L.6 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change will limit the Applicability for Drywell Area Radiation monitors 
to the MODES during which design basis events are assumed to occur. Drywell Area 
Radiation monitors are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. The role of 
these monitors is in providing the operators information during and after an accident to 
allow them to take mitigating actions, thereby limiting consequences. The variable 
monitored by the Drywell Area Radiation monitors is related to the diagnosis and 
preplanned actions required to mitigate design basis accidents (DBAs). The applicable 
DBAs are assumed to occur in MODES 1 and 2. The revision to the Applicability is 
being made consistent with the applicable DBA analyses. As a result, DBA 
consequences are not increased by this change. Therefore, this change will not involve 
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change is acceptable since it is being made consistent with the safety 
analysis assumptions. The Drywell Area Radiation monitors are provided to assist in 
the response to DBAs in the MODES which continue to be applicable. As such, the 
change still provides assurance the affected Drywell Area Radiation monitors will be 
maintained Operable during conditions when the DBAs are assumed to occur.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow the affected recirculation pump breaker(s) to be removed from 
service to satisfy the Required Actions and allow continued operation. The 
ATWS-RPT instrumentation is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event.  
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously 
analyzed accident. Removing the recirculation pump breaker(s) from service provides 
the required safety function. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the 
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and it does not involve 
physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility of a new 
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
safety functions continue to provide the required ATWS-RPT actuation capability, 
including single failure conditions.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow an inoperable channel to be placed in the tripped condition to 
satisfy the Required Actions and allow continued operation. The ATWS-RPT 
instrumentation is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. Therefore, this 
change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident.  
A tripped channel continues to provide the required function. Therefore, this change 
does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
Functions continue to provide the required ATWS-RPT actuation capability, including 
single failure conditions.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.4.1 - ATWS-RPT INSTRUMENTATION 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 

consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will identify Required Actions based on trip Function capability rather than 
single trip system OPERABILITY. The ATWS-RPT instrumentation is not assumed to 

be an initiator of any analyzed event. Therefore, this change does not significantly 
increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. Either condition results in 

decreased capability with regard to single failures; however, as long as one Function is 

available, single failure capability must be restored or a shutdown will eventually be 

required in accordance with the proposed Required Actions. Therefore, this change 

does not significantly increase the probability or consequences of a previously analyzed 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 

involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since at least 

one Function continues to provide the required ATWS-RPT actuation capability. In 

addition, operator action can be taken to trip the recirculation pumps if a ATWS event 
(which is a beyond basis event) occurs.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.5.2 - IC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

L.1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will provide additional time to isolate the penetration prior to commencing 
a plant shutdown however the proposed Required Action still requires the plant to be 
outside the MODE of applicability within the same time frame as other primary 
containment inoperabilities. Inoperable isolation instrumentation channels are not 
considered as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. This change also 
allows additional time to begin a plant shutdown, however still requires the plant to be 
shutdown in the same time frame. The action continues to provide sufficient time to 
perform an orderly shutdown and at the same time may further minimize a potential 
upset from a too rapid decrease in plant power. The consequences of an event 
occurring during the proposed Required Actions are the same as in the current Actions.  
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability or consequences 
of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change will provide additional time to isolate the penetration prior to commencing 
a plant shutdown however the proposed Required Action still requires the plant to be 
outside the MODE of applicability within the same time frame as other primary 
containment inoperabilities. The action continues to provide sufficient time to perform 
an orderly shutdown and at the same time may further minimize a potential upset from 

a too rapid decrease in plant power. The proposed actions will provide sufficient time 
to shut down and cooldown the plant. As a result, the potential for human error will be 
reduced. As such, any reduction in a margin of safety will be insignificant and offset 
by the benefit gained.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change reduces the Applicability of the Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System 
Initiation Function from MODES 1, 2 and 3 to MODES 1 and 2, only and also 
modifies the default action for this Function from close the affected penetration in 
1 hour to also provide the option to declare the SLC System inoperable. The reduction 
in the Applicability is acceptable since with the unit in MODE 3 the reactor will be 
shutdown with all control rods inserted. Therefore, the additional shutdown 
requirements of the Standby Liquid Control System will not be necessary to mitigate an 
ATWS event. The proposed Applicability is consistent with the Applicability of ITS 
3.1.7 for the Standby Liquid Control System. The change which provides the option to 
declare the SLC System inoperable instead of isolating the penetration is also acceptable 
since ITS 3.1.7 provides adequate compensatory action for other conditions where the 
SLC System is inoperable (SLC tank sodium pentaborate concentration not within 
limits). The SLC System Initiation Function is not considered as an initiator for any 
accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase 
the probability of a previously analyzed accident. This change does not impact the 
capability of the system to perform its required function when needed since the control 
rods are inserted in MODE 3 and since ITS 3.1.7 provides adequate compensatory 
actions when the system is declared inoperable. Therefore, this change does not 
significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since other 
requirements prevent the withdrawal of control rods in MODE 3, thus the SLC System 
and SLC System Initiation Function is not necessary. In addition, since the CTS and 
ITS allow other SLC System inoperabilities, this change does not result in a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The shutdown cooling system isolation instrumentation is not assumed to be an initiator 
of any analyzed event. The instrumentation's role is in containing reactor coolant in 
analyzed events and thereby limiting consequences. The proposed change to the 
Actions allows the option to initiate action to restore the inoperable channels or to 
initiate action to isolate shutdown cooling, which is currently required. This allows an 
alternate decay heat removal method to be made available prior to isolating shutdown 
cooling. This change allows action to be taken to restore isolation capability without 
causing a loss of shutdown cooling. Therefore, this change will not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve any design changes, plant modifications, or 
changes in plant operation. The proposed change continues to require action to be 
taken to isolate the penetration or restore the channels while still allowing an alternate 
decay heat removal method to be made available prior to isolating shutdown cooling.  
The system will continue to function in the same way as before the change. Therefore, 
the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

No significant reduction in a margin of safety is involved with this change since it 
assures that actions are taken to restore isolation capability. The change to the Action 
is acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring shutdown cooling 
isolation and the desire to maintain adequate shutdown cooling. The exposure of the 
plant to the small probability of an event requiring shutdown cooling isolation is 
insignificant and offset by the benefit of avoiding a loss of shutdown cooling.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

L.4 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will provide additional time to isolate the main steam lines and will allow 
continued operation with inoperable channels if the affected main steam line penetration 
is isolated. Inoperable main steam isolation logic is not considered as an initiator for 
any accidents previously analyzed. The change will not allow continuous operation 
such that a single failure will preclude the affected isolation function from being 
performed. This change allows isolating the affected penetration, which fulfills the post 
accident function of the isolation logic. This change also allows an additional 4 hours 
to close the MSIVs, which provides a reasonable amount of time to perform an orderly 
closure of the valves (which requires entry into MODE 2), thus further minimizing a 
potential upset from a too rapid decrease in plant power. Additionally, the 
consequences of an event occurring while the unit is reducing power in order to close 
the MSIVs during the extra 4 hours is the same as the consequences of an event 
occurring for the current 8 hours. Therefore, this change does not significantly 
increase the probability or consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The increased time allowed for isolating the main steam lines with inoperable channels 
is acceptable based on the small probability of an event requiring the inoperable 
channels to function, the ability to isolate the main steam lines manually if an event 
occurs, and the minimization of plant transients. In addition, with the affected main 
steam line isolated, the safety function of the inoperable channels has been fulfilled.  
The proposed 4 hour extension will provide sufficient time for the unit to close the 
MSIVs. As a result, the potential for human error will be reduced. As such, any 
reduction in a margin of safety will be insignificant and offset by the benefit gained 
from providing sufficient time to close the MSIVs, thus avoiding potential plant 
transients from attempting to close the MSIVs in the current time.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

L.5 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will remove requirements for OPERABILITY of one trip system of 
shutdown cooling system isolation on low reactor vessel water level during conditions 
with no potential for draining the reactor vessel in MODES 4 and 5. An intact 
shutdown cooling system and one trip system of isolation instrumentation provide 
acceptable single failure proof protection against initiation and mitigation of any 
accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase 
the probability or consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change still ensures the function of the isolation 
instrumentation can be satisfied. Therefore, it does not create the possibility of a new 
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

In MODES 4 and 5 an intact Shutdown Cooling System fulfills the function of one trip 
system of isolation instrumentation. Therefore, the second trip system requirement is 
not required provided system integrity is maintained. With the piping not intact or with 
maintenance being performed that has the potential for draining the reactor vessel 
through the system, both trip systems are required for Shutdown Cooling System 
isolation in MODES 4 and 5. As such, this change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety since the requirements continue to provide acceptable 
capability of the assumed functions under these conditions.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will remove requirements for OPERABILITY of secondary containment 
isolation instrumentation on low reactor vessel water level during CORE 
ALTERATIONS. Secondary containment isolation instrumentation is not considered as 
an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not 
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. Further, 
secondary containment isolation and SGT System actuation on low water level is not 
assumed in the mitigation of previously analyzed events occurring during a CORE 
ALTERATION. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the 
consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
requirements continue to provide OPERABILITY of the secondary containment 
isolation instrumentation function under conditions assumed in the safety analyses.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The change provides the option to declare the affected systems inoperable instead of 
closing the SCIVs and placing the SGT System in operation. The secondary 
containment isolation instrumentation is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed 
event. The role of the instrumentation is to mitigate and thereby limit the consequences 
of a design basis accident. The instrumentation actuates to ensure the SCIVs are closed 
and SGT System is initiated to ensure secondary containment leakage is limited during 
a design basis accident. The proposed change to the ACTIONS will not allow 
continuous operation such that a single failure will preclude SCIV or SGT System 
initiation from mitigating the consequences of a design basis accident. Therefore, the 
proposed change will not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

No significant reduction in a margin of safety is involved with this change since the 
proposed alternative actions are identical to those associated with the mechanical 
Specifications (SGT System and SCIVs). Since the instrumentation actuates the SGT 
subsystems and the SCIVs, these actions are appropriate and the margin of safety is 
maintained equivalent to the margin of safety when the SGT systems are inoperable or 
if the SCIVs are inoperable.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.6.3 - RELIEF VALVE INSTRUMENTATION 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.7.1 - CREV SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.8.1 - LOSS OF POWER (LOP) INSTRUMENTATION 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will limit the required applicability to those conditions during which the 
RPS electric power monitoring assemblies provide a necessary function. Although loss 
of power is considered in conjunction with design basis accidents, it is not considered 
as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not 
significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. Also, this 
change does not degrade the capability of the RPS electric power monitoring assemblies 
to perform their design basis function when needed. Therefore, this change does not 
significantly increase the consequences of a previously analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the RPS 
electric power monitoring assemblies are provided to assure adequate power is available 
to the RPS and RPS bus powered equipment when required and this change only affects 
conditions where such power would not be required.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will provide additional time to restore inoperable RPS electric power 
monitoring assemblies. The RPS electric power monitoring assemblies are not 
considered as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. Therefore, this change 
does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed accident. Also, 
this change does not further degrade the capability of the RPS electric power 
monitoring assemblies to perform their required function under these circumstances.  
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously 
analyzed accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
extended time is small and allows for operator consideration of plant conditions, 
personnel availability and appropriate response.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will remove the requirement for OPERABILITY of the RPS electric power 
monitoring assemblies in MODE 5 when control rods are withdrawn from core cells 
containing no fuel assemblies. OPERABILITY of the RPS electric power monitoring 
assemblies will only be required in MODE 5 when control rods are withdrawn from 
core cells containing fuel assemblies. Control rods withdrawn from or inserted into a 
core cell containing no fuel assemblies have a negligible impact on core reactivity and 
Shutdown Margin (SDM). Provided all control rods otherwise remain inserted, the 
RPS Functions and the RPS equipment protective function provided by the RPS electric 
power monitoring assemblies serve no purpose and are not required. Thus, since they 
are not required, the RPS Functions and the RPS electric power monitoring assemblies 
are not considered initiators of any previously analyzed accidents. This proposed 
change will still require OPERABILITY of the RPS electric power monitoring 
assemblies when required to support the RPS Functions (ITS 3.3.1.1). Therefore, this 
change does not significantly increase the probability of a previously analyzed event.  
Furthermore, the removal of the OPERABILITY requirement for the RPS electric 
power monitoring assemblies in MODE 5 when control rods are withdrawn from core 
cells containing no fuel assemblies will have a negligible effect on core reactivity and 
SDM. Therefore, this proposed change will not significantly increase the consequences 
of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve any design change or plant modifications, nor 
will the change alter the mode of plant operation in a manner that could create a new 
precursor of an accident. As such, the RPS electric power monitoring assemblies and 

the supported RPS equipment will continue to function as previously analyzed.  
Therefore, the proposed change will not create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of an accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING 

L.3 CHANGE (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This proposed change will remove the requirement for OPERABILITY of the RPS 
electric power monitoring assemblies in MODE 5 when control rods are withdrawn 
from core cells containing no fuel assemblies. The RPS electric power monitoring 
assemblies support OPERABILITY of the RPS Functions (ITS 3.3.1.1). This change 
will continue to ensure the RPS electric power monitoring assemblies are OPERABLE 
when required to support OPERABILITY of the RPS Functions. Furthermore, since 
control rods withdrawn from a core cell containing no fuel assemblies have a negligible 
impact on core reactivity and SDM, this change will have negligible effect on core 
safety margins. Therefore, this proposed change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.3.8.2 - RPS ELECTRIC POWER MONITORING 

L.4 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComrEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change removes the requirement to notify the NRC if required by 10 CFR 50.72 
and to submit a Licensee Event Report as required by 10 CFR 50.73 if the RPS electric 
power monitoring assemblies are not restored to Operable status or the MG set or 
alternate power supply is not removed from service in MODE 5 with any control rod 
withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assemblies. The change 
replaces these requirements with specific actions that place the reactor in the least 
reactive condition and ensures the safety function of the RPS instrumentation will not 
be required. The required reports are not considered as initiators for any accidents 
previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the 
probability of a previously analyzed accident. The consequences of a previously 
analyzed accident are not affected by the deletion of these reporting requirements since 
they do not impact the assumptions of any design basis accident or transient.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety is not reduced by removing the requirement for the submittal of 
these required reports. This change has no effect on the assumptions of design basis 
accidents or transients. This change has no impact on safe operation of the plant 
because adequate actions are provided if the RPS electric power monitoring assemblies 
cannot be restored and the RPS MG set or alternate power supply cannot be removed 
from service. This change does not affect any plant equipment or requirements for 
maintaining plant equipment. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
CTS: 3/4.2.H - EXPLOSIVE GAS MONITORING 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
CTS: 3/4.2.1 - SUPPRESSION CHAMBER AND DRYWELL SPRAY ACTUATION 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
ITS: SECTION 3.3 - INSTRUMENTATION 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.21, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 

Technical Specification change for identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring 

environmental assessment, determined it meets the criteria for a categorical exclusion set forth 

in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) and as such, has determined that no irreversible consequences exist in 

accordance with 10 CFR 50.92(b). This determination is based on the fact that this change is 

being proposed as an amendment to a license issued pursuant to 10 CFR which changes a 

requirement with respect to installation or use of a facility component located within the 

restricted area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or which changes an inspection or a surveillance 

requirement, and the amendment meets the following specific criteria: 

1. The amendment involves no significant hazards consideration.  

As demonstrated in the No Significant Hazards Consideration, this proposed 

amendment does not involve any significant hazards consideration.  

2. There is no significant change in the type or significant increase in the amounts of any 

effluents that may be released offsite.  

The proposed change will not result in changes in the operation or configuration of the 

facility. There will be no change in the level of controls or methodology used for 

processing of radioactive effluents or handling of solid radioactive waste, nor will the 

proposal result in any change in the normal radiation levels within the plant.  

Therefore, there will be no change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of 

any effluents released offsite resulting from this change.  

3. There is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation 

exposure.  

The proposed change will not result in changes in the operation or configuration of the 

facility which impact radiation exposure. There will be no change in the level of 

controls or methodology used for processing of radioactive effluents or handling of 

solid radioactive waste, nor will the proposal result in any change in the normal 

radiation levels within the plant. Therefore, there will be no increase in individual or 
cumulative occupational radiation exposure resulting from this change.  

Therefore, based upon the above evaluation, CoinEd has concluded that no irreversible 

consequences exist with the proposed change.
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